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0-ary 1233 
0- 1 integer linear programming problem 
I034 
0- 1 knapsack problem 650 
l-subdivision transform 254 
1 -superline transform 254 
2-approximation 1253 
2consistency 529 
2-DT class of default theories I343 
2-subdivision transform 254 
2D contours 1077 
2D features 478 
2D images 201 
2D line drawing 1102 
2D representations 1269 
3-consistency 529 
3-SAT 1301 
formula 929 
problems 1299 
problems, hard random - 1299 
---ty problem 929 
3D 1ts 1310 
3D vations 13 10 
3D 
3D georrr~~~ models 478 
3D images, information from - 24 
3D interpretation 
of a :!D view 480 
of surface contours 193 
3D model of a scene 478 
3D models 201 
3D MOSAIC system 376,478 
3D motion 
estimation 1279 
parameter 1279 
3D object 1102 
classes 1310 
recognition 127 1 
3D objects 1077 
construction of invariants for - 1271 
recovery of - IO77 
3D recovery equations 484 
3D representations 1269 
3D scene descriptions 478 
3D scenes 
perceiving - 54 
reconstruction of - 376 
3D shape 484, 1001, 1077 
estimation 364 
inference of - IO77 
of a textured surface 484 
recovering - 456 
3D shapes of objects 204 
3D space, projective transformation of - 
1283 
3D spatial orientation 262 
3D structures 192,478 
inferring - 456 
3D surface 193 
3D surfaces, natural - 364 
3D textures 587 
3D wire-frame descrrption 376 
4 x 4 Othello 362 game 
%-move rule, FIDE’s - S62 
A 
a priori 
calculation 929 
given attributes 347 
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minimum number of vertices 8 
preferences 378 
A* 92,95, 179,232,277, 278, 370,547, 
650, 1342 
algorithm 92,95,215,277,370,914,965 
algorithm, Kofls learning-real-time-- 1164 
algorithm of Hart, Nilsson and Raphael 2 15 
algorithm, real-time-- 547 
complexity of - 179 
graph search 1342 
graph search with - 1342 
iterative-deepening-- 972 
mean complexity of - 232 
optimalily of - 95 
search 914.1128 
search procedure 278 
search strategy 1389 
A-ordered linear resolution 32 
abduction 631,916,1225 
as belief revision 1178 
cost-based - 1034, 1069, 1391 
Horn-clause - 1005 
in causal theories 684 
interpretation as - 1059 
model of - 1178 
probabilistic Horn - 1005 
problems, tractable class of - 63 I 
process, efficiency of the - 1059 
scheme weights and costs in - 1059 
tasks 1222 
to plausible causes 1250 
using Horn theories 1225 
weighted - 1059 
abductive 
diagnosis 1178 
explanations 1222, 1381 
explanations, most specific and least specific 
- 916 
abductive inference 1059 
method 684 
reasoning 684, 1175,1222,1381 
unification 430 
view of diagnosis 917 
ABEL, expert system 679 
Abelson, H. 333 
ability 
of EBL to learn 1380 
to imagine an event and belief 1025 
to introspect 13 13 
to model partial information 1258 
to predict the future 1104 
to search images 1172 
ablation 383 
study 584 
abnormality 
predicate 630 
theories 397, 1262 
theories, nested - 1262 
abrupt changes in computational cost 1292 
ABSITY semantic interpreter 425 
absolute 
position 1163 
truths 925 
abstract 
action descriptions 1241 
algorithms, implementing - 140 
assumptions underlying intelligence 600 
generalizations 584 
knowledge 4 18 
match algorithm 695 
minimality 698 
model-theoretic interpretation 116 
presentations 43 1 
problem descriptions 9 14 
proof checker 927 
relations encoding solutions to previous 
problems 436 
repair strategies 583 
Rete network 695 
solution 1103, 1150 
solutions being refinable, probability of - 
1150 
solution spaces 210 
specification 238 
states 182 
abstracting common properties 5 19 
abstraction 181,342,407,437,927, 1103, 1359 
algebraic - 1359 
analysis of - 407 
graph oriented view of - 1359 
hierarchies, automatic generation of - 1150 
hierarchies in planning 1394 
hierarchy 407,914, 1103, 1150 
levels 1150, 1394 
levels of - 273 
mapping 18 1,927 
mappings, m-- 18 1 
mechanization of - 927 
model - 1083 
of visual information 203 
shell - 1341 
spaces 5 1 
STAR - 1359 
technique 371, 1359 
temporal - 662 
theory of - 927 
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[See also “abstractions”] 
abstraction-derived heuristic 1237 
abstractions 436 
algorithm for generating - 1 IO3 
automatically generating - 1103 
identification of - 1144 
of a problem 1237 
of difFerentia1 equations 369 
abstractly minimal models 698 
abstractness 1237 
ABSTRIPS 
hierarchies 1150 
problem solver 5 1 
style abstraction hierarchies in planning 1394 
ABTWEAK system 1394 
AC-3 algorithm 934,1125 
AC-4 algorithm 688,934,1125 
AC-5 algorithm 934 
AC-6 algorithm 1125 
acausal mathematical relations 1083 
accent 
assignment 1060 
assignment, algorithm for - 1060 
decisions 1060 
acceptabilit;y of arguments 1194 
acceptable 
axiomatization 64 
explanation 170 
sets of beliefs 649 
acceptance criteria, explanation - 525 
accessing concept descriptions 114 
ACCORD, (expert system 679 
accretion model of theory formation 246 
accuracy 
imprclvement 1368 
measure of - 447 
of admissible heuristics 1237 
of the heuristic function 6 
of the parameters 266 
parsing - 1356 
reasolning about model - 9 18 
accurate descriptions 1144 
Ace 
frame.work 418 
knowledge base 418 
achieve a given goal, finding a sequence of actions 
to- 1 
acidity of chemical solutions 657 
acoustic 
analysis 50 
classification 50 
data 50 
sensors 1067 
signal interpretation 1186 
acoustical and phonological information 49 
acquiring efficiently-applicable concepts 579 
acquisition 
knowledge - 442,960, 1242 
lexical knowledge - 1364 
of data 190 
of knowledge 504 
of new inference rules 141 
acquisition tool, knowledge - 503 
ACT*, computational theory of knowledge origin 
524 
action 599, 1132, 1223 
and time, Allen’s theory of - 546 
and time, theory of - 281 
descriptions 1223 
effects 1223 
executability 1223 
feasibility 1223 
formal theories of - 496 
human - 548 
logic for agents with bounded rationality, 
ALX 1243 
logic, modal - 1243 
logics 1243 
reasoning about - 441,448,496, 1250 
representation 1228, I248 
representation, expressive - 1228 
sequences, long - 522 
sequences, single-actor - 130 
theory I 145 
theory of - 356 
[See also “actions”] 
action-based 
approach 1399 
hierarchies 1399 
action-oriented perception, systems with - 1208 
actions 247,28 1, 1240 
add/delete-list representation for - 404 
agent’s - 548 
and change, reasoning about - 1338 
heuristic - 1242 
nondeterministic - 1183 
reasoning about - 28 1, 1183 
representing - 448 
single-agent - 1351 
with many qualifications 448 
[See also “action“] 
activated processes, involuntarily - 43 
activation, spreading - 923 
active 
database context I 12 
perception 1 I7 I 
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processes, beliefs of - 149 
surface estimation 1284 
vision 1165, 1275, 1277 
vision architecture 1274 
vision systems 1274 
activity 
patterns, superimposed - 590 
research 1159 
shared cooperative - I35 I 
actor 
message passing 106 
model of computation 106 
actual current states 117 I 
acyclic 
database 502 
defeasible inheritance hiearchies 586 
Horn defaults 586 
inheritance networks 966 
semantic network 550 
theories 586 
Adams 575 
Adams’ probabilistic semantics 575 
adaptation 1033, 136 1 
and environment 1210 
case - 1368 
of a design 520 
strategies 1093 
to context 82 
to the writer 414 
adapting 
environments 1159 
to an environment 1159 
adaptive 
agent 1157 
behavior 113 1 
consistency 1110 
control 50.24 1 
fit between an agent and its environment 
1158 
intelligent systems 1157 
problem solving 1386 
ADATE automatic functional programming system 
1195 
add/delete-M representation for actions 404 
adding 
negation 687 
new premises 1396 
primitives 376 
two histories 908 
addition 
of redundancies 645 
of strict logical links 622 
additional information, referring to - 3 18 
additive 
changes 397 
noise 197 
probabilities 1258 
additivity of imprecision 689 
adequacy 
criterion of- 913 
i.d.e.-- 913 
model - 1272 
of a model 64 
adjacency 296 
assumptions 203 
refinement 254 
refinement partition 254 
adjacent elements 492 
admissibility 1205 
of AO* 423 
admissible 
algorithms 242, 370,487 
bidirectional algorithms 487 
bidirectional staged heuristic search 
algorithm 
487 
heuristics 1237 
lower-bound heuristics 1237 
search 1018 
search algorithms 95 
technique 1128 
tree search, optimal - 33 1 
advanced reduction rules 648 
adversary 
planning in real-world situations 189 
situations 189 
advice 107 
aerial photographs of urban scenes 376 
affine 
constraints 1283 
parameter space 48 1 
agency, intelligent - I 104 
agent 1211 
adaptive - 1157 
architecture 1152, 1157 
autonomous - 634 
behaviors of an - 1241 
beliefs of an - 421 
designers 1352 
environment, properties required by an - 
1210 
ideally rational - 303 
intelligent - 266, 1011, 1172, 1378, 1399 
interpreters 93 I 
legged - 1158 
search in a graph 1202 
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searching 1202 
searching framework 1202 
searching in a tree 1337 
self-motivated - 1307 
societies, artificial - 1160 
state of an - 931 
with limited computational capabilities 1090 
[See also “agent’s”, “agents”, and “agents”‘] 
agent’s 
behavior 1158 
belief, mathematical model of an - 1025 
beliefs 356 
beliefs goals actions and intentions 548 
beliefs, inconsistencies in the - 1348 
computational states, informational content 
of an - 1209 
control policy 634 
environment, procedural model of the - 12 11 
external actions 641 
know ledge about the world 890 
perceptions 1166 
plan, inferring an - 1006 
proposed actions, effects of an - 1104 
reactions 1211 
understanding of instructions 1166 
[See also “agent”, “agents”, and “agents”‘] 
agent-environment 
interaction 1158, 1161 
system 1158 
agent-oriented programming, AOP 931 
agents 1213,1285, 1352 
analysis of living - 1207 
artificial - 1210 
automated synthesis of arbitrary specialized - 
‘1210 
automated - 1174, 1353 
autonomous - 1158 
buildmg integrated cognitive - 1012 
collaborating autonomous - 1177 
comprehensive - 11.57 
computational theories of - 1207 
contmctor - 1307 
contmcts between - 1307 
design of artificial - 1207 
design of situated - 1209 
effeclive interaction of - 1174 
group of - 697 
in disagreement about the existence of 
objects 654 
intelligent - 1209, 1241 
interaction of - 1173 
manager - 1307 
multiple - 281 
operating in real-time domains 1399 
post-hoc analysis of - 1210 
reasoning -. 1130 
recognizing plans of other agents 176 
specifications for artificial - 548 
typical AI - 1157 
[See also “agent”, “agent’s”, and “agents”‘] 
agents’ 
behavior I 166 
choice in communicative action I362 
global utility 1353 
goals 1285 
intentions towards another agent 135 1 
interactions with their environments 1207 
involvements in their environments, 
resource limits 1362 
workplace 1170 
[See also “agent”, “agent’s”, and “agents”] 
aggregation 37 1 
model - 1083 
of rigid and quasi-rigid objects at rest 203 
of rigid and quasi-rigid objects in motion 203 
spatio-temporal - 203 
AGM postulates, classic - 1096 
agreements, efficient - 1174 
AI 217,251,278,403,435,525,578,602,607, 
636,670,916,932,1016,1034, 1194, 
1246,1264,1287, 1359,1376 
[See also “artificial intelligence”] 
agents, typical - 1157 
applications 1197 
as empirical inquiry 607 
contributions to perception 320 
core - 600 
discovery systems 538 
foundations of - 600 
game-playing techniques 230 
history of - 1287 
learning algorithms 460 
major findings of - 607 
major hypotheses of - 607 
methodology 286 
methods 933 
planner 668 
priorities in - 1287 
problem solving 1018 
problems 1245 
problems, fundamental - 602 
programs 679 
programs, large _ 178 
research 545 
research, classical - 604 
robotics challenge to - 320 
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role of formal logic in - 628 
search algorithms 25 1 
search procedure A* 278 
search procedure AO* 278 
search programs 1136 
spatial representation in - 3 8 
strategic approaches to - 607 
system-building in - 604 
systems 147,237 
tasks 39 
technologies 116 1 
temporal logics in - 408 
theory in - 600 
understanding music with - I328 
air traffic control 234 
AIS, adaptive intelligent systems 1157 
AIS niche 1157 
alarm analysis 1196 
ALCI-IEM language 134 
ALECSYS, parallel implementation of a learning 
classifier system 1152 
algebra 295,470.658 
Allen’s - 693 
dominance - 1238 
inequality - 658 
qualitative - 658 
quantitative - 658 
Vilain and Kautz’s point - 632 
algebraic 
abstraction 1359 
analysis 119 
and differential equations 359 
approach to shape-from-image problems 279 
difference set 472 
equations 957 
expressions 185 
facts 185 
geometry 47 1 
manipulation 185 
manipulation program, PRESS 185 
method for proving a class of geometry 
theorems 469 
operations, relational - 398 
program analysis 238 
reasoning 479 
reasoning algorithms 479 
reasoning, qualitative and quantitative - 658 
representation of a problem 957 
sets 472 
simplification 26, 107 
specification 473 
structures of inexact reasoning 906 
algebras on signs and reals 658 
algorithm 932 
A* - 92,95,277,370,914,965 
AC-3 - 112.5 
AC-4 of Mohr and Henderson 934 
AC-4- 1125 
AC-4, arc consistency - 688 
AC-6- 1125 
admissable - 370 
alpha-beta - 384,674 
alpha-beta pruning - 122,261, 1238 
ALPINE - 1394 
approximation - I105 
arc consistency - 354,934 
B - 277 
B* tree search - 138, 225 
backtrack - 250,6 18 
backtracking - 539. 956 
based on state space search 143 
behavior of an - 137 
Berlekamp’s - 86 
best-first search - 392,650 
best-first - 1069 
BS* 487 
bucket brigade - 522 
by Hart, Nilsson and Raphael 8 
circumscription - 485 
clause condensing - 963 
complete inference - 433 
concept of an - 932 
conspiracy numbers - 559 
constraint propagation - 265 
decidable - 301 
depth-first - 257 
depth-first iterative-deepening - 33 I 
derivational analogy - 1093 
diagnosis - 395, 528 
dialogue - 34 
distributed - 22 1 
EBL*DI - 1123 
efficient - 1026 
EM - 1410 
explanation-based learning - 1 123 
for accent assignment 1060 
for arc consistency 953 
for computing multilevel counterfactuals 163 
for computing multilevel counterfactuals, 
correctness proof for the - 163 
for computing probability in Bayesian 
networks 1366 
for Dempsters’ rule 4 16 
for estimation of surface orientation, WlSP 
1026 
for finding 3D shape 1001 
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for finding a loop cutset, MGA 1253 
for finding proofs for theorems 4 
for generating abstractions 1103 
for homing 1269 
for inferencing 699 
for interpreting image contours 480 
for local surface orientation 265 
for minimal cost strategies, Smith - 645 
for model composition, implemented - 659 
for pazdiction 97 1 
for probabilistic planning 1240 
for qualitative simulation 369 
for refinement planning 1229 
for se:arch, nonexistence of an overall optimal 
-. 217 
for se.uching AND/OR graphs 15 
for se.arching AND/OR graphs, optimality of 
-. 15 
for skeptical reasoning with binary defaults 
637 
for the description identification problem 672 
for the synthesis of a procedure from 
example computations 137 
for the three-dimensional movers’ problem 
!192 
Freuder’s synthesis - 529 
G-- 1165 
game playing - 56 
genetic - 1152 
graph parsing - 582 
graph-circuits - 167 
greed:y - 1253 
hem-is tic - 929 
heuris,tic search - 277,487,1266 
heurie#tic tree search - 929 
HIGHlPOINT - 1150,1394 
i-th smallest element - 167 
ID3, learning - 1247 
IDA*-CR iterative depth-first branch and 
bound - 650 
IDA* -CRA 650 
incremental depth-first - 1192 
inference - 1263 
inheritance theory - 550 
k-consistency - 529 
kinematic analysis - 665 
learning - 1121 
level 524 
linear pattern-matching - 167 
linear string-matching - 167 
linear-space best-first search - 965 
Lion - 1165 
MA* - 534 
MAO* - 534 
match - 695 
maxn - 615 
Mellish’s description identification - I 192 
message-passing - 413 
minimax - 143,252,558,615 
Mitchell’s candidate elimination - I192 
model composition - 659 
model selection - I272 
MTD(f) search - 1374 
negamax - 558 
non-optimal - 1125 
of Han and Lee, path-consistency - 529 
of Hart, Nilsson and Raphael, A* - 215 
of Kim and Pearl, polytree - 626 
of Knoblock, ALPINE - 1150 
of Mohr and Henderson, arc-consistency - 
529 
OPS5 Rete - 695 
OPT - 1308 
OPT-2 for optimal pruning of decision trees 
1308 
optical flow - 197 
optimal backtrack - 1146 
optimal plan merging - 920 
optimal refinement - I359 
ordered-search - 87 
parallel - I 102 
partial order search - 1238 
path consistency - 97, 457 
patterns 82 
Pearl’s probabilistic-inference - 644 
perimeter search - 1266 
plan generation - 12 1 I 
probabilistic hill-climbing - 1288 
propagation - 1140 
pruning - 248 
Q*-46 
query answering - 485 
QSIM - 369,9 1 I 
qualitative simulation - 369 
quiescence search - 560 
real-number division - 57 
real-time-A* - 547 
recursively defined - 1141 
relative approximation - 924 
Rete match - 219 
revised polytree - 626 
Robinson’s unification - 57 
rule refinement - 1 143 
search - 33 1,392, 1266, I340, 1397 
selective search - 1344 
SIMD parallel - 1018 
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spanning-tree - 167 
sss* - 143,252,1374 
staged search - 487 
standard Edmonds’ - 8 
structure matching - 68 
structure-mapping - 526 
timetable compilation - 27 
tractable domain-independent - 1103 
tractable - 433 
TWEAK planning - 404 
unification - 463 
uniform cost - 248 
Waltz propagation - 1140 
Waltz’s filtering - 104, 302, 934 
Watkins’ Q-Learning - 1164 
[See also “algorithmic”, “algorithms”] 
algorithm-independent 1299 
algorithmic 
fragments 582 
knowledge 82 
knowledge, human - 82 
world knowledge, commonsense - 82 
[See also “algorithm”, “algorithms”] 
algorithms 
admissable - 242 
admissible bidirectional - 487 
admissible search - 95 
admissible - 487 
algebraic reasoning - 479 
anytime - 1227 
approximation - 553, 920 
arc consistency - 302,934 
assembly - 1153 
average case - 553 
behavior of search - 1301 
best-first search - 534 
bidirectional - 487, 1266 
circumscription - 699 
classical sorting - 1141 
complete - 512 
consistency - 302 
constraint network - 948 
constraint satisfaction - 354, 1257 
design strategies for classes of - 330 
directional - 162 
distributed - 1249 
divide-and-conquer - 330 
EEG - 1094 
EBL - 525 
evaluating - 1372 
evolutionary - 1372 
fixed-depth minimax - 1374 
for arc and path consistency 354 
for behavior learning 903 
for belief revision, distributed - 4 I3 
for cognitive learning 55 
for communication 1362 
for communicative choice I362 
for consistent-labeling 250 
for constraint satisfaction, efficiency of - 
1064 
for cumulative default logic 1182 
for generating representations 1225 
for geometric reasoning 470 
for learning from examples 673 
for order generalization 1094 
for parameter learning 1410 
for plan merging 920 
for plan subsumption 1339 
for possible correctness generalization 1094 
for precondition generalization 1094 
for probabilistic temporal reasoning 1104 
for reasoning about time 1169 
for searching AND/OR graphs 1054 
for searching minimax trees 1206 
for standard arithmetical operations 1141 
for terrain navigation 475 
for testing the complementarity of a matrix 
214 
for the automatic analysis of machines 1156 
for truth maintenance 1249 
from control theory 1 I64 
game searching - 240 
generalization - 1094 
genetic - 522,961, 1072, 1244, 1387, 1390 
geometric - 474,482 
graph theoretic - 434 
graph - 1359 
greedy - 1121 
greedy-like approximation - 1253 
heuristic - 920 
heuristic search - 92,534, 1018, 1389 
high-level reasoning - 1204 
hybrid - 1 I35 
image understanding - 255 
implementing abstract - 140 
incorporating non-explicit knowledge into - 
45 
inference - 553 
knowledge about - 1141 
labeling - 479 
learning - 460,1176 
linear-space search - 1200 
linear-time - 585 
local constraint propagation - 462 
matching - 526 
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mergesort - 330 
minirnax - 384 
minimax tree search - 240 
modelling - 1136 
network consistency - 97, 988 
node consistency - 302 
on graphs, analysis of - 1389 
parallel search - 1018 
parameterized - 534 
parsing- 1118 
path consistency - 302, 632 
perfect relaxation - 6 18 
planning - 1076,1229 
planning and search - 914 
polynomial time - 1122 
prepmcessing - 1110 
QSIkI-type - 911 
quicksort - 330 
recursive state space search - 1206 
relaxation - 618 
retrie.wal - 268 
RL - 1165 
SAT testing - 1297 
satisfiability - 1199, 1245 
search - 92, 162,251,362,530,674, 1018 
:1237,1372,1390 
serial search - 1018 
sorting - 8 1 
standard reasoning - 1204 
STATIC’s - 1004 
stereo - 202 
stored-state - 116.5 
strategic search - 242 
strategies for the synthesis of - 167 
termiination of - 1141 
to test for existential misconceptions 654 
[See also “algorithm, “algorithmic”] 
ALICE 
constraint satisfaction system 354 
language for combinatorial problems 119 
synthesis techniques 354 
all-or-none solutions 72 
all-or-nothing deals 1352 
Allen and McDermott 408 
Allen, J. F. 546 
Allen’s 
algebra 693 
intenal-based approach to temporal 
reasoning 
693 
theory of action and time 546 
allocate computation time optimally 1227 
allocation 
of computational resources 1090 
of resources 1242 
resource - 1174 
allocations, globally optimal - 1227 
allowable configurations 476 
allowed constraints 1355 
almost 
existential 1403 
existential formulas 1403 
linear unification algorithm 463 
linear worst-case complexity 463 
universal formulas 1403 
almost-continuous systems 640 
alpha-beta 122, 143,252,362,6 15,674,1206, 1344 
+ transposition tables = US* 1374 
algorithm 99,384,674 
algorithm, quantitative study of the - 261 
cn search 1066 
cutoffs 560 
mechanism 560 
minimax 1344 
procedure 75, 162 
pruning 75.422.447, 547, 615 
pruning algorithm 122,261, 1238 
pruning algorithm, efficiency of the - 261 
pruning, shallow - 615 
search 99, 122.221.560, 1374 
search of games trees 561 
search procedure, generalization of - 362 
search procedures, surpassing - 362 
technique 75 
tree pruning 257 
ALPINE 
algorithm 1394 
algorithm of Knoblock 1150 
planning system 1103 
altered forms of the noun 76 
alternating 
opportunism AltO 1359 
search direction 1359 
alternative 
default inferences 633 
descriptions of line drawings 59 
goals, multiple - 72 
interpretations 663 
systems of beliefs 146 
Alto, alternating opportunism 1359 
ALX, action logic for agents with bounded 
rationality 1243 
AM 
discovery system 538 
learning by discovery program 246,247, 286 
paradigm 287 
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program 227,287 
program for new mathematical concepts and 
conjectures I 15 
program, Lenat’s - 286 
Amarel98 
ambiguities 671, 966, 1205 
of matching 440 
structural - 425 
ambiguity 622 
domain - 622 
in image description 532 
in the interpretation of curved surfaces 484 
matching - 1270 
resolution 1074 
resolution of syntactic - 1059 
resolving - 898 
semantic - 622 
sources of - 932 
ambiguous 111 
data II 86 
inheritance network 966 
words 595 
analog retrieval 596 
analogical 
inference 436 
models 492 
processing 526 
reasoning 504 
reasoning, computational approaches to - 
504 
representation 20 
representations of naive physics 492 
analogies, understanding - 436 
[See also “analogy”] 
analogs retrieved from memory 596 
analogue circuits 395 
analogy 107,227,504 
computational studies of - 504 
derivational - 520 
Gentner’s theory of - 526 
ANALOGY program, Winston’s - 383 
analogy 
programs 526 
reasoning by - 17 
theory of - 436 
[See also “analogies”] 
analogy-based generalization 524 
analysis 26 
mechanism - 9 15 
of algorithms on graphs 1389 
of autonomous agents I158 
of exchanges 77 
of failures I 12 
of naturally occurring texts 329 
of range data 139 
of tenses 25 
of complexity 988 
of the topological structure of a phase 
portrait, automatic - 1215 
problems 660 
qualitative - 295 
analytic 
knowledge, complex - 65 
resolution 90 
tableaux 90 
techniques, standard - 359 
analytical 
learning technique 955 
methods 5 19 
model of search complexity 1150 
analyzmg 
circuits 294 
qualitative behaviors 1 I13 
specialization I 2 IO 
the environment 289 
anaphora 1058 
anaphoric inference problems 65 
anatomy of consciousness 1056 
AND/OR 
gates 1366 
graph 15, 87,534,585, 1054 
graph, generalized - 87 
graphs containing cycles 1054 
tree 1259 
tree search 25 I 
AND/OR-type subproblem tree 307 
Anderson, John R. 355 
angle magnitude 262 
animal designs 1208 
animals to Animats 113 1 
Animat-like behavior 1152 
animate 
systems of vision 613 
vision 613 
animation, human figure - 1166 
Animats, animals to - I 13 1 
annotated 
logic 935 
predicate caJculus APC 347 
anomalies 525, 117 1
anomalous 
extension 450 
extension problem in default reasoning 450 
anomaly, Sussman’s - 9 19 
Anselm 636 
answering 
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procedure 129 
queries 486, 1338 
questIons 308 
antagonist constraints in a planner 336 
antecedent 
description language 1101 
facts 112 
of a clause 1101 
of a default 1138 
of a production 94 
anti-functional constraints 934 
antibiotic therapy for bacteremia 93 
anticipation of additional constituents of a sentence 
595 
anytime 
algorithms 1227 
deduction procedure 1124 
modules, reusable - 1227 
AO* 278 
admissibility of - 423 
search procedure 278 
search strategy 1389 
AOM, automatic model simplification method 1221 
AOP, agent-oriented programming 931 
APC, annotated predicate calculus 347 
apparent 
contour in the image 57 1 
surface-pattern distortion 265 
velocity of the brightness pattern 197 
appearance 
of an object 1271 
of scenes 1269 
applicability 
condition for defaults 649 
of Dempster-Shafer theory 6 19 
apprentice programs, learning - 1007 
apprentice-based approach to knowledge 
acquisition 1007 
approaches to automatic programming 140 
approximate 
answers 1162 
classification 625 
consequence relation formulation 1388 
descriptions 1144 
domain theory 1071 
inference with belief networks 924 
model 1221 
planning 1230 
reasoning 38 1, 1162 
reasoning, hardness of - 1245 
repre,sentation 1381 
approximately 
complete 1230 
correct 1230 
correct rules 1368 
optimal strategy 1259 
approximating 
Horn theory, best - 1225 
probabilistic inference 924 
approximation 689.9 18, 1105, I 162. 1269, 1403 
algorithms 553,920, 1105 
algorithms, greedy-like - 1253 
method in the theory of evidence 1062 
methods, Bayesian - 1062 
methods, consonant - 1062 
min/max - 422 
of classical reasoning 1384 
of decision reasoning problems i 162 
problems 8 1 
theory 1162 
to a network 1350 
to a relation, Horn - 954 
to an ideal planner, implemented - 1033 
to the motion field 1279 
approximations 1062, 1144, 1249 
causal - 1144 
complete - I162 
Horn - 1225 
identification of - 1144 
order-of-magnitude - 1338 
piecewise linear - 540 
self-consistent - 122 1 
sound- 1162 
Arachne distributed operating system 221 
arbitrary 
association of patterns 695 
fluents 599 
and path consistency 13.57 
at the root, best - 138 
consistency 302, 354,457, 529, 58.5, 688, 
953, 1125, 1140 
consistency algorithm AC-4 688,934 
consistency algorithm AC-5 934 
consistency algorithm of Mohr and 
Henderson 529 
consistency algorithms 302,354,934 
consistency algorithms, optimized - 953 
consistency, directional - 1110 
consistency for continuous variables 1140 
consistent 462 
inconsistencies 97 
nehvork - 337 
architectural requirements for intelligence 932 
architecture 634, 1011, 1079, 1368 
active vision - 1274 
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agent - 1152,1157 
blackboard control - 327 
cognitive - 406 
computational - 368 
connecrionist - 592, 1181 
for adaptive intelligent systems 1157 
for general intelligence SOAR 406 
highly-parallel dataflow - 337 
IPUS - 1186 
learning - 634 
NON-VON - 398 
of an intelligent system 932 
of cognition 355 
of EURISKO 246 
of SHUNYATA 
parallel marker-passing - 550 
problem-solving - 35 1 
production system - 211 
reasoning - 1345 
recognition - 1271 
Soar - 609 
SUPREM - 343,493 
truth maintenance - 352 
underlying cognition 600 
von Neumann computer - 337 
[See also “architectures”] 
architecture’s domain coverage 1368 
architectures 
control - 668, 1161 
dataflow - 337 
flexible control - 1073 
problem solving - 493 
[see also ‘architecture”] 
arcs, data connected by - 483 
ARCS 
computational power of - 596 
program analog retrieval by constraint 
satisfaction 596 
psychological plausibility of - 596 
ARE, discovery system 538 
area surveillance, simulated problem in - 234 
ARF 2 
problem solver - 2 
argument elimination 247 
[See also “arguments”] 
argument-based 
approach to defeasible reasoning 1092 
defeasible reasoning 680,913 
argumentation 1194 
as a special form of logic programming I 194 
systems generating meta-interpreters for - 
1194 
theory for - 1 I94 
arguments, equivalence classes of - 680 
[See also “argument”] 
ARIOST02-LEX, large-scale lexical leaming 
system 1364 
arithmetic 482 
first-order - 108 1 
interval - 950 
operators I84 
qualitative - 658 
without diagrams 101 
arithmetical 
hierarchy 1081.1139 
operations 1141 
arity 894 
arm, computer-controlled - 68 
arrangement 
of items, spatial - 1170 
tasks, spatial - 39 
arrangements 
generation of two-dimensional - 39 
of lines 482 
array operations 126 
arrays 57 
arrow puzzle 158 
ARS, rule language 112 
articulations I3 10 
of sub-parts 96 
artifact 396, 1341 
artificial 
agent societies 1160 
agents 12 10 
agents, specifications for - 548 
breadth cutoffs 905 
computing networks 1041 
artificial intelligence 20, 23. 39,44, 53, 58,66, 85. 
97, 103, 108, 125, 130, 134, 160, 174, 
175, 187, 207,213,229,230, 239, 250, 
253, 259,263,270,271,278, 286, 287, 
302, 310, 311, 317, 320, 334, 348,350, 
372, 398, 401, 435,468, 489,490, 491, 
504,507, 542, 573,585,601,602,605, 
610,628,635,948,1011, 1022, 1050, 
1105, 1119, 1164, 1168, 1205,1207, 
1287, 1292, 1327, 1335, 1339, 1382 
applications of - to organic chemistry 263 
challenging problems for - 601 
community 297 
distributed - 603 
frame problem in - 458 
goal of - 108 
knowledge representation in - 553 
machine 398 
problems 60 
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P~O~ilIlUIhlg 173,1098,1099 
representations for modeling decisions 1082 
research 71,959 
state of affairs of - 3 17 
systems 412,418,601 
systems, large-scale - 412 
tasks 956 
two types of theory in - 108 
unsolved problems in - 70 
[See also “AI”] 
artificial 
life 1134 
neural networks 1135 
artificial paranoia 11 
computer simulation model for - 11 
theory of - 11 
reason I332 
sciences of the - 267 
universes, method of - 1247 
Eutificially rotated textured images 565 
ask-operations 282 
assemblies 
language for describing - 159 
neural - 259 
of pans 483 
assembly 1170 
algorithms, planning of - 1153 
computer-controlled - 68 
mecha.nical - 1153 
operations 1153 
product, internal structure of an - 1153 
assertion of non-unit clauses 686 
[See also “assertions”] 
assertional 
database 268 
information 904 
knowledge 625 
knowledge base 904 
assertions 
database of - 394 
entailed by a conditional knowledge base 890 
[See also “assertion”] 
assessing of positions 280 
assignment 
of measurements 1067 
of parts of speech to words 1356 
assignments 138 1 
of measurements to features 1067 
satisfying - 1245 
truth - 1124 
association 
between concepts 342 
heuristic - 342 
measure 66 
of patterns 695 
[See also “associations”] 
associational reasoning 681 
associations 
data/hypothesis - 237 
weakly structured set of if/then - 237 
[See also association”] 
associative 
database 112 
memory 594,614, 1070 
memory, connectionist-hashed - 1070 
models 66 
pattern recognition machinery 592 
retrieval 590 
associative-categorical model of word meaning 66 
associativity, built-in - 107 
assumption 
retraction 653 
sets 653 
sets, manipulating - 35 I 
[See also “assumptions”] 
assumption-based 
TMS 351 
truth maintenance 396, 516,527, 987 
truth maintenance ATMS 352 
truth maintenance system 353 
assumptions 527, 660 
commit to - 1148 
disjunctions of - 352 
independence - 304 
premisses as - 925 
underlying intelligence 600 
[See also “assumption”] 
asymmetric 
conditional independence assertions 1263 
independence assertions 1263 
information 1307 
traveling salesman problem 1302 
traveling salesman problem, ATSP 1200, 
1305 
TSP 1302 
asymptotic 
behavior, uniform - 6 12 
behaviour of problems 1300 
branching factor 6 15 
fixed point 551 
optimality 1200 
order of magnitude reasoning 122 1 
asymptotically equivalent 252 
asynchronous 337 
DP 1164 
evidence 1358 
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ATMS 353,682 
assumption-based truth maintenance 352 
extending the - 352 
interfacing with the - 353 
justifications 527 
problem solving with the - 353 
procedure 1222 
task 1249 
formulas 1365 
logic 303,449, 516, 549, 566,603. 639,677, 
922,984, 1096, 1154, 1365 
logic, Moore’s - 1154, 1365 
reasoning 449,922, 1097, 1 154 
automata 
universal - 1095 
attention 
ATN, augmented transition network formalism 155 
atomic predicate 669 
ATP-methods 214 
ATSP, asymmetric traveling salesman problem 
1200,1305 
attachment 
methods 1095 
deterministic finite-state - 1 176 
theory 1339 
theory, situated-- 1209 
automatable strategies for the formation of iterative 
loops 316 
automate protocol analysis 23 
automated 
agents 1174,1353 
deduction 504 
computational models of - 1273 
control of perceptual - 1277 
controlling visual - 1277 
in machine vision 1273 
model, visual - 1273 
primate visual - 1273 
attentional 
bias 1273 
capacity 1362 
control 1289 
defeasible reasoner, OSCAR 1092 
design 392 
design of specialized representations 692 
diagnosis 297,465 
diagnosis of hardware faults 372 
dictionary construction 137 I 
discourse generation 1085 
engineering 992 
generation of multisentence texts 1085 
generation of two-dimensional arrangements 
39 
methodology for understanding planner 
attitudes, propositional - 426 
attractors in phase space 551 
attribute, irrelevant - I247 
[See also “attributes”] 
attribute-based instance spaces 460 
attributes 309, 347 
a priori given multi-valued - 347 
common to positive instances 642 
concept as a set of - 642 
description - 1247 
tree-structured or linear - 460 
attributive concept descriptions 611 
[See also “attribute”] 
augmented 
recursive transition network 28 
transition networks 28, I55 
Aussondenmgs axiom of ZF set theory 385 
auto-associative encoder networks, three-layer - 
592 
behavior 1236 
model management system 9 18 
negotiation I352 
planning 1085 
processing 239 
program recognition 582 
reasoning 275, 114 1, 138 1 
reasoning about machines 1156 
reasoning assistant 275 
reasoning systems 328 
reasoning under uncertainty 651 
replay 520 
replay of design plans 520 
space planning 39 
synthesis 1141 
auto-epistemic 282 
autocircumscription 461 
autoepistemic 
and default logic, equivalence of - 449 
expansion 1154 
expansions, generalized - 1154 
synthesis of arbitrary specialized agents 1210 
theorem prover 324 
theorem proving 275 
automatic analysis 
of dynamic systems 540 
of ordinary differential equations 6 12 
of phase portaits program PSX2PWL 12 I5 
of the topological structure of a phase portrait 
1215 
automatic 
expansions of modal theories 1154 calibration 1387 
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chromosome analysis 8 
classibcation 347 
combmation of features 452 
comp:lexity analysis 374 
computation of limits 40 
construction of SHUNYATA’s heuristics 
105.5 
conversion 129 
conversion of natural language input 129 
creation of a plan taxonomy 1339 
debugging 172 
debugging of picture drawing programs 73 
debugging program, LAURA 172 
derivation of rules 263 
dictio.nary creation system, AutoSlog - 1371 
dynamical analysis 1156 
explanation of decisions 1082 
functional programming 1195 
functional programming system, ADATE 
1195 
automatic generation 
ofap.lan 153 
of a program 153 
of abstraction hierarchies 1150 
of goall hierarchies 402 
of hierarchical partially ordered plans 274 
of operators 9 15 
of proofs in English 88 
automatic 
interpretation of off-line handwritten text 
1100 
invention of recursive auxiliary functions 
1195 
kinematic analysis 1156 
knowledge base refinement 442, 1071 
Learning 185 
learning of goal hierarchies 402 
problem-solving 12 
program synthesis 70, 153 
programmer 256 
automatic programming 238 
approaches to - 140 
framework, LIBRA 238 
inCAI 
knowledge-based - 140 
of beh.avior-based robots 903 
systems 140,247 
automatic 
proof of Gfidel’s incompleteness theorem 
1055 
qualitative analysis 540 
recognition 50, 1037 
recognition of continuous speech 50 
refinement 442 
selection of models 660, I 14.4 
seIection of models, formalization of the 
problem of - 1144 
switching of models 660 
synthesis 239 
synthesis of robot motions 392 
synthesis of social laws 1160 
text analysis 1060 
theorem prover 63 
automatic theorem proving 26, 107, 166, 500 
heuristics in - 13 
in set theory 118 
reduction heuristics in - 13 
system, MUSCADET 500 
with equality 9 
automatic theory refinement IO7 1 
automatically 
analyzing qualitative behaviors 1113 
answering questions 129 
generating abstractions 1 IO3 
automating 
the acquisition of knowledge 959 
the learning of heuristics 3 
automation of set theory and its logic 127 
automorphism 
graph - 254 
partition 254 
partition of a graph 254 
automorphisms 
coarsening a partition 254 
refining a partition 254 
autonomous 
agents 634, 1152, t 174 
agents, analysis of - I 158 
agents, collaborating - 1 I77 
agents, synthesis of - I 158 
planar systems of ordinary differential 
equations 
612 
robots 1153 
systems, intelligent - 1161 
vehicle 475 
AutoSlog, automatic dictionary creation system 
1371 
available evidence 1039 
average 
case algorithms 553 
complexity 123 1 
complexity of A* 179 
efficiency 10 18 
frequency of satisfiability 1301 
Holder constant 565 
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number of nodes expanded 252 of probability theory 368 
number of sohttions 249 scene - 532 
number of terminal nodes examined 122 terminological - 1385 
search cost 1184 transitivity - 377 
search efficiency 487 [See also “axiom”] 
time 249 axisymmetry 456 
time complexity 618, 1 125 
time complexity of AC-6 1 I25 
average-case 
analysis 1303 
complexity 130.5 
complexity analysis 920 
performance 1146, 1200 
situations 572 
avoidance 
behavior, neural mechanism of - 1208 
in frogs 1208 
avoiding 
repeating mistakes 955 
repetition of planning effort 896 
awareness 421 
Awari game 1066 
axes of symmetry 357 
axiom 
existence of situations - 1183, 1224 
frame - 450 
list 1220 
of ZF set theory, Aussonderungs - 385 
sets 16 
sets for natural-language constructions 16 
systems 597,697 
[See also “axioms”] 
axiomatic 
Herbrand approach 3 1 
set theory 1 I8 
theory, theorems in - 4 
axiomatics for belief 10 I9 
axiomatization 64, 1348 
for LL 405 
for preference logics 541 
of common belief 1198 
of only knowing, Levesque’s - 1256 
axiomatizations, complete - 697 
axiomatizing probability logics 597 
axioms 9, 9 17 
closure - 684 
depiction - 532 
domain - 630 
domain-dependent - 374 
encoding observations I 183 
for belief functions 696 
image - 532 
logical - 374 
B 
B algorithm 277 
B&B, branch and bound 251,278 
[See also “BnB”] 
B* 362 
Hitech 1340 
method 138 
probability based search algorithm 1340 
search 447 
search, Berliner’s - 206 
tree search algorithm 138 
probabilistic - 1340 
back chaining theorem prover, sequent-style - 535 
BACK system 433 
back-propagation learning 5 I 5 
backchaining approach, preimage - 667 
backgammon 5 15 
computer program 165 
world champion 165 
24 
background knowledge 638, 1101 
of the world 1033 
problem - 235 
backjumping 539, 1110 
heuristic 1231 
backmarking, Gaschnig’s - I68 
backprojection 262, 587 
backpropagation 592, I 135 
backtrack 
algorithm 250,6 18 
algorithm, optimal - 1146 
enhancement schemes 1146 
information 1 I92 
search 6 18 
search, depth-first - I23 1 
search procedure 123 I 
[See also “backtracking”] 
backtrack-free procedures sequential - 502 
backtracking 97,112,242,249,35 1,502,X6,61 8, 
949,962, 1110, 1129, I1 50, 1202, 1357 
algorithm 539,956 
dependency-directed - 146,653,962,-l 380 
intelligent - 1295 
limiting - 1394 
methods 249 
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procedure 232 
procedure, selective - 336 
scherres 1231 
search 168 
search without - ,502 
standslrd - 168 
strategies 1380 
techniques 952, 1231 
backward 
analy& logic-centered - 134 
chaining 62 
chaining process 645 
chaining rule 101 
in time, reasoning - 630 
inference 507 
inference strategies 507 
propagation 1367 
reasoning 563, 1145 
search 563 
[See also “backtrack”] 
backward-chained reasoning 563 
bacterial-organism identification problem 328 
Baker, Andrew - I 183 
Baker’s approach to the frame problem 1183 
Balaban, M. 1328 
balance 
assumptions 1221 
assumptions, inconsistent - 1221 
balanced incomplete block designs 254 
bandwidth condition 56 
restriction on an heuristics 56 
Barnden, John A. 1047 
barriers 268 
base-level pl:oblems 914 
basic label sets 169 
BASIC language 239 
basic LISP mutators 247 
basins of attractors 612 
basis 
for a cluery language 1264 
of a knowledge base 1264 
basketball g:une summaries, corpus of - 1373 
Bayes’ rule I. 86 
Bayesian 
approach, subjective - 964 
approximation methods 1062 
belief network 9 12 
belief network, discrete - 1005 
belief networks 553,644,924, 1175, 1245, 
1289, 1377 
data association framework 1067 
deci&n theory 60 
diagnosis 689 
evidential updating 39 1 
framework 358 
learning 452,556 
model 437 
model of plan recognition 1006 
multinets 1263 
multiple hypothesis approach 1067 
Bayesian network 1006, 1253 
MAP solution 1069 
model 1263 
structure 1410 
Bayesian networks 598, 1005, 1358, 1366, 1367, 
1377.1396, 1397 
irrelevance in - I41 0 
parameter learning in - 14 10 
B ayesian 
point probability 689 
probability theory 1006 
scheme for inexact reasoning 683 
subnet 1358 
theory 1258 
updating 186,304,683, 1006, 1338 
updating methods 366 
updating on uncertain evidence 39 1 
upper and lower probability 1065 
valuation network 12 12 
behavior 11,492,989, 1274 
adaptive - 113 1
agent’s - 1158, 1166 
Animat-like - 1 152 
causality in device - 359, 361 
complex visual - 1274 
context of - 1166 
correct system - 395 
critical - 1304 
cycle’s - 371 
deriving structure from - 1265 
descriptions of system - 371 
descriptions, qualitative - 369 
device - 993 
economist’s approach to system - 361 
effective language - 1362 
effective problem-solving - 234, 1386 
electrical circuit - 545 
engineer’s approach to system - 36 1 
exaggerated .- 570 
from structure 293 
inferred - 298 
input/output - 1176 
instinctive - 1208 
intelligent - 115,406 
interstate - 291 
intrastate - 29 1 
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large signal - 295 
learning 903 
long-term - 1156 
model of cooperative - 176 
nonmonotonic - 575 
of a composite device 29 1 
of a composite device from the behavior of 
its components 298 
of a dynamical system, long-term - 55 1 
of a scheduling system 955 
of a system, characterizing the - 58 1 
of alpha-beta pruning 75 
of alpha-beta search 122 
of an algorithm 137 
of classes of problems, typical - 1292 
of cliches 582 
of composite systems 294 
of electronic circuits 294 
of expert circuit analyzers 112 
of game-searching methods I62 
of mechanisms 29 I, 293 
of search algorithms 1301 
of systems, qualitative analysis of - 1215 
of the composite device 396 
of the individual components 294 
original - 570 
over time 1083 
paranoid input-output - 
pathological - 229 
pattern 1152 
patterns of - 1236 
physical system - 663 
planned - 1241 
planner - 1236 
predicting machine - I 156 
prediction 396 
produced by QSIM, qualitative - 369 
qualitative - 1265 
reactive - 1211, 1241 
reflective - 1208 
schemas 124 1 
simple reactive - 11.52 
simulation of - 1011 
situation-triggered - 1157 
stabilization - 1159 
target - 1152 
verbal - 23 
visual - 613 
walking - 11% 
[See also “behaviour”, “behaviors”] 
behavior-based robots 903 
behavioral 
abstraction 371 
description 293 
goals for intelligent control 327 
models I 156 
realities 1 I72 
behaviorism, strict - 1172 
behaviorist 
claims 1172 
class&d - 1011 
intelligence 1172 
methodology 1011 
position, computational - 1172 
behaviors 
of an agent 1241 
qualitative - 1113 
unpredictable source - 1186 
[See also “behavior”, “behaviour”] 
behaviour 
of updating systems 1375 
patterns of - 1289 
[See also “behavior”, “behaviors”] 
belief 
ability to imagine an event and - 1025 
arguments, construction of - 527 
arguments, quantitative - 527 
as defeasible knowledge 1019 
as evidence 696 
as generalized probability 696 
as knowledge-relative-to-assumptions 1019 
axiomatics for - 1019 
base, finite - 1254 
certainty of - 363 
commitments 4 13 
coordination 1362 
degrees of - 413,597, 1245, 1378 
explicit - 12 13 
extended logic of - 549 
functions 651, 696, 1065, 1258 
functions as representing evidence 696 
functions, axioms for 696 
implication problem for - 1151 
implicit - 
logic of implicit and explicit - 1213 
logical problems about - 356 
logics 1151, 1311 
logics for - 421 
logics of - 549 
measure of - 368 
minimal - 1142 
modal logic system of common - I 198 
modal logic system of individual - 1198 
modal logics of - 697 
model of - 1025 
modet transferable - 1065 
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modeling - 115 1 
monoionicity rule of individual - I 198 
mutual - 1086 
belief network 907, 912 
Bayesian - 912 
discrete Bayesian - 1005 
topology 1175 
belief networks 368,553, 626,907, 924, 997, 1069, 
1212,1377 
131 I, 1338, 1348, 1362, 1377,1378 
about another agent’s beliefs 548 
about another agent’s intentions 548 
about beliefs 42 1 
acceptable sets of - 649 
agent’s - 548 
Bayesian - 924 
MAPS for - 1175 
multiply connected - 644 
probabilistic - 907 
robustness of - 1377 
sensitivity of - 1377 
belief 
operators 93 1 
alternative systems of - 146 
coherent states of - I338 
conflicting - 1185 
context bounded - 682 
current set of - 146 
deductively closed - 1338 
derived - 151 
explanations of - 146,527 
limited - 1311 
properties of - 1025 
reasoning 1154 
reasons for - 649 
representation of - 39 1 
belief revision 435, 651, 686,962, 1038, 1096, 
1097, 1178,1249,1254,1338 
distributed algorithms for - 413 
logic for reasoning about - 1096 
model canonical - 962 
belief 
method of generalization with - 145 
minimal core of - 67 1 
of active processes 149 
of an agent 42 1 
of humans 42 I 
prescriptions for extending - 682 
quantified - 1065 
reasoning about - 356 
relevant - 548 
revision of - 413 
belief revision 
strategy, complete - 962 
system 435 
representation of - 1036 
validity of - 682 
[See also “belief”] 
BELIEVER system 130 
believers out of computers, making - 373 
Bell laboratories text-to-speech system 1060 
benchmark 
theov of - 65 1.1038 for chess programs 30 
belief for satisfiability testing procedures 1293 
set 1250 problems I405 
set, logically closed - 1254 
systems of others models of the - 146 
theory of - 354 
benchmarking satisfiability algorithms I 199 
beneficial decoy lies 1352 
Berlekamp’s algorithm, Wang’s implementation of 
theory, Shafer-Dempster - 527 
to knowledge, reducing - 1019 
. . ‘-50 
13,686, 1212 
- 696 
- 86 
Berliner’s B* search 206 
best 
yIb- -,,mat.ization of common - 1198 
[See also “beliefs”] 
approximating Horn theory 1225 
arc at the root 138 
available action 1399 
explanation for a given set of observations 
1034 
beliefs 146, 151,281, 303,315, 356, 363, 368, 391, 
413,421,426,435,527,548,549, 553, 
577, 597, 626,633,638,644,65 1,682, 
686,696,697,907,912,924,93 1,962, 
1005, 1019, 1025.1038, 1065, 1069, 
1086, 1096, 1097, 1142, 1151, 1154, 
1171, 1175,1178,1198, 1212,1213, 
1245,1249,1250,1254.1258, 1289, 
explanation inference to the - 1059 
explanation of a set of data 631 
k-Horn approximation to a relation 954 
order for processing 507 
ordering for a set of conjuncts 323 
production rule 580 
best-first 
algorithm 1069 
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algorithm for finding least-cost proofs 1069 
evaluation criterion 17 1 
extension algorithm, hybrid - 1344 
fixed-depth game-tree search algorithms 
1374 
fixed-depth minimax algorithms 1374 
heuristic search 33 1 
minimax search 1344 
node information 1206 
order 965 
proof procedure 138 
search (BFS) 1200 
search 274,535,965 
search algorithm 392,534,650, 1069. 1374 
search algorithm linear-space - 965 
search strategies 1389 
tree search 1342 
best-match retrieval 1070 
best-possible order of training examples 432 
beta 
distribution 689, 1396 
probability distributions 689 
beta-binomial distributions 1396 
beta-expansion 91 
BFS, best-first search 1200 
BHPA search algorithm 487 
bi-directional search 33 1 
bi-valued variables 894 
bias 460 
attentional - 1273 
inductive - 460 
biasing property of game trees 207 
BIDA*, perimeter search algorithm 1266 
bidirectional 
algorithms 487, 1266 
context-free grammar parsing 1118 
heuristic search algorithms 487. 1266 
interaction 1186 
parsing 1118 
strategies 1118 
tabular parsing 1118 
translation 1080 
bifurcation 
points 612 
set, view - 571 
BILL, Othello program 5.56 
BILL’s playing strength 556 
binary 
clauses theories with - 1245 
constraint satisfaction problems 168, 1122, 
1300 
constraint satisfaction problems, random - 
1296 
constraints 632 
constraints network of - 894 
CSP 934 
defaults 637 
disjunctions of PA-relations 1169 
relations 118 
strings 1072 
tree 248 
binding, dynamic variable - 6 13 
binocular 
channels 202 
combination, processes of human - 202 
combination rules, global - 202 
image data 456 
biochemistry 9 I I 
biological 
design principles 1208 
evolution 247 
biology 9 11 
computational - I135 
of consciousness 1056 
bipartite graph 1143 
minimization problem 1143 
birds flying example 508 
Birkhoffs completeness theorem 382 
blackboard 
architecture for control 327 
control architecture’s trengths and 
weaknesses 327 
control system 327 
expert systems 679 
BLAH, a system which explains its reasoning 170 
BLAH, design of - 170 
blending surfaces 481 
blind 
alleys 90 
search techniques 905 
block 
designs, balanced incomplete - 254 
structure 473 
block-shaped objects in an urban scene 376 
blocking graph, non-directional - I153 
blocks and wedges scenes with a few - 41 
blocks-world 9 19, 930 
operator set 930 
operators I63 
planning 919 
problems 63, 1 1 17 
structure I54 
BnB, branch and bound 1302, 1305 
BnB 
depth-first - 1305 
on random trees, computational complexity 
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of - 1302 
[See also “B&B”] 
board games 3 
board-game method 1193 
Bobrow and ‘Webber 672 
Bobrow, Daniel G. 1028 
Boden, Margaret 1316, 1317, 1319, 1320,132I 
body of evidence 5 
Bohanec and Bratko 1308 
BoltzCONS connectionist model 590 
Boltzmann 
machine learning 907 
machines 907, 1185 
Boolean 
algebra canonical term-rewriting system for 
314 
circuit design knowledge base for - 1007 
combination of propositions I240 
constraint propagation 653 
domains I 12 1 
function, learning of a - 1214 
function minimization 1105 
function of a knowledge base 1105 
functions, characterization of - 138 1 
logic 114 
satisfiability 
satisfiability problem 1305 
bootstrapping problem 595 
BORIS, experiment in in-depth understanding of 
narratives 233 
Bossu and Siegel 345 
bottom-up 
heuristics 260 
lazy-evaluation 451 
processming 1118 
boundaries 1077 
between regions 551 
discontinuity - 194 
extremd - 194 
object .- 195 
occluding - 196, 1001 
topology of - 1204 
boundary 
between two cells 911 
conditions 196 
locations 1204 
representation scheme 1037 
surface - 194 
bounded 
indetenminacy 1187 
rationality 1243 
boundedness 540 
bounding 
abstractions 9 18 
box for the system state 612 
the depth of nesting of modal operators 1267 
the number of primitive propositions 1267 
bounds 
on differences 1257 
on position values 560 
querying - 1257 
box pushing task 903 
Brachman and Levesque 433 
Brachman, Levesque and - 625 
Brady 255 
Brady’s smoothed local symmetry representation 
383 
brain 1015 
computational - 1383 
function 259 
view of the - 652 
brain-gatekeeper-user 
hierarchy I2 18 
three-layer model 12 18 
brains 
of animals 1208 
of robots 1208 
Braitenberg V. 340 
branch and bound 25 I, 650,1305 
algorithm IDA*-CR, iterative depth-first - 
650 
B&B 25 1 
BnB 1302, 1305 
depth-first - 1200 
general - 278 
heuristic for - 139 I 
[See also “BnB”, “B&B”] 
branch 
costs 232 
costs, unit - 179 
branch-dependent terminal node scores 99 
branching 
conditional - 83 
degree 162,252,1249 
branching factor 122,253, 1200 
asymptotic - 615 
non-uniform - 1066 
of alpha-beta search 122 
of SSS* 252 
Bratko, Bohanec and - 1308 
Bratman’s 
account of shared cooperative activity 135 1 
three characteristic functional roles for 
intentions 548 
Brazdil’s rule-learning program 335 
breadth 
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cutoffs, artificial - 905 
hypothesis of AI 607 
of the game tree I43 
breadth-first search 37, 33 1, 965, 1128 
procedure S&M 37 
procedure S&R 37 
breaking an image into meaningful regions 60 
Brewka 1138 
Brewka’s 
CDL 1148 
cumulative default logic 1182 
brightness 
change constraint 128 1 
image 1001 
levels 197 
pattern 197 
brittleness problem of rule-based models 118 1 
broken semantic preferences 135 
Brooks, Rod 606 
Brown 929 
Brown, de Kleer and - 359,360,361 
Brown, J.S. 325,326 
brute-force 1340 
game-playing programs 561 
search 30 
searching 561 
BS* 487 
BS* algorithm - 487 
BS*‘s average search efficiency 487 
bubble sort 126 
Buchanan et al. 188 
bucket brigade algorithm 522 
Buffon transform 587 
BUlLD, computer program for generating building 
plans 47 
BUILD planning 47 
[See also “BUILD’s”] 
builders of expert systems 227 
building 
a global model of an object 1275 
expert systems 305,306 
integrated cognitive agents 10 12 
large knowledge-based systems 937,938, 
939,940,941) 944 
of complete intefligent creatures, incremental 
- 605 
BUlLD’s implementation language CONNIVER 47 
[See also “BUILD”] 
built-in commutativity 107 
Bundy, Prieditis, van Harmelen and - 1004 
BURIDAN, efficiency of - 1240 
BURIDAN, implemented least-commitment 
planner 
1240 
bypassable causal selection networks 82 
C 
C conditional logic 541 
C- 13, organic chemistry analysis of - 263 
C-restricted monotonicity 1198 
c.m.i. model 621 
CABINS, system of knowledge acquisition and 
revision for scheduling 1242 
cached plans 1230 
caching 
context-based - 1 155 
knowledge - 1155 
CAD 
databases 1037 
description 666 
CADUCEUS, expert system 679 
CA1 
computer-assisted instruction 71 
system for computer programs 7 1 
calculating criticalities 1394 
calculus 291, 295 
limit theorems of elementary - 26 
of events I 189 
calibrated camera 128 1 
model 54 
calibrating computer controlled cameras 54 
calibration 1269 
automatic - 1387 
of the camera 127 1 
techniques 54 
camera 
calibration of the - I27 1 
model, calibrated - 54 
observations 1283 
orientation of the - 127 1 
parameters 1270 
position of the - 1271 
positions space of - 571 
cancellation 
effects among hypotheses 63 1 
of obstacles 579 
cancellations, obstacle - 579 
candidate 
elimination algorithm, Mitchell’s - 1192 
explanations 1006 
path 476 
space 1040 
Candide. system for interactive acquisition of 
procedural knowledge 643 
canonical 
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belief revision model 962 
forms 40 
forms of mathematical fomndas 40 
tern-rewriting system for Boolean algebra 
3 14 
capabilities 9 3 1 
mental - 932 
capability op’zrators 93 1 
car sequencing 95 1 
Carbonell. J.G. 310, 311 
carcinogenici ty 1370 
card game Eleusis 309 
cardinality restrictions 1385 
on coni%pts 1385 
careful closure procedure 375 
completeness of the - 375 
soundness of the - 375 
Carnegie-Mellon university 39 
carrier grid, spatial frequency - 24 
carry-chain circuit 1219 
Cartesian manipulators 392 
cartography 104 
cascaded inference 689 
case 
adaptation 1368 
analysis 97 
argume,nts 308 
indexing 1368 
systems 76 
system:; for natural language 76 
case-based 
approach to explanation 525 
exptainer 52.5 
learning method 1242 
planner 583.1230 
planner for cooking, CHEF 583 
reasoning 1341, 1368 
case-less languages 76 
CASNET 
causal-associational network 133 
expert system in medicine 132 
models of disease 133 
catalog 
of types of distinctions between languages 
1080 
selection 342 
categorical 
acceptance 413 
and probabilistic reasoning combination of 
132 
models 66 
reasoning 998 
reasoning in medical diagnosis 132 
categorical-associative model, dual - 66 
categories 969 
of preferences 633 
[See also “category”] 
categorization, text - IO73 
category 
formation 525 
of processes 546 
of properties 546 
[See also “categories”] 
causal 
accounts of physical mechanisms 29 1 
analysis 294 
approach 630 
approaches to system analysis 36 I 
approximations lI44,1272 
calculus, qualitative - 359 
connections 412, 1145 
dependency relations 1083 
explanations 573, 583, 1144 
explanations, generating - 1272 
explanations, generation of - 545 
inferences 524,908 
information, complete - 525 
linking 679 
links 1129 
links, multi-contributor - 1129 
minimisation 1189 
minimization 1262 
model progressions 545 
modeling 1338 
models 400 
causal ordering 360,36 1, 1083, 1144 
approach 36 1 
around feedback loops 360 
definition of - 1083 
theories of - 360,36 1 
causal 
organizations, modularity of - 1338 
projections, reasoning about - 1338 
causal reasoning 292,445,681, I145 
qualitative - 369 
systems, qualitative - 369 
causal relations 23 1, 1144 
entailed by a model 1144 
causal relationship 295, 363 
among constraints 295 
causal 
relationships 188, 1034 
rules 1338 
selection networks bypassable - 82 
simulation 37 1 
causal structure 
of networks 1289 backward - 62 
of plans 896 forward - 62 
plan - 1129 rules 101 
representations 1129 
causal structures 1129 
multi-contributor - 1129 
single-contributor - 1129 
causal theories 464,621,684 
propositional - 621 
causal theory imperfect - 1104 
causal-associational network CASNET 133 
causality 291,293, 308,360,445, 630,993, 
formal characterizations of - 359 
in device behavior 359, 361 
intuitive concepts of - 359 
mythical - 361 
causation 464, I 145 
as a preference criterion 1145 
flow of - 445 
cause and effect, knowledge of - 82 
causes 
champion Othello program, IAGO 230 
chance 257,1223 
change 599 
continuous - 1189 
directions of - 293 
gradual - 43 
1083 
in a system’s current knowledge 459 
minimaI - 1243 
morphological - 495 
of ordering among models 698 
or non-change in scene topology 1204 
over time 1145 
reasoning about - 441, 1104 
shape - 495 
theory - 1375 
[See also “changes”] 
changed planning situation 896 
changes 
of a failure 583 
of pathology 253 
of pathology in games 229 
of plan failures 1236 
plausible - 1250 
cause-effect relations 1083 
cautious form of inheritance 966 
cc(m) program 95 1 
cc(m)), CLP language 951 
CDL 
Brewka’s - 1148 
cumulative default logic 1148, I 182 
extensions 1182 
cells 57 1 
of stable views 57 1 
cellular decomposition of view space 57 I 
censored 
data 1363 
production rules 363 
centralization 
of control 106 
of information storage 106 
versus decentralization 106 
centralized control 337 
certainty 
of belief 363 
of conclusions, variable - 363 
of an implication 363 
chain 
in a graph 1169 
of inferences 309 
chaining 
in images of objects 54 
in objects over time 292 
minimality of performed - 962 
of the knowledge base 563 
scenario - 1186 
[See also “change”] 
changing 
environment 507, I 16 1 
image 289 
intensity pattern of - 289 
model 9 18 accuracy 
observations 1338 
representations in problem solving I58 
tnxonomical information 904 
the logic 453 
world 1250 
chaotic dynamics 66 I 
Chapman 1233, 1248 
Chapman, David 1132 
Chapman’s plans 1248 
character recogninon 642 
characterising tractable constraints 1122 
characteristic 
clauses 9 I6 
functions 247 
models 1225 
models, set of - I381 
views of an ob.ject 571 
characteristics 12 15 
of human intelligence 6 10 
characterization 
of Boolean functions 138 1 
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of cumulative default logic 1182 
of def;udt logic by classical logic 
1343 
of heuristics 53 
of knowiedge, use-independent - 602 
of rearioning problems 916 
of trut:h-functional consistency 80 
characterizations 
of cau:rality, formal - 359 
of LISP strings 79 
characterizing 
diagnoses 9 17 
entitie,:, descriptive concepts for - 347 
processes by equations 1083 
rule 309 
systems 9 17 
Charniak, Eugene 173 
chattering variables 664 
Chavchanidne, V.V. 103 
cheapest path 248 
checker experts 52 
checkers 
game of - 52 
program Chinook 685 
program, world championship caliber - 685 
checking specificity 680 
CHEF, case-based planner for cooking 583 
chemical 
reaction 1039 
reaction knowledge base 134 
solutions, acidity of - 657 
structure, target - 134 
chemical synthesis 
evaluation Of - 134 
program SECS 134 
simulation of - 134 
chemistry 1226, 1370 
analysis of C-13, organic - 263 
machine discovery in - 1039 
chemist-computer team I34 
Chemiak, Christopher - 506 
Chervonenkis, Vapnik and - 460 
chess 447 
combination program 105 
computer - 123,557,670, 1340 
endgames, pathologies in - 562 
game tree, natural branches in the - 105 
grandmasters’ intuition 562 
king and pawn endings in - 280 
machine, HITECH - 555, 1340 
master games, compressing - 670 
masters 138, 164 
middle: game positions in - 164 
move, selecting a - 164 
patterns in - 164 
pawn endgames 280 
plansin- 
playing program 77,156 1 
playing program KAISSA 77 
position 164 
chess program 2O6,559,670 
HITECH 493 
PARADISE 164 
technology - 30 
chess programs 77,280, 331,555 
benchmark for - 30 
playing strength of - 555 
chess 
tactics 560 
trees 138 
world championship level - 555 
chi-squared test 587 
Chierchia, Gennaro - 967 
child language learning 365 
computer model of - 365 
Chinook checkers program 685 
CHIP, CLP language 95 1 
choice 
of modal operators 697 
spatial arrangements for - 1170 
with commitment 548 
choices 
nondeterministic - 95 I 
of reasoning methods 1157 
of reasoning tasks I 157 
Chomsky’s description of linguistic transformations 
427 
choosing 
between incompatible hypotheses 63 1 
good search orderings 250 
chromosome 
analysis, automatic - 8 
data, clustering of - 8 
matching 8 
chronic contention 955 
chronological ignorance 464 
chronological-backtracking 
method 1193 
problem-solving method 1193 
chronology of computer chess 123 
Chronos computer question answering program 25 
chunk instances 280 
chunked knowledge 280 
CHUNKER chess program 280 
chunking 280,402 
Churchland, Patricia S. 1383 
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CIRCA, cooperative intelligent real-time control 
architecture 1161 
circuit analysis 
computer-aided - 112 
program EQUAL 294 
circuit 
analyzers, expert - 112 
array, iterative - 38 
behavior, simulation of - 545 
cost 1007 
circuit design 295, 545, 1341 
Boolean - 1007 
digital - 1007 
system for - 1341 
circuit 
diagnosis 413 
functioning 294 
functions 294 
models 662 
modules, decomposing - 1007 
performance 295 
schematics 662 
state variables 295 
theory 295 
topology 294 
circuits 294, 395 
design of - 520 
diagnosis of - 657 
digital - 662 
electronic - 294, 296 
implemented diagnosis system for - 296 
integrated - 295 
MOS - 295 
circular definition 1086 
of mutual belief 1086 
circumscribing 
all predicates in the database 338 
with sets 385 
circumscription 148, 150, 338, 345, 346, 349, 380, 
385, 397,461,485,486,488, 508,511, 
516,603,630,639,677,698,699, 922, 
970, 1020,1092,1142, 1262,1384, 
1403 
algorithm 485 
algorithms 699 
closed nonrecursive - 5 11 
completeness of - 511,970 
consistency of - 380,511 
first-order - 346, 385 
history of - 1020 
McCarthy’s - 380 
model theory of - 346 
nonseparable - 508 
open and recursive - 5 11 
operator 1262 
policy 630 
predicate - 5 16, 699 
principle 46 1 
prioritized - 345,485,5 16,682 
satisfiability of - 345, 1403 
second-order - 385 
standard - 511 
translating defaults to - 397 
without varying predicates 699 
circumscriptive 
approach robust - 1183 
calculus of events 1189 
theorem prover 508 
theorem prover, implemented - 508 
theorems 346 
theories 486, 508 
civilized discourse 106 
clarity of interpretation 1258 
Clark’s query evaluation procedure QEP 375 
Clarke tax mechanism 1353 
clash of intuitions 622 
CLASP 
algorithms for plan subsumption I339 
classification of scenarios and plans 
knowledge representation system 1339 
representation language 1339 
class 
attribute I247 
hierarchy of AIS niches I157 
model and its representations 1247 
of mappings called abstractions 18 1 
of constraints 1257 
classic AGM postulates 1096 
CLASSIC, subsumption-based knowledge 
representation language 1339 
Classical 
AI research 604 
behaviorists 101 I 
conditionalization 391 
default reasoning 1182 
EBL 955 
learning algorithm 460 
logic 593,640, 1311, 1343 
logic, semantics of - 593 
logics 1191 
mechanics 454 
modal logics 1248, 1388 
monotonic inference 1384 
notions of logic 549 
pattern classification methods 452 
physics 291 
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planning 1229 
planning systems 958 
probability functions 391 
propositional logic 12 13 
propositional theories 1343 
resolution 1068 
sorting algorithms 1141 
syntcr 895 
classification 512,580,625 
accuracy 107 1, I 143 
acoustic - 50 
approximate - 625 
automatic - 347 
contour - 480 
diagnsastic - 689 
errors 432 
expert system 1143 
genemtion process 347 
goals of - 347 
heuristic - 342, 584, 976 
human - 347 
learning - 432 
of bifurcation points 612 
of heuristic search algorithms 1389 
of plans 1339 
of prc’blems 563 
of scenarios 1339 
of scenarios and plans knowledge 
representation system CLASP 1339 
of spatial arrangements 1170 
of the intersections of drawings 59 
pattern - 452, 907 
principled - 1170 
problems 432 
procelzses 347 
program CLUSTER/S - 347 
projective - 48 1 
reasoning 342 
sound and complete - 625 
systems 442 
tasks 1071 
taxonomic - 625 
techniques 580 
tractal>ility - 894 
trees 21 
classified examples 1135 
classifier systems 522, 1152 
extensions of - 522 
CLASSIT, incremental concept formation model 
518 
clausal 
know.ledge base 904 
logic 216 
clausal theories 1201 
first-order jk-- 1201 
first-order range-restricted - 1201 
clause 21,46,249, 963, 1101 
condensing algorithm 963 
form of the first-order predicate calculus 67 
grammars, definite - 155 
graph resolution system 648 
non-condensed - 963 
recursive - 536 
representation 67 
resultant - 10 
strongly condensed - 963 
white-knight declobbering - 1248 
clauses 181, 459,916, 929, 1068, 1245 
data structure for a set of - I42 
determinate function-free - 1187 
inconsistency of a set of - 2 13 
irrelevant - 1295 
logic-style - 653 
multiple - 1187 
of a deduction, initial - 10 
of constant depth 1187 
of constant locality 1187 
premise - 237 
PROLOG - 536,1187 
set of - 301 
with bounded indeterminacy 1187 
with up to k literals 1201 
Clayton, Jan E. 960 
cleanliness 136 
CLEARTOP expedient 163 
clichts 582 
behavior of - 582 
in programs 582 
programming - 1101 
relations between - 582 
client-server concept 12 18 
clinical audiology 584 
CLIP, concept learning from inference patterns 
1219 
clique trees 12 12 
CLOCK, reasoning program for complex 
two-dimensional mechanisms 666 
clocks 666 
clockwork mechanisms 1156 
Clore, Gerald L. 694 
close coupling 904 
closed 
circumscription 5 11 
convex sets 391 
E-saturated databases 338 
loops 571 
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closed-world 
assumption 301,338,375,485 
assumption, CWA 485 
assumption, Reiter’s - 639 
databases 33 8 
evaluation of queries in databases 338 
reasoning 1384 
closure 1260 
axioms 684 
in causal theories 684 
of goals under logical implication 1243 
of roles, transitive - I379 
operation 890 
procedure 375 
rational - 890 
closures 486 
Clowes-Huffmar-Malik labelling scheme 1102 
CLP 
constraint logic programming 948, 95 I 
language cc(FD) 951 
language CHIP 95 1 
languages 951 
cluster 
of beliefs 42 1 
of particles 203 
tree 1366 
CLUSTER/S, classification program 347 
clustered data, perfectly - 8 
clustering 
conceptual 347 
of chromosome data 8 
statistical - 903 
techniques 574, 1249 
tree - 502 
clusters, word - 66 
cluttered 
environments 574 
scenes 574 
cn-search IO66 
CNF 
-- 460 
mdom - 1297 
co-l 567,963. 1343 
co-NP-hard’subsumption problems 687 
CO-OP, natural language database query system 
226 
co-ordinate system 1224 
coaching 545 
coarse 
equilibrium 657 
knowledge 693 
coarse-grain analysis I208 
coarse-to-fine 
control structure 1276 
image acquisition 1284 
CODASYL, database management system 226 
CODE, description language for patterns 114 
coding grid - 24 
coercion of representation 473 
coercions 1059 
coexistence of multiple programs 1160 
cognition 315, 357,367,428,600, 627, 1009, 1010 
architecture of - 355 
architecture underlying - 600 
computation and - 497, 498, 499 
computational models of - 1360 
connectionist theories of - 255 
creative - 1323 
epistemology and - 428,429 
music - 1327 
understanding - X6,387,388,389,390 
unified theories of - 1009, 1010, 1011 
unified theory of - 1012,1013,1014, 1015, 
1016, 1017 
cognitive 
agents, building integrated - JO 12 
architecture 406 
competence modeling - 10 11 
learning 55 
map full - 43 I 
map raw - 43 t 
mapping process 43 1 
maps 43 1 
cognitive model 347 
of classification processes 347 
cognitive modeling 543, 1045, 1111, 1360 
cognitive models 412, 1011, 1360 
languages for specifying - 1360 
cognitive 
musicology I328 
notions 3 15 
point of view 693 
primitives 357 
processes 327 
psychology 161,228,276,3 I3 
science 497, 498,499, 568, 101 I 
scientists 1011 
simulation 526 
simulation studies 526 
structure of emotions 694 
tasks I 15,406 
theories 1360 
theory 1360 
Cohen, Philip R. 968 
coherence 1343 
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concept - 308 
in attributive concept descriptions 611 
of extended dialogue 269 
of network inference representations 379 
rules for surfaces and edges 42 
coherent 
combinatorially large problem spaces 242 
combinatorics 184, 574, 1111 
of inference 507 
of object recognition 574 
combined behavior of components 662 
combining 
belief revision 1338 alpha-beta with best-first minimax 1344 
disparity surface 1276 bodies of evidence 577 
inferencing 400 building blocks 692 
lower previsions 1258 multiple models of design 1341 
model, globally - 894 qualitative and quantitative constraints 1357 
states of beliefs 1338 rule-based and case-based reasoning 1368 
structures 412 rules and similarities 1181 
upper previsions 1258 uncertainty 12.58 
Coiffet, PhLlippe 411 commit to assumptions 1148 
coincidental alignments 154 commitment 603 
Colby, Kenneth Mark - 74 choice with - 548 
collaborating autonomous agents 1177 commitments 
collaborative planning 1351, 1362 belief - 413 
dialogues 1362 interpersonal - 548 
in dialogue 1362 common belief 1198 
collaborative plans 135 1 axiomatization of - 1198 
collapsible cases of circumscription 488 modal logic system of - 1198 
collapsing an infinite set of distinct behaviors into a common 
few 664 goal 1307 
collective phenomena 104 1 knowledge 697 
Collins, ALlan 694 COMMONLISP654, 1196, 1215 
collision 4; common patterns 118 1 
collision-free commonality values 577 
motions planning - 476 commonsense 1313,1314 
path 392, 667 algorithm representation 82 
Colmeraue:r 2 16 inferences 44.5 
and Kowalski 155 knowledge 82,23 1,942,943,944,946, 1205 
colon endoscopy 964 models 29 1 
colored digraph 12 19 nonmonotonic inference 372 
coloring problems, graph - 1184 notions about time chance and action 1223 
coloured solid models 1037 physical reasoning 292 
Columbia IJniversity 398 reasoning 293,303, 346, 357,385,441,445, 
combination 516,593,657,699,937, 1181,138l 
of categorical and probabilistic reasoning 132 reasoning, formalization of - 119 1 
of fragments of translation examples 1216 reasoning, human - 677 
of hypotheses plausible - 63 1 understanding 294 
rules global binocular - 202 understanding of the behavior of electronic 
combinatorial circuits 294 
computations 1113 communicating 
explosion 689 knowledge-based problem-solving experts 
mathematics 278 106 
optimization 1302.1305 primitives for - 93 1 
optimization problems 1305 communication 968, 1177 
problems 119, 1405 algorithms for - 1362 
probllems, program for solving - 119 and control 234 
search 112,1039,1298 human - 269, 1364 
search problems 95 1 implicit - 269 
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intentions in - 968 
lines 22 1 
mechanisms 106 
modeling 679 
multimodal - 10% 
natural language - 7 1 
operation 1358 
operations 1358 
optimization of - 1358 
primitive 93 1 
communications 
successive - 1358 
technology 603 
communicative 
action 1362 
choice algorithms for - I352 
communicative goal 329, 564, 1058 
compare a - 329 
define a - 329 
describe a - 329 
intent of a speaker 3 18 
intentions 1085 
requirements 418 
commutative functions 57 
commutativity, built-in - 107 
compact 
object 57 1 
representation 
compactness 
maximal - 587 
of representation 1384 
comparative analysis 465, 1265 
of sublanguages 1364 
problems 570 
comparative 
inheritance work 898 
performance of learning methods 1363 
statics 359, 361 
compare communicative goals - 329 
comparing 
interactions 658 
old and new designs 520 
comparison 
of programs 172 
of some rule-learning programs 335 
shape - 69 1 
comparisons 
among hypotheses 132 
with previously solved problems 145 
compass and straight edge constructions in 
geometry 53 
compatibility-based 
ordering-heuristics 250 
theories 250 
competence 
constructs 1011 
level 584 
modeling 10 11 
nature of - 1011 
theory 53 
competing 
diagnoses 395, 1040 
hypotheses 522 
hypotheses, discriminate among - 1399 
objectives 1082 
competition among contractor agents 1307 
compilable inference problem 1384 
compilation 524 
knowledge - 1245 
problem, general - 1227 
compiled hindsight 227 
compiler-compiler idea in conventional 
programming 1194 
compiling system 91 
complementarity of a matrix 214 
complements in attributive concept descriptions 
611 
complete 303, 597, 898, 904, 935, 1230, 1240, 
1243, 1256 
algorithms 5 I2 
approximation of classical reasoning 1384 
approximations 1162 
axiomatization 597, 697, I348 
belief revision strategy 962 
causal information 525 
classification 625 
decision procedure 47 I 
for first-order logic 9 13 
inference algorithm 433 
inferentially - 1263 
information 1 174 
logic for two-place preference operators 1243 
planning system 1230 
probabilistic theories 1112 
proof theory 15 I 
reduction 896 
representation 1290 
semantic unification of default and 
autoepistemic logic 922 
strategy 181 
systems of inductive inference 5 
terminological inferences 433 
completely general proof technique 45 1 
completeness 208, 375, 392.476.625, 682, 948, 
970, 1123, 1279 
and reducibility, relation between - 970 
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of circumscription 5 11, 970 
of constrained resolution 1068 
of linear resoiution strategies 32 
of madal logics 697 
of P-defining theories 970 
of pa intwise circumscription 1403 
of the careful closure procedure 375 
of the non-monotonic predicate caIculus 149 
of the truth preserving rules 18 
of the universal attachment rule 1095 
resub:s 341, 346 
resull:s for circumscription 346 
theorem, Birkhoffs - 382 
theorems 346 
diagnostic - 1263 
logical - 625 
control parameter determining the - 1302 
decrease 1299 
evaluation techniques 1153 
expected - 574 
exponential - 179 
inferential - 1362 
information - 1177 
inherent - 530 
linear - 407 
measure 434 
measure of a formula 434 
of a clause condensing algorithm 963 
of a line drawing 169 
of a product, inherent - 1153 
ofA* 179 
completing figures 1260 
completion 
minimal - 150 
paths, possible - 1260 
procedure, Knuth-Bendix - 3 14 
completions 486 
complex 3 
artifacts 520 
contrl>ls 1241 
dynamics 661 
environments 1186 
experiences 5 18 
goals 1241 
group action 1351 
information processing 1023 
mechanical systems 666 
organic compounds 134 
organic molecules 263 
task 6807 
visual. behavior 1274 
complexity 21,302,457,463,466,574, 626,632, 
637,697,914,926, 1105, 1175, 1182, 
1233.1302, 1304,1305, 1405 
analy:jes 250 
complexity analysis 924 
automatic - 374 
average-case - 920 
of generation and reuse 1235 
worst-case - 920, 1235 
complexity, analysis of - 988 
complexity 
average - 179 
average time - 6 18 
classes 1389 
classes harder than NP 963 
classes non-uniform - 1384 
computational - 433,567, 575, 1257, 1384 
of admissible search algorithms 92 
of an exhaustive search strategy 257 
of answering a query 1257 
of assembly algorithms 1153 
of blocks-world planning 919 
of classical planning systems 958 
of combining bodies of evidence 577 
of constraint satisfaction 988 
of counterfactuals 926 
of cumulative defautt logic 1182 
of domain-independent planning 1233 
of existential quantification 687 
of game-searching methods 162 
of heuristic estimates for the A* algorithm 
914 
of heuristic search algorithms 92, 1389 
of labeling 1137 
of MGA 1253 
of modal logic 1267 
of objects 96 
of OPT-2 1308 
of path-based defeasible inheritance 966 
of polynomial network consistency 
algorithms 302 
of propositional Horn theories 586 
of propositional knowledge base revision 926 
of reasoning 637, 1264, 13 I I 
of reasoning, computational - 1 116 
of relation algebras 1290 
of searching 1389 
of searching implicit graphs 1389 
of sensing in a general driving-scene 1277 
of specifying probability distributions 1175 
of subsumption, computational - 687 
of the structure-mapping algorithm 526 
of updates 926 
on-line - 1264 
optimal worst-case time - 1 I25 
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parallel - 585, 1120 
polynomial search - 232 
polynomial - 1232 
problem - 250 
results 53.5 
robot task - 1177 
sample - I121 
search - 257,1202 
sequential - 1120 
space - 965, 1344 
task - 1362 
theory 1389 
time and space - 9.53 
time - 965 
transition 1200, 1302, 1305 
worst-case - 463,962, 1162 
worst-case space - 1192 
worst-case time - 1192 
compliance 300,320 
in robot manipulation 300 
compliant motions 477 
component interaction heuristics 1272 
components functioning abnormally 395 
composed system 1227 
COMPOSER, statistically rigorous learning system 
1386 
composing 
interactions 658 
machine - 1326 
model fragments 1272 
possibly failing applications of inference 
rules 1251 
regions of configuration spaces 665 
composite 
beliefs, revision of - 413 
device 29 1 
symbol structures 590 
composition 247, 1227 
model - 659 
of monotonicity 658 
of qualitative histories 908 
of real-time systems 1227 
of two productions 94 
theorems 124 1 
compositional modeling 659 
efficient - 1272 
compositionality 643 
in neural networks 590 
compound 
nominals, interpretation of - 1059 
objects 347 
comprehension 
language - 136 
natural language - 504 
plan - 189 
problems 12.5 
process 239 
sentence - 28 
story - 430, 1169 
comprehensive agents 1157 
compressing chess master games 670 
compression, optimal - 1105 
compression-based existential misconceptions 654 
compromise 
final state 1285 
in negotiation 1285 
over their degree of satisfaction 1285 
compromises 336 
compulsory reduction 647 
computation 
actor model of - 106 
ecology of - 676 
in the theory of evidence, efficient - 1062 
mental - 1048 
spatial arrangements for - 1170 
theory, connectionist - IO47 
theory, neural - 1047 
time 965,1124, 1227 
computation-theoretic reductions I 177 
computational 
approach to human reasoning 284,285 
architecture 368 
behaviorist position 1172 
biology 1135 
brain 1383 
computational complexity 212,575,687, 1117, 
1257 
of abduction 631 
of BnB on random trees 1302 
of non-monotonic reasoning 1384 
of plan validation 1063 
of planning 1063 
of probabilistic inference 553 
of propositional STRIPS planning 1117 
of query answering 1257 
of querying bounds 1257 
of reasoning 1116 
of subsumption 687 
of temporal projection 1063 
of terminological reasoning 433, 567 
computational cost 12 14, 1304 
abrupt changes in - 1292 
scaling 1304 
computational 
description language 137 
difficulty I222 
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computational efficiency 188,328,955, 112 1
of a scheduling system 955 
of deriving inferences 363 
computational 
environment 1160 
geometry 473,475 
inefficiency 328 
kinematics 665 
learning theory 1288 
lexicons 1074 
linguistics 1085 
computational model 
for process-grammar 495 
of explanation 690 
of retrieval of analogs from memory 596 
computational models 
of attention 1273 
of cognition 1360 
computational 
point of View 693 
power of ARCS 596 
computation al resources 252 
management of - 1090 
systems capable of taking account of their 
own - 1090 
computational 
strategies, optimal - 641 
strength 693 
studies of analogy 504 
system, social law in a - 1160 
computational theories 
of agents’ involvements in their environments 
1207 
of vision 203 
computational theory 
of cognitive maps 43 1 
of knowledge origin ACT* 524 
of knc’wledge origin PUPS 524 
of vision 200 
computational 
tractability 567, 1254 
vision 302,456 
computationaIly 
efficient method for cost- based abduction 
1034 
intractable 433, 966 
tractable 890 
compute summaries 308 
computer aided 
design 174 
teaching of programming 8 1 
computer checkers 685 
computer chess 123, 557, 670,685, 1340 
literature 123 
program 559 
computer construction of crossword puzzles 78 
computer game 
playing 56 
Tetris 1170 
computer 
graphics 134 
language 342 
model of language 125 
models of thought and language 74 
music 1327 
computer programs 
interpretation of - 333 
structure of - 333 
computer 
simulation of paranoia 111 
systems learning 1084 
understanding of natural language 6 1 
computer vision 156, 191,218,255,262, 398, 569, 
1102, 1276,1277,1349 
psychology of - 89 
system 322,393 
VISIONS system for - I208 
computer-aided 
circuit analysis I12 
design 483 
medical decision-making 133 
computer-assisted 
instruction 1 13 
instruction, CA1 71 
computer-based synthesis system 126 
computer-controlled 
arm 68 
assembly 68 
computerized 
expert systems 906 
graph theory bibliography 434 
computing 
abductive explanations 1222 
MAP assignments to belief networks 1069 
networks 1041 
rule ordering 1338 
shape from shading 196 
symbolic or numerical relationships 1283 
concave domains 1352 
concealed information 257 
concept 50 1 
as a set of attributes 642 
concept coherence 308 
relations 308 
concept description 443 
formalisms 1385 
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language 1101,1162 
concept descriptions 114,611 
subsumption of - 567 
concept formation 518 
incremental - 518 
system, robust - 518 
concept 
hierarchies 5 18 
languages 687 
concept learning 212,460,584,672,686,1192, 
1219 
human - 
methods, conventional - 1219 
program 113 
program of Quinlan 335 
program of Young et al. 335 
system 1101 
concept 
modifiers of a - 76 
of an algorithm 932 
of likeness 1037 
recognition system 114 
representation mechanism 163 
concept teaching 113 
systems 113 
[See also “concepts”] 
concept-formation 246 
concept-free intelligent behaviour 606 
concept-using creatures 606 
conceptions of action 604 
concepts 114,315,514, 1385 
acquiring - 579 
association between - 342 
conjunctive - 460 
domain-specific dictionary of - 1371 
of causality, intuitive - 359 
[See also “concept”] 
conceptual analysis 
natural language - 6 1 
of a sentence 61 
conceptual 
base 6 1 
clarity 46 1 
clustering 347 
data analysis 188,235 
dependency61 
hierarchy 5 14 
inductive learning 673 
conceptual knowledge 418,1289 
complex 65 
conceptual 
model of problem solving 1193 
neighborhood 693 
conceptual representation 418.43 I 
of the environment 431 
conceptual 
simplicity 630 
structures 61, 332,415 
conceptualization 600 
conceptually similar problems 579 
concise descriptions of objects 139 
conclusion sets 1404 
restricted language of - 1404 
conclusions 
credulous - 898 
reinstating - 9 13 
retracting - 9 13 
skeptical - 898 
variable certainty of - 363 
concomitant variation 66 
concrete-level solution 1150 
concurrency, domains with - 1189 
concurrent 
events 496,1189 
exploration 274 
method 400 
systems science 603 
condensing 963 
a clause 963 
condition typing 668 
conditional 
assertions 890 
branching 83 
conditional connective 1096, 1097 
for statements of normality IO97 
conditional effects 1233 
conditional entailment 682 
proof theory of - 682 
conditional 
explanations 12.50 
functions ordinal - 651 
conditional independence 1143, 1263 
between observations 1143 
conditional interpretations 643 
of default expressions 682 
conditional knowledge base 890 
conditional logic 1057, 1388 
c 541 
deduction in a - 1057 
first-order - 409, 455 
of normality 1097 
conditional 
operator 1057 
optimizations 1210 
possibility 1388 
conditional probabiiities 368, 396,924, 1124, 1338 
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37 
in bebef networks 924 
of the data 689 
conditional probability 12% 
matrices 1367 
conditional 
relationships 1339 
statement 926 
tests 70 
theories of default reasoning 1097 
truth 1248 
typing theory 1180 
conditionall:y independent 1367 
conditionals 1361 
conditioning 638 
Dempster - 391 
Dempster’s rule of - 1388 
for inference 1253 
method of - 644 
Pearl’!; method of - 1253 
strategy of Touretzky 966 
conditions 247 
for consistency 671 
for dh;tinct GAS 1390 
cones, generalized - 195 
configuration 480 
constraints 220 
domain 220 
of successes and failures 1259 
of technical systems 1385 
process 220 
configuration space 392,477,665,667 
robots - 476 
configurations 
of geometric entities satisfying geometric 
constraints 957 
of objects and relations 59 
of shape tokens 691 
possible - 59 
configurer of computer systems, rule-based - 220 
conflict 603 
resolution 633,958 
resolu.tion in planning 958 
resolv,e a - 27 
set resulting from a measurement 1040 
sets, minimal - 1040 
with physics practice 1376 
[See afso “conflicts”] 
conflicting 
beliefs 1185 
criteria for a game position 123 8 
information 5 14 
observation 395 
property values 5 14 
rationality postulates 1375 
conflicts 1231, 1397 
minimizing - 952 
resolution of - 527 
[See also “conflict”] 
confluence assumptions 203 
confluences 29 1,658 
congruence relations 118 
congruent angles 12 17 
conjectural reasoning 148 
conjecturing 
hidden entities IO39 
unseen entities in science 1226 
conjoined goal 1230 
conjoint goals 124 1 
conjunct ordering 323 
conjunction 
of circumscriptions 485 
of Horn clauses 926 
conjunctions 507, 580 
conjunctive concepts 460 
restriction to - 460 
with internal disjunction 460 
conjunctive goals 1248 
planning for - 404 
conjunctive normal form 249 
predicates 249 
conjunctive 
planning, domain-independent - 404 
problems 323 
queries ordering - 323 
conjunctive-goal problems 530 
conjuncts 377 
best ordering for a set of - 323 
Connect-Four 422, 1066 
connected 
component 476 
discourse, understand - 136 
speech 117 
connectedness 1260 
Connection 
between abduction and default logic 1222 
graphs 142 
machine 972 
of perception to action 320 
strengths 521,614 
conneetionism 1135 
music and - 1329 
connectionist 
approach 105 1 
architecture 592, 118 1 
computation theory 1047 
framework 1185 
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hashed associative memory 614, 1070 
inference engine 1185 
connectionist learning 515,907 
procedures 52 1 
techniques 1135 
connectionist 
modeling 592 
models 590,594,1046,1047,1181 
network 515,591,593,614,1070,1185 
networks 593 
representation of value/variable bindings 594 
symbol processing 589 
systems 594, 1033 
connectionist theories 
of cognition 255 
of perception 255 
connectionist theory 273, 1049 
connections 568 
and symbols 568 
connectivity 476,666, 1184 
of the constraint graphs 1346 
topological - 412 
CONNIVER, BUILD’s implementation language 47 
CONNIVER, problem solving system 234 
conscious thought 933 
consciousness 932 
anatomy of - 1056 
biology of - 1056 
evolution of - 1052 
metaphysics of - 1052 
consensus 
deriving - 1353 
mechanism 1353 
mechanisms, distributed - 1352 
multiagent - 1353 
consequence 
finding 32,916 
finding problem 916 
relation, nonmonotonic - 890 
consequence relations 890 
nonmonotonic - 575 
preferential - 890 
consequences 
of a set of constraints 1.57 
of a set of events 1063 
of reasoning about ignorance 449 
conservation laws 64, 1039, 1376 
conservative 
monitoring 663 
plan modification 1235 
consistency 348,375, 461,671,684, 1138, 1231 
adaptive - I 110 
algorithm 529 
algorithms 302 
algorithms, network I 988 
arc 354, 953 
arc and path - 1357 
assumption 92 
based approach 684 
checking 1 I96 
conditions for - 67 1 
constraint 393 
enforcement, dynamic - 123 1 
enforcing global scene - 127 1 
enforcing techniques 123 1 
global - 693,894, 1358 
global notion of - 1138 
handling 1388 
heuristic 928 
in networks of relations 97 
joint - 1182 
label - 527 
local - 585, 894,949, 1120 
local notion of - 1138 
maintenance I249 
methods, local - 354 
model - 64 
node - 934 
of a database 67 1 
of a set of constraints 1257 
of a timegraph 1169 
of circumscription 3g0, 5 11 
of constraints with a knowledge base 1257 
of defeasible databases 67 1 
of inferences 1258 
of justifications 1148 
of models 1258 
of proof systems 382 
of temporal references 110 
of the posterior probability 358 
path - 354,1357 
problems, view - 479 
proof by - 382 
consistency techniques 934 
local- 1110 
over finite domains 95 1 
consistency 
testing - 671, 1197, 1338 
truth-functional - 80 
view of diagnosis 9 17 
with other beliefs 1178 
consistency-based iagnosis I 178, I397 
consistent 301, 338,400, 925 
databases, maintenance of - 894 
experimental data 1376 
hypotheses 1 I2 1 
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39 
interpretation 663 
knowledge base 1257 
consistent labeling 585 
problem 250,529,585 
consistent 
networks, large - 928 
reasoning in the presence of inconsistency 
1348 
representation method, CR 1165 
scenatio 956 
situation 630 
theories 5 11 
validation structure 896 
with all global evidence 1358 
with all local evidence 1358 
world, maximally - 455 
consonant 
approximation methods 1062 
belief functions 651 
conspiracy number search 1066 
conspiracy numbers 447, 559 
algorithm 559 
for mi n-max search 447 
conspiracy required to change the root value 447 
constant depth 1187 
constants, problem-specific - 36 
constellations of shape tokens 691 
constituent phrases 595 
constrain search 206 
constrained 
clauses 1068 
Delaunay triangulation 572 
empty clause 1068 
language 1101 
logic scheme 1068 
logics 1068 
optimization problem 279 
random walk 655 
resolution 1068 
search 574 
constraining 
a plan 958 
heuristic search 56 
interpretation space 663 
search 115,206,242 
constraint 196,440 
consisl:ency - 393 
engine, geometric - 957 
entailment 95 1 
epipoliar - 1270 
force L.56 
gap, satisfiability - 1295 
constraint graph 302, 1102, 1110, 1140 
dense - 539 
sparse - 539,1296 
topology of the - 1300 
constraint graphs, connectivity of the - 1346 
constraint 
language 353 
logic programming 934,948,95 1 
logic programming CLP 948,95 1 
manipulation 97 
model 1265 
monotonicity - 578 
net, topology of the - 950 
constraint network 157, 420, 502, 585, 618, 632, 
894,954, 1120, 1125,1140, 1350 
algorithms 948 
almost-hierarchical - 157 
constraint 
on the environment 1210 
on the trajectories 1158 
posting I82 
constraint problem 462 
in geometry 470 
constraint problems 1136, 1184 
geometric - 957 
hardest - I 184 
interval - 928 
constraint processing enhancement schemes for - 
539 
constraint propagation 403,462, 502, 585, 951, 
1295,134l 
algorithm 265 
Boolean - 653 
network 1310 
rapid - 1299 
constraint 
reasoning 950 
refinement search 263 
relations 1102 
relaxation 6 18 
constraint satisfaction 2, 596,632, 952, 953,958, 
988,1102,1120, 1245,1292,1306 
algorithms 354.1257 
approach, linear - 1034 
complexity of - 988 
decomposition approach to - 1064 
efficiency of algorithms for - 1064 
geometric - 957 
literature 1111 
logic of - 948 
networks 585 
partial - 949 
constraint satisfaction problem 451, 688,949,953, 
1122, 1343, 1346,1355 
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CSP451,934,948, 1102,1110,1231,1343 
formalization 948 
hypergraph of a - 1064 
temporal - 632 
constraint satisfaction problems 97, 168, 302, 420, 
539,988,1110, 1146,1231,1296, 1300, 
1306,1357 
decomposing - 1064 
random binary - 1296 
constraint satisfaction 
search problems 1298 
system ALICE 354 
systems 950 
techniques 532, 1357 
constraint 
satisfiability 1295, 1297, 1299 
semantics 1125 
smoothness - 1001 
solver 934 
solving 951 
suspension 296 
systems geometric - 1029 
constraint theory 1068 
model of a - 1068 
constraint tightness critical level of - 1296 
constraint violations 503 
detection of - 503 
[See also “constraints’] 
constraint-based 
reasoning 947 
scheduling 955 
constraint-posting approach 404 
constraints 182,274,293,295,302,308,336,448, 
480,492,664,894,914,934,949, 1039, 
1077,1119, 1125, 1180, 1231, 1242, 
1260,1289 
allowed - 1355 
anti-functional - 934 
between circuit state variables 295 
binary - 632 
configuration - 220 
consequences of a set of - 157 
consistency of a set of - 1257 
differences - 1257 
disjunctive - 1357 
domain - 668, 1189 
domain-dependent - 1144 
domain-specific - 1074 
Euclidean or affine - 1283 
externally imposed - 896 
functional - 934 
geometric - I3 10 
global - 279 
image-based - 456 
in a planner, antagonist - 336 
in the form of equations 20.5 
in the form of inequalities 205 
inequality - 578 
integrity - 1114 
labeling - 169 
CONSTRAINTS, language for almost-hierarchical 
descriptions 157 
constraints 
linear - 1034 
metric - 1357 
monotonic - 934 
n-ary - 1140 
networks of - 157,618 
of syntactic form 170 
on deformable models 456 
on geometry 376 
on local surface orientation 194 
on possible interpretations 104 
on the matching of case arguments 308 
processing of - 1357 
propagation of symbolic - 201 
propagation of - 112,157,360 
quantitative - 1357 
quantitative domain - 1357 
reasoning with resource - 363 
redundant - 957 
representation of - 1357 
resource - 668 
restricted set of - 1355 
semantics of - 934 
set of allowed - I 122 
shape - 204 
solutions to a set of - I257 
sparse networks of - 420 
temporal - 632, 1197 
tightness of - 1300, 1346 
time - 668, I 174, 1239 
to general reasoning 1180 
to represent he interactions between 
subprobiems I82 
tractable - 1122 
unary - 632 
violation 119 
visual - 456 
[See also “constraint”] 
constructing 
3D scene descriptions from images 478 
a qualitative simulation 666 
intelligent systems 1095 
matching algorithms, tool kit for - 526 
proofs for theorems, algorithm for - 4 
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proofb for theorems of an axiomatic theory 4 
construction 
of belief arguments 527 
of delluctive systems 374 
of invariants for 3D objects 1271 
of large impressive-looking programs 286 
of world models 43 
techniques 47 
constructive 
problem-solving 342 
problems 563 
situations 189 
consultant, program as a - 93 
consultation by computer 446 
consultation program 
for medical diagnosis 133 
for medical treatment 133 
knowledge-based - 978 
consultation system 1345 
expnt - 264 
for multiple trauma management, TraumAID 
2.0 1345 
geneml - 264 
consulting programs 256 
explaining expert - 256 
creating expert - 256 
content 
constraints 1100 
of knowledge, reason about the - 178 
reference I78 
contention, resource - 955 
context 116, 643,682, 1074 
adaptation to - 82 
dependent 12 11 
mode.l of - 125 
of behavior 1166 
of interpretation 1166 
of previous experience 1025 
on inl:erpretation. influences of - 643 
sensil.ive actions 1211 
sensil:ive line finder 41 
switching 35 1 
unexpected - 135 
context-based caching 1155 
context-dependent 
importance 76 
user optimization preferences 1242 
context-free 
grammar 1118 
grammar parsers 1356 
grammars 155 
languages 1118 
context-sensitive responses 533 contraction I254 
generating - 533 
contextual 
constraints in sentence comprehension 595 
factors 1058 
contextually relevant lexical components 1074 
contingent 
information 625 
knowledge 638 
scene knowledge 532 
continual requirements for action 522 
continuity 295 
continuous 
change 546, 1189 
domain planner 1033 
domains 1140 
interaction with the environment 1274 
interactions between quantities 658 
probability distribution 122 
process description 371 
process-history of shape change 495 
processes, modeling - 43 
representational patterns 594 
set operator 1086 
continuous speech 50 
understanding 49 
utterances 49 
continuous 
time 640 
time-varying parameters 293 
variables 632 
world change 1033 
world features 1033 
continuum of gradual change, processes with a - 43 
contour 193 
classification 480 
configurations, image - 480 
fragments 57 1 
interpretation 480 
occluding - 193, I275 
rotationally symmetric - 1026 
shape from - 1026 
contours 480 
intrinsic properties of - 262 
simultaneous encoding of - 414 
surface - 193 
visual motion of - 1280 
contract 
negotiation 234 
net framework 234 
contracting 
incentive - 1307 
out actions 1351 
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contractor agents 1307 
contracts between agents 1307 
contradicting information 449 
contradiction 925 
contradiction-elimination phase 653 
contradictions 566 
detecting - 435 
autri@u - 671 
contradictory information 1268 
contraposition 675 
contrapositron weak form of - 675 
control 106234,459. 1133, 1232. 1241 
actions, trajectories of - 1241 
adaptive - 50 
control architecture 668, 1161 
blackhoard - 327 
flexible - 1073 
control 
centralized - 337 
component for the deduction rules 648 
decision-analytic - 634 
decisions 266,634 
deductive searches 46 
design, nonlinear - 11 13 
errors 477 
heuristics, domain-independent - 1123 
induction - 459 
control information 185 
domain-dependent - 507 
control intelligent - 979, 1156 
control knowledge 136,266,552,1193 
EEL-style - 930 
explicit representation of - 236 
learning, search - 646 
control mechanisms 
gaze - 613 
transfer of - 234 
control 
mode 1157 
module 634 
motion - 1232 
of combmatorial search 112 
of inference 507 
of observer mohon 127.5 
of perceptton I I65 
of perceptual attention 1277 
of robots 411 
of search 668 
control parameter 1302 
determining the complextry 1302 
control plans 1157 
real-time - 1161 
control 
policies, meta-level - 64 I 
policy 634 
control problem 327,634, 1165 
meta-level - 1239 
control 
programs 1228 
real-time - 663, 1164 
reasoning about - 177 
redundancy - 459 
robot - 667 
search - 1240, 1242 
speech understanding - 2 15 
strategy 1123 
structure 93, 106, 183,211, 643, 1361 
system 1161, 1228 
theory I 164 
tree searching 206 
uncertainty 1232 
uncertainty in - 667 
variables, computer’s - 54 
viewpoint - 1275 
controlled 
forward chaining 107 
production 2 11 
production system 211 
controller 
intelligent - 1171 
robot’s intelligent - 1171 
controller’s universal plan 1171 
controlling 
backward inference 507 
cooperating processes 199 
cooperative problem solving 1173 
cutoff bounds 650 
forward chaining 107 
inference I a5 
invocation 177 
recursive inference 377 
repeating inference 377 
the amount of reasoning 1079 
the invocation of new default rules 4.45 
tree search 77 
visual attentton 1277 
conventional 
game trees 1238 
memory organization 590 
rules of inference 382 
convergence 9 12, I244 
of a search, forcing - 164 
of the Gibbs sampler 912 
of the simulation 598 
populations 1390 
conversational 
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langu.age comprehension 111 
power, extended - 269 
system, human - 269 
conversationally cooperative response 226 
conversion 
from .recursive paradigms to iterative 
paradigms 126 
into a database 129 
of knowledge from one representation into 
another 239 
convex sets! closed - 391 
cooking 1170 
Cooper 117.5 
Cooper, Lynn A. 1048 
cooperating 
agents 1177 
local parallel processes 199 
processes 199 
cooperation 603,906 
framework, general-purpose - 1173 
horizontal - 906 
hybrid - 906 
principled model of - 1173 
recursive - 906 
tree - 906 
under uncertainty 906 
cooperative activity, shared - 135 1 
cooperative behavior 
mode:1 of - 176 
theory of - 226 
cooperative computation 1208 
massively parallel - 273 
cooperative 
information systems 1268 
intelligent real-time control architecture 
CIRCA 1161 
multi-agent distributed interpretation 1358 
phenc’mena 1041 
problem solving 1173 
responses 226 
coordinate system 321, 569 
coordination mechanism 1352 
Cope, David 1325 
core 
AI 600 
gateway 1218 
comers, picture - 42 
corpus 
analysis 1073 
of knowledge 227 
of training sentences 595 
correct 1230 
assignment of parts of speech to words 1356 
geometric reasoning 482 
inference 379 
planning system 1230 
programs, recognition of - 172 
spelling errors 190 
system behavior 395 
correction 107 1 
correctness 377,379,695, 1279 
explanation of - 896 
of a plan 958 
of a program 3 16 
of a revised diagnosis algorithm 528 
of alpha-beta pruning 75 
of digital hardware designs, program for 
proving -, VERIFY 298 
of nondeterministic programs 1 
of plans 1248 
of the universal attachment rule 1095 
proof 163 
theorems 654 
correlated feature vectors 1070 
correlation 
automatic - 1387 
image - 1387 
methods 1270 
correlations 907 
inter-feature - 556 
statistical - 1378 
cost 634 
computational - 1214, 1304 
effectiveness 560 
function 569,965 
measure 1306 
minimization approach 569 
of a derivation strategy, expected - 645 
of a map 1037 
of a solution graph 15 
of an algorithm 277 
of evaluation 1372 
of scene labelling 688 
of solving a conjunctive problem 323 
of the rules 1069 
optimal&y 650 
problem-solving - 323 
scaling computational - 1304 
solution - 1305 
to execute a plan 920 
[See also “costs”] 
cost-based abduction 1034, 1069, 1391 
cost-independent search 1244 
costs 
of the assumptions 1069 
unit branch - 179 
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[See also “cost”] 
counter-intuitive extension 450 
counterfactual 926 
implication 372 
counterfactuals 372 
complexity of - 926 
multilevel - 163 
nested to any level 163 
single level - 163 
counterplanning 189 
situations 189 
strategies 17 1 
counting satisfying assignments of propositional 
languages 1245 
coupled 
collection of problem solvers 234 
dynamical systems 1158 
coupling 
assertional and taxonomic information 904 
close - 904 
loose - 904 
covariance matrices 1067 
coverage 
architecture’s domain - 1368 
tests 1192 
coverings, infinite variable - 462 
CPU time 280 
CR, consistent representation method 1165 
creating 
a mode1 of the world 973 
abstract solution spaces 210 
an intelligent program 141 
expert consulting programs 256 
landmarks 1232 
models of systems 1265 
plans 583 
creation of descriptions of system behavior 371 
creative 
cognition 1323 
destruction 9 19 
mind 1316,1317, 1319,1320,1321 
operator 538 
creativity 525, 1320 
engineering of - 1320 
language - 1074 
modelling - 1322 
credal level 1065 
credibility distribution 689 
credible explanatory hypotheses 1039 
credit assignment 522 
credulous 
conclusions 898 
extensions, language of - 898 
reasoning 966 
crippling effects of large knowledge bases 1155 
criteria 
for evaluating leaming methods 188 
for recognizing deep cases 76 
criterion of adequacy 9 I3 
critic for identifying faulty rules 335 
critical 
behavior in the computational cost of 
satisfiability testing 1304 
level of constraint tightness 1296 
phenomena 1304 
ratio of constraints to variables 1301 
subproblems 1231 
value of the parameter 1405 
values of uncertainty 1232 
criticalities, physical - 1 153 
criticality of operator preconditions 1394 
critically constrained problems 1299 
cross-channel correspondence 202 
cross-linguistic variation 1080 
crossover 1304 
bias 1244 
operators 1244 
crossover point 1299, 1300 
in random 3-SAT 1294 
in satisfiability problems 1294 
crossover rates 1244 
crossword puzzle generator 78 
crossword puzzles 78 
cryptarithmetic problems 63 
CS-QL 116.5 
CSP 
binary - 934 
constraint satisfaction problem 420, 45 I, 934, 
948, 1102, 1110, 1231, 1296, 1343 
finite - 948 
problem solving paradigm 1346 
techniques for default reasoning 1343 
tractable - 1343 
cubic 
in the search depth 1305 
sparsity constant - 929 
Culicover, Peter 1048 
cumulative default 
logic 649, 1182 
logic CDL 1148, 1182 
logics 1148 
reasoning 1182 
cumulative 
logics 575 
operation 890 
cumulativity 1182 
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current ser 
of assumptions 146 
of bekfs 146 
currently active database context for reasoning in 
h,ypothetical situations 112 
cursive script reading - 414 
curvature 262 
extrena 427 
extrenla, grammar based on - 427 
surfact: - 195 
CUrYe 193 
space ‘I 194,440 
curved lines 62 
curved objects 139 
description of - 96 
recognition of - 96 
curved surkes 192, 195484.1077 
object!; with - 322 
CUNeS 262 
of the texture 283 
physical - 193 
cut-off values 580 
cut-offs 122 
search with - 77 
cutset 
condit loning 626 
decomposition 539 
CWA, closed-world assumption 485 
Cyc project !)37 
Cyc system !)37 
cycle behavior 371 
cycle-cutset 539 
method 1146 
cycles, graphs with - 1054 
CycLing paper reviews 945 
CYPF@XS system for synthesis of divide-and- 
conquer algorithms 330 
D 
d-ply search with alpha-beta pruning 447 
D-S model 4 37 
D-S theory, Dempster-Schafer theory 437 
D-S theory c’f evidence 328 
DAG, dire&d acychc graph 1069 
Dahl216 
DA1 
distributed artificial intelligence 603, 1173 
foundations 604 
reseanzh 604 
systems 1173 
Dart 992 
DART. device-independent diagnosis program 297 
Darwin 1052 
Darwinism, neural - 505 
data analysis 23. I363 
conceptual - 188,235 
data association 
framework, Bayesian - 1067 
problems, temporal - 1067 
uncertainty 1067 
data 
compression 670 
correspondence uncertainty 1 M7 
extraction 1073 
flow 368 
interpretation 1265 
modeling 623 
normalization 482 
representations 238 
retrieval requests for - 226 
data structure 114, 692 
for a set of clauses 142 
metagraph - 1169 
passive - 337 
data structures 463,582 
for high-level cognitive tasks 592 
topological - 1278 
variable-sized recursive - 592 
data tokens 337 
da&change 695 
approach 523 
heuristics 523 
hypothesis formation 13 1 
model of computation 337 
data/hypothesis associations 237 
database 671 
assertional - 268 
associative - 112 
consistency of a - 671 
conversion into a - 129 
DB 375 
domains 226 
database expression 45 I 
evaluating a - 45 I 
database 
management 394 
of assertions 394 
problem solver’s - 507 
query system 216 
relational - 1064 
retrieval 645 
sentence entailed by a - 67 1 
database systems 533, 623 
interacting with - 533 
research 623 
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database 
updates 395 
database updating 
desiderata for - 1375 
rational - 1375 
databases 301,686,1 i 14 
CAD - 1037 
closed E-saturated - 338 
defeasible - 67 1 
evaluation of queries in - 338 
Horn - 375 
image - 1037 
inconsistent - 67 1 
medical - 129 
predicate-calculus - 394 
dataflow 
architecture highly-parallel - 337 
architectures 337 
diagrams 679 
graph 337 
Datalog 948 
DATMI, theory for interpretation tasks 663 
datum 483 
Davis I 140 
Davis, Ernest - 942, 943, 944 
Davis-Putnam procedure 1299, 1304 
in Loveland’s form, DPL 1299 
DB, database 375 
DCG, definite clause grammar 155 
DDB, dependency-directed backtracking 962 
DD3 strategies 962 
de Kleer 
and Brown 359,360,361 
and Williams 1040 
Reiter and - 1040 
de re knowledge 1168 
deadend 
search states 123 1 
deadline 1399 
deadlock 9 19 
dealing with anomalies 525 
Dean I227 
Dean, Thomas 1133 
debug 
faulty hypotheses 68 1 
student programs 172 
debugging 582 
a model 1366 
failures 1236 
novice programs 544 
picture drawing programs, automatic - 73 
plans 583 
skill 73 
system 172 
decentralization 
of control 106 
of information storage 106 
decentralized collection of problem solvers 234 
Dechter 1146 
and Pearl 1146 
decidability 1233 
of instance testing 1385 
of L..2 I379 
of planning 1233 
of subsumption 5 12 
of the implication problem for belief 115 1 
results 13 11 
decidable 1243 
algorithm 301 
deductive first-order reasoning 13 11 
form of first-order entailment 115 1 
problems 1162 
with linear space 611 
deciding 
formulas 80 
satisfiability of an S5 formula 697 
decision 906, 1258 
analysis 132,201,229 
importance 238 
decision maker 1107 
decision making 189,907 
computer-aided medical - 133 
intelligent - 20 
knowledge 183 
medical - 132 
problem 1239 
procedures 1090 
properties 578 
situations 229 
time spent in - 1090 
under time constraints 1239 
under uncertainty 405,557 
decision 
operators 93 I 
path selection 78 
problem 575,140s 
decision procedure 76,466,671, 679, 895,934 
partial - 466 
probabilistic - 253 
decision process, economic - 1353 
decision processes 
Markov - 1165, 1239 
non-Markov - 1165 
decision 
quality 1227 
reasoning problems 1162 
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rules 3 9 
structure 78 
theory 60,625,641, 1082,1378 
decision tree 1308, 1399 
heuristic - 7 
induction 1308 
decision variables 578 
decision-analytic control 634 
decision-theoretic 
advice IO82 
representations for modeling decisions 1082 
decisions 90!i, 93 1, 1082 
among problem states 557 
control - 266 
modeling - 1082 
declarative interpretation 239 
declarative knowledge 601 
bases 500 
representations 1386 
declarative 
languages 211 
logic 1119 
programming languages 95 1 
decoder 50 
decoding linguistic - 50 
decomposable games 3 5 
decomposing 
a probl.em 307 
a scene 24 
an interaction history 908 
circuit modules 1007 
complex mechanisms 665 
constraint satisfaction problems 1064 
domain knowledge 659 
the vision process 200 
decomposition 307,309,954, 1341 
approa.ch to constraint satisfaction 1064 
into subgoals 2 13 
of an intelligent system 605 
of qualitative histories 908 
of quasi-algebraic sets 472 
of the planning process 1361 
scheme 632 
decompositions 
feasible - 1007 
ranking - 1007 
deduction 374,453,486,1078,1225,1251 
based on a set of characteristic models 1225 
calcuhls 904 
general-purpose - 1095 
in a cc’nditional logic 1057 
in 01s 603 
in probabilistic logic 1124 
initial clauses of a - 10 
logical - 635 
met hod 1124 
of relative likelihood conclusions 578 
over logical formulas 1095 
parsing as - 1059 
parsing as non-Horn - 1078 
principle, fundamental - 374 
rules 648 
sorted - 6351180 
system, natural - 213 
typed - 1180 
with conditional typing theory 1180 
deductions 
by resolution 10 
internal - 524 
deductive 
approach to automatic programming 140 
calcuhls 9O4 
consequence generating machine 18 
first-order reasoning 1311 
indecision 603 
deductive inference 602 
processes 136 1 
techniques 601 
deductive knowledge 
domain dependent - 166 
new - 166 
deductive mechanism 
for solving CSPs 45 I 
general - 154 
deductive 
planning 136 1 
power 5 
question-answering system 46 
reasoning 419, 1245 
relationship 1178 
deductive rules 274 
truth-preserving - 235 
deductive 
searches, control - 46 
synthesis 167 
deductive system 57, 635 
for elementary set theory 127 
deductive systems 603 
construction of - 374 
deductive viewpoint 451 
deductively 
closed beliefs 1338 
limited 13 11 
deep case relations 308 
deep cases 
as special modifiers 76 
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criteria for recognizing - 76 
in languages 76 
dew 
cut-offs 122 
goal nodes 1305 
inferences in narrow domains 187 
deep pruning 615 
conditions 1238 
deep structure I 136 
in question-answering programs 16 
of constraint problems 1136 
of the written proof 88 
deepening, selective - 561 
deeper search pathology 253 
default 
and autoepistemic logic, logical equivalence 
of - 449 
assumptions 151 
assumptions of independence 1378 
conclusions 638 
expressions 682 
extension 1138 
default inference 455,586 
rules 381 
default inferences 633 
sanctioned by - 15 1 
default knowledge 381 
default logic 379,445,449,450,453,603,637, 
649,677,922,1092,1097, 1138,1142, 
1148, 1182,1191,1222,1365, 1384 
cumulative - 649, 1148, 1182 
main computational problem of - 1191 
Reiter’s - 379, 649, 1148, 1343 
semantic foundations for - 1138 
variants of - 1138 
default 
minimal property of a - 638 
principle 496 
properties 455 
property values 5 14 
default reasoning 151, 352, 353,419, 444,445, 
450,453,455,508,514,586,633,637, 
638,682, 1096,1138,1182,1222, 1224, 
1338,1343,1378 
about spatial occupancy 1224 
conditional theories of - 1097 
implementation THEORIST 453 
logic for - 15 I 
normative conditional for - 1096 
systems 638 
default rule 445 
default rules 586, 1096, 1378 
nonnormal 450 
default statements 455 
default theories 586,633, 1191 
open- 1188 
prioritized - 1288 
propositional - 1343 
default theory 397,449 
extension of a - 1343 
Reiter’s - 639 
default value 308, 444 
defaults 282, 352, 397, 409, 625, 677, 682, 1 I82 
applicability condition for - 649 
as predeftned possible hypotheses 453 
binary - 637 
expressiveness of nonnormal - 649 
Horn - 586 
justifications of nonnormal - 649 
nonnormal - 352 
normal - 352 
priorities among - 649,682, 1148 
reasoning about - 449 
to circumscription, translating - 397 
defeasible databases 67 I 
consistency of - 67 I 
defeasible inheritance 550,966 
hierarchies 586, 637 
multiple - 120.5 
nets 620 
defeasible knowledge 890 
belief as - 1019 
defeasible 
links 935 
proofs 108 1 
provability 108 1 
reasoner, OSCAR automated - 1092 
defeasible reasoning 680,913, 1092, 1096, 1097 
argument-based approach to - 1092 
argument-based - 680 
based on arguments 680 
implementation of - 680 
problematic cases of - 1092 
defeasible 
rules 680 
sentences 671 
defining a communicative goal 329 
definite 
clause grammars 155 
clauses 459 
Horn ground formulas 1117 
definition 
instantiations 434 
of causal ordering 1083 
of operationahty 443 
of specificity 898 
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definitional facilities 282 
definitions, problem space - 1004 
deformable models 456 
deformation 427, 691 
ClaSSl3S 69 1 
deformations, psychologically meaningful - 427 
degenerate 
cases 471 
views 571 
degeneration. of genetic algorithms 1244 
degradation of the quality of a decision 229 
degrees of belief 413,597, 1245, 1378 
degrees of freedom 1153 
analysis 957 
internal - I310 
six - 392 
degrees 
of human guidance 246 
of nonlinearity 13 72 
Delaunay trimgulation 572 
delaying step-ordering decisions 1076 
delete lists 1233 
deleted-condition interactions 9 19 
deleting primitives 376 
deliberation 
cost 634 
scheduling 1090, 1239 
demands of an environment 116 I 
demons, invocation - 112 
Dempster conditioning 391 
Dempster’s rule 
evaluation of - 619 
for hierarchical evidence 416 
of combination 577,619,696 
of con’ditioning 1388 
Dempster-Shafer theory 437,619, 1258 
of evidence 328, 577 
[See allso “Shafer-Dempster”] 
Dempster-Shafer updating on uncertain evidence 
3’31 
DENDRAL 128 
expert system 959,983 
program 13 1 
Dennett, Daniel C. 1052 
denotation 121 
concept of - 14 
dense constraint graph 539 
density method 2 15 
dependence 1005 
of problem complexity 250 
on time, predicate’s - 669 
dependencie,s 964 
among propositions 435 
dependency 1367 
analysis 157 
dependency detection 1236 
statistica - 1236 
dependency 
hidden node for modeling - 1367 
information 394 
interpretation 1236 
maintenance 190 
of a plan on control uncertainty 1232 
requirement 63 
dependency-directed backtracking 112, 146,566, 
653.1380 
DDB 962 
depiction 948 
axioms 532 
image - 532 
mapping 532 
relationships 532 
depth 
constant - 1187 
discontinuities 1284 
information 393 
limit 206 
of clauses 1187 
of nesting 1267 
of search 555 
of search trees 1299 
of the conceptual hierarchy 514 
range 1284 
search - 207 
search to a given - 77 
depth-first 
algorithm 257 
algorithm, incremental - 1192 
backtrack search I23 1 
Bnl3, DFBnB 1305 
branch-and-bound 1200 
heuristic search 972 
depth-first iterative deepening 
algorithm 33 1 
algorithm, heuristic - 33 1 
DFID 1202 
search 535 
search, refinements to - 535 
depth-first 
null-window alpha-beta search 1374 
search 33 1 
search strategy 650 
strategy 248 
tree search 1342 
derivable formulas 649 
derivation 190 
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for a solution 15 
of a 3D model of a scene 47 8 
of rules, automatic - 263 
strategies optimal - 645 
systems, linear - 647 
derivational analogy 520 
algorithm 1093 
analysis of - 1093 
efficiency of - LO93 
empirical studies of - 1093 
derivations, redundant and irrelevant - 2 1 
derived 
beliefs 151 
sequences 309 
deriving 
a sentence 87 
behavior from structure 293 
consensus 1353 
implications 119 
sets of falsehood preserving inference rules 
18 
structure from behavior 1265 
Dershowitz 382 
des Rivitires, Jim 1028 
Desain, Peter 1327 
describing 
a communicative goal 329 
an algorithm by its behavior on input 137 
an event problem of - 76 
assemblies, language for 159 
drawings, program for - 59 
structure and behavior 296 
description 73 
attributes 1247 
concept - 443 
hierarchical - 68 
description identification 672 
algorithm, Mellish’s .. 1192 
problem 672 
problem, algorithm for the - 672 
description in terms of contours 480 
description language 114,433,1385 
antecedent - 1101 
computational - 137 
concept - 1101 
domain - 668 
environmental - 1278 
for patterns, CODE 114 
description 
logics 1361, 1379, 1385 
of curved objects 96 
of errors 8 1 
of image features 201 
of nonmonotonic systems 379 
of soar 609 
refinement, incremental - 672 
space 672 
description-forming operators 1339 
descriptions 84, 1379 
action - 1223 
concept - I 14 
indexical - 1168 
logical - 1219 
mathematical - 1219 
of complex curved objects, generating 
structured - 96 
of complex curved objects, generating 
symbolic - 96 
of idealized line drawings 59 
of natural grammars 1080 
of objects concise - 139 
of system behavior 371 
of the external world 200 
structural - 188 
descriptive concepts 347 
for characterizing entities 347 
high-level - 347 
descriptive 
logic, DL 1379 
power 1074 
procedure for line drawings 59 
properties 247 
statement of the problem I 19 
desiderata for database updating 1375 
design 295, 386,387, 388, 389, 390. 582, 664, 1156 
adaptation of a 520 
automated - 392, 692 
by derivational analogy 520 
choices 1229 
circuit - 295. 1341 
combining multiple models of - 134 1 
descriptions 297 
digital circuit - 1007 
digital - 298 
empirical system - 1373 
expertise 295 
final - 47 
foundations for - 390 
framework of SEEK 264 
involving large searches 134 1 
involving parameter selection I34 1 
KERNEL’s - 1079 
knowledge 237 
mechanical - 1341 
mechanism - 915, 1352 
methodology for GDD-based systems 1345 
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model of - 1341 
of a competent program 205 
of an expert system 264 
of artificial agents 1207 
of BLAH 170 
of circuits 520 
of EBL systems 1004 
of graphics systems 532 
of integrated circuits 1346 
of intell igent learning environments 545 
of mult i-agent systems 1160 
of natuial-language interfaces 399 
of naval fleets 247 
of Odyssey 190 
of prog:rams 14,520 
of quesl:ion-answering systems 16 
of representations 692 
of situated agents 1209 
of SME: 526 
of the MYCIN system 93 
of three dimensional VLSI devices 247 
of trainag sets 515 
of vision systems 479, 532, 1289 
off-line - 1160 
on multiple domains 1341 
on muliiple tasks 1341 
parameters 503 
design plans !i20 
modifymg - 520 
fetrievhg - 520 
design principles 113 
biological - 1208 
for concept teaching systems 1 I3 
design, real-time system - 1227 
design strategies 330 
for classes of algorithms 330 
design 
system for circuit - 1341 
system:; 465 
tradeoffs 463, 1229 
[See also “designs”] 
design-automation community 297 
designer model - 64 
designers of a. multiagent environment 1353 
designing 
a machIne translation system 1080 
agents 1159 
chemical syntheses 134 
cooperating processes 199 
expert systems 3 12 
designs, balanced incomplete block - 254 
[See also “design”] 
Designworld 992 
desirability 1239 
desired 
goal 392 
minimization 346 
destination 12 1 
frame 121 
destructive problems 563 
DETAIL, interactive feature of IMPLY 48 
detecting 
contradictions 435 
repeating cycles of processes 37 1 
detection 
dependency-1236 
edge - 124 
efficient - 274 
error - 477 
looming - 1274 
of constraint violations 503 
of motion from texture 283 
of semantic errors 172 
of stereo disparity surfaces 1276 
of surface orientation from texture 283 
statistical dependency - 1236 
determinants 473 
determinate function-free clauses 1187 
determinations 1007 
of scope 677 
determiner 
modifier’s - 216 
of a syntactic item 216 
determining 
amounts from handwriten cheques 1100 
consistency 1197 
delivery point codes from addresses 1100 
delivery point codes from handwritten 
addresses 1100 
drug and dosage from handwritten drug 
prescriptions 1100 
optical flow 197 
similarity 584 
surface orientation from a single view 195 
surface shape 484 
the behavior of a composite device from the 
generic behavior of its components 29 1 
deterministic 
finite-state automata 1176 
reasoning 132 
sequential algorithms 585 
strategies 242 
detour behavior in frogs 1208 
developable surfaces 195 
developing 
autonomous agents through learning 1152 
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program 3 16 
development of Soar 609 
developmental stages 427 
device behavior 993 
causality in - 359,361 
device 
function 1272 
independence 296 
models, generation of - 1272 
operating regions 295 
device-independent 
diagnosis program DART 297 
inference procedure 297 
language 297 
DFBnB 
depth-first BnB 1305 
depth-first branch-and-bound 1200 
DFID, depth-first iterative deepening 1202 
diagnoses 
characterizing - 9 17 
competing - 395 
[See also “diagnosis”] 
diagnosing 
diseased soybean plants IO7 I 
multiple faults 396 
rheumatic diseases 264 
diagnosis 297, 342, 396,580,588, 663,664,917, 
948, 1175,1196,1265 
abductive - 1178 
abductive view of - 917 
algorithm 395,528 
and treatment of the glaucomas 133 
automated - 297, 465 
Bayesian - 689 
categorical reasoning in medical - 132 
circuit - 4 13 
consistency view of - 9 17 
consistency-based - 1178, 1397 
domains 1345 
error rate 1143 
fault - 296, 1156 
for a system 9 17 
from first principles 1040 
goal-directed - 1345 
iterative nature of - 396 
kernel - 917 
language error - 125 
logic based - 684 
medical - 405,413,1143, 1377 
minimal - 9 17 
model-based - 588,917, 1178 
of analog circuits 657 
of errors, intention-based - 544 
of errors system, PROUST 544 
of hardware faults. automated - 372 
probabilistic reasoning in medical - 132 
program 297 
real-time - 1399 
Reiter’s theory of - 528 
diagnosis system 
implemented - for circuits 296 
diagnosis 
theory of - 395,528, 1040 
tree 1399 
[See also “diagnoses”] 
diagnostic 
advice 964 
classes 133 
classification 689 
completeness 1263 
conclusions 133 
expertise 689 
methods 1196 
performance I377 
probability 689 
problem 395 
diagnostic procedure 396 
domain independent - 396 
incremental - 396 
diagnostic reasoning 296, 395, 989, 1196, 1345 
framework 1345 
diagnostic tasks 684 
diagnostics of errors, exact - 172 
diagram 
filter 62 
location 154 
diagrammatic information 62 
diagrams 101,666 
dialectically arguing modules 146 
dialog system 100 
dialogue 1362 
algorithm 34 
human - 1362 
dialogues 176 
collaborative planning - 1362 
dictionary 308 
access 78 
based on concept coherence 308 
construction, automated - I37 1 
for joint ventures 137 1 
for micoelectronics 137 1 
for terrorism 137 I 
of concepts, domain-specific - 137 1 
structure 78 
difference sequence 307 
differences 307 
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among concepts, learning method based on 
the - 642 
between predicted and observed behavior 528 
between states 307 
constraints 1257 
different inexact reasoning models 906 
differential 
analysi:; 465 
and integral calculus 291 
calculus; 640 
differential equations 291,359,369,612,911 
abstractions of - 369 
piecewise linear - 12 15 
qualitative - 291,293, 908 
differential 
inclusic’n 911 
qualitative analysis 570 
quantitative analysis DQ 465 
techniques, local - 128 1 
difficult region 
for search 249 
in search space 249 
difficulty 
computational - 1222 
in planning 530 
measure of problem - 407 
digital circuit 953 
design I007 
digital circuit:; 395, 662 
troubleshooting - 396 
digital design 298 
Digital Equipment Corporation 220 
digital 
hardwiuz designs 298 
images 321 
logic 2517 
digitalis therapy advisor 256 
digraph, colored - 1219 
Dijkstra’s single-source shortest-path algorithm 965 
dimension 470 
of a knowledge base 1257 
of a query 1257 
dimension-independent description 1113 
dimensional 
analysis 58 1, 679 
representation 58 1 
dimensionaMy of search space 1372 
dimensionalit y-reduction 69 1 
dimensionless numbers 58 1 
diminishing utility, law of - I2 18 
direct 
a search, information to - 46 
associal:ion between concepts 342 
dependencies between propositions 368 
inference 1378 
directed acyclic graph 368 
DAG 1069 
directed 
graph 6 
labeled graphs 109 
recursive labelnode hypergraphs 109 
directing 
genetic search 961 
search 211 
search, pattern recognition applied to - 206 
direction-giving, topological - 1278 
directional 
algorithms 162 
arc consistency I 110 
instructions, symbolic - 1278 
path consistency 1110 
search methods 1206 
statistics 1026 
directions of change 293 
directly skeptical approach 620 
to defeasible inheritance nets 620 
Dirichlet distributions 1396 
disambiguating networks 935 
disambiguation 
lexical - 425 
of ambiguous words 595 
of local matches 202 
structural - 425 
discernment, frame of - 577 
discontinuities 
in surface orientation 480 
motion - 154 
discontinuity boundaries 194 
discontinuity-preserving 572 
discourse 226,445 
capabilities 269 
domain of - 630,654 
generation 1085 
human - 445 
representations 308 
strategies 329 
discourse structure IO59 
relations 1085 
discourse-level information 1060 
discover a principle 23 1 
discovering 
new domain objects 246 
new heuristics 246, 287 
new operators 246 
patterns in sequences of events 309 
relationships I88 
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discovery 537 
empirical - 523 
in chemistry, machine - 1039 
machine - 1226, 1376 
methods 523 
of heuristics 247 
of symmetries, mechanical - 98 
process 1376 
scientific - 309, 1376 
discovery system 
AM 538 
ARE 538 
EURISKO 538 
heuristic - 1237 
discovery systems 
AI - 538 
machine - 523 
scientific - 538 
self-refreshing - 538 
discovery, ubiquity of - I I5 
discrepancy, explain the - 395 
discrepancy-driven refinement 918 
discrete action assumption 1033 
discrete Bayesian 
belief network 1005 
networks 1397 
discrete probability distribution 122 
discrete relaxation 585 
Hamlick’s - 168 
Mackworth’s - 168 
Ullman’s - 168 
Waltz’s - 168 
discrete tc,xture 484 
discrete-event dynamics 1171 
discriminate among competmg hypotheses 1399 
discrimination 
mechanism 524 
tree 26X 
disease 
classifications 133 
models 237 
diseased soybean plants, diagnosing - 1071 
disjoinmess of temporal intervals 1169 
disjunction 687 
infinitary - 1379 
internal - 460 
dispmction-free default theories 1343 
disjunctlons 383, 580 
of assumptions 352 
of literals 653 
of nodes, encode - 352 
of PA-relations, bmary - 1164 
disjunctrve 
basis of a knowledge base 1264 
concepts 335 
constraints 1357 
knowledge base 645 
normal form 309 
rationality 675 
disparity 273 
information, extraction of - 202 
information, processing of - 202 
surfaces, detection of stereo - I276 
dispersion-based existential misconceptions 654 
display 
generation 376 
problem in geometry 470 
disprovable tasks 64 
DISPROVER, interactive model analysis tool 64 
dissector, image - 41 
dissipative systems 551 
distal access 590 
distance 
Hamming - 903 
measure between formal object 
representations 
1037 
measure, tunable - 1037 
ratio 565 
signature coding technique 254 
distinct leaf values 674 
distinguishing shapes 691 
distorted data I 186 
distorting effects of projection 192 
distortion 192 
minimax - 243 
of a shape 495 
distortions 
interaction - I I X6 
perspective - I269 
photometric and geometric - 1276 
distributed 
algorithm 221 
algorithms 1249 
algorithms for belief revision 413 
distributed artificial intelligence 603, 604 
DA1 1173.1174 
distributed 
consensus mechanisms 1352 
expert systems 906 
interpretation 1358 
distributed knowledge 697 
operator 697 
distributed 
negotiation mechanism 1174 
operating system, Arachne - 22 I 
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planning 1208 
problem solving 234,603 
processing model 595 
distributed representation 
of bindings 594 
of symbolic structures 594 
distributed representations, recursive - 592 
distributed sensing system 234 
distributed systems 1168 
of computers 1352 
distribution 
of a belief network 912 
of goal nodes 905 
of hard graph coloring problems 1184 
of infclrmation 12 18 
of problems 1288 
of problems observed - 1033 
task - 1174 
distributions 
of computational cost i 304 
of error random variables 179 
theory of - 484 
disturbances, propagating - 359 
diversification of the temporal ontology 546 
divide-and-conquer 
algorithms 330 
paradigm 126 
division algorithm, real-number - 57 
DL, descriptive logic 1379 
DNA 
structure from segmentation data ! 3 1 
structures inferring - 13 1 
DNF 1187 
concepts, k-- 460 
domain 
ambiguity 622 
axioms 630,121l 
closure assumption 1262 
constraint approach to qualification 448 
domain constraints 668,1189 
qualifying - 448 
domain 
coverage, architecture’s - 1368 
dependence 953 
[See also “domain-dependent”] 
domain 
descri]ption language 668 
expert 503,964 
independence 93 
domain independent 1341 
diagnostic procedure 396 
general purpose problem solving techniques 
1386 
planning 1380 
shell abstraction of VEXED EVEXED 1341 
[See also “domain-independent”] 
domain 
individuals 1223 
knowledge 190.478,503,514,659,953, 
1039, 1193, 1277 
model 256 
modeling 679 
of discourse 630,654 
of theorems deducible from certain formulas, 
infinite - 275 
perspective 533 
principles 256 
problems 327 
representations 13 80 
requirements 116 1
rules 184 
size 507 
domain specific 
failure theories 13 80 
knowledge 226,478 
tuning 1386 
[See also “domain-specific”] 
domain theories 659,684,1135 
expressive - 1380 
incomplete - 1007 
domain theory 
approximate - 1071 
Horn-clause - 107 1 
imperfect - 107 1 
domain-dependent 
axioms 374 
constraints 1144 
control information 507 
deductive knowledge 166 
knowledge 166,500,561 
rules 374 
[See also “domain dependence”] 
domain-independent 507,56 1, 1341 
algorithm, tractable - I 103 
conjunctive planning 404 
control heuristics 1123 
diagnostic procedure 396 
EBL algorithm 1123 
general purpose problem solving techniques 
1386 
goal interaction 919 
domain-independent planning 1117, 1233, 1380 
program 274 
research 404 
system 668 
domain-independent shell abstraction of VEXED, 
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EVEXED 134 1 
[See also “domain independent”] 
domain-level explanations 583 
domain-specific 
constraints 1074 
dictionary of concepts 1371 
feature 557 
heuristics 247 
knowledge 248,663,668 
knowledge-acquisition tools generating - 
1193 
optimizations 953 
problem characteristics 953 
search control 519 
search control knowledge 552 
terms 679 
[See also “domain specific”] 
domains 894 
infinite - 275 
stochastic - I239 
with concurrency 1189 
with inadequate theories 584 
with intractable theories 584 
with nondeterminism 1189 
with ramifications 1189 
with weak theories 584 
dominance algebra 1238 
door locks 665 
dorsal fins of fishes 691 
double phase transition 1184 
downward inheritance 966 
downward refinement 1150 
property, DRP 1150 
doxastic logic 1086 
Doyle, McDermott and - 150, 303, 494 
DP, dynamic programming 1164 
DP procedure, Davis-Putnam procedure 1304 
DP search 1304 
DP-based reinforcement learning methods 1164 
DPL, Davis-Putnam procedure in Loveland’s form 
1299 
DQ 
analysis 465 
differential qualitative analysis 465 
draw poker 3 
drawing programs, picture - 73 
Dreyfus, Hubert L. 410, 1331,1332,1333,1334, 
1335 
Dreyfus, Stuart E. 410 
DRLH, directed recursive labelnode hypergraph 
109 
drosophila of Al 670 
DRP 
downward refinement property 1150 
testing - 1150 
drugs, hazardous - 1370 
dual 
categorical-associative model 66 
form 1403 
model 66 
representations 118 1 
search 1186 
space 205 
duality 
between curvature extrema and symmetry 
structure 427 
between problem representations and optimal 
schemata 96 1 
Duda 
et al.‘s scheme 186 
Hart and Nilsson 186,366,683 
duplication 1260 
duration 25 
dyadic predicates 1379 
dynamic 
attention 1289 
backward reasoning systems 563 
changes of the knowledge base 563 
consistency enforcement 123 1 
dynamic construction 
of control plans 1157 
of quantitative belief arguments 527 
of real-time control plans 1161 
dynamic 
decision structure 78 
dependencies between parameters 1289 
environment 1067, 1173 
hiding of portions of knowledge 1155 
logic 395,969, 1243 
manipulation of heuristics 3 
map of traffic 234 
network 1289 
dynamic programming 920, 1164, 1308 
DP 1164 
dynamic reasoning 563 
dynamic search 
control 1380 
rearrangement 1 I 10 
d)WUTliC 
situation 1157 
symbol structures in a connectionist network 
590 
dynamic tracking 
robustness in - 1289 
sensitivity in - 1289 
dynamic 
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uncertain environment 1241 
variable binding 6 13 
dynamic world 1104, 1289 
modeling 1067 
pIann ng in a - 28 1 
dynamical 
creation of descriptions of system behavior 
2’71 
critical phenomena 1304 
dynamical systems 540,551,1113, 1176 
automatic analysis of - 540 
coupled - 1158 
identification 1176 
in phslse space 1113 
theory 1158 
understanding system, MAPS 1113 
dynamical theories 292 
dynamicallq 
changing model accuracy 9 18 
formLIla& 182 
modiliable 1186 
modijj search control 1242 
propagated 182 
dynamics 1171,121l 
chaotic - 661 
complex - 66 1 
E 
E-saturated databases, closed - 338 
EAR, elementary theory of addition on the red 
numbers 3 1 
earliest/la&t possible start time windows 1231 
easy and hard instances 1405 
easy-hard transition 1302 
easy-hard-easy 
complexity transition 1302 
pattern 1303 
phase transition 1199 
probbem difficulty 1295 
Ebcioglu, K.. 1328 
EBG 
algorithms 1094 
explanation-based generalization 1094 
EBL 1380 
algorithms 525 
algorithms, traditional - 1123 
and problem solving, integrating - 5 I9 
classlcal - 
explanation-based learning 519, 552, 930, 
1004,1123 
extension to - 955 
rneeh’ad 519 
system 1004 
EBL systems 
design of - 1004 
proofs used by - 930 
EBL techniques 955 
EBL*Dl algorithm 1123 
EBL-style control knowledge 930 
EBT, example-based translation I2 16 
ecology of computation 676 
econometrics 359 
economic decision process 1353 
economics 360,492 
economist’s approach to system behavior 361 
ECWA, extended closed-world assumption 485 
Bdelman, Gerald M. 505.1056 
edge 1137 
edge detection 124 
using Walsh functions I24 
edge fragments 102 
3D - 1310 
edge 
labelling 302 
memories 695 
removal 1350 
edges 376.48 I 
enhancing - 24 
picture - 42 
Edmonds’ algorithm, standard - 8 
EDR 
error detection and recovery 477 
strategies 477 
education 1016 
effect 
of knowledge on belief 638 
refinement 178 
effective 
algorithms for communicative choice 1362 
branching factor 1200 
consensus mechanism 1353 
explanation 690 
effective interaction 269, 1174 
of computers 1352 
effective 
language behavior 1362 
mechanical speech understanding 49 
organization of data 954 
effective problem-solving 
behavior 234, 1386 
by a society of experts 106 
effective 
task representations in the design of 
programs 14 
use of knowledge 504 
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effectiveness 
heuristic - I292 
of PRODIGY’s EBL method 5.52 
effects 
action - 1223 
of actions 274, 1163 
efficiency 1410 
average - 10 18 
computational - 955 
of algorithms for constraint satisfaction 1064 
of an algorithm 547 
of BURIDAN 1240 
of factoring polynomials 86 
of finding refutations 2 1 
of hierarchical problem solving 1150 
of perimeter search I 128 
of planners 1076 
of planning 896, 1235 
of problem solvers 68 1 
of search 6 
of SL-resolution 21 
of the alpha-b&a algorithm 99 
of the alpha-beta pruning algorithm 261 
on-line - 1264 
transformations on production systems, 
theoryof-of211 
efficient 
agreements 1174 
algorithm 1026 
basis for a query language 1264 
coding schemes 5 15 
compositional modeling 1272 
computation in the theory of evidence 1062 
detection 274 
efficient disjunctive basis 1264 
of a knowledge base 1264 
efficient 
general purpose planning 404 
inference 12 19 
instance recognition 443 
learning 521,1214 
method for cost- based abduction 1034 
probabilistic inference 553 
problem-solving routines 1350 
programs 238 
query answering 1257 
reasoning 1212,138l 
retrieval 1070 
searching 115 
stochastically more - 179 
synthesis 238 
efficiently computable iconic representations 1274 
effort limit 206 
EL set of rules I I2 
elaboration of implied roles 595 
elastic interpolation 495 
elastically deformable object models 456 
electric encyclopedia 608 
electrical 
circuit behavior, qualitative models of - 545 
circuits 545 
enginms 294 
networks, synthesis and analysis of - 157 
electricity transportation management 1173 
electrodynamics 295 
electromechanical devices I272 
electronic circuits 294, 296, 1196 
element 
addition 126 
removal 126 
elementary 
functions, universal set of - 1055 
number theory 101 
set theory 127, 247 
theory of addition on the real oumbers, EAR 
31 
Eleusis card game 309 
eliminating 
combinatorics I1 11 
local inconsistencies 97, 302 
quantifiers in EAR 3 1 
varying predicates 699 
elimination 904 
Loveland’s model - 21 
model - 90 
redundancy - 963 
elite genetic algorithms 1387 
elitist reproduction scheme 1387 
Elman, Jeffrey LO46 
EM 
algorithm 1410 
expectation maximization 1363 
embedded system 1164 
embedding 
default logic 1365 
intelligence I78 
of explanations 170 
emotions, cognitive structure of - 694 
emperor’s new mind 932 
empirical analysis 264 
of terminological representation 1116 
empirical 
approaches in NLP 1364 
comparisons 2 15 
data 954, 1225 
discovery 523 
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inquiry, Al as - 607 
learning system 1071 
method for determining ‘must-not’ 
conditions, Winston’s - 163 
methods 5 19 
rule induction 580 
science 1287 
empirical studies 
of CLASSIT 5 18 
of derivational analogy 1093 
of PROUST 544 
empirical 
symbolic approach to natural language 
processing 1364 
system design 1373 
empirically 
justified mechanisms 1360 
motivated IO82 
empty clause 9 
enabling-condition interaction 9 19 
encode disjunctions of nodes 352 
encoder networks, three-layer auto-associative 
592 
encoding information 524 
encoding knowledge 177, 178 
in machine-usable form 140 
encoding 
of cc’ntours, simultaneous - 414 
of proof theory 1365 
prob.lem space - 930 
schemes. solution - 1244 
encounter, rules of - 1353 
endgames 562 
path lengths of 5-men - 562 
endings in chess, king and pawn - 280 
endoscope guidance system 1367 
energy, flows of - 1196 
enforcing global scene consistency 1271 
engineer’s 
approach to system behavior 361 
knowledge 659 
engineering 357, 360, 1083, 1287 
automated - 992 
discipline 628 
domain 1113 
of creativity 1320 
thermodynamics 659 
English 1080 
data base query system 2 16 
dialog 100 
dialogue 111 
input 111 
language 25 
enhance man’s mental capabilities 115 
enhancement schemes for constraint processing 539 
enhancing 
edges 24 
the disparity surface 1276 
entailed 
by a conditional knowledge base, assertions - 
890 
by a database, sentence - 67 1 
probability interval 1124 
entailed sentence 1124 
probability range of an - 1124 
entailment 671 
conditional - 682 
constraint - 95 1 
first-order - 
logical - 348 
minimal - 150 
of a query by a knowledge base 1264 
probabilistic logical - 348 
testing - 67 I 
entrenchment 1096 
epistemic - 1081, 1139 
of expectations 1096 
entropy 
maximum - 5 14 
minimum - 588 
enumerable, recursively - 913, 1081 
enumerated set of solutions, pre-- 342 
enumerating 
assumptions 296 
the elements of a collection 140 
enumerations 126 
ordered set - 126 
environment .55,431,477,521, 524, 1155, 1166, 
1174, 1176, 1177, 1232, 1236, 1307, 
1352,137x 
adapting to an - 1159 
changing - 507 
computational - 1160 
containing obstacles 392 
continuous interaction with the - 1274 
dcmandsofan- 1161 
dynamic - 1067 
dynamic uncertain - 1241 
inherent patterns of interaction in an - 1211 
interaction - 1352 
model 1211 
multiagent - 1353 
procedural model of the agent’s - 1211 
properties required by an agent 12 10 
recognizing the - 1269 
representations of the - 521 
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robot interaction with the - 411 
specialization to an - 1210 
[See also “environments”] 
environmental 
cues 613 
description language 1278 
regularities 357 
environments 522, 1236 
adapting - 1159 
agents’ interactions with their - 1207 
changing - I161 
cluttered - 574 
complex - 1186 
dynamic-1173 
interaction - 1352 
large unstructured - 1278 
negotiation - 1352 
real-world - I 161 
smart - 1153 
stabilization of - 1159 
unpredictable - I 173 
[See also “environment”] 
envisionment 293 
method 293 
partial - 908 
space 908 
envisionments 573 
enzyme segmentation data, restriction - 13 1 
epipolar 
constraint 1270 
geometry 1270 
parameterization 1275 
epistemic 
adequacy 1005 
base of basic sentences 1154 
epistemic entrenchment 651, 1038, 1081, 1139 
preorder 1 OS1 
epistemic logics 931, 1168, 1213 
extension of standard - 931 
epistemic 
notions 426 
queries, theory of - 1142 
state 1178 
epistemological science of common sense 1314 
epistemology 237, 428,977 
and cognition 428,429 
of a rule-based expert system 977 
epsilon-transformation 1305 
EQUAL, circuit analysis program 294 
equality 549 
equational 
logic 3 14,473 
proof systems 382 
equations 
algebraic and differential - 359 
charactenzing processes by - 1083 
interconnections of - 360 
order of magnitude - 657 
structure of - 295 
equi-specificity relation 680 
equilibrium 
analysis f2 18 
interdependenr variables in - 359 
equivalence classes 1040 
of arguments 680 
equivalence 
expressive - I234 
of default and autocpistemic logic 449 
of explanation-based generaijzatjon and 
partial evaluation 467 
of languages 1234 
of reasoning forwards and backwards 563 
equivalence relations 57, 307 
on terms 463 
valid - 463 
equivalence rule j 198 
equivalent 
behavior 1210 
minimal network I 122 
transformation 1403 
equivalential calculus 275 
errOneous 
evaluation functions 558 
features 452 
error 1136 
bounds 1397 
error detection 477 
and recovery EDR 477 
error 
distribution 179, 587 
gradients 1367 
growth 232 
measure of the - 521 
model - 477 
probabilities 558 
rate diagnosis 1 143 
rates 432 
recovery 477 
tolerance 6 12 
errors 81, 558 
as random variables 179,232 
description of - 81 
exact diagnostics of - 172 
frequency of occurrence of - 558 
identification of - 81 
mechanical and sensory - 1278 
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perceptual - 1176 
positional and orientational - 1278 
rotational and translational - 1278 
tolerance for - 1362 
vertex -position - 279 
escaping from local minima 5 15 
ESP reduction 1234 
essential theoretical aspects of theories 1360 
estimate of the light source direction 321 
estimated st,&tes 117 1 
estimates 
attached to game positions 243 
of all nodes in the tree 558 
probability distribution - 1340 
variability of - 912 
estimating 
error rates 580 
posterior probabilities 1397 
shape from shading 321 
topography of natural terrain 569 
estimation 5’87 
from multiple cues 1284 
of opiical flow 1281 
of surface orientation 1026 
of surface topography 569 
of the acidity of chemical solutions 657 
of the probability of winning 452 
estimator 587 
heuristic - 56 
Ether&ton 119 1 
and Reiter 1404 
Mercer and Reiter 345 
Euclidean 
constraints 1283 
space, robot moving in - 1283 
traveling salesman, two-dimensional - 1405 
EURISKO 
archic:ecture of - 246 
discovery system 538 
langu.age of - 247 
learmng by discovery program 246,247 
program 227,287 
evaluating 
a database expression 45 1 
compting search algorithms 1372 
design tradeoffs 1229 
evolutionary algorithms 1372 
HOC1 expressions 664 
evaluating Ilearning 
from examples 1247 
methods 188 
evaluating lthe probability that a propositional 
expression is true 1245 
evaluation 625 
cost of - 1372 
criteria 188 
criterion best-first - t7 1 
evaluation function 30, 138, 207,229, 241,452, 
555,556, 1342 
generating an - 452 
learning 452 
linear - 452 
nonmonotonic weighted - 965 
evaluation functions 253,558 
heuristic - 547 
non-order-preserving - I342 
SCAC method for constructing _ 165 
evaluation 
goals 1372 
of a counterfactual 926 
of chemical synthesis 134 
of intermediate repair results 1242 
of predicates 9 I5 
of queries in databases closed-world - 338 
of satisfiability testing procedures 1293 
partial - 1004 
polynomial used by Samuel, linear - 52 
evaluations 560 
evaluator, static-board - 447 
evaluators, knowledgeable static - 52 
EVAR, extra vehicular activity retriever t 171 
event 632,1263 
and state tokens 1246 
horizons 412 
types 1246 
event-based model 1250 
of belief update 1250 
event/state concept coherence 308 
events 466, 1104 
calculus of - 1189 
concurrent - 496.1189 
in the real world 65 
sequences of - 309 
temporal separation between - 1236 
with nondeterministic effects 1 I89 
everyday reasoning 401 
EVENED, domain independent shell abstraction of 
VEXED 1341 
evidence 626,696,1104, 1175, 1263, 1358 
approximation method in the theory of - 
1062 
as a mapping from probability functions to 
probability functions 696 
asynchronous - 1358 
belief as - 696 
body of - 5 
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Dempster’s rule for hierarchical - 4 I6 
global - 1358 
item of - 366 
local - 1358 
multiple - 358 
mutual independence of each piece of - 358 
new - 366 
piece of - 358,626 
spars&y of - 1366 
subsequent - 394 
supporting a hypothesis 358 
theory of - 1062 
uncertain - 391 
evidence-gathering process 437 
evidential context 680 
evidential reasoning 132,328,344,400,437, 626, 
1005 
in belief networks 626 
informal models of - 328 
management of - 328 
managing - 996 
evidential updating 
Bayesian - 391 
non-Bayesian - 391 
evolution 339 
of consciousness 1052 
of mechanical systems 640 
qualitative - 911 
evolutionary 
algorithms 1372 
perspective 1208 
evolving representation of an event 595 
exact algorithm 553 
for computing probability in Bayesian 
networks 1366 
exact 
cheapest path 248 
diagnostics of errors 172 
inference 924 
probabilities 1396 
value propagation 950 
values 547 
exaggerated 
behavior 570 
system 570 
exaggeration 570 
example generation 1192 
example- based translation 12 16 
EXCALIBUR, program for planning and reasoning 
with processes 973 
exception 
condition, production rules with an - 363 
handling 473 
exceptionally hard problems 1184 
exceptions 67 1 
to the rules 1368 
excessive 
crossover rates 1244 
reexpansion of nodes 650 
exchanger with infinite flow rate 570 
exchanges in chess, analysis of - 77 
exchanging secrets, protocol for - 
exclusion of a point from an interval 1197 
exclusive-or operator 363 
exclusive-read exclusive-write parallel random 
access machine 1102 
exclusivity 186 
executability, action - 1223 
executable 
code 316 
deduction process 925 
specification language Scepric 1360 
executing generalized robot plans 36 
execution 178, 1239 
cost 634 
events, unexpected - 1242 
of a plan, monitoring the real-world - 36 
strategy 973 
time 1232 
time state of the world 1240 
traces 1236 
exemplar-based approach 584 
exemplars, indexing - 584 
exhaustive I86 
assumptions 683 
invocation 178 
model-driven approach 131 
exhaustive search 2 10, 1270 
strategy 257 
to a given depth 77 
with cut-offs 77 
exhaustivity 186 
existence 
of objects 654 
of queries with an exponential number of 
answers I222 
of situations axiom 1183, 1224 
representations of - 636 
existential 
almost - 1403 
formulas 1403 
misconceptions 654 
quantification, complexity of - 687 
quantifier 12,401 
theories 5 11 
exogenous events 1 IO4 
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expand a node 266 
expanding nodes 965 
expansion of’a node 277 
expectation ,I 16 
failure 1397 
expectation maximization 1363 
EM 13863 
expectation 
of the number of solutions 1300 
ordering 1038 
relations 1038 
sets 1038 
[See also “expectations”] 
expectation-evoking 445 
expectations 1038,1166,1258 
in nonmonotonic reasoning 1038 
of object trajectory 1289 
theory of - 1096 
[See also “expectation”] 
expected complexities 250, 252 
expected complexity 
of recclgnition in cluttered environments 574 
of recclgnizing isolated objects 574 
expected cost 507 
estimaltes 634 
of a derivation strategy 645 
of a goal 634 
of the search 1259 
expected line of play 1344 
expected number 
of proc.essed schemata 1072 
of terminal nodes scored 99 
expected 
observations 1067 
utility 634, 1288, 1399 
value 266 
world state 896 
expected-utility paradigm of decision theory 1378 
experimental 
agent for ICU monitoring, Guardian 1157 
agents 1157 
deduct Ive system SYMEVAL 374 
design 1297 
evidenize 1039 
logic 374, 1081 
story understanding system 233 
expert circuit 
analyst 295 
analyzers 112 
expert consultation system 264 
for diagnosing rheumatic diseases 264 
expert 
consulling program system, XPLAIN 256 
critiquing systems 446 
database systems 623 
domain - 503 
generic knowledge of a domain - 368 
human - 515 
human play 230 
expert knowledge 237,264,5 15,689 
representation of - 907 
expert 
problem-solving programs 2 10 
reasoning 132 
expert system 328,563,911 
ABEL 679 
ACCORD 679 
CADUCEUS 679 
classification - 1143 
DENDRAL 959,983 
design of an - 264 
for diagnostic advice during colon endoscopy 
964 
for dynamic systems 
for scientific hypothesis formation 959 
for the analysis of carbon-l 3 263 
HASP 679 
KNACK 679 
knowledge bases 264 
Meta-DENDRAL 983 
MYCIN 237,683 
NEOMYCIN 679 
PROSPECTOR 683 
reasoning 679 
rule-based - 237, 977 
SEEK 264 
TEIRESIAS 679 
XPLAIN 679 
expert systems 186,210,236,291,305,306.342, 
503, 507, 533,679,683, 689,690,912, 
964,975,982,1082,1111, 1143,1258 
builders of - 227 
design of - 3 12 
distributed - 906 
generating - 503 
in medicine, PIP, MYCIN, INTERNIST, 
CASNET 132 
interacting with - 533 
[See also “experts”] 
expert-modeled rules 264 
expert-type knowledge base system GARI 336 
expertise 
human - 410 
interactive transfer of - 141 
experts 106,907 
effective problem-solving by a society of - 
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[See also “expert”] 
explaining 
dependence 1005 
expert consulting programs 256 
how devices behave 291 
observations 1250 
plans that fail 583 
programs 256 
the behavior of composite systems 294 
the discrepancy between the observed and 
correct system behavior 395 
explanation 690, 11751178 
abductive - 138 1 
acceptance criteria 525 
as a problem-solving process 690 
based search control rule learning framework 
1380 
capability 170 
case-based approach to - 525 
closure 1262 
computational modei of - 690 
containing a given hypothesis 1222 
facilities 690 
for a given set of observations, best - 1034 
inference to the best - 1059 
MAP - 1069 
of beliefs 527 
of correctness 896 
of decisions 1082 
patterns 525 
strategies 1082 
structure 170 
theory of - 29 1,1145 
[See also “explanations”] 
explanation-based generalization 465,467,1094 
of partially ordered and partially instantiated 
plans 1094 
explanation-based learning 443, 519, 525, 552, 579, 
646,930,955,1007,1135, 1288 
algorithm 1123 
EBL 519,552,930,1004,1123 
extension of - 1007 
plausible - 955 
systems 645 
technique VBL 1007 
theory of - 930 
explanation-based systems 443 
explanation-evoking 445 
explanation-transformation operators 1123 
explanations 1082 
abductive - 916,1222 
candidate - 1006 
causal - I 144 
conditional - 1250 
domain-level - 583 
for observations 97 1 
generating - 1222 
generating causal - 1272 
learning by completing - 378 
of beliefs 146 
of program actions 146 
plausible - 955 
predictive - 1178 
preference ordering on - 1178 
reasoning about - 1338 
[See also “‘explanation”] 
explanatory 
capacity 2 I 1 
hypotheses credible - 1039 
motivations 430 
explication of program bugs 54.4 
explicit 
belief 42 1 
consequences 44 1 
knowledge 58 1 
meta-communication 269 
representation of control knowledge 236 
exploiting irrelevancies 14 10 
exploration 1 I5 
exploratory-corrective domains 1345 
exploring the environment 1176 
exponential 
average time 248 
complexity 179 
growth 1403 
memory requirement 965 
problems 407 
run times 1018 
scaling of the average search cost 1184 
time 249,405,697,1222 
time decision procedure 466 
tree search 33 1 
[See also “exponentials”] 
exponentially 
hard 413 
large time 249 
sized solutions 1234 
small 249 
exponentials 40 
[See also “exponential”] 
expositive properties 363 
expressing 
a relation as a Horn theory 954 
domain knowledge 953 
uncertainty 557 
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expression 
source-matching - 1216 
target- matching - 12 16 
expressions 57 
goal state position - 69 
logicatly equivalent - 374 
expressive 
action representation 1228, 1248, 1380 
domain theories 1380 
equivalence of planning formalisms 1234 
fragment 895 
languages 625, 1162, 1264 
expressive power 449,1234, 1246 
of semantic networks 84 
expressively equivalent under ESP reduction 1234 
expressiveness 464 
of logics 1379 
of nonnormal defaults 649 
of standard propositional STRIPS 1234 
relative - 1379 
expressivity, metric and interval - 1290 
EXPTIME-completeness 1389 
extended causal theories 621 
extended closed-world assumption 485 
ECWA 485 
extended 
conversational power 269 
genetic algorithm I152 
language 282 
logic of belief 549 
order-sorted resolution 904 
person-machine interface 269 
prediction problem 454, 464,640 
use 135 
extending 
knowledge 524 
reinforcement learning 1165 
the ATMS 352 
theories empirically 246 
extensibility 188 
extensible deductive system 127 
extension 
anomalous - 450 
counter-intuitive- 450 
of a default theory 1343 
of a predicate 488 
extension of explanation-based learning 1007 
extension 
of pointwise circumscription 1403 
PED 1007 
to classical first-order logic 455 
to EBL 955 
extensional interpretations 682 
of default expressions 682 
extensions 
of classifier systems 522 
to conventional network notation 84 
to REF 2 
external 
environment 55 
events 28 1 
memory, very large - 44 
states, identification of - 1165 
world 200 
externally imposed constraints 896 
extra-mathematical properties of physical systems 
658 
extra-vehicular activity retriever EVAR 1171 
extracted features 139 
extracting features 414 
extracting information 1155 
from 3D images 24 
from a proof I2 
from a scene 1277 
extracting 
knowledge from a semantic network 337 
qualitative behaviors 1113 
extraction data - 1073 
information - 1371 
of disparity information 202 
of knowledge 524 
of knowledge from the environment 524 
patterns 1371 
procedure for proofs I2 
processes 1277 
extranuclear kinds of predicates 636 
extraordinarily hard problems 1295 
extremal boundaries 194 
extreme perturbations 570 
extrinsic forces 456 
F 
faces 376 
factorable relations 688 
factoring 
operation 10, 67 
polynomials, efficiency of - 86 
factorization 688 
scheme, heuristic - 86 
of multivariate polynomials with integer 
coefficients 86 
times of polynomials 86 
factud sentences 1 I78 
failing components, set of - 9 17 
failure 
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candidates 396 
causes of - 583 
driven dynamic search control I380 
negation as - 375,486, 1142 
probabilities 588 
theories, domain specific - 1380 
failures 
due to multiple faults 396 
plan - 583,973 
faithful modular translation of default logic into 
autoepistemic logic 1365 
false conclusions, undoing - 136 
falsehood preserving 
inference rules I8 
rules, completeness of - 18 
family of all extensions approach to defeasible 
inheritance nets 620 
fauout 99 
Farmer, J. Doyne 1134 
fast parallel 
constraint satisfaction 1102 
inference 966 
faster reasoning 1225 
faster-than-linear probabibstic retrieval 1070 
Faugeras 128 3 
fault 
diagnosis 296, 1156, I196 
intolerant 1362 
tolerant tasks 1362 
faulty 
components 588 
components of a diagnosis 9 17 
data 663 
data hypotheses 663 
hypotheses, debug - 68 1 
faulty plans 583 
repairing - 973 
faulty rule 107 1 
faulty rules 
critic for identifying - 335 
potentially - 1071 
faulty system 1040 
FCSP, finite CSP 948 
feasibility 
action - 1223 
of assessment 1258 
of computations 1258 
feasible 
algorithms for geometric reasoning 470 
decompositions 1007 
mechanisms 665 
relations 9.56 
solution 27 
times 632 
feature 
constraints I3 10 
domain-specific - 557 
extraction 139 
fractal-related - 565 
grouping 127 1 
measure 1037 
networks 273 
of a variable 594 
of the value of a variable 594 
organization 139 
selection 241 
feature space 24 1, 273 
sparse in - 1070 
feature vectors 614, 1274 
correlated - 1070 
probing - 1070 
[See also “features”] 
feature-based 
induction 1370 
methods 1370 
featured points 440 
features 283 
automatic and optimal combination of - 452 
irrelevant - 1121 
minimal and sufficient subset of - 112 1 
model - 1274 
of a syntactic item 216 
of the task domain 521 
pairs of sensed - I3 10 
toleranced - 483 
[See also “feature”] 
feedback 360,361,545 
analysis 295 
loops, causal ordering around - 360 
paths 294 
second moment - 587 
Feigenbaum, E.A. 270,27 1,608 
FIDE’s 50-move rule 562 
fields 473 
tXteenpuzzle241,331,534,972, 1018 
fifth generation 270,2? 1 
FIG, incremental natural language generator 923 
figural completion 1260 
natural - 1260 
figural continuity 202 
filter diagram - 62 
filtering 121 
algorithm, Waltz’s - 104,302,934 
linear frequency domain - 24 
out values 1068 
techniques, Waltz - 950 
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final 
design. 47 
state of a system 371 
find a line segment 4 1 
FIND program, Hoare’s - 57 
finding 
a consistent scenario 956 
a line segment 41 
a most preferred model 586 
a path in a graph 1359 
adeqeite models 1144 
an optimal plan 919 
minimum cost merged plans 920 
patterns in a network 337 
proofs 535 
the feasible relations 956 
finite 
belief base 1254 
characterization of cumulative default logic 
1182 
CSP 948 
default theory 1343 
domains 934,95 1 
interpretations 1201 
finite precision 482 
arithmetic 482 
finite set 
of hyF#otheses 471 
of pol:ynomial equations 47 1 
finite-size scaling 1301, 1304, 1405 
methods 1405 
finite-state assumption 2 15 
finitely marry pinpoints 1403 
Finke, Ronald A. 1323 
first fundamental form 484 
first-order 
causal theories 621 
circumscription 346, 385 
conditional logic 409,455 
entailment 115 1 
equations 382 
formula 488, 1403 
induction 1370 
inference 895 
jk-clausal theories 120 i 
knowledgebases 1151,131l 
language 385, 1162 
languages, hierarchy of - 1036 
first-order logic 1, SO, 314, 315, 395,409,426,455, 
50X,532,669,686,895,913,916, 1119, 
1162,1223 
for naming 1168 
proof procedures for - 21 
satisfiability of formulas in - 
sentences of - 356 
sorted - 669,692 
validity of formulas in - 1 
first-order 
logical language 282 
logics of probability 597 
modal logic 1168 
model theory 453 
predicate calculus 5, 10, 18, 19, 22, 67.2 13, 
314,575,948,1379 
predicate calculus, FOPC 1379 
predicate calculus heuristics 86 
predicate logic 1246 
probabilities 1396 
property 470 
range-restricted clausal theories 1201 
reasoning 1311 
first-order representation 
of plans 430 
of stories 430 
first-order 
resolution logic theorem prover 17 
terms 282,463 
theorem-proving methods 314 
first-order theory 314, 1403 
of the real numbers 470 
fit between an agent and its environment 1158 
five puzzle 158 
fixation point 1284 
fixed axis 
assumption 222 
mechanisms 573,665 
fixed points 494, 612 
[See aso “fixed-point”] 
fixed predicates 5 16, 699 
implementing - 5 16 
fixed-depth minimax algorithms 1374 
fixed-point 
definition 1138 
nonmonotonic logics 922 
[See also “fixed points”] 
fixed-valence tree 592 
FIXPOINT, stabilizing an environment program 
1159 
FL’, language 687 
Flakey, mobile robot platform 1241 
flattening representation change 1201 
flexibility 188 
flexible control architectures 1073 
for parsing 1073 
floating 
conclusions 620 
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predicates 699 
floor plan design 158 
FLORA learning system 673 
mores, F. 386, 387,388, 389, 390 
flow 
analysis, network - 1391 
of causation 445 
optical - 1000 
rate 570 
shop scheduling problem 650 
structures 1196 
velocity I97 
[See also “flows”] 
flowchart 132,679 
flows 
of energy 1 I96 
of information 1196 
ofmass 1196 
[See also “flow”] 
Floyd-Naur explication of program semantics 57 
fluctuations in difficulty 1136 
fluents 599 
propositional - 599 
fluid 
dynamics 660 
models 122 1 
regulation devices 658 
focus of attention 170 
FOCUS-l learning algorithm 1121 
FOCUS-2 learning algorithm 1121 
FOL system for formal reasoning 152 
FOPC, first-order predicate calculus 1379 
forbidden regions 476 
forced motions of rigid objects 38 
forces 495 
Ford, Kenneth M. 1130 
foreign language 125 
teaching system 125 
foreseen side-effects 548 
forethought 246 
forgetting, structural learning with - I2 14 
formal 
AI systems 1225 
basis of reasoning consistently in the 
presence of inconsistency 1348 
characterization of the utility problem 1386 
characterizations of causality 359 
derivations 549 
description of counterfactual implication 372 
foundation for knowledge representation 282 
framework for EDR strategies 477 
grammar 427 
inference rule of universal attachment 1095 
information processing model 94 
formal logic 3 1, 628 
in AI, role of - 628 
formal 
number theory 1055 
object representations, distance measure 
between - 1037 
proof in symbolic logic 88 
proofs into English, translation of - 88 
formal reasoning 640, 1180 
in continuous time 640 
mechanized - 152 
formal semantics 622, 1086, 1268 
for mutual belief 1086 
formal 
signal processing models 1186 
specification 3 16, 1082 
formal systems 445, 1036 
intractability of - 379 
nonmonotonic - 4 19 
formal 
temporal reasoning 454,464 
theories of action 496 
formal theory 295 
for plan merging 920 
of causal reasoning 1145 
of knowledge and action 1163 
formal transformations 1210 
formalism, Montague’s - 116 
formalisms 
concept description - 1385 
nonmonotonic - 516, 1384 
of common-sense reasoning 445 
formalistic modes of expression 602 
formalization 
of commonsense reasoning 119 1 
of discrete-event dynamics 1171 
of graph theory 434 
of logic programs 922 
of planning from second principles 136 1 
of the problem of automatic selection of 
models I 144 
formalize reasoning about the evolution of physical 
systems 640 
formalizing 
common sense 13 13 
common-sense reasoning 699 
inheritance 514 
recognition 5 14 
formally sound 1082 
formation 
model - 479 
of a procedure 137 
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of appropriate goals 1345 
of hypotheses 55 
theory - 287 
formative hiz,tory 357 
formatting 
text - 1085 
transformations 129 
forming theories empirically 246 
formula manipulation 40 
in logiis 31 
formula-base.d representation 1225, 138 1 
formulas 
in first-order logic 1 
of FOPC 1379 
formulate hypotheses 1039 
formulation 
of problems 55 
plan - 189 
sorted - 1180 
typed ‘- 1180 
Forrest, Stephanie 1041 
forward chaining 62 
rule 101 
forward 
checking 168,250 
in time, reasoning - 630 
propag:ation 1367 
pruning 30 
reasoning 112, 1145 
search 563 
simulation 1397 
forward-chained reasoning 563 
foundation 
for inheritance 898 
for knowledge representation 282 
foundational issues in DA1 603 
foundations 
for commonsense models 29 1 
for DA1 604 
of AI 6OO 
of ILP 1187 
of mathematics 247 
four-valued semantics 501 
fovea 1274 
targeting, top-down - 1274 
fractal 
geometry 565 
measures 565 
fractal surface 565 
model 364 
fractal-related feature 565 
fragment formulation problem, model - 1265 
fragments 
model - 659 
of first-order logic 1162 
of translation examples, combination of - 
1216 
FRAIL 
frame language 425 
objects, well-formed - 425 
frame axiom 450 
in nonmonotonic logic 450 
frame language 593 
FRAIL 425 
frame 
of discernment 577 
oriented style of programming 190 
frame problem 83,441,448,454,458,464, 1130, 
1183, 1189,1224,1262 
in artificial intelligence 458 
[See also “frames”] 
frame representation 136, 187 
frame-driven dialog system 100 
frame-structured knowledge representation 190 
framed knowledge 136 
frames 120, 187, 514 
hypothesized - 12 I 
in language comprehension 136 
in the space of situations 599 
number of - 440 
of reference 268 
of the same solving power 83 
transfer - 121 
[See also “frame”] 
Franc0 929 
free 
logics 636 
space 572 
frequencies in data sets 964 
frequency 
domain filtering, linear - 24 
of occurrence of errors 558 
of satisfiability, average - 1301 
weights, qualitative - 1377 
Freud 1052 
Freuder, Mackworth and - 354 
Freuder’s synthesis algorithm 529 
frictional forces 47 
FRINGE learning algorithm 112 1 
fringe of the search tree 905 
frogs 1208 
front end processing 1166 
front end signal processing I 186 
front ends for probabilistic context-free grammar 
parsers 1356 
frontier node of lowest cost 965 
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fruitful topics of investigation 246 
FT, functional transformations 538 
full cognitive map 43 1 
full information 1352 
about preferences 1353 
full problem space 689 
full-width searches 560 
fully 
of formulas 1112 
G 
expressive languages 625 
introspective first-order knowledge bases 
1311 
G-algorithm 1165 
G2, real-time expert system tool 1196 
GA, genetic algorithm 655,139O 
GAl, program for segmentation problems 13 I 
Gabbay 575 
gain 29 I 
estimates 294 
universal representation 1290 
function 
game 
substitition 247 
symbols 1233 
values, abrupt changes of - 1204 
function-free non-recursive clause 1187 
functional 
model, probabilistic - 243 
nonpathological - 229 
of checkers 52 
of Othello 452, 1344 
Pearl’s - 229 
approach to knowledge representation 282 
constraints 934 
notation 1141 
functional programming 467 
automatic - t 195 
inductive - 1195 
functional 
game playing 452 
algorithm 56 
relations among variables 1083 
relationships I88 
roles for intentions, Bratman’s three 
characteristic - 548 
symbols 375 
transformation (lT) 538 
functionalities 653 
functionality 282 
functionally reflexive 9 
axioms 9 
systems 9 
computer - 56 
programs 240,243,261, 1374 
techniques, AI - 230 
game position 
conflicting criteria for a - 1238 
multiple criteria for a - 1238 
game 
positions, estimates attached to - 243 
previously solved - 35 
representation of a - 35 
game searching algorithms 240 
pathology in - 243 
game searching procedures 162 
game 
theoretical value 1066 
theory 1352 
functioning of working memory within Soar 1360 
functions I 18, I19 
functors 425 
fundamental 
deduction principle 374 
form, first - 484 
matrix 1270 
reasoning tasks 956 
fusing a default value with a piece of information 
444 
fusion in belief networks 368, 626 
future, ability to predict the - 1104 
future queries, requirements of - 954 
fuzzy 
game tree 143, 162,674, 1107 
deeper searching in a - 229 
pathology I 107 
search 253, 1238, 1374 
search algorithms, parallel - 674 
searching 422 
game trees 207, 229, 253, 384, 558, LO66 
conventional - 1238 
minimax - 362 
min-max - 447 
random - 1344 
searching - 75 
searching, min/max - 422 
with probability nodes 257 
game 
logic I1 12.1258 with continuous terminal values 162 
map for metric information 268 with WIN-LOSS terminals 162 
fuzzy sets 1030 games 247 
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board - 3 
causes of pathology in - 229 
decomposable - 35 
homomorphism-like structures in - 35 
homomorphisms between - 35 
invobing chance but no concealed 
information 257 
n-person - 1194 
perfect-information - 6 15 
positional - 35 
similarity of - 35 
two-person - 1340 
two-player - 1344 
two-player zero-sum - 1107 
gap satisfiability, constraint - 1295 
Gardenfors 15.5 1,1038 
and Makinson iO38,1057 
rationality postulates 678 
GARI, expert-type knowledge base system 336 
Gaussian 
derivative filters 128 1 
derivative spatial filters 1274 
sphere 265 
gaze control. mechanisms 613 
GCWA, generalized closed world assumption 375 
GDD 
goal-directed diagnosis 1345 
reasolner 1345 
GDD’s formalism 1345 
GDE, general diagnostic engine 396,104O 
GDN, goal dependency network 347 
gearboxes 665 
Gelemter, F:ochester, Hansen and Loveland 4 
gene cloning experiments 182, 183 
general 
branch and bound 278 
common-sense reasoning ability 937 
compilation problem 1227 
consultation system 264 
diagnostic engine, GDE 396, 1040 
domain theory 659 
General Electric Corporate Research and 
Development 479 
general 
intelligence 609 
perception system 1277 
problem solver 692 
purpose inference systems 895 
reasoning 1180 
scene understanding 1277 
space planner program GSP 39 
top01 ogy 48 
general-purpose 
cooperation framework 1173 
deduction1095 
defeasible reasoner 9 13 
knowledge representation systems 625 
programming language 1228 
representation services 625 
generalised 
quiescence search algorithm 560 
rippling 974 
[see also “generalized”] 
generalization 188,227,459 
abilities 52 1 
algorithms 1094 
as search 212 
explanation-based - 465, 467 
from examples 212 
learning techniques 3 
of alpha-beta and SSS* search 362 
of FCSP 948 
of similarity networks L263 
performance 1121 
plan - 1129 
rules 188,235 
strategies 525 
generalizations 
abstract - 584 
maximally specific conjunctive - 188 
generalized 
AND/OR graph 87 
autoepistemic expansions I154 
generalized closed world assumption 375 
GCWA 375 
generalized 
cones 195 
Holland schemata 961 
ordering constraint 440 
probability function 696 
STRIPS plan 36 
subsumption 459 
[See also “generalised”] 
generalizing 
obstacle cancellations 579 
or specializing rules 264 
partially ordered partially instantiated plans 
1094 
the number of entities in a situation 579 
transformations 235 
generate 
initial hypotheses 68 I 
test and debug, GTD paradigm 68 1 
generating 
a consulting program 256 
a correction IO7 1 
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an evaluation function 452 
causal explanations 1272 
defaults 1182 
domain-specific knowledge-acquisition tools 
1193 
expert systems 503 
explanations 1178,1222 
extensions in Reiter’s default logic 1222 
hard random formulas 1293 
hard satisfiability problems 1293 
heuristic advice 420 
meaningful programming problems 7 1 
meta-interpreters for argumentation systems 
1194 
models of visual objects 383 
naturaLlanguage text 329 
proofs procedures for 12 
structured descriptions of complex curved 
objects 96 
symbolic descriptions of complex curved 
objects 96 
generation 
discourse - 1085 
macro - 576 
natural language - 65,564 
of a multimodal presentation 1058 
of a plan, automatic - 153 
of a program, automatic - 153 
of causal explanations 545 
of device models 1272 
of goal hierarchies, automatic - 402 
of hierarchical partially ordered plans, 
automatic and interactive - 274 
of hypotheses 376 
of multisentence texts 1085 
of natural language output 4 18 
of proofs in English, automatic - 88 
of summaries 1373 
of two-dimensional arrangements 39 
plan - 1129, 1235 
syntax for - 923 
test-pattern - 95 1 
generative 
capacities, representation with - 1196 
computer-assisted instruction 7 1 
generator 
decisions 564 
incremental - 923 
natural language - 923 
generic arc-consistency algorithm 934 
AC-5 934 
generic behavior 291 
of individual components of a device 29 I 
genetic 
knowledge of a domain expert 368 
object classes 201 
predictions 260 
surface description 480 
variable and value heuristics 1346 
Genesereth, Michael R. 489,490 
GENESIS, genetic algorithm 1306 
genetic algorithm 
extended - 1152 
GA 655 
GENESIS - 1306 
optimisation I244 
genetic algorithms 522,655,961, 1072, 1244, 
1306, 1387,139O 
degeneration of - 1244 
genetic 
operators 1244 
paradigm 655 
pedigrees 9 12 
search 96 1 
genial understander system, GUS 100 
Gentner’s structure-mapping theory of analogy 526 
Gentzen 575 
geographic objects 532 
geographical data 1405 
geologic interpretation 68 1 
geometric 
algorithms 474,482 
approach to error detection 477 
computations I 113 
concepts 12 17 
geometric constraint 
engine 957 
problems 957 
satisfaction 957 
systems 1029 
geometric 
constraints 957, 13 10 
constructions 473 
description 127 1 
distortions 1276 
entities 957 
flexibility 456 
information 1 I 13 
interferences 1153 
geometric interpretation 480 
of image contours 480 
geometric 
invariance approach to object recognition 
1271 
knowledge 479 
measure 1037 
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measurements 195 
methods of reasoning 661 
model 475,565 
models 667 
properties 69 1 
geometric reasoning 392,468,470,477,478,479, 
482, 1153 
method 1217 
method, soundness of - 12 17 
geometric 
relationship 193,483 
representations 479 
restriclions 193 
stereo 569 
structure 482 
theorem proving 1217 
geometrical 
constraints on lines 1283 
constructions 473 
modela of the view bifurcation set 571 
properties, representing - 472 
shapes, line drawings of - 59 
structures 691 
geometry 62, 376 
epipolar - 1270 
fractal - 565 
of projl:ctive blending surfaces 481 
of view space 571 
probabilistic - 572 
relation 47 1 
geometry stalemen t47 1,472 
to be proved 47 1 
geometry tbelsrem 
machine 4 
proving 469,471, 472 
German 76, 1080 
gestalt 273 
parame.ter network 273 
parameters 273 
Gibbs 
distribution 598 
sampler 912 
sampling 598 
sampling simulation procedure 907 
Gibson, Elizabeth L. 960 
GK, logic of Iknowledge and justifiti assumptions 
922 
glasses 1304 
glaucomas, dllagnosis and treatment of - 133 
global 
binocular combination rules 202 
consideration of conflicts 958 
consistency 693, 894, 1358 
constraints 279 
coordination 1157 
global decomposition 571 
of the space of camera positions 57 1 
global 
evidence I358 
interpretation 55 I 
knowledge 73 
labeling 169 
notion of consistency 1138 
optimization, intractability of - 1288 
physical behavior 492 
restrictions 1385 
scene consistency enforcing - 127 1 
search paradigm 95 1 
solutions 950, 1102 
surface reconstruction 1275 
visual exploration 1275 
globally coherent model 894 
globally optimal 
allocations 1227 
element 1288 
gloss contour 193 
Cluck, Mark A. 1049 
Glymour 366,683 
Go-Moku 1066 
goal 1240 
as worth function 1285 
common - 1307 
communicative - 329, 1058 
decompositions 544 
dependency network, GDN 347 
goal hierarchies 
automatic generation of - 402 
automatic learning of - 402 
goal interactions 519,919 
goal nodes 6,905 
optimal - 1305 
god 
of artificial intelligence 108 
of an actor, inferring the - 130 
partition, interpretable - 7 
goal state 69,232 
position expressions 69 
goal value 634 
[See also “‘goal”] 
goal-based anaiysis 17 1 
goal-directed 
actions I30 
active perception 117 1 
diagnosis 1345 
diagnosis, GDD 1345 
goal-expectation 171 
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goal-oriented approach 347 
goal-satisfying model 19 
goals 
agent’s - 548 
necessitation rule for - 1243 
of a questioner 226 
of achievement 1239 
of an actor 130 
of classification 347 
of maintenance 1239 
of programs knowIedge of the - 
[See also “goal”] 
goal-subgoal structure 2 13 
GGdel’s formula 932 
Giidel’s incompleteness theorem 932 
automatic proof of - 1055 
SHUNYATA’s proof of - 1055 
GGdel’s sentence 1255 
Goguen 382 
Goldman, A.I. 428 
good figures 1260 
Gordon and Shortliffe 416 
Gottlob I365 
Gottlob’s translation 1365 
governing equations, system of - 1113 
GPS, problem solving method 576 
graded preferences 124 1 
gradient ascent, local - 907 
gradient descent 
learning 521 
method 1367 
procedures 52 1 
gradient 
gray level - 321 
space 102,196,205,279 
gradual change, processes with a continuum of - 43 
graft 114 
graft data structure 1 I4 
grammar 
based on curvature extrema 427 
context-free - 1118 
for circuit functions 294 
formal - 427 
meaning and - 967 
ofalanguage215 
process-based - 427 
grammars 28 
context-free - 155 
definite clause - 155 
for natural language 216 
in logic expressing - 155 
natural - 1080 
type 0 - 87 
type 0 string - 94 
grammatical notation transition network - 28 
grammatically biased learning 1 iO1 
grandisol insect pheromone - 134 
grandmother cell 590 
granularity, levels of - 659 
graph 15,118,232,376, 1196, 1202, 1359 
algorithms 1359 
automorphism 254 
bipartite - 1 143 
blocking - 1153 
graph coloring 1298 
problems 1184 
graph 
connectivity 1184 
constraint - 302, 1102, 1 I IO, 1140 
graph construction 80 
resolution procedure 80 
graph 
directed - 6 
finding a path in a - 1359 
history interaction problem 1340 
GRAPH, interactive programming system 434 
graph 
linking processes and structures 679 
oriented view of abstraction 1359 
parsing algorithm 582 
pattern 1219 
planar - 302 
graph representation 117.5, 1219 
of problem spaces 930 
graph resolution system 648 
graph search 6, I342 
heuristic - 1034 
methods I342 
schemes, implicit - 
with A* 1342 
graph 
searching methodologies 1034 
shortest path in a weighted - 8 
graph structure 1122 
restricted - 1355 
graph theoretic algorithms 434 
graph theory 140,434,530 
bibliography 434 
[See also “graphs”] 
graph-based 
or structural representation and reasoning 
1370 
reasoning 1370 
representation 1370 
graph-circuits algorithm 167 
graph-theoretic characterization of truth-functional 
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consistency 80 
graphical 
analyi.s 119 
depictions of continuous functions of two 
variables 193 
manipulations of the network 578 
programming-language-independent 
representation for programs 582 
graphical representations 661 
for probabilistic relationships 578 
graphics generation, natural language and - 1058 
graphics systems 
design of - 532 
implementation of - 532 
specification of - 532 
graphs 
connection - 142 
directed acyclic - 368 
directed labeled - 109 
implicit - 1389 
of models 660 
partitioned into chains 1169 
random - 254 
randomly generated - 1253 
refutation - 80 
regular - 254 
representation of programs by - 172 
resolution - 10 
strong1 y regular - 254 
undirected - 626 
with cycles 1054 
[See also “graph”] 
Gray coding 383 
gray level gradient 32 1 
gray value 
comers 4 17 
derivatives 128 1 
gray-s&e images 393 
greatest fixpoint 1086 
GREC, unlimited memory version of MREZC 1342 
greedy 
algorithms 1121,1253 
heuristics 460, 112 1 
hill-climbers 1372 
greedy-like approximation algorithms 1253 
Greek 76 
Green, J. 161 
grid coding 24 
Grijbner basis 
algoritllm 47 1 
computations 471 
method 1217 
Grosz and Sisdner 1351 
ground formulas 1117 
Horn - 1117 
ground 
literals 1117 
TWEAK 1234 
groundable clauses 301 
group 
action, complex - 135 1 
choice mechanism 1353 
of agents 697 
selection, neuronal - 505 
grouped into objects 273 
grouping 273,347,393 
observed entities into conceptual classes 347 
growing min-max game trees 447 
growth function 460 
gruence, optimal - 1387 
GSP 
performance of - 39 
program, general space planner 39 
GTD 
generate test and debug 68 1 
paradigm 68 1 
Guardian, experimental agent for ICU monitoring 
1157 
guessing 183 
Guha, R.V. 937,938,939,940,941,944 
guidance 
of search control 487 
system, endoscope - 1367 
guide 
its behavior 246 
search, heuristic function to - 6 
guided concept-formation 246 
guided search 952 
heuristically - 8 
guiding 
diagnosis 588 
inductive proofs 974 
search 1340 
GUS 
frame-driven dialog system 100 
Genial Understander System 100 
H 
Halpem 
and Moses 1089 
Ladner and - and Moses 1267 
Hamming distance 903 
Han and Lee 529 
hand tools 96 
hands-off manager 117 1 
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handwritten 
addresses, determining delivery point codes 
from- 1100 
cheques, determining amounts from - 1100 
drug prescriptions, determining drug and 
dosage from - 1100 
text, interpreting - 1100 
Hanks and McDermott 450,455 
Harms, Ritchie and - 287 
Hansen, Gelemter, Rochester, - and Loveland 4 
Haralick and Lee 417 
Hamlick’s discrete relaxation 168 
hard 
graph coloring problems 1184 
instances of the traveling salesman problem 
1405 
problem instances 972 
hard problems 637, 1136,1294,1296 
exceptionally - 1184 
narrow range of - 1303 
hard 
random 3-SAT problems 1299 
satisfiability problems, generating - 1293 
search problems, intrinsically - 1298 
hard unsatisfiable 
problems 1199 
subproblem 1199, 1295 
hard-easy phase transition 1199 
hardest 
constraint problems 1184 
problems, prediction of the location of the - 
1296 
hardness of approximate reasoning 1245 
hardware faults, automated diagnosis of - 372 
Harman, G. 424 
Harnish, R. Michael 1048 
HARPY, speech understanding system 117 
Hart 
Duda, - and Nilsson 186,366,683 
Nilsson and Raphael 92 
Nilsson and Raphael, A* algorithm of - 215 
Nilsson and Raphael algorithm 8 
hashed associative memory 6 14 
hashing function 6141070 
HASP, expert system 679 
having to know an exception 638 
Hayes, J.E. 258 
Hayes, McCarthy and - 20,454 
Hayes, Patrick _I. 1130 
Hayes’ histories notation 454 
Hayes-Roth 188 
Hayes-Roth, F. 305,306 
Hayes-Roth, R. 144 
hazardous drugs 1370 
head-driven parsing 1118 
HEARSAY-ii, problem solving system 234 
heat exchanger 570,581 
heavy pruning 1308 
Heckerman 1263 
height of a tree 248 
Henderson, Mohr and - 457,529,688,934, 1125 
Herbrand expansion 3 1 
Hertz, John A. 1044 
Hessian matrix 195 
heterogeneous 
agents 1353 
transformation 906 
heuretics 227, 247 
heuristic 45,342,914 
accuracy 1237 
actions 1242 
adequacy 1005 
advice generating - 420 
algorithm 920,929 
association 342 
backjumping - 123 1 
branching factor 1200 
classification 342, 584, 976 
consistency - 928 
control structure 47 
decision tree 7 
depth-first iterative-deepening algorithm 331 
discovery system 1237 
effectiveness 1292, 1298 
estimates 179, 232, 914 
estimator 56 
evaluation functions 547 
evaluations 1266 
factorization scheme 86 
for branch and bound 1391 
for guiding inductive proofs 974 
heuristic function 6, 215 
accuracy of - 6 
to guide search 6 
heuristic 
functions 242 
graph search 1034 
greedy - 460 
guidance I 15 
information 95,242,362 
knowledge 45,232,237 
limit - 26 
min-conflicts - 952 
MU - 634 
ordering rules 323 
preferences 378 
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heuristic problem solving 17 
paradigm for - 17 
program 2 
heuristic 
programming techniques 86 
repair method 952 
rule refinement algorithm 1143 
rules 115 
scene description system 29 
heuristic search 2.6, 19,21,37,56, 134, 158, 215, 
235,242,246,251,277,392,547, 580, 
650,965,972 
algorithm 487, 1266 
algorithms 92,534,1018,1389 
best-first - 331 
efficiency 1128 
method 2 
parallel - 1018 
procedures 278 
real-time - 547 
strateg,y 370 
under conditions of errOr 56 
heuristic 
static evaluator 52 
strategies 172, 183, 189 
techniiques 60 
theorem-prover 37 
theorem-proving 22 
tree search algorithm 929 
values 547 
heuristically 
determined decision structure 78 
guided search 8 
heuristics 3,22,40, 115, 118, 180, 184,221, 247, 
250,423,432,436,415,538,581,959, 
1055,1231, 1249, 1306,1399 
admis:;ible - 1231 
as prosduction rules 3 
automatic construction of SHUNYATA’S - 
1055 
bottom-up - 260 
characterization of - 53 
component interaction - 1212 
data-driven - 523 
domain-independent control - 1123 
dynamic manipulation of - 3 
first-order predicate calculus - 86 
for amtomatic theorem proving in 
mathematics 13 
for automatic theorem proving in set theory 
13 
for planning 1386 
for scheduling 1386 
greedy - 1121 
hypothesizing new - 3 
in automatic theorem proving 13 
in automatic theorem proving, reduction - 13 
in problem solving 53 
in production rule form 3 
induction - 383 
learning - 3 
machine learning of - 3 
nature of - 221,246 
network-based - 420 
omitted - 287 
Polya - 53 
problem-solving program - 3 
refinement - 442 
reliance placed on - 6 
search control - 668 
value ordering - 1346 
variable ordering - 1346 
variable/value ordering - 1231 
weight placed on - 6 
with logarithmic precision 232 
Hewitt’s open information systems semantics, OISS 
604 
hidden 
causes 368 
entities, conjecturing - 1039 
information 1165 
hidden node 1367 
for model dependency 1367 
hidden 
nodes 1367 
state tasks 1165 
variable method 482 
variables 894,901 
vertices 322 
hiding of portions of knowledge 1155 
hierarchical construction of belief 315 
hierarchical description 68, 582 
of a plausible design of the program 582 
hierarchical 
descriptions, language for almost-- 157 
evidence, Dempster’s rule for - 416 
hypothesis space 328, 996 
logics, multilanguage - 1036 
nonlinear planning 896 
organization of geometric knowledge 419 
partial order planner 973 
planners 182 
planning 5 1 
plans 274,62 1 
hierarchical problem solving 1150 
efficiency of - 1150 
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hierarchical 
shape vocabulary 691 
structures 502 
version of the PRODIGY problem solver 
1103 
hierarchically 
organized problem spaces 242 
related hypotheses 328 
structured program 330 
hierarchies 622 
abstraction - 407.1150 
ABSTRIPS-style - 1150 
action-based - 1399 
defeasible inheritance - 637 
in planning, abstraction - 1394 
inheritance - 586,622,1262 
nonmonotonic inheritance - 898 
nonmonotonic - 898 
nonmonotonicity of - 1205 
representational - 383 
hierarchy 
abstraction - 914.1103 
arithmetical - 1081, 1139 
brain-gatekeeper-user - 1218 
goal - 402 
of abstraction spaces 51 
of AIS niches 1157 
of ATP-methods 214 
of concepts 514 
of first-order languages 1036 
of hypotheses 344 
of relaxed models 9 14 
of specifications for subproblems 330 
taxonomical - 904 
visual processing - 1273 
high 
degrees of redundancy 648 
frequency components of a surface 569 
level language approach to automatic 
programming 140 
level reasoner 154 
management costs of SSS* 384 
storage needs 384 
virtual resolution 613 
high-level 
cognitive tasks 592,594 
descriptive concepts 347 
memory structures 260 
reasoning algorithms 1204 
representations 1204 
symbolic description 1113 
higher level 
belief 421 
program 110 
higher order 
derivative constraints 664 
derivative expressions 664 
rule characterization of heuristics 53 
rules 53 
highly-parallel 
dataflow architecture 337 
information-processor 38 
HIGHPOINT algorithm 1150,1394 
Hildretb 417 
hill-climbers, greedy - 1372 
hill-climbing 
algorithm, probabilistic - 1288 
search 1288 
search algorithm 593 
strategy 919 
Hinton, Geoffrey 1046 
histories notation, Hayes’ - 454 
history 
of AI 1287 
of circumscription 1020 
of science 523 
HITECH 
chess machine 555, 1340 
chess program 493 
implementation of - 493 
hitting sets, minimal - 1040 
Hoare’s FIND program 57 
Hobbs 636 
Hobbs’ basic formalism 636 
HOD, higher order derivative 664 
Hogg, Williams and - 1296 
Holder constant 565 
Holland, John H. 537 
Holland schemata 961 
generalized - 961 
Holland’s result on implicit parallelism 1072 
Holyoak, Keith J. 537 
homing 1269 
algorithm for - 1269 
homogeneity 484 
homogeneous 
diagnoses 1040 
equivalence relations 463 
representation 1290 
homogenizing variable 481 
homomorphic transformations 906 
homomorphism-like structures 35 
homomorphisms 158 
between games 35 
Honing, Henkjan 1327 
Hookway, C. 339 
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Hopfield networks 1185 
horizontal cooperation 906 
Horn 
abduction, probabilistic - 1005 
and Schunck 417 
approximation to a relation 954 
Horn approximations I225 
of empirical data 1225 
reasoning with - 138 1 
Horn clause 
abduction 1005 
domai;n theory 107 1 
specifications 308 
theories 5 11 
Horn clauses 459.680 
conjunction of - 926 
Horn 
databases 375 
defaulrs 586 
expressions, reasoning with - 138 1 
Horn formula 1355 
in propositional logic 1355 
Horn 
formulae 1105.1245 
functions, minimization of - 1105 
ground formulas 1117 
knowledge bases 1105 
production rule base 1105 
satisfiability propositional - 585 
Horn theories 1225,124s 
large - 1225 
propositional - 586 
Horn 
theory 954 
type sentences 671 
Horty, Thomason and Touretzky 620 
Horty, Touretzky, - and Thomason 1404 
Horvitz 1227 
Hough transform 574 
Huberman, B.A. 676 
Huet and Hul.lot 382 
Huet and Oppen 382 
Huffman and Mackworth 102 
Huffman, Kanade and - 205 
Huffman-Clowes 
label set 169 
labelings 156 
Hullot, Huet and - 382 
human 
accent strategies, model - 1060 
action 548 
binocular combination, processes of - 202 
chess master’s search tree 164 
classification 347 
collaborator 104 
commonsense reasoning 677 
communication 269,1364 
computer interaction 1386 
concept learning 113.5 18 
conversational system 269 
dialogue, inefficiency of - 1362 
discourse 445 
expea 141,515 
expertise 410 
experts 584,906 
eye 154 
figure animation 1166 
human guidance 104 
degree of - 246 
human 
handwriting 414 
information processes 23 
intelligence 610, 1172 
intuition 410 
intuitive notions 357 
knowledge 100,524 
memory retrieval 596 
mental capabilities 115 
motion perception 289 
notions of object similarity IO37 
observers 130 
organization of knowledge 82 
human perception 59, 1077 
of structure from motion 222 
of visual similarity 1037 
human 
perceptual judgments 364 
personality traits process model of - 17 1 
play, expert - 230 
problem solving 666, 1011 
programming knowledge 140 
reasoning 189,284,285,401, 1141 
society, model of - 12 18 
stereopsis 202 
task performance 269 
theorem provers 62 
thinking 933 
understanding of phenomena 1083 
human vision 200,495 
recognition in - 393 
human visual 
perception 1260 
segmentation 1037 
humans, beliefs of - 42 1 
human-computer interfaces 933 
Hunt, Earl B. 85 
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Hunt, Quinlan and - 37 
hybrid 
algebra 658 
algorithms 1135 
best-first extension algorithm 1344 
cooperation 906 
knowledge representation systems 904 
hybrid learning 
methods 1135 
system 1135 
system, KBANN 1135 
hybrid 
PEEBL systems 1004 
reasoning 635, 1095 
representations 635 
hypergraph 1064 
of a constraint satisfaction problem 1064 
of a relational database 1064 
directed recursive labelnode - 109 
hyperpyramid representation 1276 
hypotheses 50,59,296,631, 1101, 1187, 1229 
about intelligence 115 
consistent - I121 
credible explanatory - 1039 
formation of - 55 
generate initial - 68 1 
generation of - 376 
hierarchically related - 328 
hierarchy of - 344 
independent - 1005 
plausible - 246 
preference for simpler - 460 
proving an observation by assuming - 1034 
hypothesis 1X,366,1263 
Bayesian multiple - 1067 
hypothesis formation 959 
data-driven - 13 1 
model-driven - 13 1 
hypothesis 
generating machine 18 
of independence 964 
posterior probability of an - 358 
simplification routine 460 
space 437,580 
space, hierarchical - 328, 996 
testing non-parametric - 1363 
tree 1067 
verification 127 1 
hypothesized frames 12 I 
hypothesizing 
matches of objects 201 
new heuristics 3 
hypothetical 
sentences I 178 
situations 112 
hypothetico-deductive point of view 5 
I 
i-tb smallest element algorithm 167 
i.d.e.-adequacy 913 
IAGO 
champion Othello program - 230 
implementation of - 230 
Othello program 556 
performance of the Othello program - 230 
IBM 7575 robot arm 1278 
iconic representations 1274 
ICU 
intensive care unit 1157 
monitoring I 157 
ID, iterative-deepening 1200 
ID3, learning algorithm 1121, 1247 
IDA* 650, 1018 
search 1128 
paraliel version of - 1018 
IDA*-CR, bounded suboptimal cost variation of - 
650 
IDA*-CRA algorithm 650 
ideal 
nonmonotonic logic 925 
skepticism 1205 
ideally 
rational agent 303 
rational agent’s reasoning about his own 
beliefs 
303 
skeptical conclusion 1205 
identifiability 954 
identification 1265 
description - 672 
of abstractions 1144 
of approximations 1144 
of chattering variables, automatic - 664 
of critical subproblems 123 1 
of errors 8 1 
of external states 1165 
of program bugs 544 
of states 1232 
system - 1176, 1265 
identifying 
causes 435 
constraints 503 
faulty rules, critic for - 335 
the current position 1269 
the sources of contradictions 435 
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uncertainty 1340 
identity in epistemic logic 1168 
idiomatic phrases I I 1 
idioms 111 
IDPS, SIMD parallel algorithm 10 18 
if/then assoc.iations 
uniform set of - 237 
weakly structured set of - 237 
ignorance 394 
chronological - 464 
reasoning about - 449 
ill structured1 problems 44 
ill-constrained 478 
ill-modelled processes 1171 
illumination 24 
ILP 
constructed logical theory 1370 
foundations of - I187 
inductive logic programming 1187, 1370 
image 192,194,197,198,283,_565 
acquisition, coarse-to-fine - 1284 
analysis 195,480 
axioms 532 
boundaries, intrinsic - 273 
brighmess - 1001 
changing - 289 
contour configurations 480 
contours 480 
coordinates 484, 1274 
correlation 1387 
image data 357,4X,569 
structures 1274 
image 
databases 1037 
depict ion 532 
description ambiguity in - 532 
dissec tar 41 
domain knowledge 532 
feature 201 
image features 
description of - 201 
interpretation of - 201 
measurements of - 201 
prediction of - 201 
image formation 480 
process 204,478 
image 
intensi.ties 102, 357 
intensity 195 
intensity - 273 
interpretation 532, 585 
intrinsic - 273 
labelling 199 
matching 1270, 13 87 
observables 1026 
of a scene 322 
parts 199 
plane 1279, 1281 
image processing 1387 
engine 1278 
hardware 255 
image 
processor, pipeline - 1274 
projection 265 
projective - 481 
queries 532 
range - 1310 
regions in an - 60 
regularities 204 
sequence 197,203,1280 
sequences, interlaced and non-interlaced - 
1281 
space 54,83 
synthesis 532 
image understanding 398,469,479,585 
algorithms 255 
[See also “images”] 
image-based 
constraints 456 
object recognition 571 
image-irradiance equation 196 
image-space representation 83 
images 456,478 
interpreting perspective - 262 
motion between - 1270 
multiple - 1283 
multiple complex - 376 
of curved surfaces 195 
of naturally textured surfaces 565 
of objects 54 
of two-dimensional shapes 383 
retinal - 200 
searching - 1172 
stereo - 1276 
time-varying - 456 
uncalibrated - 1270 
[See also “image”] 
imagine an event and belief, ability to - 1025 
imaging 
low resolution - 613 
transformation 127 1 
immediate sensory inputs 1165 
immense search space 115 
impedance 294 
impediments to universal preference-based efault 
theories 633 
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imperative semantics 73 
imperfect 
causal theory 1104 
domain theory 107 1 
input data 29 
line dam 29 
imperfectly 
predictable interaction 1209 
understood domains 1368 
implausible paths 227 
implement 
cognitive models 1360 
refinement 178 
implementation 
code 1251 
details 1360 
iterative - 241 
language, CONNIVER 47 
level 524 
of a compositional modeling system 1272 
of a concept of likeness 1037 
of a cooperation framework 1173 
of a state-space learning system 241 
of a theorem-proving program 22 
of a visual attention model 1273 
of an active vision system 1274 
of an Othello program 230 
of defeasible reasoning 680 
of Dempster’s rule 4 16 
of graphics systems 532 
of hierarchical nonlinear planning PRIAR 
896 
of HITECH 493 
of IAGO 230 
of Odyssey 190 
of open-ended natural language processing 
systems 1074 
of pn-search 1066 
of self-reflective systems 1251 
of Theorist 971 
of vision systems 532 
provably correct - 532 
structure 282 
techniques 140 
implementations 
of geometric algorithms 482 
of the polytree algorithm 626 
parallel - 932, 1111 
practical - 1353 
serial - 932 
implemented algorithm 
for model composition 659 
for the three-dimensional movers’ problem 
392 
implemented 
approximation to an ideal planner 1033 
circumscriptive theorem prover 508 
diagnosis system for circuits 296 
learning system 383,579 
model-based vision system 201 
prototype tutor system for foreign languages 
125 
system for learning from precedents 23 1 
implementing 
a nonmonotonic TMS 566 
abstract algorithms 140 
counterfactual implication 372 
default reasoning 352 
fixed predicates 5 16 
implicate/implicant 9 17 
implicates 1301 
prime - 916 
implication 301, 549 
certainty of the - 363 
counterfactual - 372 
problem for belief 1151 
implicational constraint relations 1102 
implications 119 
implicit 
and explicit belief 421 
belief 1213 
communication 269 
graph search schemes 1054 
graphs 13 89 
knowledge, representation of - 111 
negative information in databases 301 
one-way coercion of representation 473 
parallelism 1072 
preference 1145 
implicitly defined goals 522 
IMPLY, natural-deduction-like theorem proving 
technique 48 
importance, context-dependent - 76 
imprecise 
assessments 1258 
determinations of scope 677 
input probabilities highly - 1377 
observations 1338 
probabilities 1258, 1377, 1396 
of a diagnostic probability 689 
of inferences 1396 
of knowledge components 689 
impressive-looking programs 286 
improvement model - 64 
improving 
accuracy 1368 
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efficiency of planning 896 
in-between-ness relation 469 
in-place sorts 126 
inadequate 
measures 625 
theorics 584 
incentive contracting 1307 
incidence 
logic of temporal - 546 
structure, position-free - 279 
incident ilhrmination 195 
inclusion, differential - 911 
inclusiveness 1260 
incompatible 
assumptions 925 
hypotheses 63 I 
incomplete 9 16 
backjumping heuristic 1231 
data 463.1396 
domain theories 1007 
inferences 693 
incomplete information 394,485, 518, 1104, 1174, 
1352 
togics of - 149 
reasoning with - 363 
incomplete 
knowledge 673,693,956,1163 
quantitative information 657 
search trees 447 
tempcral information 956 
theories 1101 
incompleteby specified pre-orderings 1057 
incompleteness 
of clo,sed nonrecursive circumscription 511 
of linear resolution with merging and C- 
ordering 32 
incompleteness theorem 
automatic proof of Godel’s - 1055 
Gddel’s 932 
SHUNYATA’s proof of Godel’s - 1055 
inconsistencies 97, 671,958 
between justifications of nonnormal defaults 
6’49 
in the agent’s beliefs 1348 
local _ 302 
removing - 896 
inconsistency 345,s 11, 1185, 1348 
for universal formulas 345 
of a set of clauses 213 
reasoning with - 1348 
inconsistent 496, 928 
assignment 952 
balance assumptions 1221 
databases 67 1 
information 35 1 
knowledge 925 
plan 336 
set of premisses 925 
incorporation 
of non-explicit knowledge into algorithms 45 
of pre-existing structure 47 
incorrect inferences 1367 
increasing knowledge 555 
incremental 
approach to intelligence 605 
building of complete intelligent creatures 605 
incremental concept formation 518 
model, CLASSlT 5 18 
incremental 
concept-learning 686 
depth-first algorithm 1192 
description refinement 672 
generator 923 
interpretation 643 
modifications 376 
negamax algorithm 558 
plan modification 896 
planning process 1058 
process 535 
incremental program 
analysis 238 
transformation 1195 
incremental 
random game trees I344 
reconstruction of 3D scenes 376 
simulations 49 
updating method 962 
indecision 394 
indefinite 
knowledge 956 
temporal information 956 
indefinitely many cycles of retracting and 
reinstating conclusions 9 13 
independence 681, 1258, 1378 
assertions, asymmetric - 1263 
assumption 186,304,366 
conditional - 1263 
of each piece of evidence, mutual - 358 
of the relevance 358 
of the syntax 1268 
independent 
alternatives 266 
and parallel activity producers 605 
conditionally - 1367 
domain - 1341 
failure probabilities 588 
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hypotheses 100.5 
identically distributed random variables 122 
information processing units 605 
processing elements 337 
spatial frequency 202 
subproblems 162 
theory formation 246 
independently occuning errors 558 
indeterminacy 394 
clauses with bounded - I I87 
in a clause 1187 
of evaluating a UTC 101 I 
indeterminate forms in mathematical analysis 40 
index a library of object models 1271 
indexical 
descriptions I 168 
knowledge 1163 
nature 449 
reference 613 
indexing 
case - 1368 
exemplars 584 
knowledge IT7 
problem 1361 
strategies 525 
indifference 
principle of - 1378 
to irrelevant information 1378 
indirect 
speech acls 176 
strategy 206 
indistinguishability tests 1 I 
Turing-like - 34 
individlla’ %+PF 1198 
UJ 4‘; ogic, system of - 1198 
monotonicity rule of - 1198 
individual 
plans 1351 
productions, match of - I1 11 
rationality 1353 
individualization of instruction 71 
individually motivated heterogeneous agents 1353 
inducing 
behef 1178 
degrees of belief 1378 
induction 184,459, 537 
as search I84 
control 459 
decision tree - 1308 
empirical rule - 580 
feature-based - 1370 
first-order - 1370 
heuristics 383 
inductionless - 382 
induction mechanisms 524 
for extending knowledge 524 
induction 
of definite Horn clauses 459 
of relational concepts 163 
principles 1114 
principles of - 524 
problem 163 
rule- 1143 
semantics of - S 
inductionless induction 382 
inductive 
bias 460, 1121 
functional programming I 195 
inductive inference 5,686 
complete systems of - 5 
semantics of - 5 
systems 5 
systems, relative completeness of - 5 
inductive knowledge 65 
inductive learning 188, 1185 
conceptual - 673 
methodology of - 235 
theory of - 235 
inductive logic 
nonmonotonic - 1201 
programming 1187,1201, 1370 
programming, ILP 1187, 1370 
inductive 
predicate logic 55 
proof 382,974 
reasoning 145, 374 
search spaces 459 
systems 519 
theorems 974 
inductively defined objects 382 
inefficiency of human dialogue 1362 
inequalities 292,469,658 
linear - 26 
inequality 
algebra 658 
constramts 483,578 
provers 34 I 
inertial theories 464 
inexact reasoning 437, 683 
algebraic structures of - 906 
Bayesian scheme for - 683 
models 906 
inexactly defmed goals 522 
infamous frame problem 464 
infeasible mechanisms 665 
infer additional values 190 
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inference 61, 185, 309, 514, 537,908, 1074, 1104, 
1258, 1263 
abductive - 1059 
about quantities 403 
algorithm 433,553,1263 
analogical - 436 
approximate - 924 
capabilities 623 
chissical monotonic - 1384 
combinatorics of - 507 
common-sense nonmonotonic - 372 
conditioning for - 1253 
control of - 507 
controlling backward - 507 
conventional rules of - 382 
correct - 379 
direct - 1378 
efficient - 1219 
inference engine 375,500 
conne:ctionist - 1185 
inference 
exact - 924 
fast parallel - 966 
first-order - 895 
in defeasible inheritance nets 620 
in the Cyc project 937,938,939,940,94 I, 
944 
inductive - 5,686 
intractability of - 13 84 
mechanisms 61,419,639,1311 
methods 679 
modeling 679 
modes in reasoning 147 
natural language - 65 
network 527 
non-monotonic - 1384 
of 3Cl shape 1077 
of det:erministic finite-state automata from 
sequences of input/output pairs 1176 
of Turing machines from sample 
computations 33 
pattern frequency 12 19 
pattems 1219 
performing - 591 
plausible - 616 
probabilistic - 689,924, 1175 
inference problem 699 
compmilable - 1384 
inference problems 323,507, 1385 
anaphoric - 65 
mechanical - 49 
procedure 297,377,396, 578, 890 
processes 1361 
recursive - 377 
relations, nonmonotonic - 1038, 1057 
repeating - 377 
representations network - 379 
rule 208 
inference rules 235, 347, 427,465,648, 1124, 1251 
acquisition of new - 141 
default - 381 
falsehood preserving - 18 
nonmonotonic - 649, 1404 
inference 
rules of - 22, 135,435, 904 
rules, truth preserving - 18 
schemes 403 
strategies, backward - 507 
structure 342 
subjective - 358 
inference system 142 
Shapiro’s model - 686 
inference systems 895 
logical - 374 
pattern directed - 144 
resolution-based - 324 
rule-based - 366 
inference 
techniques, deductive - 601 
to the best explanation 1059 
tools 625 
tree 1277 
inferences 187,419,666,692, 1258, 1338 
by nonmonotonic TMSs 566 
causal - 524 
chain of - 309 
common-sense - 445 
computational efficiency of deriving - 363 
default - 633 
imprecision of - 1396 
in probability logic 1112 
incomplete - 693 
incorrect - 1367 
intuitive - 591 
nondeductive- 
of default properties 455 
ordering of - 1193 
precision of - 363 
rational - 59 1 
sanctioned by default 15 1 
subsumption - 1339 
terminological - 433 
inferencing 
algorithm for - 699 
rule-based - 398 
inferential 
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capabilities of hybrid systems 1095 
capacity 1362 
complexity 1362 
component 46 
interpretation steps 643 
knowledge 236 
inferentially complete 1263 
inferred behavior 298 
inferring 
3D structures 456 
an agent’s plan 1006 
DNA structures I3 1 
kinematic properties 573 
planar surface shape 565 
properties of plans 1223 
surfaces from images 198 
the behavior of the composite device from 
knowledge of the components 396 
the goal of the actor 130 
the mechanism of a chemical reaction 1226 
the positions of bodies 69 
infinitary disjunction 1379 
infinite 
domain of theorems deducibIe from certain 
formulas 275 
domains 275 
iterations 1140 
line 483 
nontrivial models 1201 
number of possible interpretations 1260 
plane 483 
infinite precision 
domain 482 
precision objects 482 
infinite 
representations 1290 
search spaces 37 
sequence of similar subgoals 377 
set of distinct behaviors 664 
variable coverings 462 
infinitely many primitive propositions 1267 
infinity of possible interpretations 203 
influence of unreliable information 673 
influences 
of context on interpretation 643 
qualitative - 578 
informal 
judgmental rules 227 
models of evidential reasoning 328 
information 121, 1178 
about higher-order derivatives 664 
about preferences 1353 
about three-dimensional shape 102 
abstraction of visual - 203 
assertional - 904 
asymmetric - 1307 
available to an agent 1378 
complete - 1174 
complexity 1177 
concealed - 257 
concerning other agents 1352 
information content 11 I8 
of scene labels 169 
information 
contingent - 625 
contradicting - 449 
contradictory - 1268 
control - 185 
diagrammatic - 62 
discourse-level - 1060 
distribution of - 1218 
extracting - I 155 
extraction 137 1 
flows of - 1196 
information for speech understanding 
acoustical and phonological - 49 
syntactic semantic and pragmatic - 49 
information 
format 129 
from 3D images 24 
from a scene, extracting - 1277 
full - 1352 
geometric - 1 I I3 
heuristic - 242, 362 
hidden - 1165 
hiding 473 
incomplete - 485, 518, 1104, 1174, 1352 
incomplete quantitative - 657 
inconsistent - 351 
integration problem 1289 
information invariants 1177 
in robotics 1177 
information 
irrecoverable - 1155 
irrelevant - 518 
lacking - 1307 
language-comprehension - 187 
language-independent - 1080 
lexical - 1074 
metric - 268,632,1278 
missing - 1165 
modal - 1088 
negative - 485,486 
partial - 303,1124 
potentially relevant - 44 
probabilistic - 1112 
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problem-solving - 187 
processes, human - 23 
information processing 4 15 
compl.ex - 1023 
in machines 332 
in minds 332 
model., formal - 94 
of dislparity 202 
problems 200 
problems, tractable - 2 08 
information 
processor, spatSly-oriented - 38 
qualit.ative and quantitative - 1357 
qualit.ative temporal - 956 
quantitative - 666 
quantity 158 
radiometric - 569 
reasoning with incomplete - 363 
redun,dant - 1350 
reliable sources of - 925 
requirements for robot tasks 1177 
retrieval 12, 1073 
retrieval of - 268 
routing 1273 
semantic - 60,213, 1060, 1074 
shading - 569 
shape - 195 
source 1135 
sources, unreliable - 673 
statistical - 597, 1378 
storage 106 
structure 158,514 
symbolic - 115,666 
symbolic or numerical - 1283 
syntactic - 1060 
information system 190,603 
semantics 603 
information 
taxonsamical - 904 
temporal - 408,632,1088,1169 
terminological - 625 
theory 396 
to direct a search 46 
to guide a tree search 384 
tolerance - 483 
topological - 268 
two-way transfer of - 234 
uncertain subjective - 186 
user-siupplied - 22 
information-minimal belief revision model 962 
information-processor, highly-parallel - 38 
information-theoretic 
heuristic 1399 
ideas 1247 
informational content of an agent’s computational 
states 1209 
informed 
model 362 
stochastically more - 179 
informing 93 1 
inherent complexity 530 
of a product 1153 
inherent patterns of interaction in an environment 
1211 
inherently sequential 585 
inheritance 514,898,966, 1074, 1378 
cautious form of - 966 
defeasible - 550, 966 
downward - 966 
graph 1205 
inheritance hierarchies 586,622,1262 
defeasible - 637 
multiple - 1404 
nonmonotonic - 898, 1205 
with exceptions 622 
inheritance 
multiple - 473, 514 
multiple defeasible - 1205 
nets, defeasible - 620 
network, ambiguous - 966 
networks 379 
networks, acyclic - 966 
nonmonotonic - 935, 1404 
nonmonotonic multiple - 935 
notion, Touretzky’s - 966 
path-based - 898 
problems 5 14 
property - 308 
inheritance reasoning 550 
multiple - 966 
inheritance 
skeptical theory of - 550 
specification 935 
inheritance theories 
multiple - 898 
theory of - 898 
inheritance theory 
algorithm 550 
theory of - 898 
true skeptical - 898 
upward - 966 
with exceptions, multiple - 550, 1404 
work, comparative - 898 
inherited properties, propagating - 935 
initial 
clauses of a deduction 10 
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configurations 665 
hypotheses, generate - 681 
plan, loosely constrained - 336 
initial specification 3 16,330 
of the model 400 
initialization for the method of conditioning 644 
innate principles of induction 524 
inner measure 696 
input data 210 
imperfect - 29 
input 
probabilities, highly imprecise - 1377 
retevances 358 
strategies 22 
input-output 
behavior 1176 
behavior, paranoid 11 
pairs, sequences of - 1176 
production system examples 79 
specification 167 
inputs 137 
insect pheromone grandisol 134 
insertions 73 
instabilities, numerical - 957 
instance 
recognition 443 
spaces 460 
testing 1385 
instances of a concept, number of - 1385 
instantiated nodes 1367 
instantiating models 309 
instantiation 378 
of a Bayesian network 598 
of vague words 595 
instantiationless match 1111 
instant&ions, definition - 434 
instinctive behavior 1208 
instruction I 132 
language - 125 
level simulation 662 
instructional 
system 545 
text 239 
instructions 137, 1166 
with side effects 70 
integer 
arithmetic 158 
linear programming problem, &I - 1034 
program 1391 
integrated circuits 295 
design of - 1346 
integrated 
partial parser, IPP 260 
pattern-matching and parsing I 1 I
processing and understanding of signals 
1PUS 1186 
integrating 
diagnostic reasoning with planning and 
action 1345 
diverse representation and reasoning methods 
1095 
EBL and problem solving 5 I9 
logical deduction and sortal deduction 635 
planning and control 1241 
rule-based and similarity-based reasoning 
1181 
integration 1228 
of information 1268 
of multiple sensor Observations 1067 
of planner and controller 1228 
of shape information 587 
of vision systems 1289 
of weighted knowledge bases 1268 
techniques 1095 
integrity constraints 686, 1114 
intelligence 1 i 5,600,&X, 932 
architectural requirements for - 932 
architecture for general - 406 
artificial - 
[See “artificial intelligence”, “AI”] 
as approximation to the knowledge level 
1011 
behaviorist - 1172 
embedding - 178 
general - 609 
human - 610, I172 
hypotheses about - 115 
in machines 933, 1011 
in people 10 1 I
intuition in - 20 
machine - 258 
modeling - 106, 1172 
natural - 103 
non-logical reasoning in - 20 
study of - 610 
without representation 405 
intelligent 
activity 606 
agency 1104 
agent 266,1011, 1172,1209,1241, 1378, 
1399 
artifact 628 
autonomous systems 1161 
intelligent backtracking 1295 
schemes 123 1
intelligent behavior 115,406, 606 
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concept-free - 606 
intelligent 
computer programs 148 
connection of perception to action 320 
intelligent control 327,979 
of computational simulations 1156 
intelligent 
controller 117 I 
creatures 605 
decision-making 20 
design of training sets 5 15 
generator 670 
interfaces 623 
intelligent learning environments 545 
design of - 545 
intelligent 
numeric simulation 612 
order for resolving conflicts 958 
paradigm 343 
intelligent program 
analysis 8 1 
creatiqg an - 141 
intelligent 
program 1 IO 
pruning strategy 1067 
real-time control architecture 1161 
robot reactions 36 
intelligent systems 435, 602, 610, 6 16, 932, 1149, 
1264 
adaptive - 1157 
constructing - 1095 
decomposition of - 605 
text-bared - 1149 
uncertainty in - 1062 
intelligent tutoring 543 
system:; 325, 326,465,617 
intelligent use of space 1170 
intended interpretation 125 
intensional 
formalisms 636 
knowledge base updating 686 
logic 116 
intensionality 116 
intensity 
change;; 289 
data 273 
image :!73 
image I- 195 
measurements 195 
pattern 289 
representations 200 
intensive care unit, ICU 1157 
intention 548 
in utterances 176 
intention-based diagnosis of errors 544 
intentions 28 1, 968, 1166 
agent’s - 548 
Bratman’s three characteristic functional roles 
for - 548 
communicative - 1085 
in communication 968 
joint - 1173 
of a questioner 226 
to another agent, agents’ - I 35 1 
inter-agent distance 1358 
inter-feature correlation 452, 556 
inter-object contact 47 
inter-variable compatibility 250 
interacting 
goals 70,183 
pairs of parts 665 
subproblems 182 
with a constantly changing world 973 
with database systems 533 
with expert systems 533 
interaction 269,573, 1158 
agent-environment - 1158 
and agency 1207 
between induction redundancy and change 
459 
bidirectional - I I86 
distortions 1186 
effective - 269 
enabling-condition - 9 19 
environment 1352 
goal - 919 
history 908 
human computer - 1386 
imperfectly predictable - 1209 
in an environment, inherent patterns of - 
1211 
of agents 11731174 
of computers 1352 
of knowledge 233 
patterns of - 1211 
problem, graph history - 1340 
rules 1353 
rules of - 1352 
interaction with an environment 1209 
continuous - 1274 
robot - 411 
interactions 68 1 
agent/environment - I 16 1 
among influences 578 
among system modules IO79 
deleted-condition - 919 
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of knowledge belief sensing acting and time 
1171 
of parts 665 
parts - 1153 
rule - 1338 
sociopathic - 1143 
theory of - 658 
with their environments, agents - 1207 
within linear systems 908 
interactive 
acquisition of procedural knowledge 643 
advice 264 
commands 48 
feature in theorem provers 48 
generation of hierarchical partially ordered 
plans 274 
knowledge-based assistants 1007 
music systems 1326 
process 234 
processes, simultaneous - 43 
program 134 
interactive programming 434 
system, GRAPH 434 
interactive theorem prover 57 
interactive transfer of expertise 141 
of knowledge 141 
intercity distances 1302 
interconnections 298 
of components 360 
of equations 360 
interdependent variables in equilibrium 359 
interesting features of interactions 658 
interface 
between LF and PQL 1088 
extended person-machine - 269 
protocol 353 
systems 269 
interfaces, transportable natural-language - 399 
interfacing with the ATMS 353 
interference 
of symbolic structures 594 
of the axioms encoding observations with 
minimization 1183 
interim minimax values 1066 
interlace technique 128 1 
interlaced image sequences 128 1 
interleaved planning-realization regime 564 
interleaving planning and execution 547 
interlingual approach, parameterized - 1080 
interlingual machine translation 1080 
system, UNITRAN 1080 
intermediate 
parallelism 953 
problems 307 
repair results evaluation of - 1242 
shapes 495 
intermediate-level vision 273 
internal 
deductions 524 
degrees of freedom 13 10 
disjunction 460 
language 55 
machine representations for concepts 114 
representation 1165 
representations of the environment 52 1 
structure of an assembly product 1153 
INTERNIST expert system in medicine 132 
interpersonal commitments 548 
interpolate surface orientations 265 
interpolating 
smooth surfaces 194 
three-dimensional data 572 
interpolation, elastic - 495 
INTERPRET, scene description system 29 
interpretable goal partition 7 
interpretation 104, 192, 193 
acoustic signal - 1186 
as abduction 1059 
consistent - 663 
context of - 1166 
contour - 480 
data - 1265 
declarative - 239 
distributed - 1358 
domains 68 1 
geologic - 68 1 
image - 532,585 
incremental - 643 
influences of context on - 643 
model-theoretic - 116 
natural language - 1088 
of 3D textures 587 
of a constraint theory 1068 
of an image 532 
of an unknown utterance 215 
of assumptions 683 
of C- 13 spectral data of unknown compounds 
263 
of compound nominals 1059 
of computer programs 333 
of curved surfaces 484 
of image features 201 
of line drawings 42 
phase of scene analysis 104 
problem 193 
procedural - 116.239 
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process 643 
semantic - 425,636 
space 663 
tasks 663,1067 
text - IO73 
tree 1310 
interpretation-guided segmentation 104 
interpretations 301 
alternative - 663 
conditional - 643 
of events 461 
of regions 104 
ordering among - 678 
plausible - 1186 
prefem:d - 532 
interpreter 1081 
for a language for describing assemblies 159 
for applying transformations to 
representations 158 
interpreters, algent - 93 1 
interpreting 
a shared action representation 1228 
aerial photographs 376 
an imal;e curve 440 
extended texts 1073 
handwritten text 1100 
handwritten text, computational theory for - 
1100 
line diagrams as pictures of 
three-dimensional scenes 14 
line dmwings as three-dimensional surfaces 
194,999 
noisy sensor data 1387 
non-3-D line drawings 1260 
perspective images 262 
picture:; of polyhedral scenes 42 
problem representations 961 
text 10!!9, 1100 
interpretive 
partial evaluator 9 1 
system 91 
interruptibility 1227 
intersect in edlges 48 1 
intersection 
manifolds 392 
of two 1 inked lists 140 
intersections 
number of - 283 
of drawings 59 
intersegment (discourse relations 1085 
interstate behavior 291 
interval 669 
algebras 1290 
arithmetic 950 
interval constraint 632 
problems 928 
satisfaction systems 950 
interval 
disjointness I197 
expressivity 1290 
labeling systems 950 
labels 403, 1140 
networks, randomly generated TV 928 
propagation 950 
temporal logic based planner 1211 
theories 621 
interval-based 
approach to temporal reasoning, Allen’s - 
693 
framework 956 
intervals 
of time 394 
permitted - 632 
interviews 
with an artificial paranoia model 11 
with real. patients 34 
with the paranoia simulation model 34 
intonational 
emphasis 1060 
prominence predicting - 1060 
intractability 631 
for a concept language 687 
of circumscription 1384 
of default logic 1384 
of domain independent planning 1380 
of formal systems 379 
of global optimization 1288 
of inference 1384 
of model selection 1272 
of non-monotonic reasoning 1384 
of pair algebras with infinite representations 
1290 
sources of - 1144 
intractable 433,466,567,586, 631, 1076, 1144, 
1245, 1311 
branching 664 
computationally _ 433,966 
planning 1117 
problem 966 
theories 584 
behavior 291 
intrinsic 
image boundaries 273 
image network 273 
images 273 
properties of contours 262 
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texture statistics 587 
intrinsically hard search problems 1298 
introspect 
ability to - 1311 
their own code 1251 
introspection 13 11 
negative - 461 
intuition 1220 
human -410 
in intelligence 20 
in reasoning 20 
intuitions, clash of - 622 
intuitive 
concepts of causality 359 
explanation 1082,1083 
inferences S91 
minimization 346 
notion of causation 464 
plausibility judgements 401 
properties 1223 
qualitative reasoning 294 
reasoning 294 
semantics 1378 
intuitrvely correct answer 630 
invariance 1271 
invariant 
assertions 3 16 
descriptions 127 1 
measurements 1271 
under projection 262 
invariants for 3D objects, construction of - 1271 
inventing a hypothesis 1141 
invention 115 
of memory 652 
inventory of syntactic constructions 923 
inverted mappings 140 
invocation 
controlling - 177 
cycle 178 
demons I 12 
exhaustive - 178 
of new default rules 445 
involuntarily activated processes 43 
IPP, integrated partial parser 260 
IPUS, architecture for integrated processing and 
understanding of signats 1186 
irrecoverable information 1155 
irreducibility 912 
irreducible 
factors of a polynomial 86 
joint intentions 1351 
uredundant knowledge base 645, 1105 
irregular tree 972 
irrelevance 682 
exploiting - 1410 
in Bayesian networks 1410 
irrelevant 
attribute 1247 
clauses 1295 
data 522 
derivations 21 
features 1121 
irrelevant information 518 
indifference to - 1378 
irreversible 
irregular problem type 45 
regular problem type 45 
is-a hierarchies 473 
island nodes, set of - 370 
island-driven parsing 1 I 18 
islands of perfection 1232 
isolated objects 574 
isomorphisms 158.596.698 
of genetic algorithms 96 1 
isotropy 587 
principle, weak - 1026 
weak - 1026 
item of evidence 366 
iteration 106 
control structure lO6 
iterative 
broadening 905 
circuit array 38 
constraining 336 
iterative deepening 965, 1200, 1266, 1337 
A* 972 
algorithm, depth-first - 33 1 
algorithm IDA* 650 
optimal&y of - 1202, 1337 
perimeter search algorithms 1246 
search 650, 1066 
search, depth-first - 535 
strategies 1202 
iterative 
depth-first branch and bound algorithm 
IDA*-CR 650 
epsilon-transformation 1305 
implementation 241 
interaction 1345 
loops 3 16 
nature of diagnosis 396 
paradigms 126 
planner 336 
refinement routines 1239 
revision I242 
training procedures 590 
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version spaces 1192 
Iwasaki and Simon 360 
J 
Jackendoff, E:. 367 
Jacobian 612 
Jacobs, Paul 1149 
Japan’s computer challenge to the world 270,271 
Jeffrey’s rule 1338 
Jerosiow 1081 
job sequencing problems 1342 
job shop scheduling 1231,1346 
constraint satisfaction problem I23 1 
CSP 1346 
problem 27 
search space 1346 
Johnson 683 
join association, arbitrary - 695 
join-dependencies, satisfaction of - 1064 
joining smoothly two primary surfaces 48 1 
joins 451 
joint activity 1173, 1351 
joint intentions 1173 
irreducible - 1351 
joint 
probability distribution 578, 1358 
responaibility model 1173 
ventures domain, specific dictionary for - 
1371 
jointed objects 
motion of rigid and - 222 
structure of - 222 
three-dimensional structure of - 222 
Jouaunaud and Kounalis 382 
JTMS framework 1249 
judgements 
expressed in natural language 1258 
intuitive plausibility - 401 
judgmental rules, informal - 227 
junction 113’7 
dictionary 139 
labeling 322 
junctions, picture - 42 
justification 1142, 1258 
and defeat 1092 
justifications 112,435,653, 1182 
consistency of - 1148 
manipulating - 351 
nonmcnotonic - 352 
of nonnormal defaults 649 
of the code 256 
TMS _I 450 
justified 
assumptions, logic of - 922 
facts 680 
justifying 
computational actions 641 
plans 1129 
K 
k-CNP 1187 
concepts 460 
k-consistency algorithm, optimal 529 
LDNP concepts 460 
k-move rule 562 
k-optimal strategy 562 
k-SAT 1304 
k-satisfiability 1304 
K45 modal logic 1267 
KAISSA, chess playing program 77 
KAM suite of computer programs for complex 
dynamics 661 
KAMP, computer system 3 18 
Kanade and Huffmau 205 
Kanatani 1026 
Kauatani’s Buffon transform 587 
KANDOR system 433 
Kant 636 
Kapur 382 
Kapur, Narendran and Zhang 382 
Katsuno and Mendelzon, KM 1250 
Kautz, Vilain and - 632 
KBANN, hybrid learning system 1135 
KD45 modal logic 1220, 1267 
Keng and Yun 1346 
kernel 
diagnosis 917 
formulation 1180 
KERNEL, text understanding system 1079 
KEXNEL’S 
architecture 1079 
design 1079 
Kerschberg, Larry 623 
Kiczales, Gregor 1028 
Kim and Pearl, polytree algorithm of - 626 
Kim and Pearl’s algorithm 1366 
kinematic 
analysis algorithm 665 
function 915 
function of pairs of parts 573 
goals 915 
interactions 573 
pairs 573 
properties 573 
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simulation 957 
kinematics 573.915 
computational - 665 
of a mechanism 665 
of subassemblies 665 
qualitative - 915 
representations for - 666 
kinetic phenomena from statistical physics 1304 
king and pawn endings in chess 280 
KING, knowledge intensive generator 418 
Kirousis and Papadimitiou 1137 
kitting robot 1211 
KL-ONE family 904 
of knowledge representation systems 904 
KL-ONE 
frame language 593 
knowledge representation system 433 
logic computing system 501 
representation system 1116 
KM 
postulates 1250 
theory of belief update 1250 
KNACK, expert system 679 
knapsack problem, O/l - 650 
Knoblock, ALPINE algorithm of - 11.50 
knowing 
that 1151, 1311 
who 1151,131l 
knowledge 138,327,336,426,493,500,638,660. 
667,689,1011,1014,1019,1348 
about algorithms 1141 
about elementary symbolic programming 140 
about programming constructs 57 
about relations between events 693 
about the refinement process 442 
about the world 29, 890 
abstract - 4 18 
knowledge acquisition 141,442,960, 1007, 1242 
language 503 
language SALT 503 
lexical - 1364 
knowledge 
acquisition of - 504.959 
knowledge acquisition 
system 459 
system, Candide 643 
tool 503, 679 
tools, generating domain-specific - 1193 
knowledge 
algorithmic - 82 
and action, formal theory of - 1163 
knowledge and belief 1019 
logics of - 697 
model for - 1154 
knowledge 
as justified true belief 10 19 
assertional - 625 
background - 1101 
background and contingent - 638 
knowledge base 164, 178,183,369,442,503,563, 
593,638,682,686,1105,1143, 1155, 
1193,1249,1257,1338,1350,1381 
Ace -418 
assertional - 904 
basis of a - 1264 
Boolean function of a - 1105 
chemical reaction - 134 
clausal - 904 
conditional - 890 
consistent - 1257 
construction 1272 
dimension of a - 1257 
disjunctive - 645 
for boolean circuit design 1007 
irredundant - 645, 1105 
large - 177 
management 398 
models of a - 1105 
of rules 263 
optimal - 1105 
propositional - 678 
refinement 442, 1071 
revising a - 1096 
revision 678,926 
sociopathic - 1143 
system GARI, expert-type - 336 
systems 1348 
updating 686 
[See also “knowledge bases”] 
knowledge based system 2 11 
[See also “knowledge-based”) 
knowledge bases 107,282,435,1264 
declarative - 500 
expert system - 264 
first-order- 1151, 1311 
Horn - 1105 
manipulation of - 398 
merging multiple - 1268 
redundant - 645 
rich - 1378 
statisticat - 1378 
transporting - 1116 
weighted - 1268 
[See also “knowledge base”] 
knowledge 
being justified true belief 1019 
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belief as defeasible - 1019 
caching 1155 
chunked - 280 
coarse - 693 
common - 697 
commonsense - 942,943,944,946, 1205 
commonsense algorithmic world .- 82 
compilEttion 524, 1245,1288,1301 
components, imprecison of - 689 
conceptual - 418 
contingent scene - 532 
control - 136,266,930 
conversion of - 239 
corpus of - 227 
dere- 1168 
decision-making - 183 
default - 38 1 
defeasilble - 890 
design - 237 
distributed - 697 
domain - 478,503,659,953 
domain dependent - 166,500,561 
domain specific - 226,248,478,663,661X 
effective use of - 504 
embedded in a program 177 
encoding - 177, 178 
engineering 1368 
engineers 690, 1082 
expert -- 237,264,5 15 
explicit - 581 
explicit representation of control - 236 
extending - 524 
extraction of - 524 
extraction program, STATIC 930 
from a :;emantic network, extracting - 337 
gap 552, 
geometric - 479 
global -’ 73 
hemi&: - 45,232,237 
hiding of portions of - 1155 
human I- 100,524 
human organization of - 82 
human programming - 140 
image domain - 532 
implicit - 111 
in a shape representation 691 
in machine-usable form, encoding - 140 
in mathematics 500 
in program synthesis 70 
in the form of production rules 164 
incomplete - 693,956, 1163 
incomplete and uncertain - 673 
inconsistent - 925 
indefinite - 956 
indexicd - 1163 
indexing 177 
indexing - 177 
inductive - 65 
intensive 418 
intensive generator, KING 418 
interaction of - 233 
interactive acquisition of procedural - 643 
into algorithms, non-explicit - 45 
large number of chunks of - 177 
learned - 1363 
learning search control - 646 
knowledge level 209,524,986 
systems 1011 
theories 600 
knowledge 
lexical - 923 
linguistic - 111,418 
logic of - 922,1019, 1220 
machine models of - 933 
manipulation mechanism 1074 
mechanizing temporal - 110 
minimal - 1089, I142 
modal logics of - 697 
objective - 1163 
of a domain expert, generic - 368 
of a domain, theoretical - 1135 
of agents I163 
of cause and effect 82 
of maps 532 
of structure and behavior 296 
of the components 396 
of the goals of programs 172 
of the scene 1283 
of the world, background - 1033 
of three-dimensional objects 393 
operator, distributed - 697 
operators 93 1 
organization of - 82 
pattern - 493 
physical - 111 
pre-programmed - 538 
prerequisites 1163 
principle of Al 607 
prioritization of - 524 
probabilistic - 1005 
problem background - 235 
procedural control - 2 11 
procedure for minimizing - 1089 
processing 563 
program synthesis - 126 
propositional - 1185 
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prototypical - 236,975 
real world - 136, 187 
reason about the content of - 178 
reason with uncertain - 348 
reasoning and action in classical AI 604 
knowledge representation 93, 116, 136, 190, 282, 
320, 342,409,473, 503,553, 585,611, 
625,629,636,964, 1074, 1151,1154, 
1185,1220,1263,1272,1288,1294, 
1311,1339,1348,1377,1381,1384, 
1404 
formalisms 636 
in artificial intelligence 553 
language 937,1339 
language LLILOG 904 
method 6 18 
knowledge, representation of - 55, 418 
knowledge representation 
scheme 1345 
semantics for - 601 
knowledge representation system 1339 
for mathematics, Ontic 1042 
KL-ONE 433 
NIKL 512 
knowledge representation systems 94,486,904 
hybrid - 904 
knowledge 
representation, terrninological - 567 
representing - 907,1225,1262 
retrieval I77 
scene domain - 532 
search control - 955,1004 
social- 111 
source, KS 178 
sources 130,407 
sources of - 233 
sources, unreliable - 1185 
specification of - 233 
state description program, PAS-l 23 
static - 561 
strategic - 57.237, 242 
structural - 237 
knowledge structures 418,525,1074 
of words in context 1074 
knowledge 
support - 237 
syntactic - 923 
systems 983 
task domain - 190 
task-specific - 376,959 
terminological - 625 
to control tree searching 206 
uncertain - 964,1263 
underlying - 45 
versus search 232 
world - 923 
knowledge-based 
analysis 206 
artificial neural networks I 135 
assistant, Odyssey 190 
assistants 1007 
automatic programming 140 
consultation program 93,978 
deliberation 124 1 
learning 110 1 
methods 1364 
natural language processing 1371 
NLP systems 1371 
problem-solving experts, communicating - 
106 
program 183 
systems 141, 514, 937, 938, 939, 940,941, 
944, 1193 
[See also “knowledge based”] 
knowledge-engineering 1371 
environment 1193 
knowledge-guided system 139 
knowledge-intensive 5 19 
knowledge-level analysis of belief base operations 
1254 
knowledge-poor 5 19 
knowledge-relative-to-assumptions, belief as - 
1019 
knowledgeable 
program 555 
static evaluators 52 
known 
object models 29 
reference objects to guide search 1277 
Knuth and Moore 122 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure 3 14 
Kolaitis and Papadimitriou 1403 
Kolmogorov axioms for probability 696 
Korfs learning-teal-time-A* algorithm 1164 
Korfs taxonomy 1076 
of subgoal collections, extension of - 1076 
Kounalis, Jouannaud and - 382 
Kowalski 216 
Colmerauer and - 155 
Kramer, Glenn 1029 
Kraus 890 
Lehmann and Magidor 925 
Kripke, S. 1243 
Kripke structure ). 154 
Kripke’s possible world semantics 1243 
Krogh, Anders S. 1044 
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Kueker 385 
Kuiper’s QSl[M algorithm 911 
Kulikowski, Casimir A. 3 12, 1084 
L 
label 
consisiency 527 
propagation 653 
set, Huffman-Clowes - 169 
[See also “labels”] 
labeled graphs, directed - 109 
labeling a line-drawing image 322 
labeling a picture graph 169 
knowledge required for - 169 
labeling 1 lo:! 
a 2D line drawing of a 3D object 1102 
algoriBuns 479 
analysis of a scene 169 
consistent - 585 
constraints 169 
for the trihedral world, Waltz - 156 
HuffmanXlowes - 156 
image - 199 
information 322 
problem 1137 
procedure for the Origami world 156 
scene -- 199 
scheme 1102 
systems, interval - 950 
labelnode hypergraphs, directed recursive - 109 
labels 
interval - 403 
numerical - 199 
symbolic - 199 
[See also “label”] 
laboratory medicine 580 
laboriously serializable subgoals 1076 
lacking information 1307 
Ladner 1267 
Ladner and Haipem and Moses 1267 
Laird 610 
Laird, John 402 
Lakemeyer, Levesque and - 1213 
Lakoff, George - 439 
lambda calculus 949 
landmark 
approach 1232 
point 293 
regions 1232 
values 9 11 
landscapes 104 
Langley’s rule-learning program 335 
Langton, Christopher G. 1134 
language 575, 1057 
ALCHBM 134 
analyser 155 
analysis 135, 155 
antecedent description - 1101 
BASIC - 239 
behavior, effective - 1362 
biases 460 
CLASP representation - 1339 
comprehender 82 
comprehension 82, 111, 136, 187 
computational description - 137 
computer - 342 
computer models of - 74 
concept description - 1101 
CONNIVER implementation - 47 
constrained - 1101 
constraint - 353 
constructs 1180 
creativity 1074 
description 155 
description - 114,433, 1385 
device-independent - 297 
domain description - 668 
environmental description - 1278 
error diagnosis 125 
expressive - 1264 
extended - 282 
first-order - 385 
first-order logical - 282 
FL- 687 
for almost-hierarchical descriptions 157 
for combinatorial problems ALICE 119 
for describing assemblies 159 
for dynamical theories 292 
for examples I37 
for expressing representations 158 
for unified planning and control 1228 
general-purpose programming - 1228 
language generation 
systems 1373 
theory of - 318 
language 
in action 969 
instruction 125 
knowledge acquisition - 503 
knowledge representation - 904,937, 1339 
learning, child - 365 
logical - 935 
model of - 125 
natural - 401 
OBJ 473 
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of conclusion sets, restricted - 1404 
of credulous extensions 898 
of determinate function-free clauses of 
constant depth 1187 
of EURISKO 247 
of path-based inheritance 898 
of the first-order theory of the real numbers 
470 
of time chance and action 1223 
pat-learnable - 1187 
perception 414 
phenomena 1364 
plan query - 1088 
probabilistic model of - 1364 
production 4 18 
programming - 934 
PROLOG - 239 
propositional - 890, 1005 
query - 1264 
recognition 111 
references to time in - 25 
representation - 188,567, 1005 
restriction 1162 
restrictions 625 
rule - 112 
specification - 1185, 1360 
state description - 94 
terminological - 567,625 
theory based on planning 3 18 
transforming - 414 
understander 135 
understanding 100 
system 135 
use, normal - 135 
[See also “languages”] 
language-comprehension information 187 
language-free deep conceptual base 61 
language-independent information 1080 
language-specific 
phenomena 1080 
problems 260 
languages 
concept - 687 
concept description - 1162 
context-free - 1118 
declarative - 211 
declarative programming - 95 1 
equivalence of - 1234 
first-order - 1162 
for specifying cognitive models 1360 
fully expressive - 625 
modeling - 679 
multiple distinct logical - 1036 
procedural - 2 11 
propositional - 1162, 1245 
query - 1361 
terminological - I339 
with limited numbers of variables 1379 
with self-reference 3 15,426 
[See also “language”] 
Lankford 382 
large 
Al programs 178 
amounts of noise 1377 
branching factors 1305 
consistent networks 928 
Horn theories 1225 
knowledge base 177 
number of chunks of knowledge 177 
problem spaces 242 
scenes 1284 
search spaces 37, 1346 
signal behavior 295 
unstructured environments 1278 
large-scale 
constraint satisfaction problems 952 
lexical Ieaming system ARIOSTOZLEX 
1364 
neural networks 12 14 
open systems 603 
problems 1136 
scheduling problems 952 
Laske, 0.1328 
last player theorem 207 
Latin 76 
Latombe, J. C. 174 
LAURA, system to debug student programs 172 
law of diminishing utility 1218 
laws 
of physics 58 1,932 
social - 1160 
layered control structure 183 
lazy evaluation 1266 
LC, local conditioning 1366 
leaf values, distinct - 674 
LEAP, learning apprentice for digital circuit design 
1007 
learn 
by discovery 287 
parameters 1280 
learnability 383,954 
results PAC-- 1201 
learnable, PAC-- 1201 
learned 
knowledge 1363 
values 547 
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learning 82, 86, 121,414,525,537,539,579,595, 
600, 1123,1152.1294,1363 
ability of EBL 1380 
learning algorithm 1121 
FRINGE - 1121 
ID3 - 1121 
mutual-information-greedy - 112 1 
simple-greedy - 1121 
weigh ted greedy - 1121 
learning algorithms 460,613, 1176, 1247 
FOCUS-l, FOCUS-2 1121 
learning 
algorilhms for behavior - 903 
algorilhms for parameter - 1410 
algorilhms for system identification problems 
1176 
learning apprentice for digital circuit design 1007 
LEAP 1007 
learning apprentice programs 1007 
learning 
architecture 634 
automatic - 185 
back-propagation - 515 
backgammon 515 
Bayesian - 452,556 
hehavllor 6 13 
Boltzrnann machine - 907 
Boole;m concepts 1121 
by completing explanations 378 
by creatifying transfer frames 121 
learning by discovery program 
AM 246 
EURISKO 246,247 
learning 
by observing 1007 
by trial and error 903 
by understanding analogies 436 
capabilities 634, 1159 
child language - 365 
classifications by example 432 
classifier system 1152 
cognitive - 55 
composite moves 576 
computer systems 1084 
concept - 212,460,584,672, 1219 
learning concepts 383, 1187 
from examples 1247 
learning 
conceptual inductive - 673 
connectionist - 5 15.907 
control rules 1007 
curves for ID3 1247 
data, speedup - 1363 
dynamics 1176 
efficiency strategies 3 19 
efficient - 1214 
efficient strategies 576 
learning environments 542 
intelligent - 545 
learning 
evaluation function - 452 
explanation patterns 525 
explanation-based - 552.579,955, 1004, 
1288 
[See also “EBL”] 
framework 460, 1380 
learning from examples 79, 378, 1247 
algorithms for - 673 
learning from exercises, theory of - 23 1 
learning from precedents 
and exercises 23 1 
theory of - 23 1 
learning 
from search failures 1380 
generalized robot plans 36 
gradient-descent - 521 
grammatically biased - 1101 
learning heuristics 3 
for planning 13 86 
for scheduling 1386 
learning 
human concept - 518 
in Bayesian networks 1410 
in connectionist networks 1185 
in mathematically-based omains 579 
inductive - 188 
knowledge-based - 1101 
lesson - 378 
logic programs 1101 
machine 3 11 
machine - 246,287,310,504,517,522,686, 
1111,1135,1187,1306, 1386 
maximum-likelihood - 907 
learning method 
based on the differences among concepts 642 
case-based - 1242 
[See also “learning methods”] 
learning methodology 1380 
leaming methods 1363 
conventional concept - 1219 
evaluating - 188 
hybrid-1135 
reinforcement - 1164 
speedup- 
[See also “learning method”] 
learning 
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models 432 
network - 5 15 
new domain objects 247 
new heuristics 247 
of a Boolean function 1214 
of goal hierarchies, automatic - 402 
of heuristics, automating the - 3 
of large-scale neural networks 1214 
of modular structured networks 1214 
one subprocedure per lesson 378 
ordering from failure 123 I 
PAC-- 1187 
performance 460 
problem solving strategies 576 
learning problems 1121 
unsupervised - 907 
learning procedures 521,595,907, 1055,1185 
connection& - 521 
machine - 52 
learning 
process 518,673 
production systems from examples 79 
Learning program 319,432, 584 
concept - 113 
POLYFACT 86 
rule-- 335 
SIERRA 378 
learning 
propositional knowledge 1185 
Q - 903 
real-time - 1164 
reinforcement - 903, 1152, I 165 
representations of unknown logic formulas 
1185 
rote - 246 
search control knowledge 646 
shape models 383 
similarity-based - 642 
spatial representations 1176 
speed-up - 1288 
statistical - 1386 
learning strategies 545 
multiple - 5 19 
structural - 188 
learning structural descriptions 235 
from examples 188 
learning structures of visual patterns 642 
learning system 241, 459,613, 1101, 1135, 1288 
COMPOSER 1386 
concept - 1101 
empirical - 1071 
FLORA 673 
implemented - 383,579 
lexical - 1364 
machine - 526 
S WALE 525 
learning 
tasks 1165 
technique, analytical - 955 
learning techniques PO3 
connectionist - 1135 
generalization - 3 
learning 
the syntax and semantics of a language from 
the same data 595 
theories 1201 
theory, computational - 1288 
to track visual motion 1280 
unbiased - 378 
version of an algorithm 547 
weak method for - 319 
with forgetting, structural - 1214 
least 
cost set 1034 
exceptional worlds 455 
median of squares, LMedS 1270 
specific abductive explanation 916 
least-commitment strategy 183 
Lee, Han and - 529 
Lee, Haralick and - 4 17 
left-to-right depth-first algorithm 257 
legged agent 1158 
Legoland scenes 1137 
line drawings of - 1137 
Lehmann, Kraus, - and Magidor 925 
lemmas 21 
Lenat 287 
Lenat, D.B. 305,306,608,937,938,939,940,941, 
944 
Lenat’s 
AM discovery system 538 
AM program 286 
EURISKO discovery system 538 
length 262 
LET commands 239 
letter 
recognition 14 
segmentation 414 
level 
of description 664 
of local consistency 894 
of precision 657 
levels of granularity 659 
Levesque 
and Brachman 625 
and Lakemeyer 12 13 
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Bra&man and - 433 
et al. 1351 
Levesque, Hector 1142 
Levesque’s 
axiom.atization of only knowing 1256 
logic 4.21 
Levine, D.S. 1045 
lexical ambiguity resolution 1074 
lexical components 1074 
of words and phrases 1074 
lexical 
concepts 1074 
data 1364 
disambiguation 425 
information 1074 
items LO74 
lexical knowledge 923 
acquisition 1364 
representation 1074 
lexical 
learning system 1364 
properties 1074 
lexical semantics 1074 
level 1080 
of words 1074 
lexicographic priority mechanisms 633 
lexicon 226, 1074, 1100 
computational - 1074 
development 1073 
Leyton 495 
LF, logical form, semantic representation for 
natural language interpretation 1088 
LIBRA, implementation of an automatic 
programming framework 238 
libraries 136 1 
library 
model fragment - 1272 
of model fragments 1265 
of object models, index a - 1271 
of representation schemes 692 
life, artificial - 1134 
Lifschitz 1089 
Lifschitz, V. 13 13 
Lifschitz’s pointwise circumscription 1403 
light source 
coordinate system 32 1 
direction 321 
Lighthill, James - 58 
likelihood 
conclusions 578 
logic tsa reason about - 405 
likely 
patterns 493 
solution difficulty 1306 
world states 1239 
limit 
assumption 1096 
cycles 612 
heuristic 26 
limit theorems 
computer proofs of - 26 
of elementary calculus 26 
limit values 40 
limitations 
of a knowledge base 183 
resource - 1151 
limited 
agents, resource - 1362 
beliefs 13 11 
default logics 637 
numbers of variables, languages with - 1379 
positional analysis 30 
problem domain 62 
rationality 641 
teas0ning421,1151,1311 
theory of types 26 
limiting 
backtracking 1394 
recursive 108 1 
limits 
automatic computation of - 40 
in mathematical analysis 40 
Lin and Shoham 1089 
Lin, Fangzhen 1142 
line data, imperfect - 29 
line drawings 156, 193, 194, 571,999, 1137, 1260 
analysis 59 
complexity of - 169 
in terms of surfaces, model for understanding 
- 156 
interpretation of - 42 
non-3-D - 1260 
of geometrical shapes 59 
of Legoland scenes 1137 
of trihedral scenes 1137 
scene represented as - 29 
line 
elements 1260 
finder, context sensitive - 41 
segment, finding a - 41 
sharing 1260 
line-drawing interpretation 205 
line-labeling 322 
linear 
algebra 279 
attributes 460 
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complexity 407 
constraint satisfaction approach 1034 
constraints 1034 
derivation systems 647 
evaluation function 452 
expected time 248 
format 10 
frequency domain filtering 24 
inequalities 26.31.1257 
order 1110 
pattern-matching algorithm 167 
plans, multiple - 920 
program relaxation 139 1 
linear programming 3 1 
problem 279 
problem, O-l integer - 1034 
linear 
regression analysis 964 
relationship 358 
linear resolution 21,916 
refutations 142 
strategies 32 
with merging 32 
with selection function 21 
with subsumption 32 
linear 
simultaneous equations 153 
speedup 674 
string-matching algorithm 
time 140,302, 1146, 1267 
time satisfiability algorithms 1245 
linear-space best-first search 965 
algorithm 965 
RBFS 965 
linear-space search algorithms 1200 
linear-time algorithms 585 
linearity 73 
linear-quadratic dependence 8 
linguistic 
actions 318 
approach to picture interpretation 14 
decoding 50 
knowledge 111,418 
phenomena 1364 
transformations Chomsky’s description of 
427 
linguistics, theoretical - 1060 
linkage 665, 1029 
analysis packages 665 
linked lists 590 
linking 
causal - 679 
spatial - 679 
sub-type - 679 
temporal - 679 
links 622 
defeasible - 935 
strict - 935 
Lion algorithm 1165 
LISP 13, 17,63,79, 82, 101, 116,247, 308 
function 101 
interpreter 101 i 
mutators basic - 247 
programming 247 
listening machine 1326 
lists 57, 101 
literal 21, 249 
default rules 637 
meanings of words 564 
literals 94, 1103 
clauses with up to k - 1201 
disjunctions of - 653 
negative - 213 
positive - 213 
predicate calculus - 94 
redundant - 963 
liver and bile disease 1377 
LL, logic to reason about likelihood 405 
LLILOG, knowledge representation language 904 
LMedS, least median of squares 1270 
LMS, modelling system 184 
load balancing 972 
schemes, static - 1018 
local 
behavior determines global behavior 551 
compilation techniques 1227 
computational techniques 1212 
computations 400 
local conditioning 1366 
LC 1366 
local consistency 585, 894,949, 1120 
conditions 894 
methods 354 
techniques 1110 
local constraint propagation 462 585 
algorithms 462 
local 
differential techniques 1281 
distortions 265 
evidence 1358 
geometric information 392 
gradient ascent 907 
labeling 169 
local minima, escaping from - 5 15 
problem 1214 
local 
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network 1218 
notion of consistency 1138 
optima 1143, 1228 
perturbations 502 
pragmatics 1059 
propagation 368 
reasoning 42 1 
sensolry probing 169 
stability properties 551 
surface orientation 194,265,321 
syntactic restrictions on working memory 
1111 
locality of a clause 1187 
localization 1269 
problem 1269 
localizing 
faults 396 
isolated objects 574 
locally 
consistent 462 
infinite search spaces 37 
optimal 241 
optimal decisions 547 
locating a stored prototype 1274 
location 268 
of points 1283 
of the hardest problems 1296 
of the phase transition 1300 
log-normal distribution 1302 
log-polar sensors 1274 
log-space complete 585 
logarithmic 
precision, heuristics with - 232 
time 585 
logarithms 40 
logic 374,395,470,601, 1162.1180, 1338 
and artificial intelligence 602 
annotated - 935 
autoqpistemic - 303,449,516, 549, 566, 639, 
677, 922,984, 1154 
logic based 
diagnosis 684 
planner, interval temporal - 1211 
logic 
C, conditional - 541 
classical - 593, 640, 1311, 1343 
classical modal - 1388 
classical notions of - 549 
classical propositional - 1213 
clausal - 216 
complexity of modal - 1267 
conditional - 1057, 1388 
cumulative default - 649 
declarative - 1119 
deduction in a conditional - 1057 
default - 379,445,449,677,922, 1138, 
1142, 1148,1182,1222, 1343,1365 
digital - 297 
doxastic - 1086 
dynamic - 395,969,1243 
epistemic - 1168, 1213 
equational - 314,473 
experimental - 374 
first-order - 80, 395,409,426,455, 508,669, 
895,913,916, 1119, 1162, 1223 
first-order conditional - 409,455 
first-order modal - 1168 
first-order predicate - 1246 
for approximate reasoning 1162 
for belief revision 435 
for default reasoning 151 
for reasoning about belief revision 1096 
for reasoning with inconsistent knowledge 
925 
for two-place preference operators, complete 
- 1243 
formal - 31,628 
formal proof in symbolic - 88 
formula manipulation in - 3 1 
fuzzy - 1112, 1258 
grammars for natural language 216 
ideal nonmonotonic - 925 
inductive predicate - 55 
levels 662 
Levesque’s - 421 
LL 405 
mathematical - 401 
modal-405 1089, 1154,1162,1163, 1171 
modal action - 1243 
Moore’s autoepistemic - 1154, 1365 
multivalued - 1241 
nonmonotonic - 149, 303,419,450,488, 
494,640, 1365,1404 
nonmonotonic modal - 1032 
nonstandard propositional - I21 3 
logic of belief 13 1 I 
extended - 549 
logic 
of chronological ignorance 464 
of constraint satisfaction 948 
of defaults I5 1 
of implicit and explicit belief 12 13 
of justified assumptions 922 
logic of knowledge 922, 1019,122O 
and belief 1348 
and justified assumptions GK 922 
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logic 
of minimal knowledge 1089 
of mutual belief 1086 
of nonmonotonic reasoning 633 
of nonmonotonicity 541 
of only knowing 1256 
of plurality quantifiers 401 
of private beliefs 1086 
of problem solving 83 
of set theory 127 
of system P 925 
of temporal incidence 546 
of time chance and action 1223 
order-sorted - 904 
order-sorted predicate - 904 
possibilistic - 651, 1388 
predicate - 3 14,925 
preference - 1243 
preferential - 675 
probabilistic - 348,985, 1124 
probability - 1112 
procedural - 308 
program 208 
logic programming 374,467, 539, 566,639, 948, 
1105.1142, 1194 
argumentation as a special form of - 1194 
constraint - 934,951 
inductive - 1187, 1201, 1370 
with stable set semantics 566 
logic programs 639,922, 1187 
learning - 1101 
semantics of - 639 
with multiple clauses 1187 
logic 
propositional - 80,575, 1135, 1355, 1162 
propositional nonmonotonic - 494, 1142 
Reiter’s default - 453, 1148 
relevance - 1151,1213 
semantical generalization of - 348 
semimonotonic - 649, 1148 
sorted first-order - 669 
strongest modal - 1220 
subsystem 635 
symmetric - 
temporal - 28 1.395.669 
Logic Theorist program 37 
logic 
to reason about likelihood 405 
variable precision - 363 
[See also “logics”] 
logic-based 
calculus for reasoning about the movement 
of objects 1224 
knowledge representation systems 486 
logic-centered backward analysis 134 
logic-style clauses 653 
logical and algebraic reasoning, integrated - I2 
logical approach 
to artificial intelligence 601 
to planning 1223 
logical 
axioms 374 
calculus, restricted - 948 
completeness 625 
connectives 84 
17 
logical consequences 638 
of the constraints 1119 
logical 
deduction 635 
descriptions 1219 
disjunction 687 
logical entailment 348 
probabilistic - 348 
logical 
form LF 1088 
formulas 1225, 1381 
foundations of artificial intelligence 489,490, 
491 
framework for default reasoning 453 
implication closure of goals under - 1243 
inference system 12, 374 
interpreter 948 
logical language 601,935, 1223 
first-order - 282 
L.3 1379 
logical 
languages, multiple distinct - 1036 
links 622 
minimization 486, 922 
model 532 
omniscience problem 1213 
operators 1223 
problems about belief 356 
proof 88,291 
reasoning 1124,1217 
relationships 188 
logical representation 635 
systems 948 
logical 
rules 374 
soundness 625 
structure 1194 
logical 
system 348 
systems, non-monotonic - 149 
theory, ILP constructed - 1370 
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105 
logically 
closed belief set 1254 
equivalent expressions 374 
logicism 602 
logics 
action - 1243 
belief- 11.51,1311 
classical - 1191 
classical modal - 1248 
constrained - 1068 
cumulative - 575 
cumulative default - 1148 
description - 1361, 1379,1385 
epistemic - 931 
experimental - 1081 
expressiveness of - 1379 
fixed-point nonmonotonic - 922 
for belief 421 
free - 636 
in AI, temporal - 408 
maximal - 1220 
modal - 426,697, 1036 
multi-valued - 372 
multilanguage hierarchical - 1036 
multivalued - 1162 
nonclassical - 1388 
nonmonotonic - 464,541,922 
nonmonotonic modal - 1220 
of belief 549 
of incomplete information 149 
of knc’wledge and belief 697 
of normality, conditional - 1097 
of probability 597 
predicate - 1379 
prefenmce - 541 
reified temporal - 1246 
sorted - 635 
terminological - 501, 512 
weaker - 1311 
[See also “logic”] 
LOGO turtles 73 
long action z:equences 522 
long-run measure of crossover bias 1244 
long-term behavior 1156 
of a dynamical system 55 1 
long-term memory, very large - 44 
look-ahead 
method 27 
procedure 168 
search, minimax - 547 
tree 27 
look-back schemes 123 1 
looming detection 1274 
loop 70. 1361, 1366 
closed - 57 1 
loop cutset 644, 1253 
minimum - 1253 
loop unwinding 247 
loose coupling 904 
loosely constrained initial plan 336 
loser-take-nothing 1270 
lottery paradox 638.1092 
Loveland 1299 
Loveland, Gelemter, Rochester, Hansen and - 4 
Loveland’s 
model elimination 2 1 
subsumption conditions 10 
low 
frequency components of a surface 569 
resolution imaging 6 13 
low-level vision 194, 199,273 
problems 1001 
low-resolution scene parts 1284 
lower bound 
condition 15 
heuristics 1237 
on uncertainty 1340 
lower 
envelopes 1112 
previsions 1258 
probability 1258 
lower-level cognitive functions 590 
lowest-cost map 1037 
Loy, D. Gareth 1329 
Lukaszewicz 113 8 
lumping 1390 
lying by an agent 1352 
M 
m-abstraction mappings 18 1 
m-ary tree 179,232 
MA* 534 
algorithm 534 
machine behavior 1156 
predicting - 1156 
machine 
composing 1326 
deductive consequence generating - 18 
machine discovery 1376 
in chemistry 1039,1226 
of a theorem in particle physics 1376 
program, PAUL1 1376 
programs 1376 
systems 523 
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machine 
hypothesis generating - 18 
intelligence 258 
machine learning 246,287,310,311,467,504, 
517,522,526,686, 1111, 1135, 1187, 
1306, 1386 
of heuristics 3 
procedures 52 
program, Pmtos 584 
systems 526 
machine 
Iistening 1326 
manipulation 139 
models of thought 933 
planning 583 
proof of algorithm termination 1141 
reasoning about structure 1037 
representations 114 
machine translation 1073, 1080 
research 1073 
machine vision 479, 495, 1077 
attention in - 1273 
reasoning system for - 479 
[See also “machines”] 
machine’s geometry 1156 
machine-usable form, encoding knowledge in - 140 
machines 339 
information processing in - 332 
reasoning about - 1156 
[See also “machine”] 
machining plans of mechanical parts 336 
Mackwotth, A.K. 499 
Mackwotth and Freuder 354 
Mackworth, Huffman and - 102 
Ma&worth’s 
approach 205 
discrete relaxation 168 
program Poly 205 
MacLaurin’s series 40 
macro 
action 36 
generation 576 
macro-operator 3 19,407,930 
Magellan SAR imagery 569 
Magidor, Kraus, Lehmann and - 925 
magnetic resonance spectra, nuclear - 263 
main computational problem of default logic 1191 
maintain consistency 190 
maintaining 
mental models of agents 654 
qualitative understanding incrementally - 
663 
maintenance 582 
of consistent databases 894 
reason - 962 
skeptical reason - 962 
major findings and hypotheses of Al 607 
majorisation 1247 
majority rule, weighted - 1268 
Makinson, Gkdenfors and - 1038, 1057 
mal-rules, domain - 184 
malfunctioning device 588 
management 
costs of SSS*, high - 384 
electricity transportation - I I73 
of computational resources 1090 
of evidence 328 
of evidential reasoning 328 
of inference tools 625 
uncertainty - 1388 
manager agents 1307 
managing 
a workplace 1170 
beliefs 527 
evidential reasoning 996 
large sets of quaiitative temporal relations 
1169 
manifested behavior 396 
manipulating 
assumption sets 351 
interactions 658 
justifications 351 
manipulation 
of knowledge bases 398 
of sets of assumptions 435 
robot - 300 
system, planning within a - 201 
manufacturing parts, plans for - 336 
many-sorted resolution 324 
calculus 324 
man-machine 
systems 107 
theorem proving 434 
theorem proving system 48 
MAO* algorithm 534 
MAP 
assignments 1069 
explanation 1069 
maximum a posteriori probability 1069 
map-maker 1278 
map-understanding program, Mapsee 532 
mapping 
a representation of a problem onto a new 
representation 927 
part-whole hierarchies into connectionist 
networks 591 
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mappings called abstractions, class of - 181 
MAPS, dynamical system understanding system 
1113 
MAPS for belief networks 1175 
Mapsee, map-understanding program 532 
Marcus parser 425 
marginal 
expected utility 634 
representation 1212 
utility MU 634 
marginals 1212 
computing - 1212 
marketing 1082 
Markov 
chain 912 
decision processes 1165, 1239 
model taggers, single-tag - 1356 
modeling 1165 
trees ‘I212 
Markovian conditions 1338 
Marr431 
and Pcoggio 200 
and Ullman 289 
Marr’s 2 l/i. -D sketch 43 1 
Maryland refutation proof procedure system, 
MRPPS 46 
mass, flows of - 1196 
Massey, L.D. 617 
massively p,arallel 
algorithm for arc consistency 953 
cooperative computation 273 
machine NON-VON 398 
messa.ge-passing rule-based systems 522 
network 514 
match algorithm 695 
Rete - 219 
match 
complutations 695 
formulation 1111 
instantiationless - 1111 
non-combinatorial - 1111 
of individual productions 1111 
Match, problem solving method 220 
match 
processing 695 
Rete ._ 688 
match-search 1111 
matches of objects, hypothesizing - 201 
matching 111,136,308,376,478,692, 1270,136l 
a pair of stereo images 1276 
agenhr with environments 1159 
algorithm structure - 68 
algorithms 526 
ambiguities of - 440 
ambiguity 1270 
chromosome - 8 
expression 1216 
for left-associative joins 695 
image - 1387 
model - 478,479 
model-based - 393 
on demand 695 
partial - 514 
support measure of - 1270 
valences of structurally related words 1074 
material continuity 492 
mathematical 
analysis 186 
concepts 115 
conjectures 115 
decision theory 60 
descriptions 1219 
domain 500 
expression 
field 500 
induction 974, 1114 
model of an agent’s belief 1025 
Platonism 932 
precision 94 
programming 119 
properties of nested abnormality theories 
1262 
mathematical reasoning 166, 579 
system 166 
mathematical 
relations, acausal - 1083 
simplicity 94 
symbols 119 
treatment of defeasible reasoning 680 
mathematically-based omains 579 
mathematicians 
reasoning processes of - 1055 
methods 118 
mathematics 500, 628, 1180 
concepts 247 
foundations of - 247 
knowledge in - 500 
knowledge, representation system for - 1042 
mechanical - 3 1 
metaknowledge in - 500 
of continuously varying quantities 291 
of nonmonotonic reasoning 150 
pure - 500 
matrices, conditional probability - 1367 
matrix, complementatity of a - 2 14 
maximal 
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compactness 587 
logics 1220 
satisfaction problems 949 
maximally 
preferred states of belief 633 
specific conjunctive generalizations 188 
specific conjunctive, MSC 188 
maximin 562 
maximization of the agents’ global utility 1353 
maximizing 
classification accuracy 1143 
the predictive value of production rules 580 
maximum 
a posteriori probability, MAP 1069, 1175 
Boolean satisfiability problem 1305 
cardinality 1110 
entropy 5 14 
likelihood learning 907 
plausibility requirement 631 
maxn 
algorithm 615 
multi-player version of minimax 1107 
MBT2, a method in example-based translation 1216 
McAllester, David A. 1042 
McAllester’s conspiracy numbers algorithm 559 
McCarl610 
McCarthy 150,247,346,1262 
and Hayes 20,454 
John 1313 
McCarthy’s 
circumscription 380,639 
theory of circumscription 485 
McConnell-&et, Sally - 967 
McCorduck, P. 270.27 1 
McDermott 
Allen and - 408 
and Doyle 150,303,494 
Drew 173 
Hanks and - 450,455 
Shoham and - 640 
Shoham, - and Sandewall640 
MD/PV model of spatial reasoning 666 
mean 1184 
complexity of A* 232 
mean-valued operators 422 
meaning 
and grammar 967 
representation 65 
truth and - 510 
word - 66 
meaningful semantic variants 247 
means 307 
set 307 
means-ends 
analysis 19 
models 1196 
measure 
of accuracy 447 
of belief 368 
of matching support 1270 
of problem difficulty 407 
of realism 100 
of the error 52 1 
of unexplored potential 1340 
statistical relatedness - 66 
measurement 
in diagnosis 1040 
motion - 289 
of visual motion 289,1279 
principles of - 395 
theory of - 1040 
validation 1196 
measurements 1067 
and actions, plan of - 957 
of image features 20 1 
measures 
of possibility 206 
of the cost distribution 1184 
of uncertainty 1258 
measuring 
robot task complexity 1177 
the complexity of a line drawing 169 
the performance potential of chess programs 
555 
mechanical 
assembly 1153 
clocks 573 
design 1341 
devices 1156 
discovery of symmetries 98 
effecters 320 
engineering 540 
equipment 104 
errors 1278 
inference problems 49 
mathematics 3 1 
solution of Schubert’s Steamroller 324 
speech understanding, effective - 49 
theorem prover 434 
theorem proving 213 
mechanics 660 
Newtonian - 640 
problem solving program 120 
mechanism 
analysis 915 
design 915, 1352 
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mechanisms 573 
built of rigid parts 665 
negotiation - 1352 
of disease 133 
of the mind 1316.1317 
mechanization of abstraction 927 
mechanized 
formal reasoning 152 
object theory 1251 
mechanizing temporal knowledge 110 
MECHEM 1226 
system for automatic discovery in chemistry 
1039 
median 1184 
computational cost 1304 
search cost 1184 
medical 
consultation 132,446 
consultation by computer 446 
databases 129 
medical decision making 132 
computer-aided - 133 
medical diagnosis 405,413, 1143, 1377 
categorical reasoning in - 132 
consultation program for - 133 
in live-r and bile disease 1377 
probabilistic reasoning in - 132 
medical 
problem solving 237 
treatment consultation, program for - 133 
medicine 104, 395,580, 998, 1082 
MEET, system for mechanical design 1341 
Mehler, Jacques 568 
Meinongian theory of Parsons 636 
Mellish’s 
approa.ch 1192 
description identification algorithm 1192 
memory 260,337,652 
associative - 614, 1070 
content addressable - 6 14 
for concept data 61 
limitations 534 
mechanism 1152 
organization, conventional - 590 
requirement, exponential - 965 
restria:ed - 534 
retrieval, human - 596 
structures 82 
unlimited - 1342 
utilizaltion 67 
versus node expansions tradeoff 534 
within Soar 1360 
working - 1111 
memory-based parsing 260 
memory-constrained 1342 
search algorithm MREC 1342 
Mendelzon, Katsuno and - 1250 
mental 
capabilities t 15,932 
computation 1048 
content, central role of - 602 
context shared - 111 
mappings, human - 1037 
models of agents 654 
processes, taxonomy of - 932 
mental state 93 1,932 
of agents 93 1 
Mercer, Etherington, - and Reiter 345 
merges in proofs by resolution 10 
mergesort 126 
algorithms 330 
merging 
linear resolution with - 32 
local hypothesized matches 201 
multiple knowledge bases 1268 
operation 1268 
operators 920 
plan - 920 
redundancies 1059 
message passing 492 
algorithm 4 13 
between adjacent elements 492 
systems 522 
meta-actions 500 
meta-communication explicit - 269 
meta-control strategy 1157 
Meta-DENDRAL 128 
expert system 983 
meta-graph data structure 1169 
meta-interpreters for argumentation systems, 
generating - 1194 
meta-knowledge in mathematics 500 
meta-language 1404 
for knowledge base refinement 442 
meta-level 242 
control policies 641 
control problem 1239 
inference 185 
reasoning 185 
strategies 242 
meta-logical properties 549 
meta-object protocol 1028 
meta-planning 18 
meta-physics of consciousness 1052 
meta-reasoning 641 
meta-rules 177, I78 
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me&theoretic theorem proving 1036 
meta-theories 603 
me&theory of a mechanized object theory 125 1 
method 
configuration 1193 
designers 1 I93 
of conditioning 644 
of conditioning for inference 1253 
of generalization with beliefs 145 
selection 1193 
methodology 
for cognitive modelling 1360 
of artificial intelligence research 287 
of inductive learning 235 
methods of scientific inquiry 628 
metonymy, resolution of - 1059 
metric 
constraints 1357 
diagram 666 
dimensions 915 
expressivity 1290 
information 268,632, 1278 
properties 262 
Meyer, Jean-Atcady 113 1 
MGA 
algorithm for finding a loop cutset 1253 
complexity of - 1253 
Michalski, R.S. 310,311 
Michie, D. 258 
micro-economics 1218 
micro-electronics domain, specific dictionary for 
1371 
micro-processor 662 
middle game positions 206 
in chess 164 
Miller, P.L. 446 
Miller, Schubert, Taugher and - 1169 
MIMD machines 1018 
min-conflicts heuristic 952 
MIN-FEATURES bias 112 I 
min/max 
approximation 422 
game trees searching - 422 
trees 56 
mind 1015, 1312 
mechanisms of the - 1316,1317 
myths about the - 1316,1317 
nature of - 1056 
minds 339 
information processing in - 332 
Minima symbolic algebra system 658 
minimal 
and sufficient subset of features 112 1 
belief 1142 
minimal change 478,1243 
principle of - 926 
minimal 
completion 150 
conflict sets 1040 
core of beliefs 67 1 
minimal cost 
proof 1069 
strategies, Smith algorithm for - 645 
minimal 
deceptive problem 6.55 
diagnosis 9 17 
entailment 150 
hitting sets 1040 
minimai knowledge 1142 
logic of - 1089 
problem log9 
minimal model 301, 1154 
semantics 1403 
style semantic 375 
minimal models 346,970 
abstractly - 698 
truths of the - 346 
minimal network 1140, 1257 
equivalent - I122 
minimal 
nogoods 1301 
property of a default 638 
rationality 506 
set of abnormalities 684 
minimal sets 
of failing components 917 
of violated assumptions 396 
minimal 
solution graph 15 
terminological representation language 567 
minimal@ 
criteria of models 698 
of performed changes 962 
of the extension of a predicate 488 
minimax 253,257,1107 
algorithm 143,252, 384, 558,615 
algorithms, fixed-depth - 1374 
based techniques 56 
distortion 243 
game trees 362 
games 1374 
lookahead search 547 
operations 243 
problem 560 
search 207,253,422,615,1374 
search, *-- 257 
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search., best-first - 1344 
search1 procedure 559 
minimax tre: search 240 
algorithms 240 
minimax tre:s 162,257 
*-- 257 
searching - 1206 
minimax val.ue 
of game trees 143 
of the root 1066, 1344 
of the root node 162 
root - 447 
minimax 
values, plausible - 559 
minimaxing 253 
minimization 461, 1183 
Boolean function - 1105 
causal - 1189 
intuitive and desired - 346 
of Ho:m functions 1105 
of the off-line time 1358 
problem, bipartite graph- 1143 
problem on a DAG 1069 
semantic model of - 380 
state-based - 1189 
minimizing 
conflicts 952 
knowledge procedure for - 1089 
minimum 
cost merged plans 920 
entropy technique 588 
loop c.utset 1253 
penally 1342 
possible number of rules 1105 
width 1110 
Mink&s 
GCWA 375 
generalized closed world assumption 375 
Minsky 135 
Marvin - 627,628 
Minton, Steve 646 
min-max 
game trees 447 
search 447 
miracles 496 
misconummications 287 
misconceptions 544 
existential - 654 
object-related - 533 
reasoning about sources of - 533 
mismatches 544 
between past experiences and new problems 
1093 
missing 
data 393 
edges 139 
information 1165 
missionary-and-cannibal problem 45 
MIT 200 
Mitchell 672 
et al.‘s rule-learning program 33.5 
T.M. 310,311 
version space strategy of - 672 
Mitchell’s candidate elimination algorithm I192 
ML systems, multi-language systems - 1036 
mobile robot 605, 1160,1232 
platform Flakey 1241 
modal 
action logic 1243 
conditional truth 1248 
constructs 1223 
duality 1248 
modal epistemic logics 1168 
for many agents I 168 
modal 
formalisms 426 
framework 1096 
information 1088 
modal logic 405, 1089,1097,1154, 1162, 1163, 
1171, 1388 
complexity of - 1267 
first-order - 1168 
formalization of discrete-event dynamics 
1171 
K45 1267 
K45, 1267 
KD45 1267 
K, 1267 
nonmonotonic - 1032 
quantitative - 1388 
S4F 1089 
S4,1267 
S5 1267 
S5, 1267 
strongest 1220 
modal logic system 1198 
of common belief 1198 
of individual belief 1198 
modal logic T, 1267 
modal logics 426,603,697, 1036, 1248 
complexity for - 697 
KD45, SWS, S4F and 54.2 1220 
nonmonotonic - 1220 
of belief 697 
of knowledge 697 
modal 
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mutual belief operator 1086 
operators 1142,1267 
theories autoepistemic expansions of - 1154 
modal truth 1248 
conditional on executability 1248 
criteria 1094,1248 
criteria for POPI plans 1094 
criterion MTC 1248 
modality 426, 1088 
provability as a - 150 
mode of operation of SHUNYATA 1055 
model 
abstraction 1083 
accuracy 918 
adequacy 1272 
aggregation 1083 
building 918 
model composition 659 
algorithm 659 
model 
consistency 64 
construction operators 679 
designer 64 
model elimination 80,90 
Loveland’s - 21 
theorem proving procedure 916 
model 
error 477 
features 1274 
for belief revision 435 
for knowledge and belief 1154 
for understanding line drawings in terms of 
surfaces 156 
formation 479 
model fragments 659, 1144 
approximations 1272 
composing - 1272 
formulation problem 1265 
library 1265, 1272 
model human 
accent strategies 1060 
intelligence 6 10 
model 
improvement 64 
management system, automated - 918 
matching 478,479 
minimal - 301 
of a classical logic 1343 
of a constraint theory 1068 
of a physical system 1265 
of a set of clauses 301 
of abduction 1178 
of adversary planning 189 
of an agent 654 
of au artifact 396 
of belief 1025 
of computation, actor - 106 
of computation data-driven - 337 
of context 125 
of cooperative behavior 176 
of generalization 459 
of human intelligence 1172 
of human society 12 18 
of language computer’s 125 
of personality traits 171 
of redundancy 459 
of representation changes 158 
of the world 973 
parameter values 13 10 
model selection 1272 
algorithm 1272 
model 
sensitivity analysis 918 
simplicity 1144 
surfaces 57 1 
the environment 1211 
theories, non-standard - 1311 
model theory 116,346 
first-order - 453 
of circumscription 346 
model 
uncertainty 477 
verification 64 
views 1269 
[See also “models”] 
model-based approach 
to abductive reasoning 138 1 
to reasoning 138 1 
model-based 
diagnosis 588,917, 1178 
matching 393 
prediction 396 
representation 1225,138 1 
representations of Horn theories 1225 
troubleshooting 662 
vision 479 
vision systems 201 
model-counting problems 1245 
model-driven 
approach, exhaustive - 13 1 
hypothesis formation 13 1 
model-finding 948 
model-preference default theories 586 
model-preserving transformations 532 
model-theoretic 1365 
account of default inference 586 
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interpretation 116 
point of view 678 
semantics 602,898,904 
modeling 360 
a dynamic and uncertain world 1104 
a dynamic environment 1067 
a search space 1136 
algoritluns 1136 
assumptions 659 , 1136 
belief I, 151 
cognitive competence 1011 
correlations between visible variables 907 
creativity 1322 
depend.ency, hidden node for - 1367 
digital circuits 662 
intelligence 106, 1172 
langua,ges 679 
polygonal regions 482 
primitives 291 
of robots 411 
the physical world 1144 
stochastic - 1244 
studem‘s problem solving 184 
system LMS 184 
the world as a collection of plane surfaces 
204 
visual <attention 1273 
models 107 
multiplle - 660 
of a knowledge base 1105 
of attention, computational - 1273 
of chronological ignorance logic 464 
of evidential reasoning 328 
of knowledge, machine - 933 
of the belief systems of others 146 
of thought, machine - 933 
of visual objects 383 
preferential - 575 
satisfying assignments 138 1 
[See also “model”] 
modification 
conservative plan - 1235 
of an existing program 70 
plan - 1129,1303 
process 525 
modifications to pieces of LISP code 247 
modifier 335 
attachments 643 
modifiers 
of a co’ncept 76 
of a syntactic item 216 
modifying 
design plans 520 
plans 1361 
primitives 376 
modular 
algebraic specification 473 
knowledge representations 1386 
networks, multi-layer - 1214 
programs 185 
structured networks, learning of - 1214 
structuring, parameter&d - 473 
techniques 898 
translation 397,1365 
modularity 136 
of causal organizations 1338 
rule - 1143 
modules 1079 
modus ponens 419 
Mohr and Henderson 457,529,688,934, 1125 
Mohr and Henderson’s path consistency algorithm 
457 
molecular 
biology 1135 
geneticists 13 1 
genetics 182, 183,371 
structural transformations 1226 
molecules small - 1370 
MOLGEN 183 
planner for gene-cloning experiments 182 
moment-tensor approach to analysis of 3D texture 
587 
momenrs 587 
momentum 29 1 
monadic predicates 1379 
monitor, computer program - 73 
monitoring 663 
conservative - 663 
patient - 1157 
problem-solving cost 323 
the real-world execution of a plan 36 
monocular 
analysis 376 
observer 1275 
views 192 
monocularly viewed objects 456 
monotone 
continuous set operator 1086 
formulae 1245 
heuristic 914 
theory 1381 
monotonic 
constraints 934 
function 664 
inference classical - 
monotonicity 575 
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c-restricted - 1198 
composition of - 458 
constraint 578 
operators 658 
rational - 675 
rule of individual belief 1198 
Montague 116 
and Thomason 426 
formalism 425 
semantic objects 425 
semantics 895 
Montague’s 
formalism 116 
intensional logic 116 
Montanari and Waltz 97 
Monte Carlo 
studies 253 
technique 9 12 
Moore, Knuth and - 122 
Moore’s autoepistemic logic 639,922, 1154, 1365 
Morgan, Jerry 968 
morphological change 495 
of two-dimensional patterns 495 
MOS circuits 295 
MOSAIC vision system 376,478 
Moses, Halpem and - 1089 
Moses, Ladner and Halpern and - 1267 
most 
general set of new conjectures 436 
likely to fail principle 168 
preferred model 586 
specific abductive explanation 916 
motion 283 
axes 665 
between images 1270 
command 667, 1232 
control 1232 
discontinuities 154 
estimation, 3D - 1279 
field 1279 
from texture 283 
in space 289 
in the three-dimensional world 1279 
measurement 289 
of a particle 120 
of rigid and jointed objects 222 
parameter 1279 
motion perception 1279 
human - 289 
motion 
picture analysis 104 
planner 667 
motion planning 392,474, 667 
robot - 477 
with uncertainty 1232 
motion 
strategies 477 
visual - 289 
motions 665 
of parts 665 
of rigid objects forced - 38 
motivated action theory I 145 
motivation analysis 430 
motivations, explanatory - 430 
move ordering 1066 
in game trees 674 
tree 30 
movement 
organization of - 289 
reasoning about - 1224 
movers’ problem 392 
moving 
objects 456 
space curve 440 
Mozer, Michael C. 105 1 
MP planning algorithm 1129 
MP-I planning algorithm 1129 
MREC, memory-constrained search algorithm 1342 
MRPPS, Maryland refutation proof procedure 
system 46 
MSC, maximally specific conjunctive 188 
MSC-generalizations 188 
MTC, modal truth criterion 1248 
MTD(f) search algorithm 1374 
MU 
heuristic 634 
marginal utility 634 
multi-agent conception of action 604 
multi-agent distributed interpretation 1358 
systems 1358 
multi-agent systems 1173 
design of - 1160 
multi-agents reasoning systems 1268 
[See also “multiagent’] 
multi-column subtraction 609 
multi-contributor causal 
links 1129 
structures 1129 
multi-databases 1268 
multi-language systems (ML systems) 1036 
multi-layer modular networks 1214 
multi-level 
perception 414 
reasoning system for machine vision 479 
multi-plan deal type 1285 
multi-player version of minimax 1107 
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multi-type vertices 322 
multi-valued 
attributes 347 
logics ,372 
state variables 1234 
[See also “multivalued”] 
multiagent 
consensus 1353 
environment 1353 
multiagent negotiation 1174 
under time constraints I 174 
multiagent systems 1353 
[See also “multi-agent”] 
multiattribute value theory 1082 
multiclauses 18 1 
multiframes 440 
multilanguage hierarchical logics 1036 
multilevel 
counte:rfactuals 163 
flow m.odels 1196 
representations 12 19 
multimodal 
communication 1058 
interfaces 1058 
presentation, generation of a - 1058 
presentation system WIP 1058 
multiple 
agents 28 1,135s 
alarm situations 1196 
alternative goals 72 
bindings in parallel 594 
clauses, logic programs with - 1187 
competing objectives 1082 
complex images 376 
criteria for a game position 1238 
defeasible inheritance 1205 
design descriptions 297 
distinclt logical languages 1036 
evidenlx 358 
extension problem from nonmonotonic 
reasoning 1288 
extensions of a set of defaults 455 
hypothesis tree 1067 
images 195, 1283 
multiple inheritance 473,514 
hierarchies 1404 
nonmonotonic - 935 
reasonmg 966 
theories 898 
with exceptions 550, 1404 
multiple 
learning strategies 5 19 
levels of description 609 
linear plans 920 
lines of reasoning 210 
models 660 
objects, perception of - 1051 
observations 626 
perspectives 659 
potential solutions 351 
representations 120,296,473 
rewrite rule sets 185 
soft constraints 593 
strategies 242 
tagger I356 
task planning 327 
trauma injury 1345 
updating 366 
viewpoints 572 
views of an object 456 
world models 1067 
multiply connected 
belief networks 644 
networks 1366 
multisets of literals 181 
multivalued logics 1162, 124 1 
[See also “multi-valued”] 
multivariate polynomials symbolic factorization of 
- 86 
mundane reasoning 593 
Muresan, Pednault, Zucker and - 366,683 
MUSCADET, automatic theorem proving system 
500 
mushy region 1296, 1300 
music 
and connectionism 1329 
cognition 1327 
computer - 1327 
systems, interactive - 1326 
with AI, understanding - 1328 
musicology, cognitive - 1328 
Musser 382 
must-not conditions 163 
mutagenic activity 1370 
mutagenicity, theories for - 1370 
mutation probabilities 1244 
mutators basic LISP - 247 
mutilated checkerboard problem 158 
Mutter, S.A. 6 17 
mutual belief 1086 
expression 1086 
mutual independence of each piece of evidence 358 
mutual-information-greedy learning algorithm 112 1 
mutually exclusive 186 
assumptions 683 
MYCIN, control structure of - 93 
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MYCIN expert system 237,683 
in medicine 132 
MYCIN, knowledge representation of - 93 
MYCIN system 93 
for bacteria identification 328 
MYCIN-like symptom-fault rules 297 
MYCROFT, system for understanding simple 
picture programs 73 
mythical causality 361 
myths about the mind 13161317 
N 
n-at-y constraints 1140 
n-person games 1194 
n-queens problem 952 
N-th order logic 603 
Nadel, Lynn 1048 
Nagel417 
naive 
ontology 636 
optimal strategy 562 
physics 291,492 
set theory 118 
name pronunciation 1368 
naming 
firs t-order logic for - 1168 
in epistemic logic 1168 
theories of - 1168 
Narendran, Kapur, - and Zhang 382 
narrative text 308 
representation system NEXUS 308 
narrow 
context, establishing a - 132 
domains I87 
range of hard problems 1303 
NASA 
EVAR robot 117 1 
space shuttle payload 955 
natural 
3D surfaces 364 
branches in the chess game tree 105 
computing networks 1041 
natural deduction 107 
system 213 
natural 
extension 1258 
figural completion 1260 
natural form of a nonmonotonic formalism 639 
representation of - 357 
natural forms, perceiving - 357 
reasoning about - 357 
natural 
grammars 1080 
imagery 456 
images 192 
intelligence 103 
natural language 1676,116, 125,129,216,401, 
636,895,923,1118, 1373 
analysis 65, 374, 513, 585 
and graphics generation 1058 
communication 71 
constructions, axiom sets for - 16 
comprehension 504 
generation 65,418,564 
natural language generator 923 
FIG 923 
natural language 
grammars in clausal logic, expression of - 
216 
inference 65 
input 125 
instructions 1166 
natural language interface 399,418, 1088 
system 399 
transportable - 399 
natural language 
interpretation 1088 
logic grammars for - 
medical records 129 
output generation of - 418 
natural language processing 66, 17 1, 223, 299, 399, 
904,1058,1073,1074,1118,1364, 
1371 
NLP 1364,1371 
systems 84 
natural language 
query system 226 
restricted subset of - 141 
sentences 636 
strings 109 
structure of - 895 
syntax 895 
systems 269 
temporal references in - 25 
text 239 
text, generating - 329 
natural language understanding 61, 111, 125,425, 
904,1006,1166 
project for German 904 
system 176 
natural language utterances 643, 923 
natural 
parameter for the traveling salesman 1405 
terrain, topography of - 569 
textures 192 
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TMS representation 450 
naturally 
occurrurg texts, analysis of - 329 
textured surfaces 565 
nature 
of competence 1011 
of defaults 449 
of heuristics 227, 246, 247 
of human intelligence 610 
Nau, Dana - 1107 
Nau’s pathology theorem 1107 
naval fleets, llesign of - 247 
navigating robot 1278 
navigation 1269 
robot -r 1278 
visual - 1278 
navigational path 1278 
navigator 12’78 
NC-resolution 208 
near optimal solution 248 
nearest world to the current one 441 
nearly independent subproblems 182 
necessary truth 1248 
necessitation rule for goals 1243 
necessity measures 65 1 
negamax algorithm 558 
negation 1069 
negation as ftilure 375,486,922, 1142, 1194 
rule 486 
negation 
of a polynomial equation 471 
of a prl3position 1055 
of a statement 1348 
restricting - 1117 
negative 
chair 1002 
goals 1234 
negative information 485,486,1119 
in databases 301 
negative 
introspection 461, IO86 
liter& 2 13 
phase of Boltzmann machine learning 907 
preconditions 1233 
set of trade-offs 1111 
negotiation 234,603 
compromise in - 1285 
contract - 234 
environments I352 
in real- world applications 1352 
mechanism, distributed - 1174 
mechanisms 1352 
model of - 1174 
multiagent - 1174 
problem 1285 
process 1174, 1285 
protocol 1285 
protocols, inter-agent - 1285 
strategies 1174 
neighborhood 
of the crossover point 1294 
semantics 1198 
neighboring surfaces 1077 
NEOMYCIN, expert system 679 
nested 
abnormality theories 1262 
structure 1262 
nesting of modal operators 1267 
network 
arc 337 
consistency algorithms 97,302,98X 
default theories 1343 
flow analysis 1391 
inference representations 379 
learning 515,595 
notation, extension to 84 
of binary constraints 894 
of facts 227 
of hypotheses 596 
of tolerance zones 483 
performance of the - 521 
propositions predicate calculus, translations 
of-84 
representations 679 
semantic - 5.50 
summarizing the mechanisms of disease 133 
theory 295 
training 5 15 
with randomly selected connection strengths 
614 
[See also “networks”] 
network-based heuristics 420 
networks 
artificial computing - 1041 
belief - 997 
bypassable - 82 
inheritance - 379 
learning of modular structured - 1214 
multi-layer modular - 1214 
natural computing - 1041 
networks of constraints 157,618,948 
sparse - 420 
networks 
of neuron-like processing units 521 
of plausible inference 616 
of relations 97 
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semantic - 84 
[See also “network”] 
neural assemblies 259 
neural computation 1044 
theory 1047 
neural 
connections 1048 
Darwinism 505 
mechanism of avoidance behavior 1208 
methods for theory construction 1370 
modeling 1045 
net model 590 
neural network 590,591,592,1135,1208, 1050, 
113.5, 1214 
large-scale - 1214 
neurobiological realities 1172 
neurobiology 1273 
neuron-like processing units, networks of - 521 
neuronal group selection 505 
neuroscience 1049 
new 
axioms invalidating old theorems 149 
domain objects, learning - 247 
evidence 366 
new heuristics 287 
by discovery 247 
discovering - 246 
learning - 247 
new 
mathematics concepts 247 
search algorithm 92 
Newborn 261 
scoring scheme 261 
Newell 610, 1011 
Newell, Allen 402, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 
1014, 1015, 1016,1017,1023, 1024 
Newell’s 
approach 1011 
behaviorist methodology 1011 
perspective 1011 
physical symbol system hypothesis 610 
Newtonian mechanics 640 
next generation of expert systems 291 
NEXUS 
narrative text representation system 308 
processing examples of - 308 
representations 308 
input and output 308 
Nguyen, H.T. 1030 
NIKL 
knowledge representation system 512 
logic computing system 501 
Nilsson 602 
A* algorithm of Hart, - and Raphael 2 15 
Duda, Hart and - 186,366,683 
Hart, - and Raphael 
Hart, - and Raphael algorithm 8 
Nilsson, Nils J. 175,489, 490 
Nilsson’s 
logic and artificial intelligence 602 
probabilistic logic 1124 
nipping 487 
Nisbett, Richard E. 537 
NLP, natural language processing 1364, 137 1 
NMR, non-monotonic reasoning 1384 
nodal bounds 138 
node consistency 934 
algorithms 302 
node 
expansion 252,487,559 
expansion of a - 370 
expansion, order of - 138 
expansions, tradeoff memory versus - 534 
generation 1128 
inconsistencies 97 
probabilities 1367 
tobeexpanded 1066 
node-by-node creation 1367 
nodes 
encode disjunctions of - 352 
expanded number of - 1128, 1305 
expanding - 965 
set of island - 370 
nogoods 653.1301 
noise 1279 
inherent in SAR imagery 569 
large amounts of - 1377 
modelling 1247 
reduction 1387 
uncertainty 1067 
noisy 
belief network 907 
inputs 614 
sensor readings 1387 
sensory data 574 
NOMAD-200 mobile robot 1232 
non set-of-support resolution strategies I8 1 
non-3-D line drawings 1260 
non-activity 28 1 
non-anthropomorphic method in vision 24 
non-Bayesian evidential updating 391 
non-classification problem-solving 342 
non-clausal theorem proving 208 
non-combinatorial match 1111 
non-condensed clause 963 
non-cooperative 
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domains 1285 
perfect-information games 615 
non-deterministic strategies 242 
[See also “nondetenninistic”] 
non-directional blocking graph 1153 
non-explicit knowledge into algorithms 45 
non-hierarchical association between concepts 342 
non-Horn deduction 1078 
parsing as - 1078 
non-independencies between nodes 527 
non-inferior sets of outcomes at the root node 1238 
non-interlaced image sequences 1281 
non-logical reasoning in intelligence 20 
non-manipulability 1353 
non-Markov decision processes 1165 
non-modular 
direct translation 1365 
translation 1365 
non-monotonic 
assumptions 1384 
formalisms 1384 
inference 1384 
non-monotonic logic 149 
of McDermott and Doyle 150 
non-monotonic logical systems 149 
non-monotonic logics 
history of - 149 
motivation for - 149 
non-monotonic 
modal logic 1032 
predicate calcuIus completeness of the - 149 
non-monotonic reasoning 147, 148, 338, 1138, 
1384 
computational complexity of - 1384 
mathematics of - 150 
NMR 1384 
[See also “nonmonotonic”] 
non-optimal algorithm 1125 
non-order-preserving 1342 
evaluation functions 1342 
non-parametric hypothesis testing 1363 
non-polynomial cases 139 1 
non-recursive PROLOG clauses 1187 
[See also “nonrecursive”] 
non-reified temporal logic 669 
non-relaxable time windows 1231 
non-resolution theorem proving 107 
non-serializable subgoals problems with - 319 
non-standard model theories 13 11 
[See also “nonstandard”] 
non-tempoml 
arguments 669 
terms 669 
[See also “nontemporal”] 
non-uniform 
branching factor 1066 
complexity classes 1384 
scaling 1310 
NON-VON 
architecture 398 
massively parallel machine 398 
non-wave-shaping admissible bidirectional 
algorithms 487 
non-well-founded mathematical object 1086 
nonclassical logics 1388 
noncopenetrability 492 
nondecreasing cost function 965 
nondeductive 
inferences 65 
reasoning systems 1378 
nondeterminism 2 I 1 
domains with - 1189 
nondeterministic 309 
actions 1183 
choices 951 
effects events with - 1189 
programming language 2 
nondeterministic programs 1 
correctness of - 1 
formalization of properties of - 
[See also “non-deterministic”] 
nonexistence 636 
of an overall optimal algorithm for search 
277 
representations of - 636 
nonexistent 
entities 636 
objects referring to - 1168 
nonfixated low-resolution scene parts 1284 
Nonlin planner 668 
nonlinear 
chaotic dynamics 661 
control design 1113 
partial differential equations 1221 
planner 1076 
nonlinear planning 
hierarchical - 896 
problems 530 
systems 1088 
nonlinear system of equations 1279 
nonlinear systems 540 
superposition for - 908 
nonlinear transform 262 
nonlinearity 530 
degrees of - 1372 
nonmonotonic 303 
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behavior 575 
consequence relation 890 
consequence relations 575 
equality 430 
form of reasoning 301 
format systems 4 I9 
formalisms 516,566,639 
hierarchies g98 
inductive logic 1201 
nonmonotonic inference 1038 
common-sense 372 
procedure 890 
relation 1038, 1057 
rules 649, 1404 
nonmonotonic inheritance 935, 1404 
hierarchies 898, 1205 
nonmonotonic justifications 352 
nonmonotonic logic 303,419,450,464,488,494, 
541.640.922.925, 1365, 1404 
of McDermott and Doyle 303,494 
propositional - 494, 1142 
restricted scope - 603 
nonmonotonic 
modal logic S4F 1089 
modal logics 1220 
nonmonotonic multiple inheritance 935 
reasoning 966 
nonmonotonic prediction 1178 
nonmonotonic reasoning 301, 303, 379, 395, 413, 
450.485.486, 549,575,630,633, 639, 
677,890,916,971, 1019. 1038,1057, 
1092, 1154, 1185, 1194,1288, 1375, 
1388 
expectations in - 1038 
formalisms 677 
ordering-based - 1057 
problematic cases of - 1092 
system Theorist 971 
systems 379 
nonmonotonic 
semantic networks 550 
solution 1189 
systems 379 
temporal reasoning 464 
theories 419 
truth maintenance systems 566 
weighted evaluation function 965 
[See also “non-monotonic”] 
nonmonotonicity 653,677, 1185 
in connectionist networks 1185 
logic of - 541 
of hierarchies 1205 
semantic account of - 549 
nonnormal default rules 450 
nonnormal defaults 352 
expressiveness of - 649 
justifications of - 649 
nonpathological game 229 
nonpolynomial worst-case response times 625 
nonpromising nodes 487 
nonrecursive 1081 
circumscription 5 11 
[See also “non-recursive”] 
nonrigid motion 456 
nonseparable circumscription 508 
nonserializable subgoals 1076 
nonstandard 
approach 1213 
probabilistic model 890 
propositional logic 1213 
stories 525 
nonstandard syntax 895 
for first-order logic 895 
[See also non-standard”] 
nontemporal default reasoning 450 
[See also “non-temporal”] 
nonterminal nodes 362 
nonterminating queries 536 
nontrivial reasoning in the presence of 
inconsistency 
1348 
nonuniform growth 447 
nonverbal reasoning 66 1 
norm 
directed actions 130 
of consistency 671 
normal defaults 352 
with prerequisites 397 
normal language use 135 
normality 1178 
conditional logics of - 1097 
statements of - 1097 
Norman, Donald A. 531 
normative conditional for default reasoning 1096 
Norvig 1098, 1099 
Norvig, Peter 1382 
Norvig’s paradigms of artificial intelligence 
programming 1098, 1099 
notation 
Hayes’ histories - 454 
resolution graph - 10 
noun 
altered forms of the - 76 
phrase 76.3 18 
noun-phrase reference 430 
determination 430 
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NP 963 
NP# P924 
NP-complete 158,566,567,618,687, 697, 928, 
929, 956,957, 1105, 1122. 1137. 1191, 
1197,1222,1225,1227, 1231, 1267, 
1343,1355 
problem 1122, 1294, 1303, 1405 
NP-completeness 1117 
of constraint satisfaction 1355 
of subsumption 687 
of the labeling problem 1137 
of the satisfiability problem 1267 
NP-hard 512, 553, 586.631.645, 919.924.966, 
1063, 1117, 1143, 1144, 1172, 1175, 
1197, 1205, 1248, 1295 
complexity class 924 
NP-hardness of the MAP finding problem 1175 
NPL, nonstandard propositional logic 1213 
nuclear 
probabilities 1377 
relationships 1283 
numerical shape 
from occluding boundaries 196 
from shading 196 
from shading, computing - 196 
numerical simulation 1156 
intelligent - 612 
of the planning process 1394 
numerical 
solution methods 957 
solver 957 
numerically stable algorithm 957 
kinds of predicates 636 
magnetic resonance spectra 263 
reactclrs 297 
null move 560 
quiescence 560 
null-window 
alpha&ta search 1374 
search 1374 
number 
of binary constraints 302 
of distinct intercity distances 1302 
of frames 440 
of instances of a concept 1385 
of nodes expanded 1128, 1305 
of postconditions 1117 
of preconditions 1117 
number of solutions 
expectation of the - 1300 
variance of the - 1300 
number restrictions, qualified - 1385 
number theory 140,247 
theory, formal - 1055 
numbers 57 
numeric 
laws ij23 
quantifiers 1379 
representations 578 
numerical 
computations 1113 
exact value propagation 950 
indices 52 
information 1283 
instab’ilities 957 
labels 199 
0 
O-Plan 
open planning architecture 668 
user interface 668 
OBJZLIX, real behavior-based robot 903 
OBJ language 473 
object 
boundaries 195 
coordinates 1274 
features 273 
identification 139, 1274 
language 1404 
object level 242 
strategies 242 
object 
location 1274 
models, index a library of - 1271 
oriented programming 190.93 1 
object recognition 393,571,574, 1310 
geometric invariance approach to - 127 1 
object 
related misconceptions 533 
representations 219 
shapes 915 
similarity, human notions of - 1037 
space 54 
object theory 125 1 
mechanized - 125 1 
object trajectory, expectations of - 1289 
[See also “objects”] 
objective 
function 241, 279, 1367 
knowledge 1163 
probabilities 
abjectness 357 
objects 
opaque - 571 
with curved surfaces 322 
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[See also “object”] 
obligation operators 93 1 
obligations 931 
observation 1178 
by assuming hypotheses proving an - 1034 
observations 133,663, 1397 
axioms, encoding - 1183 
explanations for - 971 
imprecise - 1338 
of a patient 133 
observed 
and correct system behavior, discrepancy 
between the 395 
data 400 
distribution of problems 1033 
intensity 102 
texture 484 
variation 192 
observer motion, control of - 1275 
obstacles 667 
cancellation of 579 
obstructive situations 189 
Occam’s razor 150, 1396 
occluded objects 574 
occluding boundary 156, 196,1001 
information 196 
occluding 
contour 193,273,1275 
objects, scenes with multiple - 96 
occlusion 273,393,.532, 1274 
occupancy, spatial - 1224 
occur check 536 
occurrence of events 394 
odd 
cycles 1191 
loops 653 
odds-likelihood Bayesian scheme 683 
ODE, ordinary differential equations 1215 
Odyssey 
design of - 190 
implementation of - 190 
knowledge-based assistant 190 
off-line compilation process 1227 
design I160 
design of social laws 1160 
preprocessing 1264 
reasoning 1264 
time 1358 
off-path preemption 966 
offering 93 1 
office environments 605 
intelligent creatures in standard - 605 
office information system 190 
offset in time 128 1 
01s 
open information systems 603 
semantics 603 
semantics for DA1 603 
OILS, open information system semantics 604 
omega-categorical relation algebra 1290 
omitted heuristics 287 
omniscience problem, logical - 1213 
on-line 
complexity 1264 
efficiency 1264 
on-path preemption 966 
one--machine minimum penalty job sequencing 
problems 1342 
one-parameter bifurcations 612 
one-way coercion of representation, implicit - 473 
ongoing interpretation of a sentence 595 
only knowing 1256 
ontic knowledge representation system for 
mathematics 1042 
ontological 
commitments 291,408,1193 
grounds 1246 
problems 636 
ontology 1246 
naive - 636 
representation - 1196 
Russell-Quine - 636 
temporal - 546 
opaque 
objects 571 
objects bounded by smooth surfaces 571 
circumscription 5 11 
default theories 1188 
information system semantics 603 
planning architecture, O-plan 668 
regions separated by boundaries 295 
systems semantics 604 
operating 
modes 665 
regions, device - 295 
operation 
of a circuit 294 
of contraction 1254 
operational 
activities in OIS 603 
definition of causal ordering 1083 
research codes 1 I9 
operationality 443 
assessment schemes 443 
operations 
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arithmetical - 1141 
on fmite bases 1254 
operations research 250,278,668 
optimization tools of - 1034 
operator 
combination methods 53 
decomposability 3 19 
preconditions criticality of - 1394 
set 930 
operators 
for capability 93 1 
for decision 931 
for obligation 931 
OPM. blackboard control system for multiple-task 
planning 327 
Oppen, Huet and - 382 
opposing bounds 560 
OPS5 
production systems 398 
Rete algorithm 695 
OPT algorithm of Bohanec and Bratko 1308 
OPT-2 
algorithm for optimal pruning of decision 
trees 1308 
compl,exity of - 1308 
optical flow 197,273,417, 1000 
algorithm 197 
estimation 417 
estimation approach 417 
estimation of - 1281 
estimators 1281 
field 1279 
pattern 197 
optimal admissible tree search 33 1 
optimal algorithm 
AC-4 of Mohr and Henderson 934 
for search nonexistence of an overall - 277 
optimal 
allocations 1227 
arc consistency algorithm 688 
assignments 578 
backprojection problems 587 
backtrack algorithm 1146 
behavior 1164 
clause condensing 963 
combination of features 452 
composition of real-time systems 1227 
optimal compression 1105 
of propositional Horn production rule 
knowledge bases 1105 
optimal computational strategies 641 
optimal cost 
path 370 
solution 650, 1054 
optimal 
derivation strategies 645 
directional algorithm 6 15 
goal nodes 1305 
gruence 1387 
in time complexity 354 
interpretation of au unknown utterance 215 
k-consistency algorithm 529 
knowledge base 1105 
linear-time algorithms 585 
order 432 
ordering 257 
optimal path 248. 547, 1278 
problems 475 
optimal plan 
findingan -919 
merging algorithm 920 
optimal 
policy 1239 
problem-solving search 72 
pruning of decision trees 1308 
refinement algorithm 1359 
schemata 961 
search strategies 215 
sequence of tests 1399 
solution to a relaxed model 9 14 
strategies 1259 
optimal uniprocessor algorithm 953 
for constraint satisfaction 953 
optimal worst-case time 
complexity 1125 
and space complexity 529 
optimality 1121 
of A* 95 
of alpha-beta pruning 75 
of iterative deepening 1202.1337 
optimally refining sociopathic knowledge bases 
1143 
optimization 
criteria 1242 
of communication 1358 
of Pearl’s method of conditioning 1253 
preferences 1242 
problem, constrained - 279 
problem, unconstrained - 279 
problems 119 
techniques 1387 
tools of operations research 1034 
optimizations 
domain-specific - 953 
on programs 9 1 
optimized 
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arc consistency algorithms 953 
sensor settings 1277 
optimizing 
function 1259 
search 1172 
transformations 238 
OR problem graph 97 
oracle 686 
orbital dynamics 1171 
orbiting space station 117 1 
order 432 
generalization algorithms for - 1094 
linear- 1110 
order of magnitude 
approximations 1338 
equations 657 
estimates 1221 
reasoning 657, 1272 
reasoning, asymptotic - 1221 
scales 657 
order 
of node expansion 138 
of training examples 432 
of value assignments 420 
preserving 1342 
relation on equivalence classes of arguments 
680 
relations 12 17 
order-sorted 
algebra 473 
logic 904 
predicate logic 904 
resolution, extended - 904 
ordered 
domains 1355 
field 473 
monotonicity property 1103 
ordered search 56 
of MIN/MAX trees 56 
ordered set 126 
enumerations 126 
of actions 1399 
operations 126 
ordered-search algorithm 87 
ordering among 
interpretations 678 
models change of - 698 
ordering 118 
assembly operations 1153 
causal - 1144 
conjunctive queries 323 
constraint, generalized - 440 
of action, temporal - 1170 
of default statements 455 
of inferences 1193 
on explanations, preference - 1178 
optimal - 257 
relation 57, 301 
relation on interpretations 301 
rules, heuristic - 323 
ordering-based nonmonotonic reasoning 1057 
ordinal 
conditional functions 651 
numbers 118 
relations 293 
representation 414 
ordinary 
backtracking 249 
circumscription 630 
ordinary differential equations 612 
ODE 1215 
parameterized - 540 
organic chemistry 1370 
analysis of C- 13 263 
organic 
compounds, complex - 134 
molecules, complex - 263 
organization 
of data 954 
of expert systems 982 
of knowledge 82 
of knowledge, human - 82 
of movement 289 
organizational prescriptions 210 
organized StNCtUTS of vertices edges and faces 139 
organizing domain models 659 
orientation 262,265 
constraints 194 
estimation of surface - 1026 
estimator 587 
from texture 192, 283 
of a textured plane 587 
of planes 262 
of the camera 127 1 
planar surface - 565 
surface - 194,195,273,283 
[See also “‘orientations”] 
orientational errors 1278 
orientations 139, 268 
at occluding boundaries 265 
of surface patches 196 
surface - 1001 
[See also “orientation”] 
oriented 
elements 587 
smoothness approach 417 
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Origami 
theor]/ 204 
world, theory of - 156 
original behavior 570 
origins 
of human knowledge 524 
of knowledge 524 
of thinking 1052 
Omstein, Robert 1052 
orthogonality 484 
orthographic projection 205,279 
Ortony, Andrew 694 
OSCAR 913 
automated defeasible reasoner 1092 
oscillating 
springiblock system 465 
system 465 
oscillation 291 
Othello game 
4x4- 362 
Othello 
game of - 452.1344 
patterns 556 
program 230 
program, world class - 556 
programs, BILL, IAGO 556 
other agent 1352 
outright con&adictions 671 
Ovchinnikov, S. 1030 
overall direction of a path 268 
overconstrained 357 
plan 336 
problems 1299 
overgeneral theories 1101 
overlapping 
gray scale images 1387 
of objects 322 
P 
P, class of polynomial-time deterministic sequential 
algorithms 585 
P#NP966 
#P-complete 577 
P-defining theories, completeness of - 970 
PA, point algebra 1169 
PA- 
disjunctions 1169 
relations 1169 
PAC-learnability results 1201 
PAC-learnable 1201 
langua.ge 1187 
PAC-leaming 1121, 1187 
non-recursive PROLOG clauses 1187 
packing 1170 
painting story program 136 
pair algebras 1290 
with infinite representations, intractability of 
1290 
pair of time points 632,669 
pairs of sensed features 13 10 
Palm, Giinther 259 
Palmer, Richard G. 1044 
PALO, probabilistic hill-climbing algorithm 1288 
PA0 
as a learning algorithm 1259 
search algorithm for approximately optimal 
strategies 1259 
Pao, Y.-H. 258 
Papadimitriou 
Kirousis and - 1137 
Kolaitis and - 1403 
paradigm 
constraint logic programming - 948 
for heuristic problem solving 17 
for reasoning by analogy 17 
intelligent - 343 
paradigms 
for machine learning 5 17 
of artificial intelligence programming 1098, 
1099 
PARADISE, pattern recognition applied to 
directing 
search 164,206 
paradox 301 
lottery - 638, 1092 
of the preface 1092 
parallel algorithm 1102 
SIMD - 1018 
parallel approach to syntax for generation 923 
parallel complexity 585 
of constraint networks 1120 
of discrete relaxation 585 
parallel computers 674 
parallel constraint satisfaction 1102 
networks 1120 
parallel 
cooperative computation, massively - 273 
game tree search algorithms 674 
heuristic search 1018 
image understanding algorithms 255 
parallel implementation 
of a learning classifier system ALECSYS 
1152 
of iterative-deepening-A* 972 
parallel 
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implementations 932, 1111 
interactions, harmful - 274 
local search 1185 
machines for artificial intelligence 398 
marker-passing architecture 550 
parallel network 5 15 
massively - 514 
parallel 
predicate circumscription 516 
processes 199 
processing 106 
projection 440 
random access machine 1102 
representation 67 
parallel search 67 
algorithms 1018 
for patterns 337 
parallel 
solution for achieving local consistency 585 
version of IDA* 1018 
parallelism 484, 953 
implicit - 1072 
in alpha-beta search 221 
in vision 255 
Paramax Systems Corporation 1079 
parameter 
describing problem structure 1298 
for the traveling salesman, natural - 1405 
parameter learning 
algorithms for - 1410 
in Bayesian networks 1410 
parameter 
nets 273 
optimization 241 
parameter space 48 1 
affne - 48 1 
projective - 48 1 
parameter values 1293 
model - 1310 
parameter vector 241 
[See also “parameters”] 
parameterized 
algorithms 534 
equations 540 
interlingual approach 1080 
linear evaluation function 241 
modular structuring 473 
modules 473 
ordinary differential equations 540 
transformations 1310 
parameters 293, 465 
of objects 1083 
problem-independent - 36 
[See also “parameter”] 
parametric 
approach to data analysis 1363 
objects 1310 
paramodulation 9, 22 
paranoia 
artifical - I I 
computer simulation of - I I 1 
simulation model, interviews with the - 34 
paranoid 
input+utput behavior 11 
model 34 
patients 34 
paranoid processes, naturally occurring - 34 
simulation of - 34 
paraphrase methods of Russell and Quine 636 
parity problem 1214 
parkway traversals 1278 
parse tree 378 
parser 
for the preference semantics system 135 
Marcus - 425 
partial - 260 
transition network - 28 
parsers 
context-free grammar - 1356 
taggers for - 1356 
parsimonious causal explanations 1144, 1272 
parsing 111,239,260,294,904, 1073.1078, 1118 
accuracy 1356 
algorithm, graph - 582 
algorithms 1118 
an example 378 
as deduction 1059 
as non-Horn deduction 1078 
bidirectional - 1118 
methods 111,260 
performance 1356 
technique 582 
traditional - 111 
Parsons, Meinongian theory of - 636 
part structure of three-dimensional forms 357 
partial 
and incorrect proofs 1071 
consistency handling 1388 
constraint satisfaction 949 
partial decision procedure 466, 1063 
for the temporal projection problem 1063 
incompleteness of the - 1063 
partial derivatives 58 1 
partial differential equations 417 
nonlinear - 1221 
partial envisionment 908 
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partial evaluation 9 1,467,1004 
PE lCO4 
partial evaluator 91 
interpretive - 91 
ptial 
functions 1180 
information 303, 1124 
initial states 1234 
knowledge 1351 
matching 5 14 
models 1221 
partial orda 
game tree search 1238 
planner, hierarchical - 973 
planners 1380 
planning 1076, 1229.1248 
representation 1076 
search algorithm 1238 
partial 
ordeting planning framework 1094 
parser 260 
plans. reusing - 520 
progmm 3 16 
solutions 1231 
partially 
achieved goals 1285 
implil:it 1 11 
instantiated plans 1129 
partially ordered 
and partially instantiated plans 1094 
events 466.1063 
plans 274,920, 1129 
search spaces 72 
set 25; 
partially reduced plan 896 
particle 
on a complex path 120 
physics 1376 
reactions 1376 
partition 254 
automorphism - 254 
of the. mechanism configuration space 665 
partitioning 
a problem into subproblems 576 
of the picture 7 
the pairwise configuration spaces 665 
vertex - 254 
ptiitions 913 
Parts 
interactions 1153 
of speech 1356 
part-whole hierarchies 591 
PAS-I, knowledge state description program 23 
PASCAL programs 544 
passing messages, patterns of - 106 
passive 
data structure 337 
stereo paradigm 1284 
past experience, regularities from - 231 
Pastor, Tretiak and - 417 
path back to the goal 1128 
path consistency 354, 1357 
path consistency algorithm 97,302,457,632 
PC-3 457 
path consistency 529,928 
algorithm of Han and Lee 529 
computation 928 
directional - 1110 
problem 354 
path 
consistent version of the network 1350 
finding in a graph 6 
finding problem 6 
in a graph, finding a - 1359 
inconsistencies 97 
lengths of 5-men endgames 562 
path planning 320 
in frogs 1208 
problem 475 
path traversal of the envisionment space 908 
path-based 
defeasible inheritance 966 
inheritance 898 
theories 1404 
theory 898 
pathological behavior 229 
pathologies in chess endgames 562 
pathology 229 
causes of - 253 
game-tree - 1107 
in game searching 243 
in games, causes of - 229 
on game trees 253 
search-depth - 243 
theorems 1107 
pathophysiological states 133 
pathway hypotheses 1039 
patient monitoring 1157 
pattern 
behavior - 1152 
brightness - 197 
classification 452,907 
description languages 14 
description of a - 14 
directed inference systems 144 
formation 241 
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frequency, inference - 1219 
genera&&ion 14 
graph - 1219 
knowledge 493 
match problem 219 
matcher 57.2 19 
pattern matching 111 
algotithm, linear - 167 
process 337 
programs 70 
rules 109 
of changing intensity 289 
optical flow - 197 
pattern recognition 114, 174,241,493,590,592 
applied to directing search 206 
machinery, associative - 592 
system 114 
pattern 
recognizers 493 
representations 219 
stored - 111 
[See also “patterns”] 
pattern-directed invocation demons 1 I2 
pattern-driven rules 473 
pattern-seeking 65 
patterned phrases 111 
patterns 309, 493, 556, 118 1 
arbitrary association of - 695 
description language for - 114 
discovering - 309 
in chess 164 
in commonsense reasoning 118 1 
inference - 1219 
learning structures of visual - 642 
likely - 493 
of behavior 1236,1289 
of functional application 116 
patterns of interaction 1211 
in an environment, inherent - 1211 
patterns 
of passing messages 106 
of reasoning 549, 1378 
of states in a network 133 
parallel search for - 337 
two-dimensional - 495 
Paul 382 
PAULI, machine discovery program 1376 
payoffs, true terminal - 243 
PC-3, path consistency algorithm - 457 
PE partial evaluation 1004 
PE-based analyzer of problem space definitions 
STATIC 1004 
PIVEBL systems, hybrid - 1004 
Pearl 437 
Dechter and - 1146 
Pearl, Judea 616 
Pearl, Kim and - 626 
Pearl’s 
game 229 
method of conditioning 1253 
probabilistic-inference algorithm 644 
PEBL, plausible explanation-based learning 955 
PECOS, system for implementing abstract 
algorithms 140 
PED, extension of explanation-based learning 1007 
Pednault, Zucker and Muresan 366,683 
penalty, minimum - 1342 
Penberthy and Weld 1380 
Penrose, Roger - 932 
perceiving 
3D scenes 54 
natural forms 357 
perception 1077 
active - 1171 
Al contributions to - 320 
and action 605 
connectionist theories of - 255 
human - 59 
human motion - 289 
human visual - 1260 
learning and control 606 
motion - 1279 
multi-level - 414 
of multiple objects 1051 
of shapes 1077 
of similarity 1037 
of structure from motion, human - 222 
problems of - 357 
selective - 1277 
simulation of - 20 
spatial arrangements for - 1170 
system, general - 1277 
systems with action-oriented - 1208 
to action, connection of - 320 
perceptual 
and motor schemas, interaction of - 1208 
attention, control of 1277 
perceptual conditions 1209 
tracking of - 1209 
perceptual 
errors 1176 
information 1176 
judgments, human - 364 
organization 357,393 
routines I277 
strategies 28 
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strategy 1157 
systems 1186 
targets 1277 
Pereira, F. 216 
Pereira, Fernando C.N. 513 
perfect 
information games 615 
knowledge 562 
logical reasoning 13 11 
model semantics 639 
reasoners 1213 
perfect relaxation algorithms 618 
efficient - 618 
perfect syntnctic form 125 
perfectly clustered data 8 
performance 
data 1011 
demands 295 
diagnostic - 1377 
guarantees 1161 
measure 238,241 
measurements 1374 
modeling 1011 
of a problem solver 1363 
of decision-making procedures 1090 
of GSP 39 
of the network 521 
of the Othello program IAGO 230 
potential 555 
prediction 1210 
results of PRODIGY 519 
studies of game searching algorithms 
empirical - 240 
tradeoffs 1229 
performing inference 591 
perimeter 
node 1128 
node’s state descriptor 1128 
of nodes 1128 
perimeter search 1128 
algorithm 1266 
algorithm BIDA* 1266 
efficiency of - 1128 
period of an oscillating system 465 
periodic 3051 
periodicity 484, 540 
peripheral system 605 
Perlis 677 
permitted intervals 632 
permutation of the labels 1122 
perpetually Inovel events 522 
persistence of effects over time 394 
personality traits 
analysis of - I7 1 
model of - 171 
person-machine interface, extended - 269 
perspective 
distortions 1269 
images, interpreting - 262 
imaging 265 
projection 205,262,279,484, 1026 
projections of polyhedral scenes 1137 
perspective view 1026, 1271 
of three-dimensional objects 322 
perspective viewing 469 
perspectives, multiple - 659 
perturbations 465 
extreme - 570 
local - 502 
phase diagrams 612 
phase portrait 1215 
automatic analysis of the topological 
structure 
ofa- 
phase space 1113, 1215 
representation of dynamic systems theory 
551 
phase transition 1184, 1297, 1300, 1301, 1302, 
1304 
analyses 1303 
behavior in CSPs 1296 
easy-hard-easy - 1199 
phenomena, ubiquity of - 1405 
search .- 1294,1295, 1296,1298, 1300, 1405 
TSP - 1405 
phase transitions 412, 1292, 1293, 1305 
in binary constraint satisfaction problems 
1296 
in nature 412 
of NP-hard problems 
universality of - 1292 
phase-space structure, qualitative - I1 13 
phenomena 
collective - 1041 
cooperative - 1041 
self-organizing - 1041 
pheromone grandisol, insect - 134 
philosophy 20,90,217,272,372 
of science 523 
of the behaviorists 1172 
Phoenix planner 1236 
phonetic transcription 50 
phonological information 49 
phonology 1059 
photo-interpretation 104 
photometric 
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distortions 1276 
stereo 195 
photometry 194 
phrase 
interpretations 643 
structure trees 427 
physical 
behavior, global - 492 
criticalities 1153 
curves 193 
domains 660 
knowledge 111 
laws 581,1378 
mechanisms 291 
obstacles 476 
process 292,581,659 
reasoning 292,477 
surface 193 
symbol system hypothesis, Newell’s - 6 10 
system behavior 663 
physical systems 290, 656 
reasoning about - 1083 
simulating complex - 918 
physical variables 581 
physical world 660, 1144 
reasoning about the - 1114 
physically plausible 289 
physics 357 
models 1196 
naive - 492 
qualitative - 492 
quantitative - 492 
pi-clauses 67 
pi-representation, parallel representation 67 
pictorial organization 691 
picture 
corners 42 
drawing programs 73 
picture interpretation 14 
task 14 
picture 
junctions 42 
partitioning of a - 7 
pictures of polyhedral scenes, interpreting - 42 
piece of evidence 626 
piecewise linear 
approximations 540 
differential equations 1215 
reasoner 540 
pigmentation marking 193 
pig&tic level 1065 
Pinker, Steven 568 
pinpoints, finitely many - 1403 
PIP, expert system in medicine 132 
PIPE, pipelined image processing engine 1278 
pipeline image processor 1274 
pipelined image processing engine, PIPE 1278 
pitch accent in context 1060 
place vocabulary 573,666 
Plan 
calculus 582 
causal structure 1129 
comprehension 189 
concepts 1339 
plan failures 583,973, 1236 
causes of - 1236 
Plan 
for subgoals 1230 
formulation 189 
generalization 1129 
generalized STRIPS - 36 
plan generation 1129, 1235, 1248 
algorithm 1211 
Plan 
hierarchical - 62 1 
inconsistent - 336 
inferring an agent’s - 1006 
instances 1339 
loosely constrained initial - 336 
plan merging 920 
algorithm, optimal - 920 
algorithms for - 920 
theory of - 920 
plan moditication 896, 1129, 1303, 1361 
conservative - 1235 
incremental - 896 
system 896 
Plan 
of measurements and actions 957 
overconstrained - 336 
plan query language 1088 
PQL 1088 
plan reasoning 1197 
taxonomic - 1339 
plan recognition 1006 
Bayesian model of .- 1006 
Bayesian network 1006 
problem 130 
Plan 
reliable - 1232 
representations 1076 
plan reuse 896, 1235 
systems 1235 
versus plan generation 1235 
Plan 
space 1380 
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structure 130 
subsumption algorithms for - 1339 
synthesis 82 
synthesizer 82 
taxonomy 1339 
plan validation 
computational complexity of - 1063 
tractability of - 1063 
[See also “plans”, “planner”, “planning”] 
plan-based integration 1058 
planar 
face 1137 
graph 302 
objects 139,322 
patches 1310 
surface orientation 565 
surfaces 192, 195,484 
plane 
equation approach 205 
Euclidlean geometry 471 
plane geomary 473 
portion of - 4 
theorem prover 63 
theorem proving 62 
plane surface:s model of the world, collection of - 
204 
planned behavior 1241 
planner 1228, 1229, 1236,1239,1345 
antagonist constraints in a - 336 
behavior 1236 
case-based - 583 
continuous domain - 1033 
for gene-cloning experiments, MOLGEN 182 
hierarchical partial order - 973 
implemented approximation to an ideal - 
1033 
implemented least-commitment -, 
BURIDAN 
1240 
interval temporal logic based - 1211 
iterative - 336 
Nonlin O-Plan 668 
Phoenix - 1236 
PLANNER, problem solving system 234 
planner 
search..based - 1228 
sound and complete - 1232 
planner’s interaction with its environment 1236 
planners 1076, 1236 
case-based - 1230 
hierarchical - 182 
partial order - 1380 
text - 1085 
traditional - 1033 
[See also “plan”, “planning”, “plans”] 
planning 51, 183, 189,284,285,356, 372,441, 
504,563,583,585,621,667,919,958, 
973,1076,1103,1129,1133,1159, 
1169, 1170,1200, 1232,1235,1239, 
1241,1248,1282,1294,1303,1361 
abstraction hierarchies in - 1394 
planning algorithm 
MP - 1129 
MP-I - 1129 
TWEAK 404 
planning algorithms 914.1076, 1129,1229 
planning 
and control, unified - 1228 
and execution, interleaving - 547 
and problem solving 1090 
and reasoning with processes program 
EXCALIBUR 973 
applications 1114 
approximate - 1230 
as refinement search 1229 
as search 407 
automated space - 39 
BUILD - 47 
classical - 1229 
collaborative - 1362 
collision-free motions 476 
complexity of blocks-world - 919 
computational complexity of - 1063 
decidability of - 1233 
decisions 896 
deductive - 1361 
dialogues, collaborative - 1362 
domain independent - 1117,1380, 1233 
domains 681 
efficient general purpose - 404 
planning effort 
avoiding repetition of - 896 
repetition of - 1235 
planning 
for conjunctive goals 404, 1248 
for rapid prototyping 1153 
formalisms 1234 
planning framework 
partial ordering - 1094 
total ordering - 1094 
planning 
from second principles 1361 
hierarchical nonlinear - 896 
improving efficiency of - 896 
in a dynamic world 28 1 
in continuous domains 1033 
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in stochastic domains 1239 
instance 1303 
intractable - 1117 
literature 9 19 
machine - 583 
planning, motion - 392, 474, 667 
strategies 667 
planning 
of assembly algorithms 1153 
operators 1233 
partial-order - 1076, 1229, 1248 
paths 392 
paths through the scene 376 
probabilistic - 1240 
planning problems 323,956, 1117. 1223, 1233, 
1234 
nonlinear - 530 
representation of - 1223 
robot - 530 
planning process 136 1 
incremental - 1058 
simulation of the - 1394 
planning, process - 336 
planning program 183 
domain-independent - 274 
planning 
propositional STRIPS - 1117 
propositional - 1234 
real-life - 336 
real-time - 1164 
realization regime 564 
referring expressions 3 18 
refinement - 1229 
research, domain-independent - 404 
robot motion - 477 
routes through uncertain territory 268 
sentence - 1085 
situation, changed - 896 
skeletal - 342 
spatial - 392 
standard treatment of - 1211 
strategies 171 
strategy 973 
STRIPS - 1117 
planning system47, 668, 1088, 1230, 1361, 1380, 
1386 
ALPINE- 1103 
planning 
task 182 
theory, validation-structure-based - 896 
time 1033.1239 
tractable - 1117 
under time constraints in stochastic domains 
1239 
with constraints 182 
within a manipulation system 201 
[See also “plan”, “planner”, “plans”] 
plans 73,921, 1339 
classification of - 1339 
collaborative - 135 1 
executing generalized robot - 36 
first-order representation of - 430 
for manufacturing parts 336 
hierarchical - 274 
in a chess program 105 
in chess 164 
inferring properties of - 1223 
justifying - 1129 
learning generalized robot - 36 
of mechanical parts, machining - 336 
of other agents 176 
partially instantiated - 1129 
partially ordered - 274,920, 1129 
real-time control - 1161 
representing - 1223 
sequential - 1361 
structure of - 896 
synthesis - 134 
that fail, explaining - 583 
that fail, repairing - 583 
[See also “plan”, “planner”, “planning”] 
plausibility 1096, 1178 
judgements, intuitive - 401 
values 577 
plausible 
causes 1250 
definitions 246 
events 1250 
plausible explanation-based learning 955 
PEBL 955 
plausible 
explanations 955 
hypotheses 246 
implementations 238 
inference 419,616 
interpretations 203, 1186 
minimax values 559 
model 593 
next events 309 
paths 227 
reasoning 183 
sequence continuation 309 
playing strength 556 
of chess programs 555 
playrooms 1170 
Plotkin 672 
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PLR, piecewise linear reasoner automatic analysis 
program 540 
plurality quantifiers 401 
logic of - 401 
pn-search 1066 
implem~sntation of - 1066 
Poggio 
Marrand- 
Yuille and - 440 
POINCARE, automatic system for analyzing 
oneparameter autonomous planar 
systems 612 
point algebra 956 
PA 1169 
relations 1169 
Vilain and Kautz’s - 632 
point navigation problem 392 
point-based 
framework 956 
temporal disjoinmess 1197 
pointwise circumscription 
completeness of - 1403 
extension of .- 1403 
Lifschiti:‘s - 1403 
poker, draw - 3 
policy 1239 
political conflicts 189 
POLITICS, program for understanding political 
conflicts 189 
POLITICS sys tern 17 1 
Pollack, Jordan B. 1047 
Pollack, Martha E. 968 
Pollack’s definction of individual plans 1351 
Pollock 680, 108 1 
Pollock, John 624 
pollution of the search space 90 
Poly, Mackworth’s program - 205 
Polya 227 
heuristic,5 3 
POLYFACT, learning program 86 
polygon 1137 
polygonal regions 482 
polyhedra 96 
recognition of - 41 
polyhedral 
moving object 392 
objects 279 
scene 1137 
scenes, pictures of - 42 
surface 572 
polyhedron assumption 279 
polymorphic type system 288 
for PROLOG 288 
polymorphism 288 
polynomial 526 
average time 249 
complexity 924, 1137, 1232 
equation 471 
inequation 471 
irreducible factors of a - 86 
network consistency algorithms 988 
run-time growth rate 1034 
scaling of the average search cost 1184 
search complexity 232 
polynomial solvability 1391 
of cost-based abduction 1391 
polynomial time 254.466.577, 585,632,671,693, 
924,954,957, 1117, 1201, 1225, 1239, 
1248, 1357, 1381 
algorithm 1122,1144,1350,1355 
algorithm for geometric constraint 
satisfaction 957 
complexity 1102 
computable 898 
decidable 895 
partial decision procedure 466 
relative approximation algorithm 924 
polynomial transformations 1234 
polynomially solvable 1137 
polynomials 40 
with integer coefficients 86 
polytree algorithm 626 
of Kim and Pearl 626 
revised - 626 
Poole 680 
a.o., David - 971 
systems 1038 
pooling of evidence 6 19 
POP1 plans, partially ordered and partially 
instantiated plans 1094 
population 1072 
size 1306 
populations, convergent .- 1390 
position 
estimate 1284 
of the camera 1271 
sensing 1232 
uncertainty 477 
values 560 
position-free incidence structure 279 
positional 
analysis, limited - 30 
errors 1278 
games 35 
positioning 1269 
problem 1269 
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understanding - 1283 
positive 
formulas 1403 
literals 213 
preconditions 1117 
possibilistic logic 651, 1388 
qualitative - 1388 
possibilistic reasoning 1388 
possibility 461 
conditional - 1388 
measures 651, 1258 
measures of - 206 
theory 444,651, 1258, 1388 
possible 
completion paths 1260 
correctness generalization, algorithms for - 
1094 
hypotheses 453 
interpretations, infinity of - 203 
performance elements I288 
referents 65 
truth 1248 
possible worlds 448 
approach 441 
semantics 409,455,697,1151,1154, 1168, 
1243 
style semantics 405 
postconditions 1303 
numberof- 1117 
posterior marginal distribution 626 
posterior probabilities 598 
estimating - 1397 
posterior probability of an hypothesis 358 
given evidence 1263 
postulates 599 
rationality - 1375 
potential 
actions 327 
faults 1399 
histories 464 
method 481 
solutions, multiple - 351 
potentially 
faulty rules 107 1 
qualified by general constraints 448 
poverty conjecture 666 
power of sensor systems 1177 
PQL, plan query language 1088 
practical 
implementations 1353 
learning systems 1288 
pragmatic 
aspects of a conversation 564 
circumstances 564 
constraints. 596 
information 49 
relevance 596 
pragmatics 564, 1059 
local - 1059 
Pratt’s dynamic logic 1243 
prearrangement of variables in a linear order 1110 
pre-assembly sub-structures 47 
pre-defined program segments 153 
pre-enumerated set of solutions 342 
pre-ordering, total - 1057 
pre-orderings, incompletely specified - 1057 
pre-processing text - 1073 
pre-programmed knowledge 538 
pre-segmention into constituent phrases 595 
precedence relationships 78 
precedents 23 1 
precision 1124 
levels 657 
of inferences 363 
preclusion 1404 
precompiled relations between knowledge items 
1155 
precondition 1303 
preconditions, number of - 1117 
precursor models 1239 
predicate 488 
predicate calculus 16, 84, 90, 187,208, 401,913, 
1379 
as a deep structure in question-answering 
programs 16 
completeness of non-monotonic - 149 
databases 394 
first-order - 5, 10, 19,67,575,948 
literah 94 
translations of network propositions 84 
typed - 347, 1180 
with equality 22 
predicate 
circumscription 5 16,699 
completion 5 11 
predicate logic 314, 925, 1379 
first-order - 1246 
inductive - 55 
order-sorted - 904 
subtypes 1180 
predicate symbols 345 
varying - 345 
predicate’s dependence on time 669 
predicates 507, 1233, 1246 
circumscribing - 338 
conjunctive normal form - 249 
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dyadic - 1379 
evaluation of - 9 15 
extranuclear kinds of - 636 
fixed - 516,699 
floating - 699 
monadic - 1379 
nuclear kinds of - 636 
random - 249 
recursive - 536 
varying - 699 
predication 
of a syntactic item 216 
sortal “’ 904 
predict changes in images 54 
predicted 
and observed behavior, differences between - 
528 
behavior 396 
value 1397 
predicting 
consequences 1250 
how a system will react to perturbations in its 
parameters 465 
intonahonal prominence 1060 
machine behavior 1156 
the appearances of novel views 1269 
the behavior of mechanisms 293 
the mutagenic activity of small molecules 
1370 
prediction 120 
prediction 
algorithm for - 971 
based on the expected number of solutions 
1300 
graphs 201 
in the mechanics world 120 
in Theorist 971 
nonmonotonic - 1178 
of a machine’s long-term behavior 1156 
of image features 201 
of the location of the hardest problems 1296 
prediction problem 640 
extended - 454, 464 
prediction 
rules 293 
skeptical - 971 
task 454 
within il vision system 201 
predictions 29 1, 394, 1136 
top-down - 260 
predictive 
explanations 1178 
power of theories 1370 
scheduling 1242 
search techniques 1228 
predictive value 580 
maximization PVM 580 
predictor 1280 
preemption 966 
on-path or off-path - 966 
preference 436,557 
criterion 1145 
for simpler hypotheses 460 
implicit - 1145 
logic 541, 1243 
operators, two-place - 1243 
ordering on explanations 1178 
preference semantics 922 
Shoham’s - 1089 
system 65, 135 
[See also “preferences”] 
preference-based efault theories 633 
preferences 1353 
between compromises 336 
optimization - 1242 
[See also “preference”] 
preferential 
consequence relations 890 
framework 633 
logic 675 
model, ranked - 890 
models 575,1038 
relations 575,890 
semantics 925 
preferred 
interpretations 532 
states of belief, maximally - 633 
preimage 
backchaining approach 667 
computation 667 
premature 
commitment to individual contributors 1129 
mathematization 607 
premise clauses 237 
premisses 925 
as assumptions 925 
preorder of sentences 108 1 
preordering strategies I 110 
preprocessing 1146 
algorithms 1110 
technique 24, 29 
prescriptions for extending beliefs 682 
preselecting subspaces in search space 574 
presentation design 1058 
preservation 
of consistency 375 
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of winning strategies 35 mechanisms, lexicographic - 633 
preserving admissibility 487 ordering on rules 1338 
PRESS, algebraic manipulation program 185 system 535 
pressure regulator 58 1 
previously 
learned pattern 590 
solved game 35 
prevision 1258 
PRIAR, hierarchical nonlinear planning 
implementation 896 
Prieditis, van Harmelen and Bundy 1004 
primary surfaces 48 1 
primate visual attention 1273 
prime 
Horn production rule base 1105 
implicate/implicant 917 
implicates 916, 1301 
primitive 
actors 106 
elements of descriptions 357 
operations 951 
propositions number of - 1267 
syntactic operators 247 
primitives 
for communicating 93 1 
visual 376 
Principia of Whitehead and Russell 37 
principle 
of indifference 1378 
of minimal change 926 
of rational reasoning 633 
principled 
classification 1170 
comparisons 898 
model of cooperation 1173 
search control strategy 487 
synthesis 118 1 
principles 
of induction 524 
of measurement 395 
of software design 282 
prior probabilities 644 
priorities 
among defaults 682,1148 
between defaults 649 
in AI 1287 
prioritization of knowledge 524 
prioritized 
circumscription 345,485,516,682 
combinations of goals 1239 
default theories 1288 
priority 
list 535 
private beliefs 1086 
probabilistic analysis 179, 252, 1303 
of the performance of the game-searching 
SSS* algorithm 252 
probabilistic 
approach to planning 1223 
B* 1340 
belief networks 907 
conflicts 1397 
constructs 1223 
context-free grammar parsers 1356 
decision procedure 253 
dependencies 553 
experiments 1259 
form of monotonicity constraint 578 
framework for scheduling 1346 
game model 243 
geometry 572 
probabilistic hill-climbing algorithm 1288 
PALO 1288 
probabilistic Horn abduction 1005 
probabilistic inference 689,924, 1175 
algorithm, Pearl’s - 644 
computational complexity of - 553 
probabilistic 
information 1112 
interpretation 67 I 
knowledge 1005 
probabilistic logic 348, 985, 1124 
Nilsson’s - 1124 
probabilistic 
logical entailment 348 
methods 1364 
probabilistic model 1104, 1240 
nonstandard - 890 
of language 1364 
probabilistic network 578,964 
planning 1240 
ranking method 393 
probabilistic reasoning 186,616, 998, 1175, 1212, 
1377, 1378 
about change 1104 
in medical diagnosis 132 
probabilistic 
relationships 578 
retrieval 1070 
rule sets 1143 
rules 1143 
semantics 575,622, 1069 
temporal reasoning 1104 
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theories 1112 
world model 1175 
probabilistically coupled propositions 368 
probabilities 400, 1112 
associated with hypotheses 1005 
conditional - 924 
estimating posterior - 1397 
imprecise - 1377 
in networks 1396 
mutation - 1244 
of hypotheses, updating the - 366 
qualitative _ 1338 
subjecl ive - 1378 
transition - 1239 
probability 248,249, 507, 527, 1067, 1069, 1072, 
1223, 1245, 1338 
assignments 577 
based search 1340 
calcuh~s 527 
probability density 321 
functions 1396 
probability distribution 1240 
discrete - 122 
estimaltes 1340 
joint - 578, 1358 
probability distributions 122, 1175, 1340 
second order - 1396 
probability 
estimates 588 
functiclns 696, 1065 
functiclns, classical - 391 
in Bay-Sian networks 1366 
interval 391, 1124 
logic 1112 
logics of - 597 
mappings 1377 
mass fiunctions, Shafer - 391 
matrices, conditional - 1367 
mixture 1396 
of an abstract solution being refinable 1150 
of success 507, 1240 
of winning 452, 556 
on possible worlds 597 
on the domain 597 
probability range 1124 
of an entailed sentence 1124 
probability 
reasoning about - 597 
that a planning instance can be solved 1303 
probability theory 348,641,683, 964 
axioms of - 368 
Bayesian - 1006 
probability threshold 1104, 1240 
probability values 348, 1223 
as truth values of sentences 348 
probable shapes 204 
probing feature vectors 1070 
problem 
background knowledge 235 
decomposition method 307 
dependent semantic information 60 
problem domain 5 1, 1180 
STRIPS - 83 
problem 
independent parameters 36 
reduction 87,213 
relaxation 914 
representations 961 
search 1054 
spaces 1389 
problem solver 44, 146, 323,394,552, 692, 1363 
ABSTRIPS 51 
ARF 2 
PRODIGY 1103 
STRIPS 19 
subsystem 146 
problem solver’s database 507 
problem solvers 53 
efficiency of - 68 1 
powerful - 37 
robustness of - 681 
problem solving 19,20 45,47,53,71 82, 115, 120, 
136, 158, 183, 184, 187,234.245,351, 
353,493,504,.519,524,576,579,661, 
681,692,930,1119,1272,1302,1305, 
1350.1359 
abilities 320 
actions, real-world consequences of - 44 
adaptive - 1386 
AI - 1018 
application of theorem proving to - 19 
approach 237 
approach, selecting a - 13 1 
architecture 35 1,493 
architecture, Soar - 101 I 
automatic - 12 
behavior, effective - 234 
by a society of experts, effective - 106 
by searching for models 1119 
conceptual model of - 1193 
constructive - 342 
cooperative - 1173 
cost 323 
decisions 5 19 
distributed - 234 
effective - 1272 
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efficiency 930 
experience, reusing - 1093 
experts, communicating knowledge-based - 
state 530 spaces 
problem structure 1298 
search heuristic 1306 
106 
from scratch 1093 
heuristic - 17 
hierarchical - 1150 
human - 666.1011 
in time-constrained environments 1090 
information 187 
logic of - 83 
medical - 237 
problem solving method 220,406 
chronological-backtracking - 1193 
reusable - 1193 
problem solving 
model 87 
non-classification - 342 
paradigms 177 
performance 407, 1093, 1123 
power 51 
process 15,44,327,690 
problem solving program 319 
expert-210 
heuristic - 2 
heuristics 3 
mechanics - 120 
problem solving 
robot - 83 
routine - 342 
scientific- 237 
search 72,407 
problem solving situation 3, 110 
complex - 3 
problem solving strategy 503 
problem solving system 154,323, 519,641, 1306 
CONNIVER 234 
HEARSAY-ii 234 
PLANNER 234 
PRODIGY 519 
PUP6 234 
problem solving 
tasks, complex - 1090 
technique 234,278 
with the ATMS 353 
problem space 62,242,930 
definitions 1004 
encoding 930 
hypothesis 1011 
problem spaces 242 
problem 
specific strategies 242 
specification 896 
problem types 45 
problem-specific 
constants 36 
domain theories 1135 
problems 
for artificial intelligence challenging - 601 
involving uncertainty 1164 
stated as procedures 2 
procedural 
bottom-up heuristics 260 
control 2 11 
control knowledge 211 
interpretation 116, 239 
knowledge, interactive acquisition of - 643 
languages 2 11 
logic 308 
model of the agent’s environment 1211 
semantics 116 
procedure 
for minimizing knowledge 1089 
from example computations synthesis of a - 
137 
procedures 107, 137 
for generating proofs 12 
problems stated as - 2 
process control 1082 
process model 189 
of analogical reasoning 504 
of human personality traits 17 1 
process 
of forming and extending theories 246 
planning 336 
[See also “processes”] 
process-algebra based representation 1211 
process-based grammar 427 
symmetry analysis 427 
process-dependent 147 
reasoning 147 
process-grammar 495 
computational model for - 495 
for shape 427 
process-history 427 
ofshapechange495 
process-records transformation of - 427 
processed schemata expected number of - 1072 
processes 281 
and structures, graph linking - 679 
with a continuum of gradual change 43 
[See also “process”] 
processing 
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best order for - 507 
elements, independent - 337 
networks 695 
of constraints 1357 
of disparity information 202 
of semantic nets 337 
of signals 1186 
processor of symbolic information 115 
PRODIGY 
performance results of - 519 
probhm solver 930, 1103 
problem solving system 519 
system 552 
PRODIGY/BBL 
EBL system 930 
state-of-the-art EBL system 1004 
benchmark tasks 930 
production rule 1105 
form, heuristics in - 3 
representation 184 
production rules 23 1,236,239,580 
as a representation 93 
as representation 978 
censored - 363 
heuristics as - 3 
knowledge in the form of - 164 
with an exception condition 363 
production system 220 
architecture 211 
controlled - 211 
interpreters 219 
representations 1111 
production systems 79,211,412 
theory of efficiency transformations on - 211 
profile information 456 
profitable experiments 246 
prog- 
actions, explanations of - 146 
analyr,is intelligent .- 8 1 
as a consultant 93 
behavior 256 
beliefs 146 
program bugs, explication of - 544 
identification of - 544 
program 
DENDRAL 13 1 
for generating building plans, BUILD 47 
for new mathematical concepts and 
conjectures, AM 115 
for segmentation problems, GA 1 13 1 
for solving combinatorial problems 119 
for understanding stories about painting 136 
model 172 
segments 153 
semantics 57 
specification 208 
program synthesis 
automatic - 153 
knowledge 126 
knowledge in - 70 
reasoning in - 70 
rules 126 
sample - 153 
semantics-supported - 167 
syntax-directed - 167 
system experimental - 180 
program synthesising system, PROSYN 153 
program transformation 172 
incremental - 1195 
system, experimental - 180 
program understanding 582 
program verification 374 
system 57 
programming 
ability 70 
agent-oriented - 93 1 
automatic - 903 
by examples 137 
cliches 1101 
constructs 57 
inductive logic - 1370 
programming language 934 
declarative - 951 
for unified planning and control 1228 
nondeterministic - 2 
PROLOG 155 
programming 
rules 126 
techniques 91 
too1 9 1 
tricks 140 
programming-language-independent representation 
582 
progressive relaxation 296 
projected 
image 484 
surface markings 1026 
projection 135, 192 
from the environment to the signal 1155 
invariant 262 
mechanisms, sense - 135 
of a three-dimensional scene 204 
orthographic - 279 
perspective - 262, 279 
profile analysis 414 
weak-perspective - 1269 
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of three-dimensional models 393 
projective 
classification 481 
geometry 1283 
image 48 1 
parameter space 48 I 
transformation of 3D space 1283 
PROLOG 1.55,216,288,394,513,948, 1187 
clauses 536, 1187 
compiler 155 
language 239 
metaprogram 288 
polymorphic type system for - 288 
program 288,298,467 
pronunciation, name - 1368 
proof 
by consistency 382 
by contradiction technique 471 
checker, abstract - 927 
development, syntactic viewpoint of - 535 
discovery 1180 
proof procedure 90.208.214 
best-first - 138 
for fmt order logic 21 
for predicate calculus 90 
proof systems, consistency of - 382 
proof theory 409,549,669, 1223 
encoding of - 1365 
for default reasoning logic 151 
of conditional entailment 682 
[See also “proofs”] 
proof-number search 1066 
proof-theoretic view of nonmonotonic reasoning 
575 
proof-transformation operators 1123 
proofs 441 
by resolution 10 
inductive - 974 
procedures for generating - 12 
used by EBL systems 930 
[See also “proof ‘1 
propagate 
disturbances 359 
point probabilities 1396 
propagating 
imprecise probabilities 1396 
inherited properties 935 
reinforcement values 903 
propagation algorithm 1140 
waltz- 1140 
propagation 
approach, tolerance - 950 
Boolean constraint - 653 
constraint - 951.1310 
exact value - 950 
forward and backward - 1367 
in belief networks 368,626 
interval - 950 
of constraints 112, 157, 182,360 
of Dirichlet distributions 1396 
of symbolic constraints 201 
rule 293, 1140 
through a clause 653 
tolerance - 950 
properties 
of nondeterministic programs, formalization 
of- 1 
of states 1114 
property 
inheritance 308 
list markings 140 
propose-and-revise systems 503 
proposition 1104 
types 408 
proposition’s belief 527 
propositional 1233 
attitudes 426 
attitudes, representation of - 1036 
propositional calculus 3 14, 118.5 
extension of the - 1185 
propositional 
causal theories 621 
cumulative default reasoning 1182 
default theories 1343 
domain 1245 
expression 1245 
fluents 599 
propositional formula 214, 352, 532, 926 
propositional Horn knowledge bases 1105 
clause domain theory 107 1 
satisfiability 585 
theories 586 
propositional knowledge 1185 
base 678,926,1381 
representation of - 1384 
language 890, 1005. 1162, 1245 
propositional logic 80,575, 1135, 1162, 1355 
classical - 
nonstandard - 12 13 
of knowledge and belief 697 
syntax of - 593 
propositional 
model finding 948 
model-preference defaults 586 
nonmonotonic logic 494, 1142 
planning 1234 
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satisfiability 1301, 1343 
sentences 678 
propositional STRIPS 1234 
plauning 1117.1303 
propositional theorem proving 948 
propositional theories 494 
classic.ai - 1343 
propositional 
theory 926 
version of Nilsson’s probabilistic logic 1124 
propositions, dependencies among - 435 
PROSPECT~DR, expert system 683 
PROSYN, p.rogram synthesising system 153 
protection strategies 1229 
Protigk-ii, knowledge engineering environment 
1193 
protocol 
analysis, automate - 23 
for exchanging 405 
for exchanging secrets 405 
interface - 353 
meta-object - 1028 
Protos, machine learning program 584 
prototype spxch understanding system 49 
prototypical knowledge 975 
for expert systems 975 
representation of - 236 
prototypical properties 409, 1097 
prototyping, planning for rapid - 11.53 
PROUST 
diagnosis of errors system for PASCAL 
programs 544 
empirical studies of - 544 
provability 4.26, 1036, 1081 
as a modality 150 
in experimental ogics in the sense of 
Jeroslow 
1081 
provably correct implementation 532 
provers, inequality - 341 
proving 
an observation by assuming hypotheses 1034 
properties of states 1114 
the auiecedent of a default 1138 
the termination of algorithms by machine 
1141 
universally quantified formulae in algebraic 
geometry 471 
unsati.jfiability 929 
pruning 178. 487 
a search 668 
pruning algorithm 248 
alpha-beta - 122,261, 1238 
pruning 
alpha-beta - 615 
conditions 534 
criterion 1396 
deep - 615.1238 
heavy - 1308 
of a network 1366 
of decision trees 1308 
power 928 
shallow - 1238 
shallow alpha-beta - 615 
strategy, intelligent - 1067 
subtrees 1344 
theorems 377 
pseudo-iterative definition 1138 
pseudo-texts 135 
Psotka, J. 617 
PSPACE-complete 611,687,697, 1117, 1303 
PSPACE-completeness 1267, 1389 
of subsumption 687 
PSX2PWL, automatic analysis of phase portaits 
program 1215 
psycholinguistic experimentation 28 
psychological 
literature 43 1 
models of sentence comprehension 28 
plausibility of ARCS 596 
theory construction 130 
psychologically meaningful deformations 427 
psychology 23, 130,342,524,531.1016 
cognitive - 161,228,276, 313 
of computer vision 89 
PUP6 problem solving system 234 
PUPS computational theory of knowledge origin 
524 
Purdom 929 
pure mathematics 500 
purposive vision 1275 
pushing motions 477 
puzzles 119 
sliding-tile - 965 
PVM, predictive value maximization 580 
Pylyshyn, Z.W. 497,498 
Pylyshyn, Zenon W. 458 
pyramid, visual processing - 1273 
Q 
Q learning 903 
Q* 
algorithm 46 
algorithm, use of syntactic and semantic 
information in the - 46 
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search algorithm 46 
Q-Learning algorithm Watkins’ - 1164 
QA question-answering system 46 
QA4 
language 57 
system 57 
QDE, qualitative differential equation 664 
QEP, Clark’s query evaluation procedure 375 
QEP* 
query evaluation procedure 37.5 
soundness of - 37.5 
QS 
literature 551 
qualitative simulation 551 
QSI qualitative system identification algorithm 
1265 
QSIM 
algorithm 369,911 
type a.lgorithms 911 
quadratic polynomial 481 
quadrics 48 1 
qualification problem 448,454,464 
qualified number restrictions 1385 
qualifying domain constraints 448 
qualitative 
algebra 658 
algebraic reasoning 658 
qualitative analysis 295 
automatic - 540 
of behavior of systems 12 I5 
of MOS circuits 295 
of physical systems 540 
qualitative 
and quantitative information 1357 
arithmetic 658 
assessment of uncertainty 964 
qualitative behavior 369,664, 1265 
descriptions 293,369 
produced by QSIM 369 
of complex systems 1113 
qualitative causal 
analysis 294 
calculus 359 
reasoning 369 
reasoning systems 369 
qualitative 
cells 9 11 
changes 908 
constraints 1357 
default reasoning 1378 
differential equations 291,293,664,908 
evolution 911 
frequency weights 1377 
histories 908 
influences 578 
information 465, 1113, 1278 
interval constraint problems 928 
kinematic analysis 915 
qualitative kinematics 915 
in mechanisms 573 
qualitative 
large signal behavior of MOS circuits 295 
methods 660 
modeling 545 
qualitative models 994 
of electrical circuit behavior 545 
qualitative networks 1357 
augmented by quantitative domain 
constraints 
1357 
qualitative phase-space structure 1 I 13 
qualitative physics 290,291, 360. 361, 492. 581, 
663,666,990 
models 1 I96 
qualitative 
possibilistic logic 1388 
probabilistic networks 578 
probabilities 1338 
process theory 292973,991 
projection 911 
quahtative reasoning 290, 292, 294, 360,656 
about kinematic interactions 573 
about physical systems 290,656 
about time 1169 
problems 581 
programs 1265 
qualitative 
relations between events 693 
relationships 578 
qualitative representation 295, 1153 
for quantity 292 
qualitative 
resolution 658 
qualitative sentences 1338 
qualitative simulation 369, 551,664, 666, 908,911, 
995 
algorithm 369 
of a mechanical clock 666 
qualitative spatial 
reasoning 666 
reasoning method 293 
representations 666 
qualitative 
state 291 
states of a system 551 
structure descriptions 369 
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superposition 908 
synergies 578 
qualitative system identification 1265 
algorithm QSI 1265 
qualitative 
temporal information 956 
understanding 663 
qualitative version 
of the calculus 291 
of the lottery paradox 638 
qualitatively distinct features 11 I3 
quality 
decision - 1227 
of a decision 229, 243 
of a decision, degradation of - 229 
quantification 636 
of objects, three dimensional - 201 
over d#Dmain dividuals 1223 
over probability values 1223 
over time points 1223 
quantified 
beliefs 1065 
formula 470 
quantifier 
existential - 401 
rest&dons 1068 
scoping 216,399 
universal - 401 
quantifier-free formula 208,470 
quantifiers 84, 119,549 
for nonmonotonic logic 1142 
numeric - 1379 
plurality - 401 
quantify over event tokens 1246 
quantifying 
inductive bias 460 
uncertainty 1378 
quantifying-in 1151,131l 
quantitative 
algebra 658 
algebraic reasoning 658 
analys:~ 232 
belief iarguments 527 
constraints 1357 
data, summarizing - 1373 
domain constraints 1357 
information 666 
modal logic 1388 
objective probability 964 
physics 492 
probab’ilistic reasoning 1378 
study of the alpha-beta algorithm 261 
quantity space 292 
quantization of brightness levels 197 
quantum phenomena 932 
quasi-algebraic sets 472 
quasi-polynomial time 1121 
quaternary domains 1377 
Qubic 1066 
queens problem, n-- 952 
queries 502 
epistemic - 1142 
from an agent 1358 
in databases evaluation of - 338 
nonterminating - 536 
query 1257.1264 
a knowledge base 13 11 
about the system’s behavior 659 
query answering 1257 
algorithm 485 
subjunctive - 1096 
query, dimension of a - 1257 
query evaluation procedure 375 
QEP* 375 
query language 1264, 136 I 
plan - 1088 
to plan libraries 136 1 
query 
of CAD and image databases 1037 
problem in geometry 470 
set, restricted - 1381 
query system 
database - 216 
natural language - 226 
query-by-example 1037 
query-directed simplification 918 
querying 
a timegraph 1169 
bounds1257 
question answering 135,226 
from natural language medical data bases 129 
procedure 129 
program 16,25 
program, Chronos 25 
question answering system 16,233 
deductive - 46 
QA 46 
questioner 
goals of a - 226 
intentions of a - 226 
questions about database structure 329 
quicksort 126 
algorithms 330 
quiescence 
null-move - 560 
of the propagation 1140 
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search algorithm 560 
Quine 636 
Quine, W.V.O. 127 
Quinlan and Hunt 37 
Quinlan’s concept-learning program 335 
quotation and unquotation, theory of - 3 15 
quotient problem 307 
R 
R-refutation completeness of renamable resolution 
9 
R-renaming 9 
R-unsatisfiable 9 
Rl, rule-based configurer of computer systems 220 
radar reflectance models 569 
radiology reports 129 
radiometric information 569 
ramification problem 448 
ramifications 630 
domains with - 1189 
random 3-SAT 1301 
crossover point in - 1294 
problems, hard - 1299 
random 
binary constraint satisfaction problems 1296 
branch values 99 
branching factors 1344 
chance 1240 
CNF formulas 1297 
conjunctive normal form predicates 249 
costs 248 
data 75 
formulas, satisfiability of - 1293 
game trees 1344 
graphs 254 
networks 928 
noise 1377 
nontrivial 3SAT formula 929 
ordering of successor nodes 257 
predicates 249 
problems 928,1293, 1297 
SAT 1297 
series of scenarios 400 
random tree 1200.1305 
model 1305 
searching - 384 
random variables 122.1175 
errors as - 179 
random 
walk, constrained - 655 
Walsh polynomials 1306 
random worlds 1378 
method 1378 
semantics of - 1378 
random&d cost-independent search 1244 
randomly coded messages 619 
randomly generated 
graphs 1253 
interval networks 928 
problems 1300.1405 
satistiability problems 1199 
range 
data 1310 
data analysis 139 
image 1310 
of search 41 
sensors 1067 
range-restricted clausal theories, first-order - 1201 
ranked preferential model 890 
ranking 
decompositions 1007 
method, probabilistic - 393 
rankings of worlds 1338 
Raphael 
A* algorithm of Hart, Nilsson and - 215 
Hart, Nilsson and - 92 
Hart, Nilsson and - algorithm 8 
rapid 
constraint propagation 1299 
prototyping, planning for - 1153 
transition between soluble and insoluble 
instances 1405 
Rasmussen, Steen 1134 
ratio 
of clauses to variables 1299 
of the number of clauses to the cube of the 
number of variables 929 
rational 
balance 548 
closure 890 
closure of a conditional knowledge base 890 
database updating 1375 
inferences 591 
management of inference tools 625 
monotonicity 675 
reasoning 633 
reconstruction 566 
relations 890 
trees 536 
rationalist approaches in NLP 1364 
rationality 625,675 
bounded - 1243 
disjunctive - 675 
individual - 1353 
limited - 641 
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minimal - 506 
postulate, weak - 962 
postulates 678, 1375 
postulates, GLdenfors-like - 678 
resource-bounded - 641 
raw cognitive map 43 1 
RBFS 
linear-space best-first search 965 
recursive best-first search 1200 
re-recognition 54 
reaction 
construction 1211 
knowledge base 134 
reactive 
behavior 1211, 1241 
behavior simple - 1152 
plannmg 1399 
repair 1242 
schedule management 1242 
strategies 1164 
systems 1033 
reading cursive script 414 
real 
chair 1002 
image sequences 1279.1281 
numbers 470 
real patients, interviews with - 34 
real world 
know ledge 136, 187 
object classes 201 
problem 1180 
[See also “real-world”] 
real-life planning 336 
real-number division algorithm 57 
real-time 
A* algorithm 547 
computing 1161 
constraints 613 
real-time control 663, 1161.1164 
architecture 1161 
plans 1161 
system 1228 
real-time 
controller 1228 
diagnosis 1399 
DP, RTDP 1164 
dynamic programming 1164 
expert system tool G2 1196 
heuristic search 547 
learning 1164 
real-time performance 1111 
guarantees 1161 
real-time 
planning 1164, 1399 
system design 1227 
systems 1227 
real-valued 
co-ordinate system 1224 
constraint propagation network 13 10 
heuristic functions 242 
real-world 
belief networks 1377 
consequences of problem-solving actions 44 
environments 1161 
explanations 525 
scheduling tasks 955 
situations 189,525 
urban scenes 478 
visual constraints 456 
[See also “real world”] 
realistic large-scale problems 1136 
rearrangement 
dynamic search - 1110 
search - 249 
reason 
about the content of its knowledge 178 
artificial - 1332 
reason maintenance 394.653.962 
skeptical - 962 
system 435,962 
reason with uncertain knowledge 348 
reasonable 
inference procedures 890 
nonmonotonic inference procedure 890 
reasoner 
high level - 154 
perfect - 1213 
reasoning 112, 147,245,292,296, 303,444,453, 
461,503,573,632,690,692, 1079, 
1204, 1222,1339 
reasoning abductive - 684, 1175, 1222,138l 
reasoning abilities 70, 357 
reasoning about 
a physical system 1221 
action 281,441,448,496,1183,1250 
actions and change 1338 
beliefs 356 
causal projections 1338 
change441.1104 
conflicts 958 
control 177 
default statements 455 
defaults 449 
dynamic objects 1277 
explanations 1338 
ignorance 449 
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incompletely specified worlds 151 
inheritance hierarchies with exceptions 622 
kinematic interactions 573 
likelihood 405 
machines, automated - 1156 
model accuracy 9 18 
molecular structural transformations 1226 
movement 1224 
natural forms 357 
partially ordered events 466 
physical objects, AI contributions to - 320 
physical systems 1083 
plans 1394 
probability 597 
programs 57 
qualitative temporal information 956 
reasoning processes 183 
resources 274 
rules 178 
shape interaction 573 
shapes 573 
sources of misconceptions 533 
structure, machine - 1037 
the evolution of mechanical systems in 
continuous time 640 
the goals of classification 347 
the physical world 1114 
reasoning about time 394 
algorithms for - 1169 
reasoning about truth 509 
reasoning 
agents in a dynamic world 1130 
algebraic - 479,658, 1217 
reasoning algorithms, algebraic - 479 
high-level - 1204 
standard - 1204 
reasoning 
analogical - 504 
approximate - 381, 1162, 1245 
architecture 1345 
as theory formation 453 
assistant, automated - 275 
associational and causal - 681 
asymptotic order of magnitude - 1221 
autoepistemic - 449,922, 1154 
automated - 275, 1141, 1381 
backward - 563, 1145 
backward in time 630 
backward-chained - 563 
backwards 563 
belief - 1154 
by analogy 17 
capability 170 
case-based - 1361, 1368 
categorical - 998 
causal - 292,445, 1145 
classical - 1384 
classification - 342 
closed-world - I3 84 
combination of categorical and probabilistic 
- 132 
commonsense - 293,303, 357, 346, 385, 
441,445,516,593,657,677,699,937, 
1181, 1381 
complexity of - 637, 1264, 13 11 
component 170 
computational complexity of - 1116 
conjectural 148 
consistent - 1348 
constraint - 950 
constraint-based - 947 
correct geometric - 482 
decidable deductive first-order - 13 11 
deductive - 419, 1245 
default - 352,444,445,450,453,455,514, 
633,1138, 1182, 1222,1224,1338, 
1343 
defeasible - 680, 913 
deterministic - 132 
diagnostic - 296,395,989, 1196, 1345 
dynamic - 563 
efficient - 1033, 1381 
everyday - 401 
evidential - 132, 328, 344,400.437, 626, 
996, 1005 
expert - 132 
expert system - 679 
formal temporal - 454 
formal - 640.1180 
formalisms, nonmonotonic - 677 
forward - 112, 1145 
forward in time 630 
forward-chained - 563 
forwards 563 
framework, diagnostic - 1345 
general - I 180 
geometric - 392,468,470,477,478,479, 
482, 1153 
geometric methods of - 66 I 
graph-based - 1370 
human - 189,284,285,401, 1141 
hybrid - 635 
in connectionist networks 1185 
in medical diagnosis, categorical - 132 
in medical diagnosis, probabilistic - 132 
in program synthesis 70 
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inductive - 145,374 
inexact - 437,683 
inference modes in - 147 
inheritance - 550,966 
intuition in - 20 
intuitive - 294 
issues 1272 
limited -421, 1151,131l 
local .- 42 1 
logical - 1124, 1217 
machinery 58 1 
management of evidential - 328 
mathematical - 166,579 
mathematics of non-monotonic- 150 
mechanism 381 
mechanized formal - 152 
meta- level - 185 
method geometric - 12 17 
methods choices of - 1157 
models inexact - 906 
multiple inheritance - 966 
multiple lines of - 2 10 
mundane - 593 
non-logical - 20 
nonmonotonic - 148,301,303,338,379, 
450,485,486,575,630,633,639,890, 
916,1019,1138,1194, 1384.1388 
nontrivial - 1348 
nonvc:rbal - 66 1 
off-line - 1264 
on-line 1264 
order of magnitude - 657, 1272 
patterns of - 549.1378 
perfect logical - 1311 
physical - 292,477 
plan _. 1197 
plausible - 183 
possibilistic - 1388 
reasoning, probabilistic - 186,616,998, 1175, 
1.212, 1377, 1378 
temporal - 1104 
reasoning problems 916, 1162 
decision - 1162 
reasoning process 557 
dependent - 147 
for driving 1277 
reasoning processes 183, 504 
of mathematicians 1055 
reasoning programs 146 
qualitative - 1265 
reasoning 
qualilative causal - 369 
quahlative - 290,292,294,360,581,656 
rational 633 
robust - 1181 
rule-based - 1181.1368 
rules, model of - 264 
scope of - 677 
sidedness - 205 
similarity-based - 118 1 
skeptical - 637 
skeptical or credulous - 966 
spatial - 666, I1 13,1283 
strategies 550 
strategy 120 
structural - 1370 
symbolic - 201,661,915,957 
reasoning system 152,353,908,948 
automated - 328 
for machine vision 479 
mathematical - 166 
multi-agents - 1268 
nondeductive - 1378 
qualitative causal - 369 
reasoning tasks 894.1357 
choices of - 1157 
fundamental - 956 
in CDL 1182 
reasoning, taxonomic plan - 1339 
reasoning techniques 68 1 
spatial - 201 
reasoning 
temporal - 394,419,450,464,466, 693, 
1063, 1104,1145,1169,1246, 1357, 
1411 
terminological - 433, 567 
theories of - 633 
tractable - 1162 
type - I180 
uncertain 1212 
undecidability of - 1151 
reasoning under uncertainty 622,1377 
automated - 651 
reasoning 
underlying explanations 525 
verifiable geometric - 482 
visual - 661 
weaker forms of - 1151 
with abstract solution spaces 210 
with abstraction, theory of - 927 
with Horn approximations 1381 
with Horn expressions 138 1 
with incomplete information 363 
with inconsistency 1348 
reasoning with inconsistent 
databases 67 1 
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knowledge 925 
reasoning 
with models 1381 
with processes 973 
with qualitative models 994 
with resource constraints 363 
with uncertainty 557 
reasons for belief 649 
recognising objects from images 127 1 
recognition 68, 514, 1271 
architecture 127 1 
automated program - 582 
automatic - 50 
Bayesian model of plan - 1006 
character - 642 
in human vision 393 
instance - 443 
language - 111 
object - 57 1, 574 
of computational structures 582 
of correct programs 172 
of curved objects 96 
of object classes 1310 
of objects, incremental - 41 
of polyhedra 41 
of problems 55 
of structure regularity 484 
of three-dimensional objects 393 
problem plan - 130 
problems 5 14 
process 114,518, 1271 
results 96 
rules 5 19 
schema - 1059 
shape - 691 
simple letter - 14 
system 582 
recognize three-dimensional objects 393 
recognizing 
a language 2 1.5 
an object 1275 
deep cases, criteria for - 76 
DNA sequences 1071 
isolated objects 574 
Othello patterns 556 
rigid objects from noisy sensory data 574 
state achievement 1232 
the environment 1269 
recommendations for treatment 133 
reconcile solutions to different subproblems 63 
reconfiguration of the cameras 1284 
reconstructible surface region 1275 
reconstructing a rigid space curve 440 
reconstruction 
from stereo images, surface - I284 
method 1283 
of 3D scenes 376 
rational - 566 
reconstructive expert system explanation 690 
reconvergent nodes 695 
record-keeping capabilities 634 
recording information from 3D images 24 
recover polyhedral shape 279 
recovering 
3D motion 1279 
3D shape 456 
probable shapes 204 
surface shape 192 
the motion parameter from the motion field 
1279 
three-dimensional shapes 279 
three-dimensional structure 1283 
recovery 279 
equations. 3D - 484 
error - 477 
from revision failures 1242 
method 192 
of 3D objects 1077 
of 3D objects from 2D contours 1077 
of a planar surface orientation from its image 
565 
of the three-dimensional shape 204 
of three-dimensional configurations 156 
possibilities 673 
recurrent models 1239 
recursion 106 
elimination 247 
recursive 
application 523 
best-first search (RBFS) 1200 
circumscription 511 
clause 536 
construction of complex representations 594 
cooperation 906 
data structures, variable-sized - 592 
discounting 689 
distributed representations 592 
equations 145 
functions, synthesising - 153 
inference 377 
labelnode hypergraphs, directed - 109 
paradigms 126 
portions of a search space 377 
predicates 536 
programs 1195 
state space search algorithms 1206 
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transit~.on network, augmented - 28 time 25 
recursively referencing a complex structure via an abbreviated 
defined algorithm 1141 tag 590 
enumerable 913,108l referential connections 643 
reduced referents, possible - 65 
fields of view 1277 referring 
search space 680 expressions 3 18 
reducibility 970 to nonexistent objects 1168 
reducing refinement 178,342,576,1359 
belief lto knowledge 1019 algorithm 1143 
computational effort 914 algorithm, optimal - 1359 
of nodes 650 automatic - 442 
the effective size. of the search space 1346 cost 1229 
reductio ad absurdum 1055 discrepancy-driven - 918 
reduction 10’7 downward - 1150 
complete - 896 effect - 178 
compulsory - 647 from abstract goals 256 
ESP - 1234 heuristics 442 
heuristics in automatic theorem proving 13 implement - 178 
problem - 87 iterative - 1239 
rules 648 knowledge base - 442,107l 
rules, advanced - 648 methods 1143 
reductions, computation-theoretic - 1177 of probabilistic rule sets 1143 
redundancies 493 paradigm 238 
addition of - 645 phase 178 
in a search space 958 planning 1229 
in search space 648 process 256 
merging - 1059 refinement search 1229 
redundancy 459, 1118.1129 semantics 1229 
control 459 refinement 
elimination 963 structure 256 
high d~egrees of - 648 techniques, traditional - 1359 
problem 1118 theory - 1071,1135 
removing - 963 refinements 
search space - 1129 of resolution 46 
redundant 1138 tractability - 1229 
constraints 957 refining 1103 
derivations 21 abstract states 182 
information 1350 of previous search 1374 
knowbedge bases 645 rules 264 
links 966 retixation 1284 
literals 963 reflectance 
resolurion steps 142 map 195 
rules 1105 model parameters 569 
reexpansion of nodes reflective behavior 1208 
excessive - 650 reformat field entries 190 
reducing - 650 refutation 
REF 2 completeness of renamable resolution 9 
extensions to - 2 graphs 80 
langua.ge accepted by the problem solver plan 142 
A.RF 2 refutational 
reference approach 47 I 
resoluion 1059 theorem proving 3 14 
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refutations 
efficiency of finding - 2 1 
linear resolution - 142 
REF-ARF, a system for solving problems stated as 
procedures 2 
region 
analysis 530 
analyzer, semantics-based - 60 
diagram 665 
interpretations 104 
of exceptionally hard problems 1184 
regions 
as basic data for scene analysis 7 
characterizing operating modes 665 
regression methods for theory construction 1370 
regrouping constraints 502 
regular 
graphs 254 
patterns shape from - 265 
regularities 
environmental - 357 
from past experience 23 1 
regularization term 569 
regulation devices, fluid - 658 
reification of event and state types 1246 
reified 
approach 1246 
propositions 408 
temporal logic, TRL 1246 
temporal logics 1246 
reifying event tokens 1246 
reinforcement learning 903, 1152, 1165 
extending - 1165 
methods 1164 
RL 1165 
reinforcement values, propagating - 903 
reinstating conclusions 913 
reinterpretation of a scene 41 
Reiter 
and de Klecr 1040 
Etherington and - 1404 
Etherington, Mercer and - 345 
Reiter, Ray - 1142 
Reiter’s 
closed world assumption 639 
default logic 379,453,649,922, 1138, 1148, 
1182,1222,1343 
default theory 639 
diagnosis algorithm 528 
theory of diagnosis 528 
relatedness measure, statistical - 66 
relating 
information from different viewpoints 54 
structure and function 1208 
relation algebra 1290 
of intervals 1290 
of pairs 1290 
relation 
approximate consequence - 1388 
as a Horn theory 954 
between object space and image space 54 
Horn approximation to a - 954 
of instinctive to reflective behavior 1208 
[See also “relations”] 
relational 
algebraic operations 398 
concepts, generalizations of - 163 
concepts, induction of - 163 
constraints 104 
data 954 
database 1064 
database, hypergraph of a - 1064 
networks 679 
production composition theorem 94 
production system (rps) 94 
productions 94 
relations 347, 507 
among parameters of objects 1083 
between cliches 582 
[See also “relation”] 
relationship 
between differences and means 307 
between goals 347 
between time intervals or points 956 
symbolic or numerical - 1283 
relative 
approximation algorithm 924 
change of system parameters 465 
change values 465 
relative completeness 5 
of inductive inference systems 5 
relative 
expressiveness 1379 
likelihood conclusions 578 
locations 69 1 
relative position 268 
of an object 1163 
relatively hard problem instances 1184 
relaxation algorithms 6 18 
perfect 618 
relaxation 
approach to splitting 63 
discrete - 168,585 
linear program - 139 1 
methods 1270 
preprocessing 1102 
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problem - 914 
progmssive - 296 
rules 618 
successive - 914 
relaxed models 914 
hierarchy of - 914 
relevance 1263 
definition 358 
logic 1151, 1213 
relevant 
beliefs 548 
causes of observations 684 
domain knowledge 503 
explanations 684 
information potentially - 44 
reliability 
measures 1278 
relatilan 925 
reliable 
plan L232 
practrcal robot systems 1232 
sources of information 673,925 
reliance placed on heuristics 6 
removal 
of derived results 190 
of redundant rules 1105 
removing 
harmful interactions 958 
inconsistencies 896, 958 
redundancy from a clause 963 
redundant information 1350 
renamable 
pammodulation 9 
resolution 9 
reordering 178 
repair 
action selection 1242 
decisions 1345 
domains 1345 
method, heuristic - 952 
reactive - 1242 
strategies 583 
repairing 
faulty plans 973 
plans that fail 583 
repeating cycles of processes, detecting - 371 
repetition 
of planning effort 896,1235 
sub-part - 1310 
repetitive patterns 1270 
replicator systems 911 
representable by a network 894 
representation 187.287.622, 1073 
action - 1228 
analogical - 20 
and control 1209 
approximate - 138 1 
Brady’s smoothed local symmetry - 383 
change 1201 
changes, model of - 158 
clause - 67 
commonsense algorithm - 82 
compactness of - 1384 
competent for natural forms 357 
complete - 1290 
conceptual - 418.43 1 
dimensional - 58 1 
expressive action - 1228 
for commonsense algorithmic world 
knowledge, theory of - 82 
for situations 231 
for visual shape 691 
formula-based - 1225, 138 1 
fully universal - 1290 
goal 1384 
graph-based - 1370 
homogeneous - 1290 
image-space - 83 
in AI, spatial - 38 
in nonmonotonic logic 419 
in the Cyc Project 937,938,939,940,941, 
944 
knowledge - 116, 136, 190,282,342,503, 
512.553,567,585,625,629,636,937, 
1074, 1151,1154,1185, 1263.1311, 
1339,1348,1377,1381, 1384 
representation language 188,567, 1005, 1339 
knowledge .- 1339 
terminological knowledge - 611 
representation 
marginal - 1212 
meaning - 65 
model-based - 12251381 
of a game 35 
of a problem domain, STRIPS - 5 1 
of a relation algebra 1290 
of belief 391, 1036 
of bindings, fully distributed - 594 
of constraints 1357 
of expert knowledge 907 
of implicit knowledge 111 
of knowledge 55,418 
of large amounts of knowledge 660 
of mappings as tables 140 
of motion 120 
of natural form 357 
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of planning problems 1223 
of plans, first-order - 430 
of programs by graphs 172 
of propositional knowledge 1384 
of prototypical knowledge 236 
of sentences 546 
of sets of clauses 67 
of shape and space 666 
of stories, first-order - 430 
of symbolic structures, fully distributed - 594 
of the environment 55 
of the MYCIN system 93 
of the scene model 376 
of time 1169 
of word meaning 66 
ontology 1196 
process-algebra based - 1211 
production rules as - 978 
programming-language-independent - 582 
propositional attitudes 1036 
qualitative - 1153 
scheme knowledge - 1345 
schemes 692 
semantic - 1088 
services, utility of - 625 
shape - 573 
situated view of - 1209 
sort - 635 
space of - 158 
static - 1074 
structural - 1370 
symbolic - 1185, 1254 
representation system 1116 
for mathematics, knowledge - 1042 
KL-ONE 1116 
knowledge - 485,486,904,1339 
logical - 948 
terminological - 1116 
representation 
taxonomic - 635 
theorems 575, 1038 
time - 1169 
TMS - 450 
tools 342 
traditional logical - 635 
transformations 158 
unique-attribute - 1111 
version space - 672 
with generative capacities 1196 
[See also “representations”] 
representation-language 109 
representational 
activities in 01s 603 
capabilities of hybrid systems 1095 
hierarchy 383,414 
mapping 504 
system 357 
transformations 688 
variant of the blocks-world 930 
vocabulary 602 
representations 118 
action - 1248 
analogical - 492 
artificial-intelligence - 1082 
causal structure - 1129 
decision-theoretic - 1082 
design of - 692 
discourse - 308 
domain - 1380 
dual - 1181 
expressive action - 1380 
for cognitive learning 55 
for kinematics 666 
frame - 136 
geometric - 479 
graphical - 578,661 
high-level - 1204 
hybrid - 635 
implicit in a case system 76 
in problem solving 158 
infinite - 1290 
intensity - 200 
knowledge - 1386 
language for expressing - 158 
machine - I I4 
multiple - 120, 296,473 
network inference - 379 
object - 219 
of commonsense knowledge 942,943,944, 
946 
of existence 636 
of kinematic pairs 573 
of narrative text 308 
of nonexistence 636 
of syntactic structure 923 
of the environment 52 1 
pattern - 219 
plan - 1076 
problem - 961 
production system - 1111 
qualitative spatial - 666 
space of - I58 
specialized - 692 
visible-surface - 200 
volumetric - 200 
word sense - 135 
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[See also “representation”] 
representing 
a scene 1269 
actions 448 
conflicts 958 
representing default 
knowledge 38 1 
statements 455 
representing 
design plans 520 
geometrical properties 472 
hypotheses 1187 
knowledge 907,1225,1262 
large bodies of real world knowledge 187 
networks with nonmonotonic multiple 
inheritance 935 
plans 1223 
propositional knowledge 1185 
qualitative behaviors 1113 
reproduction scheme, elitist - 1387 
requesting 931 
requests for data retrieval 226 
requirements of future queries 954 
resampling techniques 580 
Rescher 925 
rescue robot, space faring - 1171 
residual equations 69 
resolution lQ22,26, 107 
ambiguity - 1074 
calcuhrs, many-sorted - 324 
classical - 1068 
conflict - 633,958 
deductions by - 10 
graph notation 10 
graphs 10 
high virtual - 613 
linear - 916 
logic theorem prover, first-order - 17 
many-sorted - 324 
methods 13 
NC-- 208 
of conflicts 527 
of metonymy 1059 
of multiple causal inferences 908 
operation 10, 67 
order-:rorted - 904 
resolution principle 12, 1068 
for constrained logics 1068 
typed - 1180 
resolution 
program 12 
proof oees 12 
proofs 181 
proofs, by - 10 
qualitative - 658 
reference - 1059 
refinements of - 46 
refutations, linear - 142 
sequences of - 10 
SOL-- 916 
sorted - 1068 
steps, redundant - 142 
strategies 80,181 
subsort - 904 
system clause graph - 648 
theorem prover 19,151 
untyped - 1180 
with merging 10 
with theory unification 1068 
resolution-based 
inference systems 324 
systems 80,648 
resolve 
a conflict 27 
ambiguities 295 
resolving ambiguity 898, 1205 
in nonmonotonic inheritance hierarchies 
1205 
resolving 
arguments 682 
conflicts 958 
resource 
allocation 238, 1174 
constraints 363,668 
contention 955 
limitations 1151 
limited agents 1362 
limits 1362 
resource-bounded rationality 641 
resource-limited problem solving 183 
resources 363 
restricted 
graph structure 1355 
language of conclusion sets 1404 
logical calculus 948 
memory 534 
planning problems 1117 
quantifiers 1068 
queries 1381 
scope nonmonotonic logic 603 
set of contraints 1122, 1355 
subset of natural language 141 
restricting negation 1117 
restriction 
enzyme segmentation data 131 
to conjunctive concepts 460 
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restrictions 307 
on figural completion 1260 
on the search 1111 
resultant clause 10 
Rete algorithm 695 
for many pattern/many object pattern match 
problems 219 
0PS5 - 695 
Rete match 688 
algorithm 219 
implementation techniques 695 
Rete networks 695 
generalized - 695 
Rete operations 695 
Rete-based matching on demand 695 
retina 1274 
simulated parallel processing - 154 
retinal 
images 200 
projections 203 
retracing search paths 1202 
retracting conclusions 9 13 
retraction 351 
retrieval 178.478.525 
algorithms 268 
analog - 596 
best-match - 1070 
efficiency 1070 
efficient - 1070 
information - 1073 
involving incomplete and inconsistent 
information 593 
knowledge - 177 
of a good plan 1235 
of analogs from memory 596 
ofdata 
of information 268 
operation 129 
probabilistic - 1070 
retrieving design plans 520 
reusable 
anytime modules 1227 
methods 1193 
problem-solving methods 1193 
reuse 1339 
parts of old plans 1235 
plan - 1235 
reusing 
partial plans 520 
plans 1361 
problem solving experience 1093 
reutilization space - 126 
reversible 
irregular problem type 45 
regular problem type 45 
revised knowledge base 926 
revising 
a knowledge base 1096 
beliefs 1250 
knowledge bases, semantics of - 678 
representations 55 
revision 1250 
belief - 435651,962, 1178, 1338 
failures, recovery from - 1242 
iterative - 1242 
knowledge base - 678,926 
of belief 413 
of composite beliefs 413 
rules 1373 
schemes 678 
theory - 1288 
revision-based model for summary generation 1373 
reward functions 1239 
rewrite rules 107, 185 
rewriting 434 
a segment of a developing program 316 
rules 37, 142 
rhetorical relations 1058 
rheumatic diseases, diagnosing - 264 
rich domains 44 1 
Rich, E. 350 
rich knowledge bases 1378 
ridiculous axiomatization 64 
Riesbeck, Christopher 173 
rigid 
and jointed objects, motion of - 222 
control structure 183 
rigid objects 574 
forced motions of - 38 
three-dimensional structure of - 222 
rigid 
parts, collections of - 222 
transformations in the image plane 1270 
rigidity 357 
rigorous semantic foundation 473 
rings 473 
rippling 974 
generalised - 974 
tactic for heuristic control 974 
Ritchie and Hanna 287 
Ritt-Wu principle 472 
RL 
algorithms 1165 
reinforcement learning 1165 
road scents 60 
roadmap 476 
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Robinson’s unification algorithm 57 
robot 121,477,667, 1163, 1177, 1232, 1269 
action 1163 
robot arm 1281 
IBM 7575 - 1278 
robot 
behavior-based -, OBELIX 903 
constmction tasks 47 
control 411, 667 
design 1208 
driving: 1277 
interaction with the environment 411 
manipulation 300 
manipulator 476 
mobile - 605, 1232 
modelling 411 
motion planning 477,667 
motions 392 
moving in Euclidean space 1283 
NASA. EVAR - 117 1 
navigation 1278 
NOMAD-200 mobile - 1232 
robot planning 19 
problems 530 
robot plans 
execuling generalized - 36 
learning generalized - 36 
robot problem solving 83 
system STRIPS 36 
robot 
reactions intelligent - 36 
real behavior-based - 903 
shaping 1152 
space faring rescue - 1171 
robot system 
control systems of a - 1210 
vision systems of a - 1210 
reliable practical - 1232 
robot 
*^-‘T -.---lexity 1177 
,411 
robe 
73 
L--- ---- ‘robot’s”. “robots”] 
robot’s 
dilemma 458 
intelligent controller 1171 
[See also “robot”, “robots”] 
robotic vision 255 
robotics 43,224,320, 392, 492. 572, 1067. 1177, 
1232 
robots 1152, 1208 
autonomous - 1153 
behavior-based - 903 
configuration space 476 
mobile - 1160 
real - 1152 
simulated - 1152 
worlds of - 64 
[See also “robot”, “robot’s”] 
robust 540,957 
circumscriptive approach 1183 
concept formation system 518 
goal achievement 1171 
robust matching 1270 
of uncalibrated images 1270 
robust 
method of compressing 670 
optical flow estimation 1281 
reasoning 118 1 
text understanding systems 260 
robustness 393, 1279 
in dynamic tracking 1289 
in segmentation 1289 
of belief networks 1377 
of degrees of freedom analysis 957 
of networks 614 
of problem solvers 68 1 
of the revision-based model 1373 
Rochester, Gelemter, -, Hansen and Loveland 4 
role 
composition 1379 
of representation in theory formation 287 
roles, transitive closure of - 1379 
roller coaster problems 120 
root 138 
minimax value 447 
node 1238 
of the search tree 559 
value 558,559 
roots of knowledge systems 983 
Rosenbloom, Laird, Newell and McCarl’s overview 
of Soar610 
Rosenbloom, Paul 402 
Rosenfield, Israel - 652, 1056 
Rosenschein, J.S. - 1285 
rotated coordinate system 569 
rotation invariant 1037 
rotational errors 1278 
rotationally symmetric contour 1026 
rotations 222 
rote learning 246 
rough 
guide 45 
set theory 673 
surfaces 364 
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route planning 268 
program SPAM 268 
routine problem solving 342 
rps, relational production system 94 
RTDP, real-time DP - 1164 
Rubik’s cube 3 19 
rule 
base 1005 
discovery 522 
induction 580.1143 
interactions 1338 
language ARS 112 
modularity 1143 
of rational monotonicity 675 
ordering computing - 1338 
rule refinement 264 
algorithm 1143 
algorithm for sociopathic reduction SOCIO- 
REDUCER 1143 
system 442 
systems SEEK, SEEK2 442 
rule 
representation 237 
system 643 
rule-based 
configurer of computer systems 220 
expert system 237,977 
expert systems 186 
inference systems 366 
inferencing 398 
models 1181 
reasoning 1181, 1368 
system 112 
systems 227,522,1111 
rule-learning program 
of Brazdil335 
of Langley 335 
of Mitchell et al. 335 
of Shapiro 335 
of Waterman 335 
rule-learning programs 335 
rule-modifying techniques 335 
rule-oriented methods 45 
rules 500 
for combining uncertainty 1258 
for grouping 203 
for updating uncertainty 1258 
guiding choices 146 
of encounter 1353 
rules of inference 22, 135,435,904 
conventional - 382 
rules 
of interaction 1352 
of thumb 115 
program synthesis - 126 
reasoning about - 178 
setof- 
Rumelhatt, David E. 1049 
run-time symbolic processing 1209 
running time 
of constraint propagation 403 
of alpha-beta pruning 75 
runtime performance 1116 
Russell 636 
Russell, Stuart 1382 
Russell, Whitehead and - 37 
Russell-Quine ontology 636 
Russian 76 
RWM stategy learning technique 576 
S 
S&M breadth-first search procedure 37 
S&R breadth-first search procedure 37 
S4.2 modal logic 1220 
S4F 
modal logic 1220 
nonmonotonic modal logic - 1089 
s5 
formula 697 
modal logic 1267 
weak - 1086 
saddle manifolds 612 
SALT, knowledge acquisition language 503 
same behavior on the boundary between two cells 
911 
sample complexity 1121 
sampling 1288 
Gibbs - 598 
strategies for genetic algorithms 1390 
with and without replacement 1244 
Samuel 52 
Sandewall 1404 
Shoham, McDermott and - 640 
Sandewall’s 
nonmonotonic logic for almost- 
continuous systems 640 
set of rules, flaws in - 1404 
SAR 
imagery 569 
synthetic aperture radar 569 
SAS+ formalism 1234 
SAT 948 
regime 1304 
testing algorithms 1297 
satisfaction 634 
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of joindependencies 1064 
problems, maximal - 949 
satisfactory solution 1346 
satistiability 345, 549, 895, 1304 
algoritlnms 1199, 1245 
average frequency of - 1301 
constraint gap 1295 
of circumscription 345, 1403 
of fomwlas 1 
of LL 1’ormulas 405 
of random formulas 1293 
phase iransition 1295,130l 
problem 1267, 1305, 1343 
satisfiability problem, 3SAT - 929 
NP-completeness of the - 1267 
satisfiability problems 1199, 1294 
crossover point in - 1294 
generating hard - 1293 
randomly generated - 1199 
satisfiability 
propositional - 1343 
propositional Horn - 58.5 
satisfiability testing 1293, 1304 
constraints for - 1068 
procedures, evaluation of - 1293 
satisfiable 698 
problems 1199 
satisficing 
problem-solving search 72 
search problem 1259 
searches 72 
strategies 1259 
satisfying 
a maximal number of constraints 949 
assignments 1245 
configuration of successes and failures 1259 
saturated databases, closed E-- 338 
saturation 178, 301 
savings in search effort 98 
scalability in temporal reasoning 1169 
scale 
phase ,570 
variatbons 1274 
[See also “scales”] 
scale-sensitive 565 
scale-space blackboard 691 
scales 268 
order of magnitude - 657 
[See al.so “scale”] 
scaling 
behavior for genetic algorithms 1306 
computational cost - 1304 
non-uniform - 1310 
problem 1172 
scanning electron microscope SEM 196 
scenario changes 1186 
scenarios, classification of - I339 
scene 195.279 
analysis 7, 104 
as a set of 2D views 1269 
axioms 532 
consistency enforcing global - 1271 
decomposing a - 24 
scene description system 
heuristic - 29 
INTERPRET 29 
scene 
descriptions, symbolic - 376 
domain knowledge 532 
domains 104 
labeling 199,688 
labeling analysis of a - 169 
labels, information content of - 169 
model 376 
scene parts 199 
low-resolution - 1284 
scene 
reinterpretation of a - 41 
represented as a line drawing 29 
structure 357 
surface elements 128 1 
surfaces 480 
three-dimensional model of a - 478 
topology 1204 
understanding general - 1277 
scenes 
cluttered - 574 
complex geometric - 163 
of an object 204 
of three-dimensional objects 96 
pictures of polyhedral - 42 
reconstruction of 3D - 376 
road - 60 
three-dimensional - 139 
with a few blocks and wedges 41 
with multiple occluding objects 96 
sceptic 
executable specification language 1360 
specification of Soar 1360 
Schank, Roger C. 74 
schedule 
improvement I242 
quality 1242 
scheduling 1200, 1282, 1346 
constraint-based - 955 
deliberation - 1090, 1239 
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job shop - 1231 
model 1242 
scheduling problems 952, 1242 
flow shop - 650 
job-shop - 27 
scheduling system 955, 1386 
schema 655 
in genetic algorithms, notion of - 655 
recognition 1059 
theorem 655,961 
schemata 655,1072 
Holland - 961 
optimal - 961 
scheme identification process 692 
Schubert1262 
Taugher and Miller 1169 
Schubert’s Steamroller, mechanical solution of - 
324 
Schunck, Horn and - 417 
science and engineering 1083 
sciences of the artificial 267 
scientific disciplines 374 
scientific discovery 309, 1376 
systems 538 
scientific 
hypothesis formation 959 
problem solving 237 
scope 636 
determinations of - 677 
of nonmonotonic reasoning 677 
of quantifiers 636 
of reasoning 677 
scoping 
of conditions 274 
of modifiers 216 
quantifier - 216 
scoring scheme 261 
Scott, A. Carlisle 960 
screening 487 
scripts in language comprehension 136 
SDS 
image 1276 
spatio-disparity space 1276 
Seager, William 1052 
seam 193 
search 115, 185,220,245,249,250,266,280,493, 
518.905.1103, 1110,1111,1237,1301, 
1302.1305, 1394 
search, *-minimax - 257 
search, admissible - 1018 
search algorithm 331,392,560,1266.1340,1397 
B* probability based - 1340 
B* tree - 138,225 
best-first - 392, 650, 1069 
for approximately optimal strategies PA0 
1259 
for two-player games 1340 
heuristic - 277.487.1266 
hill climbing - 593 
linear-space best-first - 965 
memory-constrained - 1342 
partial order - 1238 
perimeter - 1266 
Q*-46 
selective - 1344 
staged - 487 
search algorithms 92, 162,251, 530,674,914, 
1018, 1237, 1372, 1390 
admissible - 95 
behavior of - 1301 
best first - 534, 1374 
heuristic - 92,534, 1018, 1389 
linear-space - 1200 
minimax tree - 240 
parallel - 1018 
recursive state space - 1206 
serial - 1018 
test functions for - 1372 
search and reasoning 607 
in problem solving 245 
search, B* - 447 
search, backtrack - 6 18 
search, backtracking - 168 
search, backward - 563 
search, Berliner’s B* - 206 
search, best-first - 274, 535, 965 
heuristic - 331 
minimax - 1344 
search 
bi-directional - 331 
breadth-first - 37,331,965, 1128 
brute force - 30 
cn-- 1066 
combinatorial - 112, 1039, 1298 
search complexity 257, 1202 
analytical model of - 1150 
polynomial - 232 
search 
conspiracy-number - 1066 
constrained - 574 
constraining - 115,242 
constraint refinement - 263 
search control 955, 1240, 1242, 1380 
heuristics 668 
knowledge 955 
knowledge, domain specific - 552 
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knowledge, learning - 646 directional - 1206 
rule learning planner SNLP + EBL 1380 graph - 1342 
159 
rules til9.955 
strategy 487 
search cost 1184, 1298 
independent - 1244 
search decis lens 139 
search depth 207,556, 1200,1305, 1344 
search, depth-first - 331 
backtrack - 123 1 
heuristic - 972 
iterative-deepening - 535 
search depths 252 
search 
directing - 211 
direction 384 
direction, alternating - 1359 
DP - ‘1304 
dual - 1186 
dynamics 1244 
search efficiency 6, 1346 
tree - 168 
search 
effort 98 
exhaustive - 210 
expected cost of a - 1259 
failures, learning from - 1380 
for a proof of a clause 18 1 
for attractors in phase space 551 
for best solutions 72 
for patterns, parallel - 337 
forward - 563 
generalization as - 212 
genetic - 96 1 
graph 242 
guided - 952 
guiding - 1340 
search, heurirtic - 2,6,134, 158,547,972 
search heuristics 974 
function to guide - 6 
graph I- 1034 
search 
heuristically guided - 8 
hill-climbing - 1288 
images, ability to - 1172 
implementation of pn-- 1066 
in a graph, agent - 1202 
induction as - 184 
information to direct a - 46 
iterative-deepening - 650, 1066 
knowledge versus - 232 
method, heuristic - 2 
search methods 240,1298 
search, minimax - 207,422,615 
lookahead - 547 
search 
min-max - 447 
model 232 
nonexistence of an overall optimal algorithm 
for - 277 
null-window - 1374 
of an interpretation tree 13 10 
of MINiMAX trees, ordered - 56 
optimal admissible tree - 33 1 
optimizing - 1172 
order 250 
ordered - 56 
search, parallel 67 
heuristic - 1018 
local - 1185 
search paths 143 
retracing - 1202 
search 
perimeter - 1128 
search phase transition 1294,1295,1296,1298, 
13OO,l306,1405 
search 
planning as - 407 
pn-- 1066 
probability based - 1340 
search problem 171, 184,212,250, 1172, 1259, 
1292 
reduction - 
satisficing - 1259 
solving - 72,407 
search problems 530, 1202 
combinatorial - 951 
intrinsically hard - 1298 
search procedure 362, 1107,123l 
A*, AI - 278 
AO*, AI - 278 
inherent in vision 1273 
minimax - 5 
surpassing alpha-beta 362 
search 
process 958 
programs, AI - I 136 
proof-number - 1066 
range of - 41 
search rearrangement 249 
backtracking 249 
search 
reduction operations 487 
refinement - 1229 
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schemes, implicit graph - 
selective - 1340 
self-terminating - 560 
search space 37,46,98,112,115,393,479,574, 
deeper 1107 
for a solution graph 15 
for an optimal path 248 
for models 1119 
958, 1136,1202, 1231, 1346 
dimensionality of - 1372 
modelling a - 1136 
pollution of the - 90 
recursive portions of a - 377 
reduced - 680 
redundancy 648,1129 
size 1229 
topology 1292 
search spaces 72,459, 1076 
infinite - 37 
large - 37 
search 
speed-up 1397 
state space - 143 
strategic - 242 
strategies 952 
strategies, optimal - 215 
search strategy 211, 212, 1202, 1259 
exhaustive - 257 
search 
tabu - 1387 
techniques, blind - 905 
time 519,1346 
time-efficient state space 1206 
to a given depth 77 
search tree 77,138,164,905,929 
depth 1299 
search 
tree - 254, 1342 
trees 21,447 
visual - 1172 
wavefronts 487 
with cut-offs 77 
without backtracking 502 
search-based planner 1228 
search-control knowledge 1004 
search-depth pathology 243 
searches, control deductive - 46 
searching 
adversary trees 138 
algorithms game - 240 
searching AND/OR 
graphs 15 
graphs, algorithms for - 15 
trees 251 
searching 
brute-force - 561 
complexity of - 1389 
for specific surface markings 1275 
framework, agent - 1202 
game tree - 422 
game trees 56,75,674 
game trees under a partial order 1238 
in a game tree deeper - 229 
in a tree 1337 
minImax game trees 422 
minimax trees I206 
random trees 384, 1206 
Searle 932, 1351 
Searle, John R. - 1312 
second moment feedback 587 
second order 
circumscription 385 
effect 122 
formula 488 
probability distributions 1396 
secrets 405 
SECS simulation and evaluation of chemical 
synthesis 134 
SEEK 
rule refinement system 442 
system for interactive advice about rule 
refinement 264 
SEEK2, rule refinement system 442 
segment 1137 
an image into regions 102 
segmentation 104,273 
data 131 
data, DNA structure from - 13 1 
experiments in - 104 
human visual - 1037 
interpretation-guided - 104 
letter - 414 
of stereo images 1284 
phase of scene analysis 104 
robustness in - 1289 
sensitivity in - 1289 
segmenting 96 
R” 1204 
Sejnowski, Terrence 1046 
Sejnowski, Terrence J. 1383 
selecting 266 
a chess move 164 
a problem solving approach 13 1 
computational actions 641 
from a predetermined set of senses 1074 
rewrite rules 185 
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selection 
algorithm, model - 1272 
between inference steps 507 
catalog - 342 
decision path - 78 
function, linear resolution with - 21 
functions 1038 
in an image 1273 
mechanisms 177 
networks, bypassable causal - 82 
neuron al group - 505 
of information to extract 1277 
of models, automatic - 660, 1144 
of problems 55 
repair :action - 1242 
support set - 1222 
selectional restrictions 1074 
selective 
backtracking procedure 336 
deepening 56 1 
perception 1277 
processing 1289 
selective search 1340 
algorithm 1344 
selective tuning 1273 
selectivity 56, I, 1340 
self-consistent approximations 122 1 
self-joined nodes 695 
self-knowledge 46 1 
self-motivated agent 1307 
self-organizing phenomena 1041 
self-reference 
langua,ges with - 315,426 
substitutive - 426 
self-reflective systems 1251 
self-terminating search 560 
SEM 
pictures, analysis of - 196 
scanning electron microscope 196 
semantic 
account of nonmonotonicity 549 
ambiguity 622 
analysis 125 
analyzer 125 
semantic basis 450 
for truth maintenance systems 450 
semantic 
characterisation 1138 
constraints. 596 
semantic errcsrs 125,172 
detection of - 172 
semantic formulas 135 
semantic foundations 473 
rigorous - 473 
for default logic 1138 
semantic framework 541 
semantic information 49,60,213, 1060, 1074 
to direct a search 46 
semantic interpretation 216, 425,636 
of a sentence 1074 
of natural language 636 
semantic interpreter 425 
ABSITY 425 
semantic 
minimal model style - 375 
model of minimization 380 
semantic net 101,337 
computations 412 
processing of - 337 
semantic network 231,337, 383 
acyclic - 550 
descriptions of shapes 383 
extracting knowledge from a - 337 
semantic networks 84,379, 514,635, 1404 
nonmonotonic - 550 
semantic objects 
Montague - 425 
well-formed - 425 
semantic 
parser 135 
preferences 65, 135,425, 1178 
preferences, broken - 135 
processing 239 
representation for natural language 
interpretation 1088 
similarity 596 
status of time 669 
structural and pragmatic constraints 596 
structure 135, 216 
trees 90 
unification 922 
variants meaningful - 247 
view of nonmonotonic reasoning 575 
semantic-free selection rules 76 
semantical generalization of logic 348 
semantically 
clear information 1162 
supported set of subsumptions 501 
well-founded logic for approximate 
reasoning 1162 
semantics 14,46,65,67, 116,287, 303, 315, 367, 
408,425,449,453, 501, 593, 597,602, 
603,622,639,641,669,925,935,948, 
962,967, 1059, 1069, 1074, 1086, 1097, 
1100, 1125, 1154,1178, 1198, 1223, 
1268, 1348, 1358, 1361, 1388 
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constraint - 1125 
for first-order logics of probability 597 
for inheritance hierarchies 622 
for knowledge representation 601 
for preference logics 541 
for reasoning consistently 1348 
formal - 1086 
four-valued - 501 
imperative - 73 
intuitive - 1378 
lexical - 1074 
minimal model - 1403 
model-theoretic - 602,898,904 
Montague - 895 
neighbourhood - 1198 
of classical logic 593 
of constraints 934 
of induction 5 
of inductive inference 5 
of logic programs 639 
of random worlds 1378 
of revising knowledge bases 678 
of the joint probability distribution 1358 
of update 1250 
of words, lexical - 1074 
open information system - 604 
possibleworld-409, 1151, 1154, 1168, 
1243 
possible-worlds style - 405 
preference - 922 
preferential - 925 
probabilistic - 575, 1069 
procedural - 116 
program - 57 
refinement search - 1229 
Shoham’s preference - 1089 
situation - 372 
skeptical - 962 
stable model - 962 
stable set - 566 
three-valued - 962 
two-valued grounded - 962 
uniform - 1388 
update - 1243 
well-founded - 639, 1384 
semantics-based region analyzer 60 
semantics-supported program synthesis 167 
semi-algebraic sets 476 
semi-independent model fragments 659 
semi-intervals 693, 1411 
semigroups with unit elements 906 
semimonotonic 1148 
logic 649, 1148 
sense 
projection 135 
projection mechanisms 135 
sensing 1232 
errors 477 
modality 1067 
uncertainty in - 667 
sensitivity 1279 
analysis 918 
in dynamic tracking 1289 
in segmentation 1289 
of belief networks 1377 
of the expected value of control knowledge 
266 
to problem representation 1359 
sensor 54 
fusion 1387 
observations 1067 
readings, noisy - 1387 
settings, optimized - 1277 
systems, power of - 1177 
sensor-based 
gross motions 477 
systems 1155 
sensorimotor transformations 1208 
sensors 320 
unreliable - 1104 
sensory 
data, noisy - 574 
errors 1278 
sentence 
comprehension, contextual constraints in - 
595 
comprehension, psychological models of - 
28 
conceptual analysis of a - 6 1 
deriving a - 87 
entailed by a database 67 1 
fragments 176 
planning 1085 
temporal meaning in a - 25 
sentences 
Horn type - 671 
in autoepistemic logic as a default theory 449 
of first-order logic 356 
sentential operator 1223 
separation between events temporal - 1236 
sequence 
continuation, plausible - 309 
dependent 1342 
generating rule discovery program SPARUE 
309 
of actions for a given goal, find - I 
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of images 1279 
of operators 45 
sequence-ge.nerating rule 309 
sequences 
of events 309 
of input/output pairs 1176 
of world states 1145 
recognizing DNA - 107 1 
sequencing 
car-951 
table 22 
sequent-style back chaining theorem prover 535 
sequential 
algontthm 1102 
algorthms 585 
alpha-beta 674 
backtrack-free procedures 502 
complexity 1120 
decision tasks 1165 
diagnosis 396 
machine 398, 1070 
machine theory 98 
plans 1361 
solut ions 585 
serial 
implementations 932 
machine 44 
processing 106 
search algorithms 1018 
serializable subgoals 1076 
set 
of ahowed constraints 1122 
of clauses 18 1, 301 
of clauses, inconsistency of a - 213 
of ccnjuncts, best ordering for a - 323 
of constraints 1119 
of defaults 1138 
of examples 212 
of failing components 917 
of island nodes 370 
of non-examples 212 
of possible worlds 1397 
ofrules 1119 
of rules, EL 112 
operator 1086 
set theory 13, 114, 118, 127, 247,374 
roug,h - 673 
ZF -. 385 
set union 126 
[See. also “sets”] 
set-entailment 1343 
set-membership 1343 
set-of-support strategies 22, 18 1 
set-of-support strategy 90 
sets 119 
[See also “set”] 
settling of a network 591 
setup times 1342 
SFS shape from shading 569 
shaded surfaces 364 
shading 196.279.569 
information 32 1, 569 
shape from - 1001 
Shafer 651 
probability mass functions 391 
Shafer’s 
canonical examples 6 19 
framework 391 
Shafer-Dempster 
belief theory 527 
inference network 527 
[See also “Dempster-Shafer”] 
shallow 
alpha-beta pruning 615 
cut-offs 122 
inference in broader areas 187 
pruning conditions 1238 
shape 195,565,569,573,666 
3D - 1001 
analysis 495 
change 495 
comparison 691 
constraints 204 
descriptors, vocabulary of - 691 
distortion of a - 495 
domain, two-dimensional - 691 
domains 691 
estimation, 3D - 364 
fragments 691 
from contour 1026 
from fractal geometry 565 
from regular patterns 265 
from shading 196, 1001 
from shading, SFS 569 
from shading techniques 569 
from texture 484, 587, 1026 
information 195, 587 
interaction, reasoning about - 573 
models, learning - 383 
modifications 915 
of the environment 431 
process-grammar for - 427 
recognition 69 1 
shape recovery 
from a single view 204 
process 565 
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shape 
representation 573 
surface - 192, 193 
shape tokens 691 
constellations of - 691 
shape vocabulary, hierarchical - 691 
[See also “shapes”] 
shape-from-image problems 279 
shape-from-shading methods 364 
shape-from-texture methods 364 
shape-recovery method 204 
shapes 665 
consistent with image data 456 
geometrical - 59 
images of two-dimensional - 383 
intermediate - 495 
of parts 665 
probable - 204 
reasoning about - 573 
[See also “shape”] 
Shapiro, Stuart C. 160 
Shapiro’s 
model inference system 686 
rule-learning program 335 
shared 
cooperative activity 1351 
mental context 111 
SharedPlans 135 1 
Sheiber, Stuart M. 513 
shell abstraction 1341 
Shoham 541,575,669,925 
and McDermott 640 
Lin and - 1089 
McDermott and Sandewall640 
Shoham, Yoav - 1142 
Shoham’s 
preference semantics 922, 1089 
propositional causal theories 621 
temporal logic 669 
unique c.m.i. model theorem 621 
shortest path 
algorithm, Dijkstra’s - 965 
in a weighted graph 8 
problems 475 
solutions 72 
Shortliffe, Gordon and - 416,437 
SHUNYATA program 1055 
SHUNYATA’s 
heuristics, automatic consoruction of - 1055 
proof of GGdel’s incompleteness theorem 
1055 
side effects 919 
foreseen - 548 
instructions with - 70 
of program segments 153 
sidedness reasoning 205 
Sidner, Grosz and - 1351 
Siegel, Bossu and - 345 
SIERRA, leaning program 378 
sigmoid belief network 907 
signal 
interpretation, acoustic - 1186 
signal processing 1186 
front-end - 1186 
signal understanding I 186 
processes 1186 
signal-to-noise ratios 1186 
significant intensity changes 289 
SIMD 
machine 953,972 
parallel algorithm 1018 
single-instruction multiple-data 972 
similarity 1037 
determining - 584 
similarity networks 1263 
generalization of - 1263 
similarity of games 35 
similarity-based 
learning 642 
reasoning 118 1 
Simon 1083 
Simon, H. A. 267,1243 
Simon, Iwasaki and - 360 
Simon’s bounded rationality 1243 
simple 
letter ecognition 14 
reactive behavior 1152 
simple temporal problem 632 
STP 632 
simple-greedy learning algonthm 112 1 
simplest 
proof 138 
subproblems 307 
worlds consistent with the defaults 455 
simplicial polyhedral surface 572 
simplicity 1039 
model - 1144 
simplifying assumptions 918 
simulate phase 570 
simulated 
image sequences 1279 
parallel processing “retina” 154 
problem in area surveillance 234 
robots I 152 
simulating complex physical systems 9 18 
simulation 53,400, 918, 1232, 1265 
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causal - 37 1 
cognitive - 526 
model of human personality 171 
numerical - 1156 
of a Turing machine 33 
of adaptive behavior 113 1 
of behavior 1011 
of chemical synthesis 134 
of circuit behavior 545 
of human intelligence, symbol-processing 
610 
of paranoid processes 34 
of perception 20 
of three planning process 1394 
of visual thinking 38 
procedure, Gibbs sampling 5 907 
qualitative - 551, 664, 666, 908, 911, 995 
results 1156 
stochastic - 598 
validlation of a computer - 34 
simulations, intelligent control of computational 
1156 
simulator for the box pushing task 903 
simultaneous 
acticsns, modeling - 43 
constraints 618 
interactive processes 43 
minimization of several predicates 1403 
single 
camera 222 
level counterfactuals 163 
view 195 
single-actor action sequences 130 
single-agent actions 1351 
heuristic search 547 
single-contributor causal structures 1129 
single-instruction multiple-data SIMD 972 
single-tag Markov-model taggers 1356 
single-track railway timetable compilation for a - 
27 
singly connected 
network 626, 1366,1367 
structures 1249 
singular extensions 561 
sinking sort 126 
Sisyphus room-assignment problem 1193 
situated 
agents, design of - 1209 
autcimata theory 1209 
view of representation 1209 
situation 
calculus 83,281,454,630, 1114, 1189 
semantics 372 
triggered behavior 1157 
situational argument 630 
situations, space of - 599 
six degrees of freedom 392 
movers’ problem 392 
six-dimensional configuration space 392 
size of the search tree 164 
skeletal planning 342 
skeptical 
approach to defeasible inheritance nets, 
directly - 620 
belief revision model 962 
conclusion, ideally - 1205 
conclusion set 1205 
conclusions 898 
inheritance, true - 898 
model 962 
prediction 971 
reason maintenance 962 
reasoning 637,966 
semantics 962 
theory of inheritance 550 
skewed distributions 1397 
skimmers 233 
Skolem functions 430 
SL strategy for resolution 80 
SL-resolution 21 
Sleeman D. 325,326 
sliding-tile puzzles 965 
Slomsn’s view of Gtidel’s sentence 1255 
slot-filling 216 
small 
failure probability 588 
molecules 1370 
smallest element algorithm, i-th - 167 
smart environments 1153 
SMJZ 
design of - 526 
structure-mapping engine 526 
Smith 1296 
algorithm for minimal cost strategies 645 
Smith, Steven M. - 1323 
Smoliar, S. 491 
Smoliar, S.W. 429 
smooth 
deformation 1037 
opaque object 57 1 
space curve 440 
surfaces 364.57 1, 1275 
smoothed local symmetry representation, Brady’s - 
383 
smoothly curved surface 195 
smoothness 
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versus roughness 364 
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165 
SNLP + EBL search control rule learning planner 
1380 
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architecture 609 
architecture for general intelligence 406 
capabilities of - 406 
description of - 609 
development of - 609 
implementation of - 406 
organizational principles of - 406 
problem solving architecture 1011 
Rosenbloom, Laird, Newell and McCarl’s 
overview of - 610 
social 
choice theory 633 
conceptions of knowledge 604 
knowiedge I1 1 
law in a computational system 1160 
laws 1160 
prototypes 17 1 
societies, artificial agent - 1160 
society 
of experts, effective problem-solving by a - 
106 
of mind 421,627,628 
SOCIO-REDUCER rule refinement algorithm for 
sociopathic reduction 1143 
sociopathic 
interactions 1143 
knowledge base 1143 
reduction 1143 
soft constraints, multiple - 593 
software 
rlprinn 3x7 
g 1386 
so1 116 
af - 916 
solie outed - 1037 
solution 
cost 965, 1305 
curves 1215 
difficulty, likely - 1306 
encoding schemes 1244 
solution graph 15 
of an AND/OR graph I 5 
searching for a - 15 
solution 
program 7 I 
quality 1093 
solution space 210, 1242 
solution spaces 
creating abstract - 210 
reasoning with abstract - 2 1 o 
solution trees 1374 
solutions 
multiple potential - 351 
pre-enumerated set of - 342 
to a set of constraints 1257 
with uncertainties synthesis of - 906 
solvable tree 307 
solving 
combinatorial problems 119 
geometric constraint systems 1029 
high-level spatial tasks 431 
power frames of the same - 83 
Sonenberg et al. 1351 
SOlt 
bubble - 126 
information 635 
sinking - 126 
subsystem 635 
sortal 
deduction 635 
predication 904 
sorted 
deduction 635, 1180 
first-order logic 669, 692 
formulation 1180 
logic, 635 
resolution 1068 
sorting 140 
algorithms 81, 1141 
sorts 904 
in-place - 126 
sound 303,597,898,904, 1240, 1243, 1256 
and complete planner 1232 
and complete planner of polynomial 
complexity 1232 
approximations 1162 
axiomatization 1348 
classification 625 
soundness 375,682, 1141 
logical - 625 
of constrained resolution 1068 
of QEP* 375 
of the careful closure procedure 375 
of the geometric reasoning method 1217 
of the universal attachment rule 1095 
source 121 
analogue 436 
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destination pairs 121 
matching expression 1216 
sources 
of ambiguity 932 
of information, reliable - 673 
of intractability 1144 
of knowledge 104,233 
Sowa, J. 491 
Sowa, J.F. 332,415 
space and time, standard models of - 1204 
space complexity 354,457, 1125, 1344 
of best-first search 965 
of OfT-2 1308 
of the path consistency algorithm 354 
worstcase - 1192 
space 
curve 194,440 
faring rescue robot 1171 
linear in the search depth 1200 
of camera positions 571 
of hypotheses 186 
of possible repairs 952 
of problem instances 1136 
of representations 158 
of situations 599 
of symbolic descriptions 235 
optimslity 650 
problem - 930 
reutilization 126 
station orbiting - 1171 
useof- 
variablles 295 
SPAM, program for route planning 268 
Spanish 1080 
spanning-tree algorithm 167 
SPARCE sequence generating rule discovery 
program 309 
sparse 
associative memory 1070 
--“-t*,n;n+ graph 1110, 1296 
space 1070 
In about the derivatives 664 
13 
____ __.._ Jf constraints 420 
payoff 522 
problems 1300 
reinforcement 522 
spars&y 
constant cubic - 929 
of evidence 1366 
spatial arrangement 
of items 1170 
tasks 39 
spatial arrangements 1170 
classification of - 1170 
for choice 1170 
for computation 1170 
for perception 1170 
spatial 
configuration 201 
correspondence 393 
filters, Gaussian derivative - 1274 
spatial frequency 
carrier grid 24 
channels 202 
independent - 202 
spatial 
geometry 69 1 
linking 679 
occupancy 1224 
orientation, 3D - 262 
planning 392 
spatial reasoning 666. 1 I 13, 1283 
techniques 201 
spatial 
relations 69 
relationships 69,691 
representation in AI 38 
spatial representations 
learning - 1176 
qualitative - 666 
spatial 
substrate 573 
tasks 431 
spatially 
located creatures 1170 
oriented information processor 38 
spatio-disparity space SDS 1276 
spatio-temporal 
aggregation 203 
derivatives I28 1 
speaker’s interpersonal goats toward the hearer 564 
specialization 227 
of CLP 948 
to a task 1210 
to an environment 1210 
specialized representations 692 
specializing rules 264 
specific task competence 1226 
specification 208 
abstract - 238 
inheritance - 935 
initial - 330 
specification language 11851360 
for connectionist networks 1185 
specification 
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of knowledge 233 
of nonmonotonic systems 379 
of routines to query and update a knowledge 
base 1311 
of spatial relations 69 
of the model, initial - 400 
of the plan rationale 274 
of vision systems 532 
problem - 896 
program - 238 
task level - 532 
techniques 473 
tolerance - 483 
specifications 
for artificial agents 548 
for subproblems hierarchy of - 330 
Horn clause - 308 
of a component 662 
specificity 638,682, 1378 
checking - 680 
considerations 1338 
definition of - 898 
notion of - 680 
of conclusions 363 
ordering 586 
specifying 
cognitive models languages for - 1360 
probability distributions complexity of - 
1175 
spectral features 263 
spectrum prediction 263 
speech 117 
act theory 931 
acts 1058 
acts, indirect - 176 
connected - 117 
continuous - 50 
synthesis 1060 
speech understanding 215 
continuous - 49 
mechanical - 49 
speech understanding system 117,215 
HARPY 117 
prototype - 49 
speech utterances, continuous - 49 
speed-up learning 1288 
speeding up problem solving 1359 
speedup 221, 1018 
speedup learning 1363 
data 1363 
methods 1363 
spelling correction application 1070 
spherical projection 265 
spin glasses 1304 
splitting 118 
heuristics in automatic theorem proving 13 
of a problem 63 
Spohn’s ordinal conditional functions 65 1 
sponge-like component 94 
spreading activation 923 
spurious 
noise 243 
qualitative behaviors 369 
square roots of nonnegative elements 473 
squeeze tree search technique 254 
SR hybrid algebra on signs and reals 658 
SSS* 384 
= alpha-beta + transposition tables 1374 
algorithm 143,252, 1374 
algorithm, Stockman’s - 1374 
search procedure generalization of - 362 
alternatives to - 384 
management costs of - 384 
storage needs of - 384 
stabilities 11 13 
stability 294, 360, 1279, 1352 
of complex structures 47 
types of - 1159 
stabilization 
behavior 1159 
of environments 1159 
stabilizing an environment program FIXPOINT 
1159 
stable 
equilibrium 293 
marriage problem 1194 
model semantics 962 
set semantics 566 
strategies 1352 
stack discipline 90 
staged search algorithm 487 
Stalnaker’s minimal change 1243 
standard 
analytic techniques 359 
backtracking 168 
circumscription 511 
complexity classes 1389 
Edmonds’ algorithm 8 
graph searching methodologies 1034 
model 1154 
models of space and time 1204 
reasoning algorithms 1204 
treatment of planning 1211 
two-valued semantics 501 
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Stanford 54 
Logic Group 992 
Research Institute Artificial Intelligence 
Group 7 
STAR 
abstraction 1359 
methodology for learning structural 
descriptions 235 
state 291 
description language 94 
of an agent 93 1 
of the search 95 
set 30’7 
state space search 143 
algorithms recursive - 1206 
time-efficient - 1206 
state variables 1239 
state-based minimisation 1189 
state-of-the-art EBL system PRODIGY/EBL 1004 
state-space 241 
learning systems 241 
problem solving in robotics 83 
stategy learning technique RWM 576 
statements of normality 1097 
states of the environment 1176 
static 
analysis 1004 
BBN TASKNBT 1289 
STATIC effectiveness of - 930 
static 
evaluators 52 
knowledge 561 
load balancing schemes 1018 
model 362 
ordering strategies 1110 
STATIC 
PE-bared analyzer of problem space 
definitions 
1004 
program for extracting knowledge 930 
static 
representation 1074, 1274 
type checking 288 
STATIC’s algorithms 1004 
static-board (evaluator 447 
stating combinatorial problems 119 
stationary di.rtribution 912 
stationary mlsnocular views 192 
statistical 
analysis of genetic pedigrees 912 
clustering 903 
correlations 1378 
dependencies 1236 
dependency detection 1236 
estimation of orientation of a textured plane 
587 
information 597, 1378 
knowledge bases 1378 
learning 1386 
mechanics 1292, 1304, 1405 
methods 192 
model of the performance of a problem 
solver 1363 
physics 1304 
relatedness measure 66 
steady-state behaviors 1113 
Stefik, M.J. 499 
Stein 1205 
stereo 195,572,1310 
algorithms 202 
analysis 376 
data 572 
geometric - 569 
images 1276 
matching a pair of - 1276 
segmentation of - 1284 
surface reconstruction from - 1284 
stereo 
inputs 202 
matching 1270 
stereo vision 1276 
system 1310 
stereogmphic plane 196 
stereological technique 283 
stereology 283 
mathematical principle 283 
stereopsis human - 202 
stereotyped algorithmic fragments 582 
stereotypic behavior of typical Al agents 1157 
Stewart, W. Wilson 1131 
differential equation model 1280 
domains 1239 
modeling 1244 
modeling of genetic algorithms 1244 
models for genetic algorithms 1390 
simulation 400, 598, 1396 
stochastically 
more efficient 179 
more informed 179 
Stockman’s SSS* algorithm 1374 
storage 
minimum amount of - 8 
needs of SSS*, high - 384 
requirement 143 
restrictions I3 
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pattern 111 
prototype locating a - 1274 
state algorithms 1165 
stories, first-order representation of - 430 
storing concept descriptions 114 
story 
comprehension 17 1,430, 1169 
understanding system experimental - 233 
STP, simple temporal problem 632 
strategic 
approaches to AI 607 
knowledge 57,237,242 
model of negotiation 1174 
strategic search 242 
algorithms 242 
strategies 242 
for organizing domain models 659 
for solving problems 3 19 
for the synthesis of algorithms 167 
problem specific - 242 
strategy 242 
for troubleshooting 296 
indirect - 206 
strategy-based model of adversary planning 189 
stratified programs 639 
STREAK system for summary generation 1373 
strength, computational - 693 
strength-based prioritization of knowledge 524 
stretching 13 10 
strict 
behaviorism 1172 
computational behaviorist position 1172 
links 935 
sentences 67 1 
string-matching algorithm, linear - 167 
strings of LISP atoms 79 
STRIPS 51,980, 1303 
knowledge representation system 94 
plan, generalized - 36 
STRIPS planning 1117 
propositional - 1117. 1303 
STRIPS problem 
domain 83 
solver 19 
STRIPS 
representation of a problem domain 51 
robot problem-solving system 36 
system 83 
variants of - 1234 
STRIPS-style operators 1233 
strong 
AI thesis 932 
model of generalization 459 
strongly 
condensed clause 963 
ordered trees 240 
regular graphs 254 
structural 
ambiguities 425 
component 50 1 
constraints describing a text 1100 
constraints. 596 
decomposition 1341 
description of a specific system 659 
descriptions 188,347 
disambiguation 425 
equations 36 1 
knowledge 237 
structural learning 188 
with forgetting 1214 
structural 
properties of optimal assignments to decision 
variables 578 
reasoning 1370 
representation 1370 
similarity 492 
subsumption 501 
theory of explanation-based learning 930 
transformations molecular - 1226 
structurally related words 1074 
structure 989 
and behavior, describing - 296 
and behavior, knowledge of - 296 
descriptions, qualitative - 369 
structure identification 954 
in relational data 954 
structure 
matching algorithm 68 
of computer programs 333 
of discourse 1085 
of equations 295 
of jointed objects 222 
of natural language 895 
of plans 896 
parameters for graph coloring 1298 
regularity 484 
[See also “structures”] 
structure-driven algorithms for truth maintenance 
1249 
structure-mapping 
algorithm 526 
engine 526 
engine SME 526 
theory 526 
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structured 
associations 418 
networks learning of modular - 1214 
objects 347 
program, hierarchically - 330 
programming methodology 3 16 
set of if/then associations 237 
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in empirical data 954 
of vertices edges and faces, organized - 139 
out of ‘:oy blocks 47 
[See also “structure”] 
structuring 
a problem space 62 
in belief networks 368 
stub gateway 1218 
student’s problem solving 184 
study of intelligence 610 
sub-implication 301 
sub-part repetitions 1310 
sub-tree 138 
sub-type linking 679 
subadditive domains 1352 
subassembly 1153 
subgoal 
assertions 316 
collections 1076 
distance 407 
interactions 530 
subgoaling, universal - 402 
subgoals 21, :347,407,1076,1230 
plan for - 1230 
problems with non-serializable - 3 19 
subjective 
Bayesian approach 964 
Bayesian updating 186 
inferen!% 358 
information 186 
probabilities 1378 
subjunctive 
conditional 1096 
query answering 1096 
reasoning 1097 
sublanguages, comparative analysis of - 1364 
sublogics 1388 
submicron tec:hnology 295 
suboptimal 
cost pafh 370 
solution 1305 
subproblem 420 
factoring 914 
subproblems 63, 182,307, 576 
independent - 182 
interact I82 
nearty independent - 182 
subsequent evidence 394 
subsort resolution 904 
substitution 
property 98 
rule for equality 9 
substitutional framework 635 
substitutive self-reference 426 
substrings 94 
subsumed subgoals 377 
subsumption 459,501,512,648,963,1339 
computational complexity of - 687 
conditions, Loveland’s - IO 
decidability of - 512 
in attributive concept descriptions 611 
in terminologies 567 
inferences 1339 
linear resolution with - 32 
NP-completeness of - 687 
of concept descriptions 567 
problems, co-NP-hard - 687 
PSPACE-completeness of - 
structural - 501 
term - 1339 
tractable - 501 
subsumption-based knowledge representation 
language 1339 
CLASSIC 1339 
subsumptions, semantically supported set of - 501 
subtree I344 
values 1066 
subtypes 
predicate - 1180 
treatment of - 473 
success probabilities 1259 
successful problem solvers 53 
successive 
communications 1358 
refinement 145 
relaxation 914 
succinct representation 1389 
sufficiently small errors 558 
summarizing quantitative data 1373 
summary generation system STREAK 1373 
superimposed activity patterns 590 
supermarkets 1170 
superposition 908 
for nonlinear systems 908 
qualitative - 908 
superset 917 
supply and demand curves 1218 
support 
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knowledge 237 
set selection 1222 
set selection task 1222 
supposed behavior 395 
suppressing noise 1276 
SUPREM architecture 343,493 
surface 193, 195, 198,572, 1310 
3D shape of a textured - 484 
boundary 194 
cases in languages 76 
contours 193,480 
curvature 195 
cut by parallel planes 1077 
description, generic - 480 
estimation, active - 1284 
height information 569 
high frequency components of a - 569 
information 279 
low frequency components of a - 569 
markings projected - 1026 
model fractal - 364 
motion 283 
surface orientation 194,195,265,273,283,480, 
1001 
estimation 587, 1026 
local - 321 
surface 
patches 196 
perception 194 
physical - 193 
surface reconstruction 
from stereo images 1284 
global - 1275 
surface 
region reconstructible - 1275 
representation of objects 572 
shape 192, 193,484 
simplicial polyhedral - 572 
slant probability density 321 
slopes 569 
smoothness 196 
tilt 321 
[See also “surfaces”] 
surface topography 569 
Venusian - 569 
surface-based description 376 
surface-vanishing line formula 565 
surfaces 156,262,289 
and edges, coherence rules for - 42 
blending - 481 
curved - 192,195,484, 1077 
detection of stereo disparity - 1276 
developable - 195 
natural 3D - 364 
objects with curved - 322 
planar - 192,484 
primary - 48 1 
mugh - 364 
shaded - 364 
smooth - 364,571, 1275 
textured - 364,565 
three-dimensional - 999 
visible - 192 
zero-Gaussian curvature - 1077 
[See also “surface”] 
surveillance 
application, traffic - 1289 
systems, visual - 1289 
Sussman, G.J. 333 
Sussman, J. 333 
Sussman’s anomaly 919 
SW5 modal logic 1220 
SWALE learning system 525 
SWALE’s explanations 525 
symbol grounding problem 600 
symbol processing 590 
connectionist 589 
simulation of human intelligence 6 10 
symbol structures, composite - 590 
symbolic 
algebra system Minima 658 
algebraic solution 957 
approach to qualitative kinematics 915 
constraints, propagation of - 201 
description, high-level - 1113 
descriptions 235 
directional instructions 1278 
evaluator, SYMEVAL 374 
factorization of multivariate polynomials 86 
information 115, 666, 1283 
labels 199 
symbolic logic 250,601 
formal proof in - 88 
symbolic 
machinery I338 
manipulations on algebraic expressions 157 
primitives 376 
symbolic processing 238 
run-time - 1209 
symbolic programming 140 
knowledge about elementary - 140 
symbolic reasoning 201,661,915,957 
about change 1104 
symbolic relationships 1283 
symbolic representation 1185, 1254 
of shape and space 666 
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of kinematic pairs 573 
symbolic 
scene descriptions 376 
shape representation 573 
structures in connectionist systems 594 
systems 1185 
symbols 5611 
SYMEVAL, experimental deductive system 374 
symmetric contour, rotationally - 1026 
SYMMETRIC LOGIC 374 
symmetric 
networks 1185 
TSP 1302 
symmetries 1077 
mechanical discovery of - 98 
symmetry 9B 
analyses 427 
analysis, process-based - 427 
axes of - 357 
structure 427 
time-mverse - 98 
symmetry-seeking model 456 
symptom-fault rules 297 
synergies qualitative - 578 
synergy 
amon,g constructions 923 
in a cjrcuit 157 
syntactic 
ambiguity, resolution of - 1059 
analysis 129 
categories 1100 
syntactic characterization 486 
of circumscriptive theories 486 
of the merging operation 1268 
syntactic 
constructions 923 
form 125,345,582 
generalizations 1187 
syntactic information 49,106O 
to direct a search 46 
syntactic 
item, modifiers of a - 216 
knowledge 923 
level 1080 
mistakes 125 
operators, primitive - 247 
processing 239 
restrictions 1111 
status of time 669 
structure, representations of - 923 
structures 2 16 
theory of belief and action 356 
transformation 1268 
viewpoint of proof development 535 
syntactically close 1101 
syntax 125,287,923, 1059,1268 
and semantics 425 
classical - 895 
for generation 923 
in a parallel generator 923 
independenceofthe- 1268 
natural language - 895 
nonstandard - 895 
of propositional logic 593 
taxonomic - 895 
syntax-directed program synthesis 167 
synthesis 
algorithm, Freuder’s - 529 
and analysis of electrical networks 157 
automatic program - 70, 153 
deductive - 167 
efficient - 238 
of a procedure from example computations 
137 
of algorithms, strategies for the - 167 
of arbitrary specialized agents, automated - 
1210 
of autonomous agents 1158 
of divide-and-conquer algorithms 330 
of solutions with uncertainties 906 
of uncertainties 906 
plan - 82 
plans 134 
process 137,238 
resources 238 
rule 316 
semantics-supported program - 167 
speech - 1060 
syntax-directed program - 167 
system, computer-based - 126 
system, experimental program - 180 
techniques from ALICE 354 
synthesizing 251 
recursive functions 153 
synthetic 
aperture radar, SAR 569 
data 484 
programming 3 16 
psychology 340 
system analysis, causal approaches to - 36 1 
system behavior, descriptions of - 371 
economist’s approach to - 361 
engineer’s approach to - 36 1 
in the form of histories 908 
system 
design, empirical - 1373 
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system 
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system’s final state 37 1 
systematic treatment of subtypes 473 
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T-junction of contour fragments 571 
tabu search 1387 
tabular 
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264 
parsing bidirectional - 1118 
structure 129 
tabulated book games of checkers 52 
TACITLJS project 1059 
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tactics 125 1 
tag ambiguity 1356 
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single-tag Markov-model - 1356 
tagging models 1356 
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chemical structure 134 
mental models 545 
representation 239 
theory 1101 
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representation of - 190 
task 
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level specification 532 
modeling 1193 
oriented domains 1352 
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task-driven text interpretation 1073 
task-specific knowledge 376,959 
Taugher, Schubert - and Miller 1169 
tautologies in proofs by resolution 10 
tax mechanism, Clarke - 1353 
taxonomic 
classification 625 
plan reasoning 1339 
representation 635 
syntax 895 
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hierarchy 904 
information 904 
taxonomy 
of mental processes 932 
of subgoal collections 1076 
of subgoal collections, Korfs - 1076 
of tractable CSPs 1343 
of types of mental states 932 
of types of stability 1159 
plan - 1339 
Taylor, Charles 1134 
Taylor expansion I28 1 
TCSP, temporal constraint satisfaction problem 632 
teachers, unreliable - 673 
teaching 
concept - 113 
of programming, computer aided - 8 I 
system 113 
TEAM, transportable natural-language interface 
system 399 
technology chess program 30 
TERESIAS 
assistance ssytem for building knowledge 
based 
systems 141 
expert system 679 
teleological 
analysis 294 
relations 1196 
structure of plans 896 
tell-operations 282 
temporal 
abstraction 662 
analog of static reason maintenance 394 
arguments 669 
aspects of problem-solving 110 
beginnings of events 693 
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temporal cor&raint 
networks 632 
satisfaction problem TCSP 632 
temporal 
constraints 632,1197 
data association problems 1067 
database management 394 
disjoirrtness, point-based - 1197 
endings of events 693 
formalism 454 
incidence, logic of - 546 
information 408, 632,956, 1088, 1169 
information qualitative 956 
intervals, disjointness of - 1169 
temporal knowledge 110 
mechanizing - 110 
temporal 
linking 679 
location 546 
temporal logic 281,395, 669 
based planner, interval - 1211 
in AI 408 
non-reified - 669 
reified - 1246 
Shoham’s - 669 
temporal 
meaning in a sentence 2.5 
methods 145 
objects 1357 
ontology, diversification of the - 546 
ordering of action 1170 
priorities 630 
problems 632 
temporal projection 419, 1189 
computational complexity of - 1063 
temporal qualitative analysis 295 
temporal reasoning 394,419,450,454,466,693, 
1063,1104,1145,I246,1357,1411 
nonmonotonic - 464 
probabilistic - 1104 
scalability in - 1169 
temporal re&rences 25, 110 
in natural language 25 
temporal 
relationships 1339 
representation 419 
separation between events 1236 
terms 669 
temporal&in g 
the belief operators 931 
the knowledge operators 93 1 
tense 
marker 25 
relations 25 
tenses, analysis of - 25 
tensor 
calculus representation 1281 
product 594 
product representation 594 
term subsumption 1339 
term-rewriting 
method 3 14 
system for Boolean algebra canonical - 314 
systems 314 
terminal 
equivalence I57 
node scores 99 
nodes 122 
nodes scored, expected number of - 99 
payoffs 243 
positions 162 
terminating 
contour fragment 571 
the search 1340 
termination 487,632 
hypothesis 1141 
of algorithms 114 1 
of generalised ripling 974 
of local constraint propagation algorithms 
462 
of the process of finding the justified facts 
680 
of the search 138 
terminological 
axioms 1385 
inferences 433 
information 625 
terminological knowledge 625 
representation 567 
representation languages 611 
terminological 
language 567,625, 1339 
logics 501, 512 
reasoning 433,567 
terminological representation 
language 567 
systems 1116 
terrain elevation 
data 569 
estimates 569 
terrain navigation 475 
terrorism, domain specific dictionary for - 137 1 
test 
battery for rational database updating 1375 
for intelligence in machines 933 
test functions 
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handwritten 
addresses, determining delivery point codes 
from- 1100 
cheques, determining amounts from - 1100 
drug prescriptions, determining drug and 
dosage from - 1100 
text, interpreting - 1100 
Hanks and McDermott 450,455 
Hanna, Ritchie and - 287 
Hansen, Gelemter, Rochester , - and Loveland 4 
Haralick and Lee 417 
Haralick’s discrete relaxation 168 
hard 
graph coloring problems 1184 
instances of the traveling salesman problem 
1405 
problem instances 972 
hard problems 637,1136,1294,1296 
exceptionally - 1184 
narrow range of - 1303 
hard 
random 3-SAT problems 1299 
satisfiability problems, generating - 1293 
search problems, intrinsically - 1298 
hard unsatisfiable 
problems 1199 
subproblem 1199.1295 
hard-easy phase transition 1199 
hardest 
constraint problems iI 84 
problems, prediction of the location of the - 
1296 
hardness of approximate reasoning 1245 
hardware faults, automated diagnosis of - 372 
Harrnan, G. 424 
Hamish, R. Michael 1048 
HARPY, speech understanding system 117 
Hart 
Duda, - and Nilsson 186,366,683 
Nilsson and Raphael 92 
Nilsson and Raphael, A* algorithm of - 215 
Nilsson and Raphael algorithm 8 
hashed associative memory 6 14 
hashing function 614,107O 
HASP, expert system 679 
having to know an exception 638 
Hayes, J.E. 258 
Hayes, McCarthy and - 20,454 
Hayes, Patrick .I. 1130 
Hayes’ histories notation 454 
Hayes-Roth 188 
Hayes-Roth, F. 305,306 
Hayes-Roth, R. 144 
hazardous drugs 1370 
head-driven parsing 1118 
HEARSAY-ii, problem solving system 234 
heat exchanger 570,.58 1 
heavy pruning 1308 
Heckerman 1263 
height of a tree 248 
Henderson, Mohr and - 457,529,688,934,1125 
Herbrand expansion 3 1 
Hertz, John A. 1044 
Hessian matrix 195 
heterogeneous 
agents 1353 
transformation 906 
heuretics 227, 247 
heuristic 45,342,914 
accuracy 1237 
actions 1242 
adequacy 1005 
advice generating - 420 
algorithm 920,929 
association 342 
backjumping - 123 1 
branching factor 1200 
classification 342, 584, 976 
consistency - 928 
control structure 47 
decision tree 7 
depth-first iterative-deepening algorithm 33 1 
discovery system 1237 
effectiveness 1292, 1298 
estimates 179,232, 914 
estimator 56 
evaluation functions 547 
evaluations 1266 
factorization scheme 86 
for branch and bound 139 1 
for guiding inductive proofs 974 
heuristic function 6, 2 15 
accuracy of - 6 
to guide search 6 
heuristic 
functions 242 
graph search 1034 
greedy - 460 
guidance I 15 
information 95,242,362 
knowledge 45,232,237 
limit - 26 
min-conflicts - 952 
MU - 634 
ordering rules 323 
preferences 378 
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approximation 1162 
change 1375 
construction 1370 
for argumentation 1194 
for interpretation tasks DATMI 663 
theory formation 246,247, 287,453 
by heuristic search 246 
theory 
in AI 600 
of abstraction 927 
of action and time 281 
of action and time, Allen’s - 546 
of analogy 436 
of analogy, Gentner’s 526 
of approximate reasoning 381 
theory of be1 ief 356 
and action, syntactic - 356 
revision 651, 1038 
theory of causal 
ordering 1083 
reasoning 1145 
theory 
of cognitive learning 55 
of coherent lower previsions 1258 
of commonsense understanding 294 
of conflict resolution 958 
of cooperative behavior 226 
of diagnosis 395,528, 1040 
of distributions 484 
of efficiency transformations on production 
s ystems 2 11 
of epistemic queries 1142 
theory of en.dence 1062 
approximation method in the - 1062 
Dempster-Shafer - 328 
theory 
of expectations 
of explanation 291,114s 
of human stereopsis 202 
of inductive learning 235 
theory of inheritance 898 
skepti:aI - 550 
theories 898 
theory 
of inte:mctions 658 
of language generation 318 
of measurement 1040 
of norunonotonic inheritance 935 
of quotation and unquotation 3 15 
of reasoning with abstraction 927 
of rep.resentation for commonsense 
algorithmic world knowledge 82 
of the Origami world 156 
of warrant 680 
possibility - 1388 
refinement 1071,1135 
revision 1288 
unification, resolution with - IO68 
theory-based 
heuristics 250 
taxonomy of types of mental states 932 
thermodynamics 359,660 
engineering - 659 
theta-subsumption 459 
thinking 
human - 933 
origins of - 1052 
Thomason 
Horty, - and Touretzky 620 
Montague and - 426 
Touretzky, Horty and - 1404 
thought 
computer models of - 74 
machine models of - 933 
thrashing behavior 97 
three-dimensional 
configurations, recovery of - 156 
data obtained by stereo 572 
forms part structure of - 357 
information 201 
information, deduction of - 201 
model 479 
model of a scene 478 
models projections of - 393 
movers’ problem 392 
object recognition 393 
objects, knowledge of - 393 
objects, perspective view of - 322 
objects, world knowledge about the - 139 
quantification of objects 201 
scene 14,29,139 
scene projection of a - 204 
shape 102 
shapes recovering - 279 
three-dimensional structure 192,289 
of jointed objects 222 
of moving rigid and jointed objects 222 
of rigid objects 222 
of visible surfaces 192 
three-dimensional surfaces 194,999 
three-layer model 1218 
brain-gatekeeper-user - I2 18 
three-layer structure 1218 
three-layered hierarchy 12 18 
three-valued 
extensions 639 
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forms of McCarthy’s circumscription 639 
nonmonotonic formalisms 639 
semantics 962 
thresholds of knowledge 607,608 
thumb rules of - 115 
tic-tat-toe 158 
tightest entailed probability interval 1124 
tightness of constraints 1346 
tightness of the constraints 1300 
time 1104,1223 
and action, Allen’s theory of - 546 
time and space complexity 529,953 
optimal worst-case - 529 
time 
and space difficulties 56 
and storage restrictions 13 
as a continuous phenomenon 43 
time complexity 302,457,965,1233 
average - 1125 
of OPT-2 1308 
of the labeling problem 1137 
optimal in - 354 
worst-case - 1192 
time 
computation - 965,1227 
constraints 64,668, 1174, 1239 
cost 1344 
differences 632 
in language 25 
inference 136 
intervals or points relationships between - 
956 
time points 1223 
pair of - 669 
time 
reasoning about - 394 
relations 25 
representation 1169 
semantic status of - 669 
specialist 110 
spent in decision making 1090 
syntactic status of - 669 
variables 295 
windows 1231 
time-constrained environments, problem solving in 
- 1090 
time-dependent 1227 
time-efficient state space search 1206 
time-reverse symmetry 98 
time-segment 25 
relation 25 
time-sharing connections 591 
time-varying 
data 210 
images 456 
time, understanding of - 110 
timegraph 1169 
consistency of a - 1169 
querying a _ 1169 
timetable compilation 
for a single-track railway 27 
program 27 
time-space tradeoff 407 
TMS 
assumption-based - 3.5 1 
justifications 450 
representation 450 
representations and structure of - 146 
truth maintenance system 146,351,450,566 
Toast, computer program acting as a short-order 
breakfast cook 1207 
Todd, Peter 1329 
token reification approach 1246 
tolerance 
for errors 1362 
information 483 
tolerance propagation 
approach 950 
TP 950 
tolerance 
specification 483 
to deformation 1270 
zones 48 3 
tolerauced 
features 483 
part 483 
Tohuau, Edward Chace 1011 
Tong, R.M. 1030 
tool kit for constructing matching algorithms 526 
top-down 
decomposition 330 
fovea1 targeting 1274 
hierarchy of winner-take-all processes 1273 
predictions 260 
processing 1118 
topography 
of natural terrain 569 
surface - 569 
topological 
connectivity 412 
data structures 1278 
direction-giving 1278 
flow analysis (TPA) 1215 
information 268 
linear spaces 500 
measure IO37 
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relationships 414 
relationships between landmarks 1278 
space ,565 
topological structure 
at boundaries 1204 
of a phase portrait, automatic analysis of the 
- 1215 
topologically equivalent views 571 
topology 376,470,935,954 
belief network - 1175 
of a path 268 
of boundaries 1204 
of the constraint graph 1300 
of the constraint net 950 
of the graphs 1175 
of the inheritance hierarchy 622 
total 
ordering planning framework 1094 
pre-ordering 1057 
totally ordered sequences of actions 1076 
Touretzky 966 
Touretzky, David 1046 
Touretzky 
et al X205 
et al.‘s theoretic framework 1205 
Horty and Thomason 620.1404 
Toumtzky’s mheritauce notion 966 
tournament game-playing programs 1374 
tower-of-Hanoi problem 45, 158, 1193 
toy 
animals 96 
blocks, structures out of - 47 
problems 607 
TP, tolerance propagation 950 
trace 690 
traces, execution - 1236 
track moving objects 1289 
tracker, untrained - 1280 
trackers, tumng - 1280 
tracking 4 1 
tracking visual 
contours 1280 
motion 1280 
tractabitity 
classification 894 
completeness trade-off problem 1288 
computational - 567,1254 
of plan validation 1063 
refinements 1229 
results 1311 
tractable 
algoriihm 433 
class of abduction problems 63 1 
computationally - 890 
constraint satisfaction problem 1355 
constraints 1122,1355 
CSPS 1343 
domain-independent algorithm 1103 
incremental updating method 962 
information processing problems 108 
planning 1117 
problems966, 1117, 1122, 1357 
procedure 44 1,954 
reasoning 1162 
simulation of qualitative models 664 
subsumption 501 
trade-offs 363 
between image intensity and surface 
orientation 195 
negative set of - 1111 
tradeoff 
among multiple competing objectives 1082 
between precision and computation time 
1124 
between search space redundancy and 
premature commitment to contributors 
1129 
design - 1229 
of storage for execution time 143 
trading 
computation time for decision quality 1227 
optimality for computational efficiency I 121 
traditional 
constraint satisfaction techniques 1357 
doxastic logic 1086 
EBL algorithms 1123 
logical representation 635 
parsing 111 
parsing methods 111 
refinement techniques 1359 
traffic surveillance application 1289 
trainable device 33 
training 584, 1135 
corpus 1371 
examples 432, 1071,1121, 1185 
motion of an object 1280 
procedures iterative - 590 
strategies 1152 
with user feedback 414 
trait attributions, understanding -
trajectories of control actions 1241 
trajectory traversals 1278 
transcription phonetic - 50 
transfer 
frames 121 
of control mechanisms 234 
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of expertise Interactive - 141 
of knowledge interactive - 141 
transferable belief 
approach 1065 
model 1065 
transform 
l-subdivision - 254 
1 -superline - 254 
2-subdivision - 254 
2-superline - 254 
Hough - 574 
nonlinear - 262 
phase 570 
the uncertainties of propositions 906 
transformation 635, 1268, 1305 
heterogeneous - 906 
imaging - 1271 
of formulas 40 
of process-records 427 
of unsorted deductive systems into sorted 
systems 63.5 
rules 1054 
sequences 1195 
system, experimental program - 180 
transformational 
analysis 129 
approach to automatic programming 140 
transformations 478 
formatting - 129 
functional - 538 
generalizing - 235 
in the image plane 1270 
model-preserving - 532 
molecular structural - 1226 
on production systems theory of efficiency - 
211 
parameterized - 13 10 
polynomial - 1234 
program - 172 
sensorimotor - 1208 
truth-value preserving - 101, 127 
transformed graph 254 
transforming 
language 4 14 
the searching process of GAS 1390 
transient properties 1113 
transistor models 295 
transition 1305 
transition analysis 295, 551,658 
technique 371 
transition network 
augmented - 155 
augmented recursive - 28 
grammatical notation 28 
parser 28 
transition 
pattern 1302 
point 1184 
probabilities 663, 1239 
regime 1304 
rules 551 
transitional views 57 1 
transitive 
closure of roles 1379 
transitivity 675 
axioms 377 
weak form of - 675 
translatable into circumscription 397 
translating 
complete sentences by using multiple 
examples 1216 
defaults to circumscription 397 
translation 582 
example-based - 1216 
machine - 1080 
modular - 397, 1365 
non-modular 1365 
of default logic into autoepistemic logic 449 
of formal proofs into English 88 
translational errors 1278 
translations 222 
of network propositions predicate calculus 84 
transmissions 665 
transparent operation 1082 
transportability 399 
transportable natural-language interface system 
TEAM 399 
transportation management, electricity 1 I73 
transporting knowledge bases I1 16 
transposition tables iO66, 1374 
trauma management 1345 
TraumAID 2.0, consultation system for multiple 
trauma management 1345 
travel agent 100 
GUS in the role of a - 100 
traveling salesman problem 650, 1305, 1405 
asymmetric - 1302 
TSP 1302 
treating incomplete and uncertain knowledge 673 
treatment 
medical - 133 
of subtypes 473 
tree 
clustering 502 
cooperation 906 
of frames of reference 268 
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of processors 221 
pruning alpha-beta - 257 
repmsentation 1350 
tree search 164,254,384,1342 
algorithm 225 
algorithm B* - 138,225 
algorithm, heuristic - 929 
algorithms minimax - 
best-l’& 1342 
depthJust - 1342 
efficiency 168 
in chess programs 77 
operations 168 
optimai admissible - 33 1 
problems 1305 
tree searching 206 
problems 650 
tree with random costs 248 
[See also “trees”] 
tree-based methods 1370 
tree-growth procedure 447 
tree-structured 1146 
attributes 460 
constraint satisfaction problems 1146 
CSP 420 
representation 368 
trees 
cliqua -. 1212 
containing chance nodes 257 
Markov - 1212 
of depth 2 99 
of depth 3 99 
of depth 4 99 
[See also “tree”] 
Tretiak and Pastor 417 
tri-dimensionality 194 
trial and error learning by - 903 
triangle table 36 
triangular quasi-algebraic sets 472 
tAar--l-L-- n-jaunay _ 572 
trihl 
5 
: drawings of - 1137 
I____ _,_:t world 156 
world 156 
trimming 487 
trip plannir~g 190 
trivially serializable subgoals 1076 
TRL reified temporal logic 1246 
troubleshooting 662 
digital circuits 396 
digit,21 electronic circuits 296 
of cc’mplex circuits 662 
problems 545 
strategy for - 296 
true 
skeptical inheritance 898 
terminal payoffs 243 
truth and meaning 5 10 
truth assignments 1124 
consistent with the given sentences 1124 
truth 
conditional - 1248 
conditions 425 
truth criteria 1094 
modal - 1248 
truth maintenance 1249 
algorithms for - 1249 
architecture 352 
assumption-based - 396,516,527,987 
truth maintenance system 146, 149,435,450,539, 
585,916 
assumption-based - 353 
TMS 351,450,566 
nonmonotonic - 566 
truth 
necessary - 1248 
of facts spanning intervals of time 394 
possible - 1248 
truth preserving 
inference rules 18 
rules completeness of - 18 
truth, reasoning about .- 509 
truth set 1086 
of a mutual belief expression 1086 
truth value 363 
of a geometry statement 472 
of sentences 348 
truth-functional consistency 
truth-functionally normalized 208 
truth-preserving deductive rules 235 
truth-value preserving transformations 101, 127 
truths of the minimal models 346 
TSP 
phase transition 1405 
traveling salesman problem 1302 
tunable distance measure 1037 
tuning 
selective - 1273 
the visual processing network 1273 
trackers 1280 
Turing machine 
capable of given computations, finding a - 33 
from sample computations, inference of a - 
33 
simulation of a - 33 
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Turing test 933 
Turing-like indistinguishability tests 34 
Turkish 76 
tutor system for foreign languages 125 
tutoring systems, intelligent - 325, 326 
TWEAK planning algorithm 404 
two-dimensional 
arrangements, generation of - 39 
Euclidean traveling salesman 1405 
image 393,479 
patterns 495 
phrase layout 1100 
picture plane 204 
projection 194 
shape domain 691 
topological space 565 
velocity field 289 
two-person games 1340 
two-place preference operators 1243 
two-player games 1344 
search algorithm for - 1340 
two-player zero-sum games 1107 
two-predicate scope 401 
two-valued 
grounded semantics 962 
semantics, standard - 501 
two-way transfer of information 234 
type 0 
grammars 87 
string grammars 94 
string productions 94 
type 
checking 288 
declarations 288 
reasoning 1180 
resolution problem 288 
scheme 288 
type structure 
of a computer program 1180 
of the problem domain 1180 
type system, polymorphic - 288 
typed deduction 1180 
procedure 1180 
typed 
formulation 1180 
predicate calculus 347, 1180 
resolution principle 1180 
types 
limited theory of - 26 
of actions 281 
of events 28 1 
of processes 28 1 
of properties 28 1 
of stability 1159 
of theory in artificial intelligence 108 
problem - 45 
typical 
AI agents 1157 
behavior of classes of problems 1292 
individuals 638 
typing 107 
theory 1180 
theory, conditional - 1180 
U 
ubiquity 
of discovery 115 
of phase transition phenomena 1405 
UCPOP 
+ EBL planning system 1380 
a descendant of SNLP 1380 
Ullman, Marr and - 289 
Ullman’s discrete relaxation 168 
ultrasonic range data 1067 
Ulysses-l program 1277 
Ulysses-2 program 1277 
Ulysses-3 program 1277 
unambiguity property 382 
unambiguous inheritance networks 966 
unary constraints 632 
unbiased learning 378 
uncalibrated 
cameras 1283 
images 1270 
uncertain 
evidence 391 
input data 1277 
uncertain knowledge673.964.1263 
in expert systems 964 
reason with - 348 
uncertain 
reasoning 1212 
subjective information 186 
territory, planning routes through - 268 
world 1104,1289 
uncertainties 
of propositions 906 
synthesis of - 906 
uncertainty 320.477.557.580, 1067, 1232, 1258, 
1340 
combining - 1258 
control - 1232 
cooperation under - 906 
critical values of - 1232 
data association - 1067 
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data correspondence - 1067 
decision making under - 557 
due to noise 1067 
expressing - 557 
in control 667 
in expert systems 1258 
in inteiligent systems 1062 
in sensing 667 
in the geometric models of the environment 
477 
lower bound on - 1340 
manag;ement 527, 13 88 
measures of - 1258 
model - 477 
noise s- 1067 
problems involving - 1164 
qualitative assessment of - 964 
quantifying - 1378 
reasoning under - 622,1377 
reasoning with - 557 
reduction 1232 
updating - 1258 
valuation 1057 
values 906 
unconditional plans 1063 
unconditiom~ly independent hypotheses 1005 
unconstrained optimization problem 279 
uncovering trees 1350 
undecidabili ty 
of reasoning 115 1 
of strong condensedness 963 
of subsumption in NIKL 5 12 
results 1233 
theorems 1233 
undecidable 586, 13 11 
formula 1055 
underconstrained 
and satisfiable problems 1295 
problem 
problems 1299 
region 1294 
underlying knowledge 45 
understand 
connefzted iscourse 136 
connelzted speech 117 
understanding 251,284,285 
a program 8 1 
analogies 436 
cognition 386,387,388.389,390 
commonsense - 294 
complex dynamics 661 
image - 469,585 
image intensities 102 
music with AI I328 
natural language - 125.1166 
novice programs 544 
obstacle cancellations 579 
of instructions 1166 
of phenomena, human - 1083 
of signals 1186 
oftime 110 
planner behavior 1236 
political conflicts program POLITICS 189 
positioning 1283 
processes signal - 1186 
program - 582 
simple picture programs system MYCROFT 
73 
speech - 117 
system experimental story - 233 
system language - 135 
text - 260 
the actions of others 130 
the creative mind 13 19 
trait attributions 17 1 
undirected graphs 626 
undoing false conclusions 136 
unexceptional and consistent world, maximally - 
455 
unexpected 
context 135 
execution events 1242 
unguided segmentation 104 
unification 635, 1068 
algorithm 463 
algorithm, Robinson’s - 57 
operation 67 
resolution with theory - 1068 
unified 
framework for inheritance theories 898 
planning and control 1228 
theories of cognition 1009,1010, 1011 
theory of cognition 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 
1016, 1017 
uniform 
asymptotic behavior 612 
b-ary trees 1202 
cost algorithm 248 
random game trees 1344 
semantics 1388 
tree 122,162,248 
trees of depths 2 and 3 99 
trees of fanout N 99 
unimodularity 139 1 
union-find algorithmic schema 463 
unions 
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in attributive concept descriptions 611 
unique attribute 1111 
representation 1111 
unique minimal unsatisfiable subset 1295 
uniqueness formula 511 
unit branch costs 179 
UNITRAN, interlingual machine translation system 
1080 
universal attachment 1095 
formal inference rule of - 1095 
universal attachment rule 
completeness of - 1095 
correctness of - 1095 
soundness of - 1095 
universal 
attachment system, implementation of a - 
1095 
form 1304 
universal formulas 345 
inconsistency for - 345 
universal 
logic of nonmonotonic reasoning 633 
preference-based efault theories 633 
quantifier 401 
sentences 380 
set of elementary functions 1055 
subgoaling 402 
theory of default reasoning 633 
universality of phase transitions 1292 
universally quantified formulae 471 
universe 636 
over which quantification scopes 636 
university of Texas at Austin 48 
unknown 
logic formulas 1185 
utterance optimal interpretation of an - 215 
viewpoint 393 
unless operator 363 
unlimited memory 1342 
version of of MRJX GREC 1342 
unobservable processes 1171 
unplanned events 1104 
unpredictability of natural textures 192 
unpredictable 
environments 1173 
source behaviors 1186 
unquantified version of the iogic of only knowing 
1256 
unreliable 
data 210 
information sources 673 
knowledge sources 1185 
sensors 1104 
teachers 673 
UNSAT regime 1304 
unsatisfiability 929 
proving - 929 
unsatisfiable 698 
problems 1294 
subproblem 1199 
subproblem hard - 1295 
subset unique minimal - 1295 
unsolved problems in artificial intelligence 70 
unsorted deductive systems 635 
unsound approximation of classical reasoning 1384 
unsuccessful plans 105 
unsupervised learning problems 907 
untrained tracker 1280 
untyped resolution 1180 
UP 
as hands-off manager 1171 
universal plan 1171 
update 
a knowledge base 13 I 1 
belief - 1250 
operator 1250 
procedure 441 
semantics 1243 
semantics of - 1250 
updated knowledge base 926 
updates, complexity of - 926 
updates to a knowledge base 1257 
updating 683 
a belief 696 
Bayesian - 186,304, 1006 
belief 1212 
Dcmpster-Shafer - 391 
matches 1270 
messages 1367 
updating method 962 
Bayesian - 366 
incremental - 962 
updating 
multiple - 366 
updatingonuncertainevidence391 
Bayesian - 391 
updating 
rational database - 1375 
systems behaviour of - 1375 
the probabilities of hypotheses 366 
uncertainty 1258 
upper 
previsions 1258 
probability 1258 
upward inheritance 966 
urban scene 376 
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real-w,orld - 478 
use 
of semantic information in the Q* algorithm 
415 
of space 1170 
of synractic information in the Q* algorithm 
415 
use-independent characterization of knowledge 602 
useful side-effects 919 
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